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Preface

Machine learning, a cutting-edge branch of artificial intelligence, has made significant strides in

reshaping various industries, and the field of healthcare stands at the forefront of this transformation.

In this reprint of “Health and Public Health Applications for Decision Support Using Machine

Learning“, we delve into the dynamic and ever-evolving landscape where machine learning intersects

with health sciences. This compilation brings together a diverse range of research and innovations

that demonstrate the potential of data-driven algorithms to revolutionize patient care, disease

diagnosis, and public health management.

Throughout this reprint, a wide array of topics and applications that exemplify the

transformative power of machine learning in healthcare are explored. Researchers and healthcare

professionals will find valuable insights and inspiration within these pages. Topics covered

include biomedical relation extraction, blood glucose level forecasting for diabetes management,

prediction of walking stability to prevent falls, automated pneumonia-infected volume quantification

in CT images, heart sound classification for precision medicine, noninvasive risk assessment

for early detection of renal damage, ECG measurement uncertainty analysis, smart-data-driven

tools for colony-type distinction, audio-visual stress classification for mental health assessment,

early diagnosis of intracranial artery stenosis using non-invasive hemodynamic indices, COVID-19

detection using multiple data modalities, and artificial intelligence models in the diagnosis of

adult-onset dementia disorders.

Overall, this “Health and Public Health Applications for Decision Support Using Machine

Learning“ reprint explores the symbiotic relationship between machine learning and healthcare. The

chapters contained herein demonstrate the breadth of possibilities that emerge when data-driven

approaches are applied to medical and healthcare challenges. We hope this reprint serves as a

catalyst for future research and collaboration, driving us towards a healthier and more technologically

advanced future.

Pedro Miguel Rodrigues, João Alexandre Lobo Marques, and João Paulo do Vale Madeiro

Editors
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In recent years, the integration of Machine Learning (ML) techniques in the field of
healthcare and public health has emerged as a powerful tool for improving decision-making
processes. The ability of ML algorithms to analyze vast amounts of data, identify patterns,
and generate actionable insights has opened new avenues for enhancing various aspects
of healthcare delivery and public health initiatives. This Special Issue (SI) explores the
applications of ML in health and public health decision support systems, highlighting their
potential benefits and challenges, mainly in the following areas:

1. Disease Diagnosis and Prognosis—In this area, ML algorithms can analyze patient
data, including medical records, lab results, and imaging scans, to aid in the diagnosis
and prognosis of various diseases. By training on large datasets, these algorithms
can learn to recognize patterns and make accurate predictions, helping healthcare
professionals make informed decisions about treatment plans and interventions. ML
models have shown promising results in detecting conditions such as cancer [1],
cardiovascular diseases [2], neurological diseases [3], and infectious diseases [4],
enabling early detection and timely interventions. In this sub-area of study, the SI
contributes with the following studies:

• Mirniaharikandehei et al. [5] explore the feasibility of using a modified deep
learning (DL) method for automatically segmenting disease-infected regions and
predicting disease severity in computed tomography (CT) images. A dataset from
20 COVID-19 patients has been used, incorporating manually annotated lung and
infection masks. An ensemble DL model was trained, combining five customized
residual attention U-Net models for disease-infected region segmentation and
a Feature Pyramid Network model for disease severity stage prediction. The
analysis reveals >90% agreement in disease severity classification between the
DL model and radiologists for 45 testing cases.

• Chen et al. [6] explore a noninvasive, cost-effective tool to assess the risk of sub-
clinical renal damage (SRD) in asymptomatic individuals. Using ML algorithms,
a risk assessment score model was established based on systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, and body mass index. The model demonstrated excel-
lent classification ability, with an AUC value of 0.778 for SRD estimation and
0.729 for 4-year SRD risk prediction.

• Zhang et al. [7] investigate the effects of atherosclerotic intracranial internal
carotid artery stenosis (IICAS) on extracranial internal carotid artery (ICA) flow
velocity waveforms to identify sensitive hemodynamic indices for IICAS di-
agnoses. Hemodynamic indices, including peak systolic velocity (PSV), end-
diastolic velocity (EDV), resistive index (RI), and the first harmonic ratio (FHR),
were analyzed in simulations with and without IICAS. In a case-control study

Bioengineering 2023, 10, 792. https://doi.org/10.3390/bioengineering10070792 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/bioengineering
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with patients having mild-to-moderate IICAS, statistical analyses revealed that
the average PSV, EDV, and RI were lower in the stenosis group compared to the
control group, but without significant differences (p > 0.05), except for the PSV of
the right ICA (p = 0.011). However, the FHR showed a significantly higher value
in the stenosis group compared to the control group (p < 0.001), indicating its
potential as a superior diagnostic index for early IICAS detection using carotid
Doppler ultrasound methods.

• Barnawi et al.’s study [8] proposed a simple and efficient approach for recog-
nizing normal and abnormal phonocardiogram (PCG) signals using Physionet
data. The method utilizes data selection techniques like kernel density estimation
(KDE) for signal duration extraction, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) clustering. The authors enhance the performance of 17
pre-trained Keras CNN models through these techniques. The results demon-
strate excellent classification performance, achieving an overall accuracy of 97%,
sensitivity of 94.6%, precision of 94.4%, and specificity of 94.6% by fine-tuning
the VGG19 model after selecting the appropriate signal duration using KDE.
This approach holds promise for developing accessible and user-friendly Cardio-
vascular disease recognition solutions, encouraging regular heart screenings for
early detection.

• Ribeiro et al. [9] published a literature review paper about the exploration of
the infection mechanism, patient symptoms, and laboratory diagnosis regarding
COVID-19. They also assess various technologies and computerized models,
such as ECG, voice, and X-ray techniques, used for the accurate detection of
COVID-19. The state-of-art literature reported high accuracy rates ranging from
85.70% to 100% for the diagnostic models. Based on these findings, they con-
cluded that the existing models for COVID-19 detection have shown promising
results, but there is still potential for improvement considering the diverse symp-
tomatology and evolving understanding of the disease in individuals.

• Battineni et al. [10] published a review paper focused on the use of ML models
in the diagnosis of adult-onset dementia disorders. The authors explored the
combination of ML algorithms with conventional magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) to enhance diagnostic accuracy. The findings indicate that ML techniques
combined with MRI improve the diagnostic accuracy, with reported rates ranging
from 73.3% to 99%. Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia were the most
common adult-onset dementia disorders identified. The study concludes that
ML should be integrated with conventional MRI techniques to achieve precise
and early diagnosis of dementia disorders in older adults.

2. Personalized Medicine—ML techniques facilitate personalized medicine by lever-
aging patient-specific data to develop tailored treatment strategies. By considering
individual characteristics, such as genetics, demographics, lifestyle, and medical
history, algorithms can assist in predicting treatment outcomes and recommending
optimal interventions [11]. This approach enables healthcare providers to deliver
targeted therapies, optimize drug prescriptions, and minimize adverse effects, leading
to improved patient outcomes and enhanced healthcare efficiency. This sub-area of
study benefits from the contributions of the SI through the following research studies:

• Kim et al. [12] used transfer transformers to identify drug–drug and chemical–
protein interactions. They utilized the DDI Extraction-2013 Shared Task and
BioCreative ChemProt datasets for extracting drug-related interactions. Two
models were proposed: BERTGAT, incorporating a graph attention network
for sentence structure, and T5slim_dec, adapting T5’s generation task for rela-
tion classification. T5slim_dec achieved remarkable performance with 91.15%
accuracy on the DDI dataset and 94.29% accuracy for the CPR class group in
ChemProt. However, BERTGAT did not significantly improve relation extrac-
tion. This highlights the language understanding capability of transformer-based
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approaches, which can comprehend language effectively without relying on
additional structural information.

• The study by Khadem et al. [13] addresses the challenge of accurate blood glucose
prediction for diabetes management. They highlight the difficulty in determining
the appropriate look-back window length, which affects the availability and
relevance of information for decision-making. To overcome this challenge, the
researchers propose an interconnected lag fusion framework using nested meta-
learning analysis. They apply this framework to Ohio type 1 diabetes datasets
and rigorously evaluate the models. The study demonstrates the effectiveness of
their proposed method in personalized blood glucose level forecasting, providing
valuable insights for informed decisions on insulin dosing, diet, and physical
activity in diabetes management.

3. Public Health Surveillance and Outbreak Detection–ML plays a crucial role in public
health surveillance systems by analyzing diverse data sources, including social media
feeds, internet searches, electronic health records, environmental and bacteriological
data [14]. By monitoring and detecting patterns, ML algorithms can identify potential
disease outbreaks, track the spread of infectious diseases, and forecast disease trends.
These insights enable public health authorities to allocate resources effectively, im-
plement timely interventions, and prevent or mitigate the impact of epidemics. The
SI makes a significant contribution to this particular sub-area of study through the
inclusion of:

• Rodrigues et al. [15] introduced a hybrid method combining pre-trained CNN
keras models and classical ML models to visually discriminate different bacterial
colonies based on their morphology on culture media. The system achieved high
accuracy rates: 92% for Pseudomonas aeruginosa vs. Staphylococcus aureus,
91% for Escherichia coli vs. Staphylococcus aureus, and 84% for Escherichia coli
vs. Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

4. Health Behavior Analysis and Intervention—ML algorithms can analyze large-scale
health behavior data to identify risk factors, understand population health trends,
and develop targeted interventions. By mining data from wearable devices, mobile
apps, and social media platforms, ML models can provide insights into individu-
als’ behaviors, habits, and health outcomes [16]. This information can support the
design of personalized interventions, health promotion campaigns, and policy rec-
ommendations, empowering individuals to make healthier choices and promoting
population-level well-being. The SI actively contributes to this sub-area of study by
including the following manuscripts:

• Promsri et al. [17] studied the relationship between walking stability and fall
risk markers in older adults. Three-dimensional lower-limb kinematic data from
43 healthy individuals were analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA)
to extract principal movements (PMs) representing different components of walk-
ing. The largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) was applied to the PMs as a measure
of stability. Fall risk was assessed using the Short Physical Performance Battery
(SPPB) and the Gait Subscale of Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment
(POMA-G). Results indicated a negative correlation (p ≤ 0.009) between SPPB
and POMA-G scores and LyE in specific PMs, suggesting that increased walking
instability is associated with higher fall risk.

• Gupta et al. study [18] aimed to detect and address stress, which is a significant
factor affecting mental health and overall well-being. In this study, a novel ap-
proach utilizing audio-visual data processing is proposed to detect human mental
stress. By employing the cascaded RNN-LSTM strategy, the study achieved a
high accuracy of 91% in classifying emotions and distinguishing between stressed
and unstressed states using the RAVDESS dataset.

3
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5. Healthcare Resource Optimization—ML can optimize healthcare resource allocation
by predicting patient demand, improving scheduling and resource utilization, and
optimizing healthcare facility operations. By analyzing historical data and considering
factors such as patient demographics, disease prevalence, and resource availability,
ML models can assist in optimizing bed occupancy, staff allocation, and healthcare
supply chains [19]. This approach enhances operational efficiency, reduces costs, and
improves patient access to timely and appropriate care. Within this sub-area of study,
the SI offers the following valuable contribution:

• da Silva et al. [20] proposed a methodology to analyze the performance of mea-
surement systems during the design phase using the Monte Carlo method. The
methodology was applied to a simulated ECG, estimating a measurement uncer-
tainty of 3.54% with 95% confidence. The analysis revealed that the preamplifier
module had a greater impact on the measurement results compared to the final
stage module, suggesting that interventions in the preamplifier module would
yield more significant improvements.

To conclude, ML has revolutionized health and public health decision support sys-
tems by enabling data-driven insights and informed decision-making. By harnessing the
power of ML algorithms, healthcare professionals and public health authorities can im-
prove disease diagnosis and prognosis, personalize treatment strategies, detect outbreaks,
analyze health behaviors, and optimize resource allocation. As technology continues to
advance, the integration of ML in health and public health applications will play an in-
creasingly significant role in transforming healthcare delivery and improving population
health outcomes.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, P.M.R.; methodology, P.M.R.; validation, P.M.R., J.P.M.
and J.A.L.M.; investigation, P.M.R.; writing—original draft preparation, P.M.R.; writing—review and
editing, P.M.R., J.P.M. and J.A.L.M. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of
the manuscript.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The identification of drug–drug and chemical–protein interactions is essential for under-
standing unpredictable changes in the pharmacological effects of drugs and mechanisms of diseases
and developing therapeutic drugs. In this study, we extract drug-related interactions from the
DDI (Drug–Drug Interaction) Extraction-2013 Shared Task dataset and the BioCreative ChemProt
(Chemical–Protein) dataset using various transfer transformers. We propose BERTGAT that uses a
graph attention network (GAT) to take into account the local structure of sentences and embedding
features of nodes under the self-attention scheme and investigate whether incorporating syntactic
structure can help relation extraction. In addition, we suggest T5slim_dec, which adapts the autore-
gressive generation task of the T5 (text-to-text transfer transformer) to the relation classification
problem by removing the self-attention layer in the decoder block. Furthermore, we evaluated the
potential of biomedical relation extraction of GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) using
GPT-3 variant models. As a result, T5slim_dec, which is a model with a tailored decoder designed for
classification problems within the T5 architecture, demonstrated very promising performances for
both tasks. We achieved an accuracy of 91.15% in the DDI dataset and an accuracy of 94.29% for the
CPR (Chemical–Protein Relation) class group in ChemProt dataset. However, BERTGAT did not show
a significant performance improvement in the aspect of relation extraction. We demonstrated that
transformer-based approaches focused only on relationships between words are implicitly eligible to
understand language well without additional knowledge such as structural information.

Keywords: DDI (drug–drug interaction); CPR (chemical–protein relation); transformer; self-attention;
GAT (graph-attention network); relation extraction; ChemProt; T5 (text-to-text transfer transformer)

1. Introduction

With the rapid progress in biomedical studies, it is a very challenging issue to ex-
tract efficiently useful information described in the biomedical literature. According to
LitCOVID [1], over 1000 articles were published in just three months from December 2019,
when COVID-19 was first reported, to March 2020. In PubMed [2] which is a biomedical
literature retrieval system, more than 35 million biomedical articles are included. Therefore,
life science researchers cannot keep up with all journals relevant to their areas of interest and
select useful information from the latest research. In order to manage biomedical knowl-
edge, curated databases such as UniProt [3], DrugBank [4], CTD [5], and IUPHAR/BPS [6]
are constantly being updated. However, updating or developing a database manually can
be time-consuming and labor-intensive work, and the speed is often slow, which makes
automatic knowledge extraction and mining from biomedical literature highly demanding.
Consequently, many pieces of valuable information with complex relationships between
entities still remain unstructured and hidden in raw text.

Bioengineering 2023, 10, 586. https://doi.org/10.3390/bioengineering10050586 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/bioengineering
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Recently, AI algorithms have been used to analyze complex forms of medical and life
science data to assist human knowledge or to develop protocols for disease prevention
and treatment. Moreover, deep learning techniques have been actively applied to various
biomedical fields such as drug and personalized medicine development, clinical decision
support systems, patient monitoring, and interaction extraction between biomedical en-
tities. For example, protein–protein interaction in biomedical entities are very crucial for
understanding various human life phenomena and diseases. Many biochemistry studies
go beyond the molecular level of individual genes and focus on the networks and signaling
pathways that connect groups or individuals that interact with each other. Similarly, interest
in the integration and curation of relationships between biological and drug/chemical
entities from text is increasing.

One of valuable information of drugs and chemical compounds is how they inter-
act with certain biomedical entities, in particular genes and proteins. As mentioned in
the study [1], metabolic relations are related to construction/curation of metabolic path-
ways and drug metabolism such as drug–drug interaction and adverse reactions. In-
hibitor/activator associations are related to drug design and system biology approaches.
Antagonist and agonist interactions helps in drug design, drug discovery, and understand-
ing mechanism of actions. Drug–drug interaction (DDI) can be defined as a change in
the effects of one drug by the presence of another drug. Since such information prevents
dangers or side-effects caused by drugs, it is also important to extract useful knowledge
from pharmaceutical papers.

Compared to other fields, texts of biomedical publications are more easily accessible
due to the publicly available database MEDLINE [7] and the search system PubMed [2]
However, the complexity and ambiguity in biomedical text are much greater than those of
general text. One of characteristics of biomedical text is that multiple biomedical entities
appear within a single sentence and one entity may be interacted with multiple entities. In
particular, it is very difficult to infer which pairs contain actual relations because all entities
in a single sentence share the same context, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. In this work, the
relation extraction is simplified as classification task, where the problem is to classify which
interaction exists between the given pre-recognized entities at sentence level.

 

Figure 1. Examples of ChemProt interactions.
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Figure 2. Examples of SemEval13 DDI interactions.

The main objectives of this study are as follows: (1) we apply transfer transformer
learning models, which have made impressive performances and progresses in recent years
across a wider range of NLP tasks, to the detection of drug-related interactions in biomedical
text, and aim to demonstrate which models are effective in biomedical relation extraction.
The transformers generate abstract contextual representations of tokens very well by
incorporating inter-relations of all tokens in a sequence with the concept of self-attention.
As baseline models, three different dominant types of transformers: encoder-only model
such as Google’s BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [8],
decoder-only model such as OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) [9],
and encoder–decoder structure of Google’s T5 (Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer) [10] are
chosen to establish a performance benchmark for our proposed methods. All experiments
are conducted using ChemProt corpus [11] and DDI corpus [12] which are a collection of
text documents that contains information about chemical/drug–protein/gene interactions
and drug–drug interactions, respectively.

(2) The second objective of this study is to investigate the effects of syntactic structure
of sentences on biomedical relation extraction by incorporating dependencies between
words to enhance self-attention mechanism. According to previous studies, syntactic clues
such as grammatical dependencies of a sentence help relation extraction. Some studies [13]
have demonstrated that removing tokens outside the subtree rooted at the lowest common
ancestor of the two entities or SDP (shortest dependency path) word sequence between
two entities from the parse tree can improve relation extraction performance by eliminating
irrelevant information from the sentence. However, this simplified representation by
considering only the SDP word sequence may fail to capture contextual information, such
as the presence of negation, which could be crucial for relation extraction [14].

In this work, we propose BERTGAT, a newly developed structure-enhanced encoding
model that combines the graph-attention network (GAT) [15] with BERT. We investigate
its effectiveness on relation extraction by taking into account not only word token infor-
mation but also grammatical relevance between words within the attention scheme. To
incorporate syntactic information, each dependency tree structure is converted into cor-
responding adjacency matrix. The GAT model uses an attention mechanism to calculate
the importance of words within the input graph. This can allow for the extraction of more
relevant information.

(3) Finally, we tailor T5, the encode–decoder transformer which has demonstrated high
performances in text generation task, to efficiently handle discriminative, non-autoregressive
tasks such as our relation classification problem. Since T5 transformer is designed for text-
to-text tasks such as text generation and machine translation, the decoder generates output
tokens autoregressively based on previous tokens. This can be less efficient for classification
tasks where a single label or output is required. Consequently, decoder’s role is not much
in classification tasks. We suggest T5slim_dec, which determines the interaction category by
removing the self-attention block of T5’s decoder input.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works in the field
of biomedical relation extraction is presented. Section 3 briefly describes the dataset and
provides necessary background information about transformers to help readers better
understand the rest of the paper. Section 4 introduces the baseline models and proposed
approaches in detail. Data statistics, results, and analysis are discussed in Section 5, along
with comparisons with state of the art approaches and limitations. Finally, conclusions and
outlooks are reported in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In the DDI (drug–drug interaction) extraction task [12], traditional deep-learning sys-
tems, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [16] and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [17] have shown better performances than feature-based approaches. Recently,
the transformer-based models including BERT [8], RoBERTa [18], MASS [19], BART [20],
MT-DNN [21], GPT-3 [9], and T5 [10] have demonstrated remarkable improvement in
performance across various NLP (Natural Language Processing) tasks by obtaining contex-
tualized token representation through a self-supervised learning on a large-scale raw text
such as masked language model. The transformer model is originated from the “Attention
Is All You Need” paper [22] researched by Google Brain and Google Research. They also
attempted the transfer learning which the weights pretrained on a large-scale text dataset
for a specific task such as masked language modeling, next sentence prediction or next
token prediction were applied to downstream task by fine-tuning the pretrained models
on the downstream task. As a result, pretrained language models tend to perform better
than learning new knowledge from scratch with no prior knowledge because they utilize
previously learned results.

The pretraining on large-scale raw texts has also significantly improved performance in
biomedical domain. BERT based on encoder structure and its variants such as SCIBERT [23],
BioBERT [24], and PubMedBERT [25] have been successfully applied in biomedical field.
Since previous methods consider only the context around entities in the text, some research
has encoded various knowledge besides input tokens, resulting in more informative input
representations for downstream tasks [26,27].

Asada et al. [26] explored the impact of incorporating drug-related heterogeneous
information on DDI extraction, and achieved an F-score of 85.40. They reported it as
state-of-the-art performance. They constructed a HKG (heterogeneous knowledge graph)
embedding vectors of drugs by performing a link prediction task which predicts an entity,
t, that forms triple (h, r, t) for a given entity, h and relation pair, r on the PharmaHKG
dataset. The dataset contains graph information: six nodes (entities), i.e., drug, protein,
pathway, category, and ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical) code, molecular structure
from different databases/thesauruses and eight edges (relations): category, ATC, pathway,
interact, target, enzyme, carrier, and transporter. The input sentence S was tokenized into
sub-word tokens by the BERT tokenizer and extended by adding KG vectors of two drugs.
Thus, the input sentence is represented with {[CLS], w1, . . . wm1, . . . , wm2, . . . ; [SEP],
[KGm1] [KGm2]}, where wi corresponds to subword and m1, to drug1 and m2, to drug2, and
[KGm1] and [KGm2] represent knowledge embeddings for each drug entity.

Similarly, Zhu et al. [28] utilized drug descriptions from Wikipedia and DrugBank to
enhance the BERT model with the semantic information of drug entities. They used three
kinds of entity-aware attentions to get sentence representation with entity information,
mutual drug entity information, and drug entity information. The mutual information
vector of two drug entities was obtained by subtracting the BioBERT embeddings of two
drugs. For drug description information, all drug description documents were fed into
Doc2Vec model and obtained its vector representations for each drug entity appearing in
the 2013 DDI corpus. The vectors for entity information were fed into attention layers and
retrieve sentence representation vectors integrating entity’s multiple information. They
reported 80.9 (micro F1-score) on DDI corpus.
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LinkBERT [29] used hyperlinks to create better context for learning general-purpose
LMs (language model). The hyperlink can offer new, multi-hop knowledge, which is
not available in the single article alone. It creates inputs by placing linked documents
in the same context window. They joined the segments of two different documents on
BERT via special tokens to form an input instance: [CLS] XA [SEP] XB [SEP], where XA
segment belongs to document A and XB segment belongs to document B. They used the
Document Relation Prediction (DPR) objective for pretraining, which classifies the relation
of two segments XB to XA as contiguous (XB is direct continuation of XA), random, and
linked. They achieved a performance of 83.35 (micro F1-score) on DDI classification task.
SciFive [30] and T5-MTFT [31] pretrained on biomedical text using T5 architecture also
showed good performance in relation extraction. In particular, SciFive was pretrained on
PubMed abstracts and outperformed other encoder-only models.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Data Sets and Target Relations

The evaluation of transformers is conducted on two datasets, namely ChemProt [11]
and DDI [12] which are used for RE (relation extraction) between drug-related entities.
This paper is not intended to validate different RE methods across various datasets, but
rather than focuses on extraction of drug-related interactions and perform a more in-
depth evaluation.

In ChemProt track corpus in BioCreative VI, interactions are annotated to explore
recognition of chemical–protein relations from abstracts, as shown in Table 1. The corpus
contains directed relations from chemical/drug to gene/protein, indicating how the chemi-
cal/drug interacts with the gene/protein. Chemical–protein relations, referred to as ‘CPR’,
are categorized into 10 semantically related classes that share some underlying biological
characteristics. For instance, the interactions such as “activator”, “indirect upregulator”
and “upregulator”, which result in an increase in the activity or expression of a target gene
or protein, belong to CPR:3 group. The interactions such as “downregulator”, “indirect
downregulator”, and “inhibitor” interactions which all decrease the activity or expression
of a target gene or protein, belong to CPR:4. For this task, chemical and protein/gene
entity mentions were manually annotated. In the track, only relations belonging to the
following five classes were considered for evaluation purposes: CPR:3, CPR:4, CPR:5,
CPR:6, and CPR:9.

Table 1. Interaction classes of ChemProt Corpus.

Class
Group

ChemProt Relations Semantic Meaning

CPR:0 UNDEFINED
CPR:1 PART-OF Part-of
CPR:2 DIRECT-REGULATOR, INDIRECT-REGULATOR, REGULATOR Regulator
CPR:3 ACTIVATOR, INDIRECT-UPREGULATOR, UPREGULATOR Upregulator or activator

CPR:4
DOWNREGULATOR, INDIRECT-DOWNREGULATOR,
INHIBITOR Downregulator or inhibitor

CPR:5 AGONIST, AGONIST-ACTIVATOR, AGONIST-INHIBITOR Agonist
CPR:6 ANTAGONIST Antagonist

CPR:7
MODULATOR, MODULATOR-ACTIVATOR,
MODULATOR-INHIBITOR Modulator

CPR:8 COFACTOR Cofactor
CPR:9 SUBSTRATE, SUBSTRATE_PRODUCT-OF, PRODUCT-OF Substrate or product-of

CPR:10 NOT Not

In the DDIExtraction 2013 shared task, five types of interactions are annotated, as
shown in Table 2. The false pairs, which are drug pairs that do not interact, were excluded
in the evaluation to simplify the evaluation and enable better comparability between
systems in the shared task. Tables 3 and 4 display the number of instances for each class.
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate examples of interactions in ChemProt and DDI, respectively. For
example, the first sentence in Figure 2 states that ‘mineral oil’ and ‘fat-soluble vitamins’ have
a DDI-mechanism relationship, while there is no interaction (false) between ‘fat-soluble
vitamin’ and ‘vitamin d preparations’. The interaction between ‘mineral oil’ and ‘vitamin d
preparation’ is a DDI-mechanism. Since three interactions appear in one sentence, when
creating instances, separators such as ** (## and ** for ChemProt) are added before and
after the target entities to indicate the desired interaction pair.

Table 2. Interaction classes of DDI 2013 Corpus.

Relation Class Semantic Meaning

DDI-Mechanism a pharmacokinetic interaction mechanism is described in a sentence
DDI-Effect the effect of an interaction is described in a sentence

DDI-Advice a recommendation or advice regarding the concomitant use of two drugs is described in an
input sentence

DDI-Int the sentence mentions that interaction occurs and does not provide any detailed information about
the interaction

DDI-False non-interacting entities

Table 3. The instances of the ChemProt corpus.

Dataset CPR:0 CPR:1 CPR:2 CPR:3 CPR:4 CPR:5 CPR:6 CPR:7 CPR:8 CPR:9 CPR:10

train 0 550 1656 784 2278 173 235 29 34 727 242
dev 1 328 780 552 1103 116 199 19 2 457 175
test 2 482 1743 667 1667 198 293 25 25 644 267

Table 4. The instances of the DDI extraction 2013 corpus.

Corpus Advice Effect Mechanism Int False

train 826 1687 1319 188 15842
test 218 356 302 96 4782

3.2. Transformer and Attention

Before explaining our transformer approaches, we will first introduce the concept
of the transformer model and attention. The transformer was designed for sequence-to-
sequence tasks. It uses stacked self-attentions to encode contextual information of input
sequence. Attention is a mechanism which enables a model to focus on relevant parts
of the input sequence to enhance the meaning of the word of interest [32]. The inputs
to the transformer model are word embedding vectors. The model weighs these vectors
according to their neighboring context within the sentence. For example, in the sentence,
“He swam across the river to the other bank”, the word, ‘bank’ has a contextualized vector
which is closer to the meaning of ‘sloping raised land’ rather than ‘a financial institution’
by focusing on the words “swam” and “river”.

The attention provides contextualized representation for each word and captures
relatedness between other words occurred in the sequence. BERT processes input tokens
through transformer encoder blocks and returns a hidden state vector for each token. These
hidden state vectors encapsulate information about each input token and the context of the
entire sequence.

The attention score, as represented by Equation (1), is computed after creating a
query( Qi), key( Ki), and value(Vi) embedding vector for each token in a sentence. The
calculation involves three parts: (1) computing the attention score between query and key
using a dot-product similarity function, (2) normalizing the attention score using softmax,
and (3) weighting the original word vectors according to surrounding context using the
normalized attention weights.
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Qi = QWQ
i , Ki = KWK

i , Vi = VWV
i

headi = Attention(Qi, Ki, Vi) = so f tmax
(

QiKT
i√

dk

)
Vi

so f tmax(si) =
esj

∑n
j=1 esj

Multihead(Q,K,V) = Concat(head1, head2, . . . , headh)WO

(1)

In Equation (1), dk is the dimension of query/key/value and n is the sequence length.
The matrix multiplication QKT computes the dot product for every possible pair of queries
and keys. If two token vectors are close (similar) to each other, their dot product is going
to be big. The shape of each matrix is n × n, where each row represents the attention
score between a specific token and all other tokens in the sequence. The softmax and
multiplication with value matrices represents a weighted mean and

√
dk is a scaling factor.

With multi-headed self-attention, multiple sets of Q/K/V weight matrices are used to
reflect different representation of the input sequence.

As a result, the attention operation helps focus more on the values associated with
keys that have higher similarities and capture important contextual information in the
sequence. It produces a contextualized representation of the whole sequence and can
be interpreted as connection weights between each word token and all other words in a
given sequence. Figure 3 shows how to compute multi-head self-attention for an example
sentence: “concomitant administration of other @DRUG$ may potentiate the undesirable
effect of @DRUG$.” In the case, “concomitant” might be highly associated with “adminis-
tration” by the self-attention. The outputs of the attention mechanism are concatenated
before being further processed and fed to a FFNN (feed-forward neural network). The
transformer encoder takes the input sequence and maps it into a representational space. It
generates dembed-dimensional vector representation for each position of the input, as shown
in Figure 3, which is then sent to the decoder.

 

Figure 3. Visualization of multi-head self-attention for an example sentence.

In addition to word embedding, transformer also employs positional embedding to
represent a token’s positional information. This allows for parallel processing with causal
masking, which restricts the use of future information during training by masking future
tokens that appears after the current position in the input. The positional embedding
vector to each input token can be easily computed using sine and cosine functions with
Equation (2), where dmodel represents the dimension of the input embedding vector.

The transformer consists of a stacked encoder and decoder, both of which are built with
two sublayers: multi-head self-attention layers as mentioned earlier and fully connected
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FFN (FeedForward Neural Network) layers. The FFN consists of two linear transformations
with the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation as shown in Equation (3). To prevent
the model from losing important features of input data during training, residual connec-
tions, as shown in Equation (4), are employed around each of the sub-layers, followed by
layer normalization:

PE(pos,2i) = sin

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
, PE(pos,2i+1) = cos

(
pos

10000
2i

dmodel

)
(2)

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (3)

LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)) (4)

Besides the two sub-layers, the decoder has an additional sublayer called multi-head
cross attentions, which considers the relationship between the output of the encoder and
the input of the decoder. The output of the encoder is transformed into a set of K and V
vectors and utilized in the cross-attention. The cross attention adopts Q matrix from the
self-attention layer of decoder and K and V matrix from the encoder, respectively. Unlike
its operation in the encoder, the self-attention layer in the decoder is modified to prevent
positions from attending to subsequent positions by masking. This masking ensures that
the predictions for position i can depend only on the known outputs at positions less than i.

In practice, the encoder maps an input sequence to a sequence of continuous contextual
representation. Given the input representation, the decoder auto-regressively generates
an output sequence, one element at a time, using the previously generated elements as
additional input when generating the next.

4. Methods

In this section, we first describe three transformers used as baseline models and
introduce proposed models, BERTGAT and T5slim_dec for relation extraction.

4.1. Baseline Methods

As baseline models for our research on interaction extraction, we employed three
types of transformer: BERT (encoder-only) [8], GPT3 (decoder-only) [9], and T5 (encoder–
decoder) [10]. First, BERT is bidirectional transformer which uses only encoder block of the
transformer. For a detailed structure and implementation, please refer to the study [22].
BERT is pretrained on two unsupervised tasks: (1) masked language model (MLM), where
some of the input tokens are randomly masked and the model is trained to predict the
masked tokens and (2) next sentence prediction (NSP), where the model is trained to predict
whether one sentence follows another, as shown in Figure 4. It uses WordPiece tokenizer
and has a special classification token ‘[CLS]’ in the first token of every sequence which
corresponds to the aggregated whole sequence representation.

Figure 4. Pretraining methods of transformers.

We initialized the model with SCIBERT [23] for drug-related relationship extraction in
order to leverage the domain specific knowledge and then fine-tuned all of the parameters
using labeled ChemProt and DDI dataset. SCIBERT has the same architecture as BERT but
was pretrained on scientific texts, which consist of 1.14 million papers from the computer
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science domain (18%) and the broad biomedical domain (82%), sourced from Semantic
Scholar [33]. In addition, in-domain WordPiece vocabulary on the scientific corpus was
newly constructed. Ultimately, we fed the special ‘[CLS]’ token vector of the final hidden
layer into a linear classification layer with softmax output to classify the interaction types.

Secondly, we employed the text-to-text transfer transformer (T5) [10], which is an
encoder–decoder model. In the research, the authors experimented with various types
of transformers and demonstrated that the encoder–decoder transformer architecture,
combined with the denoising (masked language modeling) objective, yielded the best
performance for most NLP tasks. T5 was pretrained with self-supervision through a
learning objective called span-based language masking, in which a set of consecutive tokens
are masked with sentinel tokens and the target sequence is predicted as a concatenation of
the real masked spans, as shown in Figure 5. The tokens for pretraining were randomly
sampled, and dropped out 15% of tokens in the input sequence. It used SentencePiece
tokenizer [34] to encode text.

Figure 5. T5’s pretraining scheme.

In general, encoder-only model such as BERT are easily applicable to classification or
prediction tasks by using the ‘[CLS]’ token, which provides a summary representation of
the entire input sentence. On the contrary, T5 treats every text processing problem into a
text-to-text generation problem that takes text as input and produce new text as output.
Therefore, our relation classification problem is treated as a generation task for interaction
types. Initially, we used the pretrained parameters of the SciFive [30] model and then
finetuned it on our specific dataset in relation extraction tasks. The SciFive model was
retrained on various text combination, which consisted of the C4 corpus [35], PubMed
abstracts, and PMC full-text articles, to optimize the pretrained weights from T5 in the
context of biomedical literature. Consistent with the original T5 model [10], SciFive learned
to generate a target text sequence for a given text input sequence using a learning objective
known as span-based mask language modeling. The output sequence is generated during
the decoding phase by applying beam search algorithm. This involves maintaining the top
n probable output sequences at each timestep and finally generating the output sequence
with the highest probability.

Finally, we employed GPT-3 (Generative Pretrained Transformer) [9] which utilizes
constrained self-attention where every token can only attend to its left context. As a
decoder-only transformer, it was pretrained on a diverse range of web text to predict the
next token in an autoregressive manner given the preceding text. It can generate words
only conditioned on the left context, so it cannot learn bidirectional interactions.

Previous pretrained models have a limitation in that they need additional large, labeled
datasets for a task-specific fine-tuning process to achieve desirable performance. Thus,
GPT2 was designed as a general language model for various NLP tasks without the need
for extensive fine-tuning. It is capable of performing downstream tasks with little or no
fine-tuning, including zero-shot and few-shot learning scenarios, where only a few labeled
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examples are available for fine-tuning. However, the results were not satisfactory in some
tasks. They still need fine-tuning on task-specific labeled data to improve the performance.

In contrast, GPT-3 increased the capacity of transfer language models to 175 billion
parameters, thereby allowing the model to utilize its language skills to comprehend tasks
with a few examples or natural language instructions. GPT-3 has demonstrated strong
performance across a wide range of downstream tasks with a meta-learning technique
called ‘in-context learning’, which allows a language model to develop a broad set of skills
and policies for tasks and pattern recognition abilities during unsupervised pretraining.
This enables the model to rapidly adapt to a desired task during inference time. Its large-
scale, autoregressive language model trained on a massive amount of text data has a deep
understanding of the rich context of language and enables the model to generate text, which
is similar to human writing.

To achieve this, example sequences for various tasks are used as text input to the
pretrained model. For instance, sequences for addition can provide a context for performing
arithmetic addition, while error correction sequences can demonstrate how to correct
spelling mistakes. Given the context, the model can learn how to perform the intended task
and utilize the language skills learned during the pretraining phase.

Recently, OpenAI announced ChatGPT (GPT-3.5) and GPT-4, generative AI models
based on reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) and ultra-language models,
which have shown very impressive results in generating responses. In this paper, we
partially evaluated the potential of GPT-3 on relation extraction using GPT-Neo 125 M
and GPT-Neo1.3B models [36] which are dense autoregressive transformer-based language
models with 125 M and 1.3 billion parameters trained on 8 million web pages.

4.2. Self-Attention Using Dependency Graph: BERTGAT

In this section, we describe BERTGAT to encode the syntactic structure with graph-
attention network (GAT) [15]. It leverages the overall graph structure to learn complex
relationships between entities, enabling the classification of various types of relationships.
In general, dependency trees provide a rich structure to be exploited in relation extraction.
Parse trees can have varying structures depending on the input sentences, which may
differ in terms of length, complexity, and syntactic construction. Thus, organizing these
trees into a fixed-size batch can be difficult. Unlike linear sequences, where tokens can
be easily aligned and padded, the hierarchical structure of parse trees complicates this
process. In sequence models, padding is used to create equal-length inputs for efficient
batch processing. However, for parse trees, padding is not straightforward, as it involves
adding artificial tree nodes that might disrupt the tree’s structure and introduce noise to
the model. Due to these difficulties, it is usually hard to parallelize neural models working
on parse trees.

On the contrary, models based on the SDP (shortest dependency path) between two
entities are computationally more efficient, but they might exclude crucial information
by removing tokens outside the path. In addition, some studies stated that not all tokens
in the dependency tree are needed to express the relation of the target entity pair. They
have utilized SDP [37] or subtree rooted at the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the
two entities [14] to remove irrelevant information. However, SDP can lead to loss of
crucial information and easily hurt robustness. For instance, according to the research by
Zhang et al. [14], in the sentence “She was diagnosed with cancer last year, and succumbed
this June”, the dependency path ‘She←diagnosed→cancer’ is not sufficient to establish
that cancer is the cause of death for the subject unless the conjunction dependency to
succumbed is also present. In order to incorporate crucial information off the dependency
path, they proposed a path-centric pruning strategy to keep nodes that are directly attached
to the dependency path.

To address the issue, we here adapt the graph attention network to consider syntactic
dependency tree structure by converting each tree into corresponding adjacency matrix.
The graph attention [15] is jointly considered in self-attention sublayer to encode the
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dependency structure between tokens into vector representations. That helps to capture
relevant local structures of dependency edge patterns that are informative for classifying
relations by considering the relationships between each node and its neighbors, assigning
greater weights to more important neighboring nodes. This approach allows for more
effective learning of node representations of graph data, ultimately helping to represent
node features more accurately.

For this, the Stanford dependency parser [38] is utilized to retrieve universal depen-
dencies for each sentence. A dependency tree is a type of directed graph where nodes
correspond to words and edges indicate the syntactic relations between the head and
dependent words. In this work, if there is a dependency between node i and node j, then
its opposite direction of dependency, node j and node i is also included. The dependency
types of edge such as ‘subj’ and ‘obj’ are not considered. A self-loop is also considered for
each node in the tree. Since BERT takes as subword units generated by tokenizer instead of
word-based linguistic tokens of a parse tree, we introduce additional edges to handle unit
differences. Figure 6a shows the architecture of BERTGAT.

Figure 6. BERTGAT and T5slim_dec architecture.

Given a graph with n nodes, we can represent the graph with an n × n adjacency matrix
A, where Aij is 1 if there is a direct edge going from node i to node j. The encoder consists
of two sublayers: multi-head self-attention layer and multi-head self-graph attention layer.
The final hidden layer of the encoder is fed into a linear classification layer to predict
a relation type, which is followed by a softmax operation. That is, the output layer is
one-layer task-specific feed-forward network for relation classification.

The output of the BERT model is a contextualized representation for each word in the
given text, which is expressed as the hidden state vector of each word. This output vector
contains contextual information about the corresponding word. The input to GAT consists
of a set of the hidden state vectors obtained from BERT, h = {h1, h2, . . . , hV}, which serve
as the initial feature vectors for each token in the text.

The GAT layer in Figure 6a produces a new set of node features, h′ = {h′1, h′2, . . . , h′V},
as its output and V is the number of nodes. The Equations (5) and (6) are used to obtain GAT
representation. In this study, we follow the formulation of the Graph Attention Network
(GAT) as proposed in the original paper by Veličković et al. (2018) [15]. The GAT model is
defined by Equations (5) and (6).

In the beginning, a shared linear transformation, parameterized by weight matrix w

is applied to each node to transform the input features into higher-level features. Here,
w is a learnable linear projection matrix. Subsequently, a self-attention mechanism a is
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performed on the nodes and attention coefficients e are computed for every pair of nodes.
To calculate the connection importance of node j to node i, the masked attention coefficient
ei,j is computed according to Equation (5) only when j is a neighbor of node i in the graph.
Ni represents the set of i ‘s one-hop neighbors, including the i node itself, as a self-loops
are permitted.

While the multi-head self-attention layer in Figure 6a uses a scaled dot product
function as a similarity function, the GAT layer uses a one-layer feedforward neural
network denoted as a after concatenating the key and query. The scoring function e
computes a score for every edge (j,i), which indicates the importance of the neighbor j
to the node i. It assigns negative value if there is no connection and then the resulting
αi,j is normalized with softmax, as shown in Equation (5). It makes the coefficients easily
comparable across different nodes. In the equation, the attention mechanism a is a single-
layer FFNN, parametrized by a weight vector a and LeakyReLU nonlinearity activation
function is applied where T represents transposition and || is the concatenation operation.

ei,j = a
(
whi, whj

)
, j ∈ Ni

a : LeakyReLU
(
Linear

(
concat

(
whi, whj

)))
)

αi,j = softmax
(
ei,j
)
=

exp(ei,j)
∑k∈Ni

exp(ei,k)
=

exp(LeakyReLU(aT[whi||whj]))
∑k∈Ni

exp(LeakyReLU(aT[whi ||whk ]))

(5)

The normalized attention coefficients α are used to compute a weighted sum of the cor-
responding neighbors and to select its most relevant neighbors, as shown in Equation (6). It
utilizes the attention mechanism to aggregate neighborhood representations with different
weights. That is, each node gathers and summarizes information from its neighboring
nodes in the graph. The aggregated information and value is combined and serves as the
final output representation for every node. In this way, a node iteratively aggregates the
information from its neighbors and updates the representation. To perform multi-head
attention, K heads are used. Here, σ refers to the ReLU activation function and αi,j

k means
normalized attention coefficients computed by the k-th attention mechanism. Finally, we
use averaging and activation function and then add a linear classifier to predict for the
relation type.

h′ i = σ
(

∑j∈Ni
αi,jWhj

)
h′ i = ||Kk=1σ

(
∑j∈Ni

αi,j
kWkhj

)
(mutli_head)

h′ i = LeakyReLU

(
1
K

K
∑

k=1
∑

j∈Ni

αk
i,jW

khj

)
(6)

Figure 7 visualizes an example of graph self-attention for an entity node “Sympath-
omimetic Agents” in the sentence, “Concomitant administration of other Sympathomimetic
Agents may potentiate the undesirable effects of FORADL.” The interaction type between
the two entities, Sympathomimetic Agents” and “FORDAL” is classified as “DDI-effect”.
In the Figure, (a) displays the sentence’s dependency structure, (b) shows the same de-
pendency structure in the form of a graph, (c) presents the adjacency table reflecting the
dependency relationships among words, and (d) illustrates the transformation of the vector
representation of node 5, “sympathomimetic agents” through graph attention. In addition,
this model can incorporate off-connection but useful information by employing a residual
connection around each of the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization. That is,
the output of GAT sublayer is LayerNorm(x + GAT_Sublayer(x)), where x is the output of
BERT’s self-attention sublayer.

Thus, this model reflects both contextual relatedness and syntactic relatedness be-
tween tokens. In addition, the GAT model applies attention to the features of each node’s
neighbors to combine them and create a new representation of the node. Therefore, by
utilizing attention weights that reflect the importance of edge connections, the neighbor
information includes not only directly connected nodes but also indirectly connected nodes,
effectively capturing local substructures within the graph.
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Figure 7. An example of multi-head graph-attention network.

4.3. T5 with Non-Autoregressive Decoder: T5slim_dec

As mentioned earlier, T5 [10] converts all text-based language tasks into text-to-text
format. As a result, our interaction classification problem is transformed into a relation type
generation task, where the model generates a corresponding interaction label between the
mentioned entities for a given input sentence. For example, the output label, “DDI-effect”
is tokenized as ‘<s>’, ‘_ DD’, ‘I’,’ –‘, ‘effect’, ‘</s>’ and “AGONIST” is as ‘<s>’, ‘_AG’,
‘ON’, ‘IST’, and ‘</s>‘ in T5. These tokens correspond to decoder’s inputs. Similar to the
encoder, the decoder input of target sequence is also embedded, and its positional encoding
is added to indicate the position of each word. The self-attention layer in the decoder only
allows earlier position tokens to attend to the output sequence by masking future position
tokens. This means that the decoder generates output tokens auto-regressively, predicting
one token at a time based on the previous tokens, as shown in Equation (7), until a special
end symbol, ‘</s>’, is reached indicating the decoder has completed its output. For a
given input sequence X, the target sequence Y with a length m is generated through a chain
of conditional probabilities based on the left-to-right sequential dependencies, where y<i
denotes the target tokens up to position i.
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P(Y|X) = ∏m
i=1 p(yi|y<i, X) (7)

The model learns to predict the next token in a sentence more accurately, as it uses
teacher forcing to feed the decoder with the actual target tokens from the ground truth data
instead of with its own generated previous tokens, during the training phase. The output
sequence is generated by searching for the most likely sequences of tokens. By incorporating
beam search, T5 can produce more coherent, accurate, and contextually appropriate text
outputs. However, to perform classification task under the text-to-text framework, the
target label is treated as output text, which is typically a single word or short string. Thus,
the autoregressive task, typically used for generating sequences of output text, is not
required for class inference. In our work, the output of T5 corresponds to single interaction
string, which represents a label such as “DDI-effect” or “AGONIST”. The decoder generates
output tokens, each of which represents a specific class from a limited set of class labels.
As mentioned in Liu et al.’s study [36], the decoder parameters in T5 model are highly
under-utilized for the classification task, in contrast to the typical encoder–decoder models
where the decoder layers account for more than half of the total parameters. As a result,
when there is only one output token, the decoder has limited previously generated tokens
as inputs, which reduces the role of the self-attention mechanism. In such cases, most
of the information is passed from the encoder to the decoder and is processed in the
cross-attention layer.

Thus, we removed the self-attention block in the decoder, as shown in Figure 6b and
tailored the T5 model to fit our interaction-type classification task in a non-autoregressive
manner. This approach is inspired by the EncT5 model [39], an encoder-only transformer
architecture which reuses T5 encoder layers without code changes. However, we still
retained the cross-attention layers to take into account the relationships between the input
sentence and output interaction category. The cross-attention plays a role in combining
two embedding sequences of the same dimension. It transfers information from an input
sequence to the decoder layer to generate output token, which represents the interaction
label. The decoder processes the representation of the input sequence through the cross-
attention mechanism, yielding a new context-sensitive representation. The embedded
vector of the interaction label serves as the query, while the output representation of the
encoder is used as both the key and value for the inputs in the cross-attention layer.

For this, we add target labels to vocabulary sets to handle these as whole tokens
rather than separated tokens. We also opt for more lexically meaningful labels such
as ‘ACTIVATOR’, ‘AGONIST’, ‘AGONIST-ACTIVATOR’, and ‘AGONIST-INHIBITOR’
instead of generic labels such as “CRP:1” or “CRP2”. The model will learn the mapped
embedding for this token and the learned embedding will then determine how to optimally
pool or aggregate information from the encoder. Finally, the decoder’s output is fed
into a linear classifier (a fully connected layer), which transforms the high-dimensional
context representation into the size of the number of possible labels. The linear classifier
generates decoder_output_logits, which represent the raw and unnormalized output values
associated with each label in the vocabulary. The decoder_output_logits are passed through
softmax function to convert them into a probability distribution over the entire set of
possible labels. The label associated with the highest probability is selected as the output
text. We will refer to this model as T5slim_dec. Figure 6b presents the overall architecture of
T5slim_dec.

Figure 8 visually compares the operational mechanisms of T5 and T5slim_dec, highlight-
ing their differences. As shown in the Figure 8, T5 generates one token at a time based on
the input sequence and the previously generated token in the auto-regressive decoding
process. For each step of this process, the model calculates decoder_output_logits for all
tokens in vocabulary. The token with the highest probability is selected and included in the
output sequence and then combines the tokens to form the final readable output text.
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Figure 8. Comparison with T5 and T5slim_dec Models.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the results of transformers we suggested in the previous
section and how they can be interpreted in comparison to previous studies. All codes were
implemented with HuggingFace’s transformers [40] which is a platform that provides APIs
and many libraries to access and train state-of-the-art pretrained models. It is available
from the HuggingFace hub. We utilized the AdamW optimizer in conjunction with the
cross-entropy loss function for training models.

The experimental results were obtained in a GPU-accelerated computing environment
using an NVIDIA Tesla V100 32 GB GPU and Google Colab Pro+ with an NVIDIA A100
SXM4 80 GB GPU. To evaluate the model performance, accuracy and F1-score are adopted
for evaluation metrics. The accuracy means the proportion of correctly predicted data out
of the total data and F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, designed to
balance the two values, as in Equation (8).

Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Precision = TP
TP+FP , Recall(sensitivity) = TP

TP+FN

F1 − score = 2 × Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(8)

5.2. Baseline Models

We will begin by presenting the experimental result for the baseline models. In case
of encoder–transformer, ‘SCIBERT-uncased’ pretrained model [23] which has the same
structure used in BERT [8] were utilized. The model was trained from scratch using the
SCIVOCAB, a new WordPiece vocabulary on scientific corpus using the SentencePiece
library. Unlike BERT, the model allows maximum sentence length up to 512 tokens. In our
relation classification the final vector of the ‘[CLS]’ token was fed into a linear classification
layer with softmax outputs to classify interactions. According to the original SCIBERT
study [23], the model achieved a micro F1-score of 0.8364 on the ChemProt dataset. How-
ever, in our own experiments, we observed a slightly lower performance with 0.8169. In
classification tasks for which every case is guaranteed to be assigned to exactly one class,
micro-F1 is equivalent to accuracy.

For T5 [10], our tasks were fine-tuned using ‘SciFive-large-Pubmed_PMC’ pretrained
model [30]. The model was first initialized with pretrained weights from the base T5
model and then re-trained on C4 [35], PubMed abstracts, and PMC full-text articles. It has
24 decoder/encoder layer and 16 heads. The input length, target length and dmodel are
512, 16, and 1024, respectively. SciFive [30] used the SentencePiece model [34] for the base
vocabulary. Its relation extraction performances on ChemProt and DDI sets were reported
as 0.8895 and 0.8367 (micro F1-score), respectively. In our experiment, SciFive pretrained
model demonstrated performances of 0.9100 and 0.8808 for the same set. The number of
beams was set to 2 during the decoding phase.

In case of GPT-3 model, it is one of the largest generative language models with
175 billion parameters, trained on a massive text data set. It is capable of generating
high-quality text on a wide range of tasks. However, GPT-3 is not open-source and is
only available through OpenAI’s API. Therefore, for our experiment, we fine-tuned our
tasks using EleutherAI’s pretrained models instead. EleutherAI has released several open-
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source language models called GPT-Neo which perform similarly to GPT-3 but with fewer
parameters. Nevertheless, the GPT-NeoX-20B still has 20 billion parameters and requires a
large amount of RAM to load the model as well as high-quality computing power to run
efficiently. In this experiments, smaller models, such as GPT-Neo1.3b and GPT-Neo125M,
were to reduce resource requirements. For future work, the performance of ChatGPT or
GPT-4 will be evaluated in the context of biomedical relation extraction to further explore
their potential in this domain. Table 5 presents the number of entities in the datasets.

Table 5. The number of entities.

Dataset Entity Type
Number of

Entities

ChemProt Protein–Chemical 10,031
DDI Drug–Drug 4920

5.3. Results of the Proposed Models

Table 6 displays the overall performances (accuracy) of the five attempted methods
including BERTGAT and T5slim_dec. To simplify parsing and reduce the unnecessary com-
plexity caused by multi-word entity terms in a sentence, entities were masked as entity
classes with special @CHEM$ (chemical), @PROT$ (protein), and @DRUG$ (drug) tokens.
The term “entity masking” in Table 6 indicates those entity replacements. Experiments
were conducted on both original datasets as to which entity mentions are kept and datasets
with masked entity names. In general, entity masking is known to be beneficial in the
generalization capabilities of relation extraction models by encouraging them to focus
on context rather than specific entity mentions. This results in better performance when
dealing with new and unseen entities and mitigates the risk of overfitting. In Table 6, it is
shown that entity masking in DDI interaction extraction proved to be somewhat effective.
On the other hand, in the interaction extraction in ChemProt, using the actual tokens of
entities rather than their classes resulted in better performance. One possible reason for this
is that the training and evaluation datasets are extracted from the same domain and similar
entities are likely to appear more frequently, which can contribute to better performance
when not masking entities.

Table 6. Experimental results.

Method
ChemProt Accuracy

(Micro F1-Score)
DDI Accuracy

(Micro F1-Score)

Entity
Masking

Actual Relation
Type

Class Group
(CPR)

Entity Masking 4Classes
5Classes

-False

SCIBERT 0.8169 0.8844

SCIBERT O 0.7852 0.8764 O 0.8703 0.9292

BERTGAT O 0.8089 0.8812

GPT-Neo125M 0.7647 0.8483

GPT-Neo1.3b 0.8204 0.9010 0.8950 0.9261 0.6711

GPT-Neo1.3b O 0.8282 0.9013 O 0.8978 0.9314 0.7263

T5sciFive 0.8408 0.9100 0.8808 0.9413 0.7268

T5sciFive O 0.8223 0.9022 O 0.9031 0.9412 0.7324

T5slim_dec 0.8746 0.9429 O 0.9193 0.9533 0.7998

Note that although the ChemProt corpus contains 10 types of relation group classes,
only 5 relation types (CPR:3, CPR:4, CPR:5, CPR:6, and CPR:9) were designated to be
evaluated in the BioCreative task. In this experiment, two evaluations were conducted: one
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using the group classes of the CPR-format to which interaction types belong and the other
using actual relation types instead of the group classes directly. Consequently, recognizing
the interaction class group led to a higher F1-score.

In the case of DDI, the ‘4classes’ in Table 6 indicates that the training and testing
were conducted on the four classes (advice, effect, mechanism, int) following the 2013
DDIExtraction shared task evaluation. On the other hand, ‘5classes’ refers to the results
of training and testing on the five classes, including ‘DDI-false’. In the table, ‘-false’
indicates the accuracy of interaction labels excluding the cases where the gold label is
‘DDI-false’ during evaluation. In practice, because there were many instances of DDI-false
and they were relatively easier to predict, the model achieved a higher F1-score on the
5classes evaluation.

Even though, BERTGAT showed some improvement compared to BERT using entity
classes, the performance was still not satisfactory. One reason, the parser is more likely
to encounter parsing errors when faced with the complicated biomedical entities and ex-
pression. Although the attention mechanism used in GAT allows the model to consider
indirectly connected nodes as well as directly connected nodes and BERT’s context repre-
sentation was used as input feature vector for each node, which make it robust to parsing
errors, this method partially depends on a correct parse tree to extract crucial information
from sentences. Thus, the accurate performance gain of this approach can be accessed
on the availability of human-annotated parses for both training and inference. Currently,
the effect of incorporating dependency tree information into pretrained transformer re-
mains uncertain. The BERTGAT was experimented only on ChemProt datasets due to the
parsing problem.

Another reason could be that the multi-head attention model based on tokens implic-
itly encodes syntax well enough since it allows the model to learn from input sequence in
multiple aspects simultaneously, with each head collecting information from a different
subset. This multi-head structure enables the model to analyze the input from various per-
spectives and make more accurate predictions without restriction of external dependency
structure. Thus, implicit syntactic knowledge within sentences might be learned well by
transformer models based solely on tokens.

As a result, T5slim_dec exhibited the best performances on both the ChemProt and
DDI datasets and T5 model fine-tuned with SciFive also demonstrated good performances
on the datasets. Specially, T5slim_dec demonstrated noticeable improvements in F1-score,
compared to the original T5 model. It showed a 6.36% increase from 0.8223 (F1-score) to
0.8746 on the ChemProt task and a 2.4% increase from 0.89 to 0.9115 on the DDI task. The
results indicate that the T5slim_dec model is performing well on the interaction classification
task by tailoring the decoder structure.

Tables 7 and 8 show the F1-scores per interaction type. In addition, macro F1-score,
micro F1-score, and weighted F1-score were considered as evaluation metrics as well as
standard F1-score. Analyzing these metrics can provide a more comprehensive understand-
ing of the models’ performances in multiclass classification by taking into account different
aspects of class distribution and the relative importance of each class. In terms of per-class
recognition rate, ‘DDI-int’ had the lowest recognition rate in the DDI dataset while “DOWN-
REGULATOR’ had lowest recognition rate in the ChemProt dataset. One possible reason
for the low performance, the ‘DDI-int’ relation have relatively fewer instances (5.6%) in the
DDI corpus compared to other relations. Similarly, the classes ‘AGONIST-ACTIVATOR’,
and ‘AGONIST-INHIBITOR’ and ‘SUBSTRATE__PRODUCT-OF’ appeared infrequently in
the training dataset, with only 10, 4, and 14 occurrences, respectively. This limited number
of examples in the training data may impact the model’s ability to accurately recognize
related interactions.
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Table 7. F1-score per DDI type.

Relation Type
4Classes 5Classes

Precision Recall F1-Score Support Precision Recall F1-Score Support

DDI-advise 0.9420 0.9548 0.9483 221 0.9019 0.8733 0.8874 221
DDI-effect 0.8706 0.9722 0.9186 360 0.7928 0.8611 0.8256 360
DDI-false 0.9767 0.9820 0.9794 4782
DDI-int 0.9474 0.5625 0.7059 96 0.8125 0.4062 0.5417 360
DDI-mechanism 0.9628 0.9437 0.9532 302 0.8467 0.8411 0.8439 302

Accuracy 0.9193 979 0.9533 5761
Macro avg. 0.9307 0.8583 0.8815 979 0.8661 0.7927 0.8156 5761
Weighted avg. 0.9227 0.9193 0.9151 979 0.9528 0.9533 0.9518 5761
Micro avg. 0.9193 0.9193 0.9193 979 0.9533 0.9533 0.9533 5761

Table 8. F1-score per ChemProt interaction.

Relation Type Precision Recall F1-Score Support

ACTIVATOR 0.8571 0.8836 0.8702 292
AGONIST 0.8333 0.9066 0.8684 182
AGONIST-ACTIVATOR 0 0 0 4
AGONIST-INHIBITOR 0 0 0 12
ANTAGONIST 0.9257 0.9352 0.9304 293
DOWNREGULATOR 0.2381 0.2083 0.2222 72
INDIRECT-DOWNREGULATOR 0.7884 0.8765 0.8301 340
INDIRECT-UPREGULATOR 0.8416 0.8114 0.8262 334
INHIBITOR 0.9354 0.9466 0.941 1255
PRODUCT-OF 0.8804 0.8482 0.864 191
SUBSTRATE 0.9505 0.8896 0.919 453
SUBSTRATE_PRODUCT-OF 0.5 1 0.6667 1
UPREGULATOR 0 0 0 41

Accuracy 0.8746 3470
Macro avg. 0.5961 0.6389 0.6106 3470
Weighted avg. 0.8682 0.8746 0.8709 3470
Micro avg. 0.8746 0.8746 0.8746 3470

Additionally, Figure 9 shows that ‘DDI-int’ was frequently confused with ‘DDI-effect’
or ‘DDI-false’. The reason may be that this type is assigned when a drug–drug interaction
appears in the text without any additional information, which can lead to potential confu-
sion. As shown in Figure 10, ‘DOWNREGULATOR’ interactions in ChemProt dataset were
frequently misclassified as different interaction types belonging to the same class group,
such as ‘INDIRECT-DOWNREGULATOR’ or ‘INHIBITOR’, as ‘AGONIST-ACTIVATOR’
was often misclassified as ‘AGONIST’ with the same CRP group. Since there might be
similarities among them related to their interactions. This makes it difficult for the model
to distinguish between them. For example, the ‘DOWNREGULATOR’ represents a chem-
ical that decreases a protein’s activity, while the ‘INHIBITOR’ refers to a chemical that
suppresses a specific protein’s function. Both classes have a similarity in that they both
decrease or inhibit a protein’s activity.

5.4. Comparisons with Other Systems

We also compared T5slim_dec, which showed the best performance, with other previous
studies in terms of per-class F1-score per for DDI extraction. As shown in Table 9, T5slim_dec
outperformed other two approaches for DDI interaction extraction across all DDI types on
the ‘4classes’ evaluation. Additionally, in the ‘5classes’ evaluation, our model performed
well compared to others, except for ‘DDI-int’. Since there were limited studies reporting
per-class F1-score, few comparisons were presented in Tables 9 and 10. Zhu et al. [28]
constructed three different drug entity-aware attentions to get the sentence representations
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by using external drug description information, mutual drug entity information, and
drug entity information, based on BioBERT. Sun et al. [41] proposed a recurrent hybrid
convolutional neural network for DDI extraction and introduced an improved focal loss
function to handle class imbalance in the multiclass classification task.
 

[4classes] 

[5classes] 

Figure 9. Confusion matrix for T5slim_dec on DDI test dataset.
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Figure 10. Confusion matrix for T5slim_dec on ChemProt test dataset.

Table 9. Comparisons of per-class F1-scores with other methods (DDI dataset).

Interaction Type
T5slim_dec

(4Classes)
T5slim_dec

(5Classes)
Zhu et al.

[28]
Sun et al.

[41]

DDI-advise 0.9483 0.8874 0.860 0.805
DDI-effect 0.9186 0.8256 0.801 0.734
DDI-int 0.7059 0.5417 0.566 0.589
DDI-mechanism 0.9532 0.8439 0.846 0.782

Table 10. Comparisons of per-class F1-scores with other method (ChemProt dataset).

Interaction Type
T5slim_dec

F1-Score
Asada et al.

F1-Score [26]

ACTIVATOR 0.8702 0.771
AGONIST 0.8684 0.790
AGONIST-ACTIVATOR 0 0
AGONIST-INHIBITOR 0 0
ANTAGONIST 0.9304 0.919
DOWNREGULATOR 0.2222 ?
INDIRECT-DOWNREGULATOR 0.8301 0.779
INDIRECT-UPREGULATOR 0.8262 0.752
INHIBITOR 0.941 0.853
PRODUCT-OF 0.864 0.669
SUBSTRATE 0.919 0.708
SUBSTRATE_PRODUCT-OF 0.6667 0
UPREGULATOR 0 ?
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Table 10 shows the comparison of per class F1-score in the ChemProt dataset. Asada
et al. [26] encoded sentence representation vectors by concatenating the drug knowledge
graph embedding with word token embedding. The knowledge graph embedding took
into account various external information, such as hierarchical categorical information,
interacting protein information, related pathway information, textual drug information,
and drug molecular structural information. Our T5slim_dec model achieved better classifi-
cation results for all ChemProt interaction types compared to the current state-of-the-art
(SOTA) system [26]. T5slim_dec model with previous systems on DDI and ChemProt relation
extraction. Based on the evaluation metric F1-score, our system showed very promising
performance in both interaction extraction tasks.

Consequently, T5slim_dec effectively extracted drug-related interactions compared to
previous state-of-the-art systems without utilizing external information for entities, simply
by tailoring the encoder–decoder transformer architecture to suit the classification task and
by not tokenizing the decoder input.

Finally, Table 11 shows an overall performance comparison of our T5slim_dec model
with previous systems on DDI and ChemProt relation extraction. The notation ‘CPR’
indicates that the model determines an interaction type by CPR class group, as mentioned
earlier. Our experiments showed that SciFive [30], a T5 model trained on large biomedical
corpora for domain-specific tasks, performed competitively on both DDI and ChemProt
datasets, achieving an accuracy of 0.90 for the 4classes of DDI and 0.91 for the CPR class
group of ChemProt. According to our knowledge, SciFive is a state-of-the-art system for
drug-related interaction extraction.

Table 11. Comparisons with previous SOTA systems.

Method

Accuracy
(Micro F1-Score)

DDI

Accuracy
(Micro F1-Score)

ChemProt
Our

Experiment
Our

Experiment

CNN (Liu et al., 2016) [16] 0.6701
BiLSTM (Sahu and Anand, 2018) [17] 0.6939

BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) [24] 0.7646
SCIBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019) [23] 0.8364 0.8169
BioMegatron (Shin et al., 2020) [42] 0.77

KeBioLM (Yuan et al., 2021) [27] 0.8190 0.775
PubMedBERT(Gu et al., 2021) [25] 0.8236 0.7724

SciFive (Phan et al., 2021) [30] 0.8367 0.90314classes 0.8895 0.9100CPR

BioM-BERT (Alrowili et al., 2021) [43] 0.80
BioLinkBERT (Yasunaga et al., 2022) [29] 0.8335 0.7998

PubMedBERT+HKG (Asada et al., 2022) [26] 0.8540
BioBERT+multi entity-aware attention (Zhu et al.) [28] 0.8090

Our Method (T5slim_dec)
0.95335classes

0.91154classes

0.8746
0.9429CPR

As a result, our T5slim_dec model outperformed SciFive with an accuracy of 0.91 for the
4class classification and 0.95 for the 5class classification in the DDI dataset. Additionally, our
model achieved an accuracy of 0.94 for the CPR-based class group and 0.87 for 13 interaction
types. As shown in the table, encoder-only transformers such as BioBERT, SCIBERT,
PubMedBERT, BioM-BERT, and BioLinkBERT exhibited lower performance than encoder–
decoder transformer models such as T5 and T5slim_dec. Moreover, the PubMedBERT + HKG
model, which leverages external knowledge, also showed strong classification accuracy.

5.5. Limitations

In this section, we will address several limitations that need to be considered for future
improvements. The BERTGAT model encoded dependencies between tokens by converting
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each tree into a corresponding adjacency matrix. Although the model utilized an attention
mechanism to calculate the importance of words within the input graph structure and
incorporated BERT’s contextualized representation as embedding feature vectors for input
graph nodes, it still requires more sophisticated techniques for incorporating syntactic
and semantic information to enhance biomedical relation extraction performance. This
is further complicated by errors in the dependency tree which can potentially introduce
confusion in relation classification, emphasizing the need for a method that is robust to such
issues. Even though the attention mechanism used in GAT allows the model to consider
indirectly connected nodes and capture complex relationships in the graph, it is necessary
to develop strategies that effectively address these challenges.

In addition, as shown in Figure 10, the T5slim_dec occasionally misclassifies terms
with opposite meanings, such as confusing ACTIVATOR with INHIBITOR and AGONIST
with ANTAGONIST. This indicates a need for further in-depth research and investigation
regarding negation handling to improve the model’s performance in such cases.

Furthermore, due to computing limitations, we were unable to fully validate the
performance of GPT-3 in this study, and GPT-Neo1.3b did not outperform the T5 model.
Recently, ultra-large language models such as ChatGPT (GPT-3.5) and GPT-4 have demon-
strated remarkable performances in text generation. Therefore, further research to explore
the potential of ChatGPT or GPT-4 APIs on biomedical interaction extraction is needed.

Finally, the transformer models we proposed were currently designed to perform
sentence-level relation extraction, even though transformers can handle multiple sentences
simultaneously by using [SEP] to separate them. Thus, they have limitations in handling
n-ary relation or cross-sentence n-ary relation extraction tasks, as there could be more than
two entities across multiple sentences.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we demonstrated the effectiveness of transfer learning that utilizes trans-
former models pretrained on a large-scale language dataset and fine-tuned the parameters
on relation extraction task dataset.

Although we did not compare the performance of high-capacity parameter models
such as GPT-3 or GPT-3.5 (Instruct GPT, ChatGPT) on the relation extraction task, the
encoder–decoder transformer T5 consistently demonstrated strong performance in drug-
related interaction classification.

We proposed T5slim_dec, a modified version of T5 for interaction classification tasks
by removing the self-attention layer from the decoder and adding the target labels to the
vocabulary. As a result, T5slim_dec can handle the target labels as whole tokens rather
than requiring them to be predicted sequentially in an autoregressive manner. The model
demonstrates the effectiveness for DDI and ChemProt interaction extraction tasks and
achieved improved classification performance compared to state-of-the-art models.

The relation extraction can be a challenging task for transformer models when dealing
with complex sentence structures. This difficulty arises from several factors, including long
or nested sentences, entities spanning multiple sentences, and domain-specific language
structure. To address this difficulty, we incorporated explicit syntactic information to
enhance context vector representation of a sentence using structural information of the
sentence. We presented BERTGAT to augment the transformer with dependency parsing
results. However, that model did not demonstrate a significant performance improvement
and additional research is required.

The proposed DDI extraction method can be applied to pharmacovigilance and drug
safety surveillance by identifying potential adverse drug interactions. The ChemProt ex-
traction can be utilized in drug discovery and development by facilitating the identification
of potential protein targets for new drugs.
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Abstract: Blood glucose level prediction is a critical aspect of diabetes management. It enables
individuals to make informed decisions about their insulin dosing, diet, and physical activity. This,
in turn, improves their quality of life and reduces the risk of chronic and acute complications. One
conundrum in developing time-series forecasting models for blood glucose level prediction is to
determine an appropriate length for look-back windows. On the one hand, studying short histories
foists the risk of information incompletion. On the other hand, analysing long histories might induce
information redundancy due to the data shift phenomenon. Additionally, optimal lag lengths are
inconsistent across individuals because of the domain shift occurrence. Therefore, in bespoke analysis,
either optimal lag values should be found for each individual separately or a globally suboptimal lag
value should be used for all. The former approach degenerates the analysis’s congruency and imposes
extra perplexity. With the latter, the fine-tunned lag is not necessarily the optimum option for all
individuals. To cope with this challenge, this work suggests an interconnected lag fusion framework
based on nested meta-learning analysis that improves the accuracy and precision of predictions for
personalised blood glucose level forecasting. The proposed framework is leveraged to generate blood
glucose prediction models for patients with type 1 diabetes by scrutinising two well-established
publicly available Ohio type 1 diabetes datasets. The models developed undergo vigorous evaluation
and statistical analysis from mathematical and clinical perspectives. The results achieved underpin
the efficacy of the proposed method in blood glucose level time-series prediction analysis.

Keywords: deep learning; time-series forecasting; blood glucose; diabetes; ensemble learning; artificial
neural network

1. Introduction

Type 1 diabetes is a chronic metabolic disorder [1]. The disease is currently incurable [2,3].
Nevertheless, its effective management can dramatically mitigate the symptoms and the
risk of associated short-term and long-term complications [4,5]. Accordingly, people with
type 1 diabetes and their potential carers are normally educated on the standard practices
to control the illness [6–8].

Self-management of type 1 diabetes is, however, burdensome and prone to human
errors [9–11]. Hence, automating the management tasks would be highly beneficial [12,13].
Some developments have already been made related to this concern [14–16]. For example,
technological breakthroughs, such as continuous glucose monitoring biosensors [17,18]
and insulin pumps [19,20], nowadays, serve myriads of type 1 diabetes patients. The
former, in a minimally invasive fashion, takes regular snapshots of blood glucose levels
in alignment with the general advice on a frequent review of glycaemic state [21,22]. The
latter semiautomates insulin administration, requiring minimum user interference [23–25].
Moreover, there are ongoing efforts to develop fully noninvasive continuous blood glucose
level monitoring sensors to help more effective diabetes management [26–29].
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Despite the advancements achieved so far, continued progress in the automation
process is still demanded to further facilitate and effectuate the management of type 1
diabetes [30,31]. In this respect, engineering accurate blood glucose predictor devices would
be game changing [32,33]. Such instruments can provide early warning about possible
adverse glycaemic events so that automated or nonautomated pre-emptive measures can be
taken [34,35]. Additionally, these devices are a prerequisite for the advent of a closed-loop
artificial pancreas as the current vision for the ultimate automated management of type 1
diabetes [36,37].

For predicting blood glucose levels, physiological, data-driven, and hybrid modelling
approaches can be pursued [38,39]. In the data-driven approach, also used in this research,
current and past values of diabetes-management-related variables are studied to project
future blood glucose excursion [38,40].

For constructing data-driven blood glucose level predictors, one of the three main cat-
egories of time-series forecasting approaches is typically used: classical time-series forecast-
ing, traditional machine learning, or deep learning analysis. Among these, deep learning,
as a member of the modern artificial intelligence family, has proven potency in solving
complicated computational tasks, including complex time-series forecasting [41–46].

Predicting the blood glucose levels of individuals with type 1 diabetes is a convoluted
forecasting mission due to the highly erratic behaviour of the phenomenon [47]. Thus, in
line with many other time-series forecasting areas, deep learning has gained enormous
popularity in the blood glucose level prediction realm [48,49]. Subsequently, extensive
research has been underway to advance the analysis. Notwithstanding all the enhancements
in this field so far, there still exist challenges to be addressed adequately [50]. This work
contributes to addressing one such challenge.

When applying deep learning algorithms for data-driven time-series blood glucose
level forecasting, lag observations of data are studied to predict specific future values. Here,
a quandary is to select the appropriate length of history to be investigated. This issue is
even more pronounced when considering the fact that due to the significant discrepancy in
the blood glucose profile across type 1 diabetes patients, the common practice is to generate
personalised models. In this circumstance, finding an optimal length of history separately
for each individual entails further disparity and complexity in the analysis. To address this
difficulty, the present work suggests a compound lag fusion approach by exploiting the
potential of nested ensemble learning over typical ensemble learning analysis. This is the
first paper, to the best of our knowledge, that incorporates nested meta-learning analysis in
the field of blood glucose level prediction.

The rest of the article is outlined as follows. Section 2 reviews some recent studies on
type 1 diabetes blood glucose level prediction. Section 3 concisely describes the datasets
used in this research. Section 4 explains model development and assessment analysis.
Section 5 presents the results of the model assessment analysis along with the relevant
discussions. Finally, Section 6 summarises and concludes the work.

2. Literature Survey

In the following, a number of recent articles on data-driven blood glucose level
prediction are succinctly overviewed. For further alignment with the contents of this
study, the focus of this overview is on the application of state-of-the-art machine learning
techniques and the use of Ohio type 1 diabetes datasets for model development and
evaluation. A more comprehensive review of the latest revolutions in the blood glucose
level prediction area can be studied at these references [51–54].

A recent article offered a multitask approach for blood glucose level prediction by
experimenting on the Ohio datasets [55]. The methods are based on the concept of transfer
learning. The study explicitly targets addressing the challenge of the need for extensively
large amounts of data for personalised blood glucose level prediction. For this purpose,
it suggests pre-training a model on a source domain and a multitask model on the whole
dataset and then using these learning experiences in constructing personalised models.
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The authors showcase the efficacy of their propositions by comparing the performance of
their approach with sequential transfer learning and subject-isolated learning.

An autonomous channel setup was recently presented for deep learning blood glucose
level prediction using the Ohio datasets [56]. The proposed method chose the history
lengths for different variables adaptively by affecting the time-dependency scale. The
crux is to avoid dismissing useful information from variables with enduring influence
and engaging uninformative data from variables with transient impact at the same time.
The models generated in the study undergo comparison analysis with standard non-
autonomous channel structures deploying mathematical and clinical assessments.

A deep learning approach based on dilated recurrent neural networks accompanied by
transfer learning concepts is introduced for blood glucose level prediction [57]. In the study,
personalised models are created for individuals with type 1 diabetes using an Ohio dataset.
The method is examined for short-term forecasting tasks. Its supremacy over standard
methods, including autoregressive models, support vector regression, and conventional
neural networks, is shown.

Another study suggests an efficient method for univariate blood glucose level predic-
tion [58]. In the analysis, recurrent neural networks were used as learners. The learners are
trained in an end-to-end approach to predict future blood glucose levels 30 and 60 min in
advance using only histories of blood glucose data. The models are developed and assessed
using an Ohio dataset. The results achieved are comparable with the state-of-the-art re-
search on the dataset. In addition to accuracy analysis, the study investigates the certainty
in the predictions. To do so, a parameterised univariate Gaussian is tasked with calculating
the standard deviation of the predictions as a representative of uncertainty.

Employing the concepts of the Internet of things, a study compares four broadly
used models of glycaemia, including support vector machine, Bayesian regularised neural
network, multilayer perceptron, and Gaussian approach [59]. These models are used to
investigate the possibility of completing the data collected from 25 individuals with type 1
diabetes by mapping intricate patterns of data. The findings highlight the potential of such
analysis in contributing to improved diabetes management. Further, among the approaches
examined, Bayesian regularised neural networks outperform others by delivering the best
root mean square error and coefficient of determination.

3. Material

For generating blood glucose level prediction models, this study uses two well-
established, publicly accessible Ohio type 1 diabetes datasets [60]. The first dataset includes
data for six individuals with type 1 diabetes. The participants’ age at the time of data
collection was in a range of 40 to 60 years. The sample comprised four females and two
males. This dataset was initially released for the first blood glucose challenge in Knowledge
Discovery at the Healthcare Data conference in 2018. This dataset is referred to as the Ohio
2018 dataset hereafter. The second dataset also contains six people with type 1 diabetes,
different from those in the first dataset. The data contributors in this dataset were in an
age range of 20 to 80 years at the point of data acquisition. Five of them were male and
one female. This dataset was originally distributed for the second blood glucose level
prediction challenge in Knowledge Discovery at the Healthcare Data conference in 2020.
Hereafter, we refer to this dataset as the Ohio 2020 dataset.

Both datasets contain diabetes-related modalities, including blood glucose, physical
activity, carbohydrate intake, and bolus insulin injection. Blood glucose and bolus insulin
data were collected automatically using physiological sensors. For the former, a Medtronic
Enlite continuous glucose monitoring device was used. For the latter, patients in the Ohio
2018 dataset wore a Basis Peak fitness band that collected heart rate data as a representative
of physical activity. Alternatively, subjects in the Ohio 2020 dataset wore an Empatica
Embrace fitness band that tracked the magnitude of acceleration as a representative of
physical activity data. On the other hand, carbohydrate and bolus insulin data were
self-reported by individuals in both datasets.
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In both datasets, data were collected for eight weeks. The data come with the training
and testing set already separated by the data collection and distribution team. The last
ten days of data are allocated as a testing set and the remaining former data points as the
training set. In the present study, using training sets only, bespoke predictive models are
created for future values of blood glucose levels from historical values of blood glucose
itself as the indigenous variable, along with exogenous variables of physical activity,
carbohydrate intake, and bolus insulin injection. The testing sets are then used to evaluate
the generated models. Table 1 displays individuals’ identification number, sex, and age
information together with a short representation of the statistical properties of blood glucose
as the intrinsic variable in the dataset. A more comprehensive description of the Ohio
datasets and the data collection process can be found in the original documentation [60].

Table 1. Demographic information of contributors and summary of statistical properties of blood
glucose data (the focal modality) in the Ohio datasets.

Dataset PID Sex Age Set

Blood Glucose Data

Count
Range
(mg/dL)

Mean
(mg/dL)

SD
(mg/dL)

MR
(%)

HOR
(%)

ER (%)
HRR
(%)

2018

559 female 40–60
Train 10,655 40–400 167.53 70.44 12.06 3.65 55.98 40.37

Test 2444 45–400 168.93 67.78 14.81 3.03 59.86 37.11

563 male 40–60
Train 11,013 40–400 146.94 50.51 8.80 2.82 72.81 24.36

Test 2569 62–313 167.38 46.15 4.71 0.70 60.45 38.85

570 male 40–60
Train 10,981 46–377 187.5 62.33 5.73 1.97 42.97 55.07

Test 2672 60–388 215.71 66.99 5.05 0.41 29.04 70.55

575 female 40–60
Train 11,865 40–400 141.77 60.27 10.43 8.71 68.62 22.66

Test 2589 40–342 150.49 60.53 4.94 5.37 63.50 31.13

588 female 40–60
Train 12,639 40–400 164.99 50.51 3.69 1.04 63.56 35.40

Test 2606 66–354 175.98 48.66 3.42 0.15 53.26 46.58

591 female 40–60
Train 10,846 40–397 156.01 58.03 17.59 3.94 63.97 32.09

Test 2759 43–291 144.83 51.42 3.15 5.18 67.27 27.55

2020

540 male 20–40
Train 11,914 40–369 136.78 54.75 9.76 7.08 72.66 20.25

Test 2360 52–400 149.94 66.46 6.74 5.64 68.18 26.19

544 male 40–60
Train 10,533 48–400 165.12 60.08 19.11 1.47 63.78 34.75

Test 2715 62–335 156.48 54.14 15.47 1.22 68.29 30.50

552 male 20–40
Train 8661 45–345 146.88 54.63 22.30 3.89 72.05 24.06

Test 1792 47–305 138.11 50.23 85.71 3.57 80.02 16.41

567 female 20–40
Train 10,750 40–400 154.43 60.88 24.91 6.75 63.40 29.84

Test 2388 40–351 146.25 55.00 20.18 8.33 67.38 24.29

584 male 40–60
Train 12,027 40–400 192.34 65.29 9.13 0.80 47.69 51.51

Test 2661 41–400 170.48 60.76 12.40 1.01 61.86 37.13

596 male 60–80
Train 10,858 40–367 147.17 49.34 25.35 2.08 73.99 23.93

Test 2663 49–305 146.98 50.79 9.76 2.78 75.07 22.16

Note. PID: patient identification; SD: standard deviation; MR: missingness rate; HOR: hypoglycaemic rate; ER:
euglycaemic rate; HRR: hyperglycaemic rate. Hypoglycaemia, euglycaemia, and hyperglycaemia refer to when
the blood glucose level is, respectively, less than 70 mg/dL, between 70 and 180 mg/dL, and more than 180 mg/dL.
Both hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia are adverse glycaemic events.
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4. Methods

This section explicates the methodological implementations for blood glucose level
prediction model generation and evaluation. First, some curation steps performed to
prepare the data for formal prediction modelling analysis are explained. Next, time-series
forecasting models constructed for blood glucose level prediction are described. After
that, the criteria considered for evaluating the generated predictive models are presented.
Finally, statistical analysis operated on the model outputs is outlined.

4.1. Data Curation

The following pre-modelling curation steps are operated on the raw data to render the
ensuing formal deep learning prediction modelling analysis more effective.

4.1.1. Missingness Treatment

The first data curation stage deals with the missing values presented in the automati-
cally collected blood glucose and physical activity data. At the beginning and end of the
blood glucose and physical activity series, there are some timespans where data are absent.
This unavailability occurred because the subject did not start and finish wearing the sensing
devices exactly at the same time. As an initial missing value treatment step, the head and
tail of all series are trimmed by removing the void timestamps so that variables start and
end from the same point. Afterwards, the linear interpolation technique is used to fill in
missing values in the training sets of blood glucose and physical activity. Alternatively,
for the testing sets of these modalities, the linear extrapolation technique is used to fill in
missing values. This technique precludes future value observation in the evaluation stage,
so the models created possess applicability for real-time monitoring.

4.1.2. Sparsity Handling

The sparsity of the self-reported carbohydrate and bolus insulin data is the next pre-
modelling issue to be addressed. A reasonable assumption as to the unavailable values of
these modalities in the majority of timestamps is that there has been no occurrence to be
reported in those points. Therefore, for these two modalities, as a simple yet acceptable
practice, zero values are assigned to non-reported timestamps.

4.1.3. Data Alignment

Another data curation step is to unify the frequency of exogenous modalities and
align their timestamps with the blood glucose level as the indigenous variable. Initially,
acceleration data are downsampled from a one-minute frequency to a five-minute frequency.
For this purpose, the entries in the nearest neighbourhood to blood glucose timestamps are
kept, and the remaining data points are removed. Following that, timestamps of all extrinsic
variables are aligned with those of blood glucose levels with the minimum possible shifts.

4.1.4. Data Transformation

As the next data curation step, as a common practice, feature values are converted into
a standardised form that machine learning models can analyse more effectively. For each
variable, first, the average of training set values is subtracted from all values in both the
training and testing sets. Then, all obtained values are divided by the standard deviation
of the training set to make unit variance variables.

4.1.5. Stationarity Inspection

Stationary time-series data have statistical characteristics, including variance and
mean, that do not change over time. In this data treatment step, the stationarity condition in
the time-series data is satisfied. By conducting the feature transformation step explained in
Section 4.1.4, the variances in the series are stabilised. To stabilise the mean of the series, the
first-order differencing method is applied. Subsequently, the outcomes are examined using
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two prevalent statistical tests of Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin [61] and Augmented
Dickey–Fuller [62], where both confirm the stationary of the series.

4.1.6. Problem Reframing

The final data curation phase translates the time-series blood glucose level prediction
question to the supervised machine learning language. Hence, pairs of independent
and dependent variables need to be constructed from the time-series data. To this end,
a rolling window approach is used to appoint sequences of lag observations for blood
glucose, physical activity, carbohydrate, and bolus insulin as the independent variables
and sequences of blood glucose in the prediction horizon as the dependent variable.

4.2. Modelling

This subsection describes time-series forecasting models created for blood glucose
level prediction 30 and 60 min into the future. This work undertakes a sequence-to-
sequence fashion for multi-step-ahead time-series prediction. Prior to explaining the formal
modelling process, it is useful to provide a brief explanation of stacking as an ensemble
learning variation used in this work.

4.2.1. Preliminary

Ensemble learning is an advanced machine learning method that attempts to improve
analysis performance by combining the decisions of multiple models [63]. Stacking is a
type of ensemble learning in which a meta-learner intakes predictions of a number of base
learners as an input feature to make final decisions [64].

4.2.2. Model Development

The diagram in Figure 1 displays the procedure contrived in this work for model
creation. According to the diagram, the models are constructed by training three categories
of learners: non-stacking, stacking, and nested stacking. The models generated based on
the block diagram in Figure 1 are described below.

A non-stacking model takes a specific length of historical blood glucose, physical
activity, carbohydrate, and bolus insulin data as multivariate input and returns a sequence
of forecasted future blood glucose levels over a predefined prediction horizon of 30 or
60 min. According to the diagram in Figure 1, for each prediction horizon of 30 and
60 min, eight non-stacking models are created in aggregate. For this purpose, a multilayer
perceptron network and a long short-term memory network are trained separately on four
different lag lengths of 30, 60, 90, and 120 min.

A stacking model is a meta-model that takes sequence predictions from four non-
stacking models with a homogenous learner (multilayer perceptron network or long short-
term memory network) as multivariate input and fuses them to generate new prediction
outputs. According to v, for each prediction horizon of 30 and 60 min, two stacking models
are created, one with multilayer perceptron networks and the other with long short-term
memory networks as the underlying embedded learners.

A nested stacking model is a nested meta-model. It receives the outcomes of the two
stacking models described above as multivariate inputs and returns new predictions. As
can be seen in Figure 1, two nested stacking models are generated for each prediction
horizon of 30 and 60 min; one employs a multilayer perceptron network and the other a
long short-term memory network as the nested stacking learner.

According to Figure 1, in all model creation scenarios, the learners recruited are
either multilayer perceptron or long short-term memory networks. For simplicity and
coherency, all multilayer perceptron networks have similar architectures consisting of an
input layer, a hidden dense layer with 100 nodes, followed by another dense layer as output.
Additionally, all long short-term memory networks are the vanilla type with an input layer,
a hidden 100-node LSTM layer, and a dense output layer. Given the five-minute resolution
of time-series data investigated, the number of nodes in the output layer is 6 and 12 for
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30 min and 60 min prediction horizons, respectively. In all networks, He uniform is set as
the initialiser, Adam as the optimiser, ReLU as the activation function, and mean square
error as the loss function. Moreover, in all training scenarios, epoch size and batch size are
set to 100 and 32, respectively. In addition, the learning rate is initiated from 0.01, and then
using the ReduceLROnPlateau callback, it is reduced by a factor of 0.1 once the validation
loss reduction stagnates with patience of ten iterations.

 

Figure 1. Blueprint for generating non-stacking, stacking, and nested stacking blood glucose level
prediction models. Rectangular and oval blocks represent sequences of lag or future data and
regression learners, respectively. Note. BGL: blood glucose level; PA: physical activity; II: insulin
injection; CI: carbohydrate intake; LSTM: long short-term memory; MLP: multilayer perceptron.

4.3. Model Assessment

This section describes the analyses performed to validate the functionality of the
developed blood glucose level prediction models. The generated models are assessed from
regression, clinical, and statistical perspectives, as discussed below.

4.3.1. Regression Evaluation

Four broadly applied regression metrics are determined to verify the performance of
the constructed models from a mathematical viewpoint. Mean absolute error (Equation (1)),
root mean square error (Equation (2)), and mean absolute percentage error (Equation (3))
rate the accuracy of predictions. Further, the coefficient of determination (Equation (4))
measures the correlation between the reference and predicted blood glucose levels.

MAE =

(
N

∑
i=1

∣∣BGLi − BĜLi
∣∣)/N (1)
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RMSE =

√√√√(
N

∑
i=1

(BGLi − BĜLi)2
)
/N (2)

MAPE = ((∑N
i=1

∣∣(BGLi − BĜLi)/BGLi
∣∣)/N)× 100 (3)

r2 = 1 − ((∑N
i=1 (BGLi − BĜLi)

2
)(∑N

i=1 (BGLi − BGL)2
)) (4)

where MAE: mean absolute error; BGL: blood glucose level; N: the size of the testing
set; RMSE: root mean square error; MAPE: mean absolute prediction error; r2: coefficient
of determination.

4.3.2. Clinical Evaluation

Two criteria are employed to evaluate the developed models from a clinical standpoint.
One criterion is the Matthew’s correlation coefficient [65]. It is a factor fundamentally used
for assessing the effectuality of binary classifications. In this work, this metric, calculated as
Equation (5), is exploited to investigate the potency of the blood glucose prediction models
in discriminating adverse glycaemic events from euglycaemic events. Hereby, an adverse
glycaemic event is defined as a blood glucose level lower than 70 mg/dL (hypoglycaemia)
or more than 180 mg/dL (hyperglycaemia), and a euglycaemia event as a blood glucose
level between 70 mg/dL and 180 mg/dL.

MCC = (TP × TN − FP × FN)/
√
(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN) (5)

where TP: true positive (the count of correctly predicted adverse glycaemic events); TN:
true negative (the count of correctly predicted euglycaemic events); FP: false positive (the
count of falsely predicted adverse glycaemic events); FN: false negative (the count of falsely
predicted euglycaemic events).

The other considered clinical evaluation criterion is surveillance error [66]. It is based
on error grid analysis to identify the clinical risk of inaccuracies in blood glucose level pre-
dictions. Detailed calculations of surveillance error can be found in the original article [66].
However, a concise elucidation of the outcome of the calculations is as follows. A unitless
error value is measured for each predicted blood glucose level. Errors smaller than 0.5 indi-
cate clinically risk-free predictions. Errors between 0.5 and 1.5 indicate clinically slight-risk
predictions. Errors between 1.5 and 2.5 indicate clinically moderate-risk predictions. Errors
between 2.5 and 3.5 indicate clinically high-risk predictions. Finally, errors bigger than
3.5 indicate clinically critical-risk predictions. We adopt two evaluation metrics based on
surveillance error calculation outcomes. One is the average of surveillance errors across the
entire testing set, and the other is the proportion of obtained surveillance errors less than
0.5 (clinically riskless predictions) across the entire testing set.

4.3.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis is conducted for further side-by-side performance assessment for
different models. In this sense, the non-parametric Friedman test is exercised to compare
the outcomes of different models [67]. This test is privileged for inter-model comparative
analysis across multiple datasets with no normality assumption requirement as opposed
to the counterpart ANOVA test [68]. In this study, the test is assigned to compare the
performance of different types of models considering individuals as independent data
sources. To do so, a significant level of five percent is considered to examine the consistency
of results achieved for evaluation metrics. The null hypothesis for the test is that the results
of the non-stacking, stacking, and nested stacking models have identical distributions. In
the next step, for cases where the global Friedman test detects the existence of a statistically
significant difference amongst the models’ performance, the local Nemenyi test [69], as a
post hoc procedure, compares the models in a pairwise manner. In this multi-comparison
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analysis, the Holm–Bonferroni method is used to adjust the significance level [70]. Finally,
the heuristic critical difference approach is employed to visualise the outcomes of the
post hoc analysis [71]. The statistical tests are operated on all evaluation metrics in both
prediction horizons of 30 and 60 min. Both multilayer perceptron and long short-term
memory networks are examined as learners separately.

5. Results and Discussion

This section presents the outcomes of model assessment analyses and the relevant dis-
cussion. Initially, the results of regression-wise and clinical-wise evaluation investigations
are given for the non-stacking, stacking, and nested stacking models. Therein, for each
metric, mean and standard deviation values achieved over five model runs are reported, a
common practice in deep learning to counteract the stochastic nature of the analysis. After
presenting the evaluation results, the results of the statistical analysis performed for more
detailed comparison inspections between different types of models are exhibited.

The full evaluation results of the non-stacking models are compartmentalised in four
tables given in Appendix A. Table A1 is dedicated to models with multilayer perceptron
learners created on the Ohio 2018 dataset, Table A2 to models with multilayer perceptron
learners created on the Ohio 2020 dataset, Table A3 to models with long short-term memory
learners created on the Ohio 2018 dataset, and Table A4 to models with long short-term
memory learners created on the Ohio 2020.

In the non-stacking analysis, there are four modelling scenarios for each patient: blood
glucose level prediction 30 and 60 min in advance, once assigning multilayer perceptron
and once long short-term memory as the learner. As can be seen in the Appendix A tables,
for each scenario, four models are created by training the learner on 30, 60, 90, or 120 min
of historical data separately. Additionally, there are four parallel modelling scenarios for
stacking and nested stacking analysis: blood glucose level prediction 30 and 60 min in
advance, once employing multilayer perceptron and once long short-term memory as the
last-level learner. On the other hand, one model is created for each scenario in stacking and
nested stacking analysis because different lags are not separately studied.

To compare the stacking and nested stacking analyses with the non-stacking analyses,
initially, for each patient, one of the four non-stacking models created for each modelling
scenario is selected as the representative. Then, the representative non-stacking models
are studied in parallel with the counterpart stacking and nested stacking models. To select
the representative non-stacking models, first, the best evaluation metrics achieved in each
modelling scenario are marked in bold font in the Appendix A tables. Subsequently, the
model delivering the highest number of best-obtained evaluation metrics, highlighted in
grey in the tables, is deemed as the representative. For eligibility, the results for these
models are given in Table 2. Moreover, the complete evaluation results for the stacking and
nested stacking models are recorded in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.

After picking the representative non-stacking models, the overall performance of these
models is compared with the stacking and nested stacking counterparts. To this end, first,
the Friedman test is conducted on these models’ outcomes. p-values less than a significance
level of 5% reveal scenarios in which there is a statistically meaningful distinction in
the outputs of the three types of models for a specific evaluation metric. To elicit the
performance difference for these cases, critical difference analysis integrated with post hoc
Nemenyi test is used. The results of the critical difference analysis are shown in Figure 2.
These diagrams show the average ranking of the modelling approaches in generating
superior outcomes for a given evaluation metric. In each figure, models with statistically
different average rankings are linked via a thick horizontal line. From Figure 2, the nested
stacking models yielded superior evaluation outcomes overall. These findings substantiate
the effectiveness of the propositions in addressing the challenge of lag optimisation while
conducting enhanced outcomes.
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Table 2. The evaluation results for the best non-stacking models created using Ohio datasets.

Dataset PID Learner PH

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ±
SD (%)

SE < 0.5 ±
SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

2018

559

MLP 30 19.65 ± 0.06 13.56 ± 0.03 8.78 ± 0.03 90.75 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 31.36 ± 0.06 22.78 ± 0.06 15.18 ± 0.07 76.30 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 23.12 ± 0.43 16.60 ± 0.66 11.10 ± 0.63 87.19 ± 0.47 0.74 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

60 36.08 ± 1.47 25.38 ± 0.84 16.62 ± 0.25 68.60 ± 2.56 0.59 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01

563

MLP 30 18.71 ± 0.05 13.46 ± 0.06 8.47 ± 0.04 82.97 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 30.65 ± 0.01 21.69 ± 0.04 13.46 ± 0.04 54.36 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 21.59 ± 0.64 15.33 ± 0.45 9.69 ± 0.19 77.31 ± 1.34 0.72 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 33.02 ± 0.62 24.13 ± 0.61 15.07 ± 0.18 47.03 ± 2.01 0.51 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.01

570

MLP 30 17.44 ± 0.03 12.47 ± 0.03 6.38 ± 0.03 93.34 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

60 29.00 ± 0.14 20.97 ± 0.13 10.73 ± 0.04 81.62 ± 0.18 0.79 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 22.92 ± 1.49 16.16 ± 1.15 8.04 ± 0.65 88.47 ± 1.52 0.81 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01

60 35.80 ± 1.50 26.75 ± 1.85 12.68 ± 0.43 71.95 ± 2.31 0.75 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01

575

MLP 30 24.12 ± 0.06 16.05 ± 0.10 11.43 ± 0.09 84.48 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.00 0.86 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.00

60 35.63 ± 0.17 25.66 ± 0.20 18.91 ± 0.17 66.19 ± 0.32 0.57 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 27.20 ± 0.57 18.25 ± 0.45 13.14 ± 0.71 80.24 ± 0.82 0.69 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.01

60 38.09 ± 0.03 27.47 ± 0.52 20.48 ± 1.20 61.36 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.01

588

MLP 30 18.07 ± 0.35 13.50 ± 0.15 8.29 ± 0.01 85.66 ± 0.56 0.76 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 30.36 ± 0.11 22.68 ± 0.13 14.16 ± 0.12 59.60 ± 0.28 0.58 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 19.23 ± 0.11 14.16 ± 0.11 8.53 ± 0.12 83.77 ± 0.19 0.74 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 30.46 ± 0.60 22.48 ± 0.39 14.04 ± 0.23 59.33 ± 1.61 0.60 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01

591

MLP 30 22.98 ± 0.11 16.61 ± 0.05 12.99 ± 0.03 80.32 ± 0.18 0.65 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 34.98 ± 0.05 26.93 ± 0.08 21.91 ± 0.13 54.41 ± 0.12 0.39 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 26.33 ± 0.42 19.55 ± 0.24 15.65 ± 0.40 74.16 ± 0.83 0.60 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01

60 36.51 ± 0.20 28.36 ± 0.26 23.32 ± 0.27 50.32 ± 0.54 0.37 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 0.00

2020

540

MLP 30 22.88 ± 0.13 17.45 ± 0.10 12.71 ± 0.04 87.60 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 39.84 ± 0.14 30.49 ± 0.12 22.96 ± 0.13 62.48 ± 0.27 0.52 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 24.84 ± 0.42 18.48 ± 0.70 13.81 ± 1.24 85.37 ± 0.49 0.67 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.02

60 41.36 ± 0.58 30.69 ± 0.37 22.40 ± 0.20 59.56 ± 1.12 0.50 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

544

MLP 30 17.37 ± 0.03 12.14 ± 0.03 8.21 ± 0.03 88.26 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 28.49 ± 0.03 20.74 ± 0.04 14.16 ± 0.05 68.32 ± 0.07 0.63 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 21.23 ± 0.53 15.00 ± 0.49 9.93 ± 0.35 82.45 ± 0.87 0.76 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.01

60 30.45 ± 0.12 22.09 ± 0.45 14.81 ± 0.52 63.83 ± 0.29 0.59 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

552

MLP 30 14.06 ± 0.03 8.25 ± 0.11 6.48 ± 0.09 86.18 ± 0.05 0.75 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.14 ± 0.00

60 23.83 ± 0.03 14.57 ± 0.10 11.75 ± 0.12 60.36 ± 0.09 0.64 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 16.72 ± 0.44 10.31 ± 0.24 8.04 ± 0.22 80.45 ± 1.01 0.71 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01

60 25.47 ± 0.30 16.27 ± 0.24 13.02 ± 0.27 54.73 ± 1.05 0.61 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

567

MLP 30 22.72 ± 0.04 16.47 ± 0.04 12.48 ± 0.03 84.80 ± 0.05 0.64 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

60 38.38 ± 0.02 29.51 ± 0.04 23.24 ± 0.06 56.68 ± 0.04 0.46 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 24.64 ± 0.97 17.85 ± 0.81 13.48 ± 0.66 82.10 ± 1.41 0.60 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

60 40.13 ± 1.22 30.57 ± 1.14 25.05 ± 1.96 52.61 ± 2.86 0.45 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.03

584

MLP 30 22.78 ± 0.04 16.92 ± 0.04 11.34 ± 0.03 85.49 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

60 35.99 ± 0.05 27.29 ± 0.02 18.40 ± 0.03 63.67 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.00 0.72 ± 0.00 0.37 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 25.31 ± 1.32 18.27 ± 0.95 11.49 ± 0.52 82.05 ± 1.89 0.75 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01

60 41.45 ± 1.58 31.50 ± 1.91 21.43 ± 2.17 51.75 ± 3.64 0.55 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04

596

MLP 30 17.87 ± 0.08 12.89 ± 0.06 9.67 ± 0.03 86.99 ± 0.12 0.74 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

60 35.99 ± 0.05 27.29 ± 0.02 18.40 ± 0.03 63.67 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.00 0.72 ± 0.00 0.37 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 19.96 ± 0.28 14.31 ± 0.03 10.83 ± 0.18 83.78 ± 0.45 0.70 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

60 30.28 ± 0.72 22.17 ± 0.71 16.97 ± 0.45 62.72 ± 1.77 0.56 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.01

Note. PID: patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: stan-
dard deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Table 3. The evaluation results for the stacking models created using Ohio datasets.

Dataset PID Learner PH

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ±
SD (%)

SE < 0.5 ±
SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

2018

559

MLP 30 19.00 ± 0.11 13.19 ± 0.08 8.79 ± 0.05 91.35 ± 0.10 0.78 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 31.25 ± 0.41 22.67 ± 0.22 15.22 ± 0.24 76.46 ± 0.61 0.64 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 22.90 ± 0.49 15.77 ± 0.17 9.97 ± 0.09 87.43 ± 0.54 0.76 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.00

60 34.95 ± 0.17 24.99 ± 0.11 16.61 ± 0.05 70.56 ± 0.29 0.61 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

563

MLP 30 18.54 ± 0.05 13.03 ± 0.03 8.10 ± 0.00 83.28 ± 0.08 0.74 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 29.87 ± 0.18 21.22 ± 0.14 13.36 ± 0.04 56.67 ± 0.51 0.58 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 21.25 ± 0.05 14.97 ± 0.06 9.38 ± 0.02 78.05 ± 0.11 0.73 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.00

60 33.20 ± 0.16 23.55 ± 0.07 14.44 ± 0.02 46.46 ± 0.53 0.52 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00

570

MLP 30 17.49 ± 0.11 12.43 ± 0.10 6.36 ± 0.03 93.30 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

60 28.65 ± 0.08 20.90 ± 0.07 10.91 ± 0.04 82.06 ± 0.10 0.78 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 21.58 ± 1.50 15.59 ± 1.55 7.70 ± 0.49 89.77 ± 1.44 0.84 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.00 0.14 ± 0.01

60 32.48 ± 0.69 23.55 ± 0.62 11.82 ± 0.06 76.93 ± 0.98 0.76 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

575

MLP 30 24.21 ± 0.04 15.70 ± 0.09 11.25 ± 0.19 84.36 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.00 0.86 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.00

60 36.42 ± 0.41 26.35 ± 0.77 19.85 ± 1.57 64.68 ± 0.79 0.57 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.00 0.40 ± 0.02

LSTM 30 27.73 ± 0.12 18.09 ± 0.09 12.67 ± 0.09 79.48 ± 0.18 0.66 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 38.34 ± 0.09 27.48 ± 0.06 19.59 ± 0.12 60.86 ± 0.18 0.54 ± 0.00 0.68 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.00

588

MLP 30 18.24 ± 0.19 13.51 ± 0.12 8.17 ± 0.02 85.39 ± 0.30 0.75 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 29.65 ± 0.21 21.84 ± 0.18 13.14 ± 0.08 61.46 ± 0.55 0.57 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 18.91 ± 0.08 14.03 ± 0.14 8.43 ± 0.25 84.30 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.01

60 30.67 ± 0.20 22.29 ± 0.25 13.54 ± 0.49 58.76 ± 0.54 0.60 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01

591

MLP 30 22.88 ± 0.07 16.60 ± 0.04 13.03 ± 0.06 80.49 ± 0.12 0.65 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 34.43 ± 0.06 26.80 ± 0.05 22.09 ± 0.09 55.84 ± 0.14 0.41 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 25.51 ± 0.01 18.80 ± 0.05 14.79 ± 0.08 75.73 ± 0.03 0.59 ± 0.00 0.76 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

60 36.68 ± 0.16 28.44 ± 0.05 23.78 ± 0.03 49.87 ± 0.44 0.42 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 0.00

2020

540

MLP 30 22.34 ± 0.02 17.13 ± 0.03 12.58 ± 0.03 88.18 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 39.40 ± 0.09 30.32 ± 0.13 22.95 ± 0.10 63.29 ± 0.17 0.52 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 24.13 ± 0.14 18.24 ± 0.06 13.57 ± 0.03 86.20 ± 0.17 0.66 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 40.86 ± 0.05 30.62 ± 0.11 23.06 ± 0.18 60.53 ± 0.09 0.51 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

544

MLP 30 16.96 ± 0.02 12.01 ± 0.05 8.14 ± 0.08 88.81 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 28.36 ± 0.17 20.72 ± 0.04 14.21 ± 0.08 68.62 ± 0.37 0.64 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 20.85 ± 0.25 14.84 ± 0.20 10.01 ± 0.14 83.08 ± 0.40 0.73 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 31.30 ± 0.23 22.55 ± 0.10 15.44 ± 0.07 61.77 ± 0.57 0.59 ± 0.00 0.76 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

552

MLP 30 14.19 ± 0.03 9.00 ± 0.06 7.10 ± 0.03 85.92 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.00

60 23.78 ± 0.04 15.52 ± 0.20 12.62 ± 0.18 60.53 ± 0.14 0.61 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 17.65 ± 0.22 11.92 ± 0.20 9.79 ± 0.21 78.23 ± 0.53 0.69 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01

60 26.93 ± 0.23 17.97 ± 0.17 15.04 ± 0.14 49.39 ± 0.85 0.58 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

567

MLP 30 22.67 ± 0.22 16.17 ± 0.22 12.39 ± 0.21 84.86 ± 0.29 0.64 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

60 37.82 ± 0.24 28.14 ± 0.18 22.42 ± 0.23 57.94 ± 0.52 0.48 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.46 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 23.74 ± 0.09 16.86 ± 0.14 12.96 ± 0.14 83.41 ± 0.13 0.62 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

60 38.75 ± 0.41 29.24 ± 0.31 23.40 ± 0.46 55.84 ± 0.92 0.47 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.01

584

MLP 30 21.89 ± 0.09 15.96 ± 0.14 10.64 ± 0.13 86.60 ± 0.11 0.77 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 35.42 ± 0.42 26.73 ± 0.52 17.97 ± 0.53 64.79 ± 0.83 0.60 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01

LSTM 30 24.79 ± 0.06 18.21 ± 0.08 12.51 ± 0.13 82.82 ± 0.08 0.76 ± 0.00 0.86 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00

60 38.65 ± 0.29 29.33 ± 0.12 20.14 ± 0.01 58.09 ± 0.63 0.60 ± 0.00 0.70 ± 0.00 0.39 ± 0.00

596

MLP 30 17.76 ± 0.09 12.85 ± 0.09 9.71 ± 0.11 87.16 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

60 28.80 ± 0.19 21.37 ± 0.13 16.53 ± 0.11 66.29 ± 0.44 0.59 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 19.06 ± 0.16 13.55 ± 0.08 10.27 ± 0.06 85.21 ± 0.24 0.72 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 30.01 ± 0.10 22.25 ± 0.10 17.31 ± 0.16 63.39 ± 0.25 0.56 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00

Note. PID: patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: stan-
dard deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Table 4. The evaluation results for the nested stacking models created using Ohio datasets.

Dataset PID Learner PH

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ±
SD (%)

SE < 0.5 ±
SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

2018

559

MLP 30 19.67 ± 0.05 13.54 ± 0.05 8.89 ± 0.03 90.72 ± 0.05 0.79 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 33.44 ± 0.28 23.54 ± 0.16 15.27 ± 0.04 73.05 ± 0.46 0.63 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 19.69 ± 0.19 13.51 ± 0.18 8.83 ± 0.17 90.71 ± 0.18 0.79 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 33.93 ± 0.48 23.82 ± 0.28 15.31 ± 0.05 72.25 ± 0.79 0.63 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

563

MLP 30 18.85 ± 0.10 13.15 ± 0.08 8.27 ± 0.02 82.72 ± 0.19 0.76 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 31.82 ± 0.54 22.38 ± 0.38 13.84 ± 0.11 50.81 ± 1.66 0.55 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 19.00 ± 0.07 13.24 ± 0.06 8.31 ± 0.03 82.44 ± 0.13 0.76 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 31.65 ± 0.51 22.37 ± 0.61 13.79 ± 0.10 51.35 ± 1.59 0.55 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

570

MLP 30 18.34 ± 0.11 12.85 ± 0.08 6.58 ± 0.05 92.64 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

60 31.09 ± 0.28 22.21 ± 0.14 11.54 ± 0.03 78.88 ± 0.38 0.77 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 18.57 ± 0.22 13.11 ± 0.12 6.65 ± 0.08 92.45 ± 0.18 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

60 31.61 ± 0.60 22.60 ± 0.54 11.53 ± 0.02 78.16 ± 0.84 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.00

575

MLP 30 26.18 ± 0.09 16.60 ± 0.19 12.40 ± 0.27 81.71 ± 0.12 0.73 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.26 ± 0.01

60 36.98 ± 0.33 26.43 ± 0.50 19.46 ± 1.39 63.57 ± 0.65 0.54 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.02

LSTM 30 26.01 ± 0.91 16.47 ± 0.32 12.02 ± 0.66 81.93 ± 1.25 0.73 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01

60 37.05 ± 0.62 26.29 ± 0.28 18.96 ± 0.13 63.44 ± 1.22 0.54 ± 0.00 0.70 ± 0.00 0.39 ± 0.00

588

MLP 30 18.50 ± 0.11 13.63 ± 0.08 8.11 ± 0.05 84.98 ± 0.17 0.74 ± 0.00 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 29.43 ± 0.07 21.42 ± 0.17 13.01 ± 0.42 62.05 ± 0.17 0.62 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01

LSTM 30 18.26 ± 0.14 13.56 ± 0.27 8.23 ± 0.32 85.37 ± 0.22 0.76 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.01

60 29.54 ± 0.28 21.33 ± 0.21 12.84 ± 0.09 61.77 ± 0.74 0.62 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

591

MLP 30 23.07 ± 0.09 16.48 ± 0.04 12.89 ± 0.06 80.16 ± 0.15 0.64 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 35.68 ± 0.11 27.65 ± 0.08 23.12 ± 0.07 52.56 ± 0.29 0.42 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.46 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 23.08 ± 0.10 16.52 ± 0.07 12.98 ± 0.08 80.14 ± 0.17 0.63 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 35.68 ± 0.21 27.69 ± 0.12 23.16 ± 0.08 52.57 ± 0.55 0.42 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.00

2020

540

MLP 30 22.36 ± 0.03 16.96 ± 0.05 12.59 ± 0.03 88.15 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 38.81 ± 0.26 29.34 ± 0.14 22.04 ± 0.10 64.38 ± 0.47 0.53 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.00 0.43 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 22.39 ± 0.11 16.99 ± 0.09 12.61 ± 0.08 88.12 ± 0.12 0.67 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 38.74 ± 0.18 29.32 ± 0.18 22.05 ± 0.15 64.52 ± 0.33 0.53 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.00 0.43 ± 0.00

544

MLP 30 16.86 ± 0.11 11.89 ± 0.06 8.02 ± 0.06 88.94 ± 0.14 0.78 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.17 ± 0.00

60 28.92 ± 0.14 20.88 ± 0.05 14.33 ± 0.02 67.36 ± 0.31 0.63 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 16.96 ± 0.15 11.95 ± 0.11 8.07 ± 0.09 88.80 ± 0.19 0.78 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 28.84 ± 0.19 20.81 ± 0.10 14.34 ± 0.13 67.54 ± 0.42 0.63 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

552

MLP 30 13.87 ± 0.16 8.88 ± 0.32 7.07 ± 0.24 86.56 ± 0.32 0.72 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.01

60 24.61 ± 0.11 16.04 ± 0.36 13.43 ± 0.30 57.73 ± 0.38 0.60 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 13.86 ± 0.02 9.00 ± 0.06 7.13 ± 0.06 86.58 ± 0.03 0.72 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.00

60 23.97 ± 0.44 15.47 ± 0.32 12.76 ± 0.38 59.91 ± 1.47 0.61 ± 0.00 0.83 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

567

MLP 30 21.81 ± 0.28 15.58 ± 0.14 11.71 ± 0.30 86.00 ± 0.35 0.65 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01

60 37.50 ± 0.18 27.95 ± 0.13 21.97 ± 0.18 58.65 ± 0.39 0.49 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.46 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 22.02 ± 0.07 15.70 ± 0.05 11.96 ± 0.07 85.72 ± 0.08 0.64 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

60 37.77 ± 0.25 28.19 ± 0.22 22.38 ± 0.36 58.05 ± 0.55 0.48 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.46 ± 0.00

584

MLP 30 22.35 ± 0.58 16.74 ± 0.67 11.54 ± 0.54 86.03 ± 0.73 0.77 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

60 35.77 ± 0.49 27.25 ± 0.49 18.79 ± 0.44 64.11 ± 0.99 0.61 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.01

LSTM 30 22.19 ± 0.11 16.54 ± 0.17 11.38 ± 0.17 86.24 ± 0.13 0.77 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

60 36.02 ± 0.06 27.37 ± 0.12 18.91 ± 0.14 63.60 ± 0.12 0.61 ± 0.00 0.72 ± 0.00 0.37 ± 0.00

596

MLP 30 17.78 ± 0.24 12.67 ± 0.13 9.52 ± 0.10 87.13 ± 0.35 0.74 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

60 28.54 ± 0.24 20.79 ± 0.09 15.74 ± 0.27 66.89 ± 0.55 0.58 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

LSTM 30 17.57 ± 0.25 12.49 ± 0.14 9.35 ± 0.09 87.43 ± 0.36 0.75 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

60 28.68 ± 0.37 20.97 ± 0.07 15.96 ± 0.31 66.55 ± 0.87 0.58 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

Note. PID: patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: stan-
dard deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Figure 2. Critical difference diagrams based on Nemenyi test for pairwise comparison of the non-
stacking, stacking, and nested stacking modelling approaches: (a) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and
RMSE metric, (b) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and MAE metric, (c) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and
MAPE metric, (d) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and r2 metric, (e) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and MCC
metric, (f) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and SE50 metric, (g) LSTM learner, 30 min PH, and ASE metric,
(h) LSTM learner, 60 min PH, and RMSE metric, (i) LSTM learner, 60 min PH, and MAE metric,
(j) LSTM learner, 60 min PH, and MAPE metric, (k) LSTM learner, 60 min PH, and r2 metric, (l) LSTM
learner, 60 min PH, and MCC metric, (m) LSTM learner, 60 min PH, and SE50 metric, (n) LSTM
learner, 60 min PH, and ASE metric. Note. LSTM: long short-term memory; PH: prediction horizon;
RMSE: root mean square error; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error;
r2: coefficient of determination; MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE:
average surveillance error.
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It is noteworthy that, according to the highlighted models in the Appendix A tables,
an inconsistency in the efficient lag to be investigated for different patients, prediction
horizons, and learners can be observed. In detail, the optimal lag is 30 min in 19 cases,
60 min in 19 cases, 90 min in 5 cases, and 120 min in 5 cases. Such disparity further
accentuates the utility of the nested stacking analyses that efficaciously circumvent the lag
optimisation process.

6. Summary and Conclusions

This work offers a nested meta-learning lag fusion approach to address the challenge
of history length optimisation in personalised blood glucose level prediction. For this
purpose, in lieu of examining different lengths of history from a search space and picking a
local optimum for each subject or a global suboptimum for all subjects, all the lags in the
search space are studied autonomously, and the results are amalgamated. A multilayer
perceptron and long short-term memory network are initially trained on four different lags
separately, resulting in four non-stacking models from each network. The outcomes of the
four non-stacking multilayer perceptron models are then combined into new outcomes
using a stacking multilayer perceptron model. Similarly, a stacking long short-term memory
model fuses the results of the four non-stacking long short-term memory models. Finally,
the decisions of the two stacking prediction models are ensembled once using a multilayer
perceptron and once using a long short-term memory network as a nested stacking model.
These investigations are performed for two commonly studied prediction horizons of
30 and 60 min in blood glucose level prediction research. The generated models undergo
in-depth regression-wise, clinical-wise, and statistic-wise assessments. The results obtained
substantiate the effectiveness of the proposed stacking and nested stacking methods in
addressing the challenge of lag optimisation in blood glucose level prediction analysis.

7. Software and Code

For developing and evaluating blood glucose level prediction models, this research
used Python 3.6 [72] programming. The libraries and packages employed include Tensor-
Flow [73], Keras [73], Pandas [74], NumPy [75], Sklearn [76], SciPy [77], statsmodels [78],
scikit-post hocs [79], and cd-diagram [80]. The source code for implementations is available
on this Gitlab repository.
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Appendix A

In this section, the complete outcomes of evaluation analysis on the non-stacking
models are provided in four tables, as below.
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Table A1. The evaluation results for non-stacking models created by multilayer perceptron learners
using Ohio 2018 dataset.

PID PH LL

Evaluation metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ± SD
(%)

SE < 0.5 ± SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

559

30 19.96 ± 0.09 13.78 ± 0.11 8.83 ± 0.11 90.45 ± 0.08 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 19.65 ± 0.06 13.56 ± 0.03 8.78 ± 0.03 90.75 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

90 19.85 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.02 8.81 ± 0.04 90.56 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00
30

120 19.88 ± 0.07 13.83 ± 0.05 8.81 ± 0.04 90.53 ± 0.07 0.77 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

30 33.73 ± 0.04 24.46 ± 0.04 16.49 ± 0.05 72.59 ± 0.06 0.58 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

60 32.04 ± 0.05 23.12 ± 0.09 15.43 ± 0.11 75.26 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

90 31.67 ± 0.05 22.84 ± 0.06 15.23 ± 0.04 75.82 ± 0.08 0.64 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00
60

120 31.36 ± 0.06 22.78 ± 0.06 15.18 ± 0.07 76.30 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

563

30 18.71 ± 0.05 13.46 ± 0.06 8.47 ± 0.04 82.97 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 18.89 ± 0.03 13.33 ± 0.03 8.30 ± 0.02 82.65 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

90 19.09 ± 0.03 13.42 ± 0.03 8.34 ± 0.02 82.27 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00
30

120 19.29 ± 0.01 13.61 ± 0.00 8.45 ± 0.00 81.91 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

30 30.44 ± 0.08 22.46 ± 0.08 14.40 ± 0.06 55.00 ± 0.23 0.49 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

60 30.43 ± 0.05 21.75 ± 0.02 13.57 ± 0.02 55.02 ± 0.14 0.56 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

90 30.65 ± 0.01 21.69 ± 0.04 13.46 ± 0.04 54.36 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00
60

120 30.68 ± 0.15 21.72 ± 0.09 13.47 ± 0.05 54.28 ± 0.44 0.57 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

570

30 18.24 ± 0.19 13.27 ± 0.15 6.74 ± 0.08 92.71 ± 0.15 0.84 ± 0.00 0.95 ± 0.00 0.13 ± 0.00

60 17.44 ± 0.03 12.47 ± 0.03 6.38 ± 0.03 93.34 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

90 17.58 ± 0.03 12.54 ± 0.03 6.45 ± 0.01 93.24 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00
30

120 17.71 ± 0.13 12.53 ± 0.11 6.41 ± 0.06 93.13 ± 0.10 0.86 ± 0.00 0.96 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00

30 30.36 ± 0.08 23.08 ± 0.07 11.89 ± 0.03 79.85 ± 0.10 0.74 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 28.89 ± 0.03 21.33 ± 0.04 10.92 ± 0.01 81.76 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

90 28.95 ± 0.10 21.07 ± 0.09 10.82 ± 0.02 81.68 ± 0.13 0.79 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00
60

120 29.00 ± 0.14 20.97 ± 0.13 10.73 ± 0.04 81.62 ± 0.18 0.79 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

575

30 24.12 ± 0.06 16.05 ± 0.10 11.43 ± 0.09 84.48 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.00 0.86 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.00

60 24.49 ± 0.04 15.93 ± 0.02 11.39 ± 0.02 84.00 ± 0.06 0.73 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00

90 24.38 ± 0.09 15.97 ± 0.13 11.56 ± 0.11 84.13 ± 0.12 0.74 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00
30

120 24.35 ± 0.09 16.07 ± 0.12 11.72 ± 0.16 84.17 ± 0.12 0.75 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.00

30 36.22 ± 0.10 26.77 ± 0.12 19.49 ± 0.10 65.08 ± 0.19 0.51 ± 0.00 0.69 ± 0.00 0.40 ± 0.00

60 36.27 ± 0.20 26.24 ± 0.25 18.96 ± 0.17 64.96 ± 0.39 0.54 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.00 0.39 ± 0.00

90 35.90 ± 0.23 25.73 ± 0.11 18.79 ± 0.09 65.68 ± 0.44 0.55 ± 0.00 0.70 ± 0.00 0.39 ± 0.00
60

120 35.63 ± 0.17 25.66 ± 0.20 18.91 ± 0.17 66.19 ± 0.32 0.57 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00

30 18.80 ± 0.09 13.99 ± 0.09 8.63 ± 0.07 84.49 ± 0.15 0.75 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

588

60 18.27 ± 0.42 13.61 ± 0.20 8.36 ± 0.06 85.35 ± 0.68 0.75 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

90 18.07 ± 0.35 13.50 ± 0.15 8.29 ± 0.01 85.66 ± 0.56 0.76 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00
30

120 18.44 ± 0.67 13.64 ± 0.37 8.26 ± 0.13 85.06 ± 1.09 0.75 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.00

30 30.36 ± 0.11 22.68 ± 0.13 14.16 ± 0.12 59.60 ± 0.28 0.58 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

60 30.72 ± 0.26 22.76 ± 0.25 13.62 ± 0.16 58.65 ± 0.69 0.56 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

90 30.58 ± 0.05 22.47 ± 0.10 13.41 ± 0.08 59.01 ± 0.13 0.56 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00
60

120 30.48 ± 0.25 22.39 ± 0.26 13.33 ± 0.19 59.29 ± 0.67 0.57 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

591

30 22.89 ± 0.02 16.68 ± 0.02 12.98 ± 0.02 80.47 ± 0.04 0.62 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

60 22.98 ± 0.11 16.61 ± 0.05 12.99 ± 0.03 80.32 ± 0.18 0.65 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

90 23.01 ± 0.06 16.71 ± 0.01 13.12 ± 0.02 80.26 ± 0.09 0.64 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00
30

120 22.97 ± 0.07 16.78 ± 0.05 13.21 ± 0.11 80.32 ± 0.12 0.64 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

30 35.00 ± 0.05 27.27 ± 0.06 22.01 ± 0.07 54.35 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00

60 35.93 ± 0.07 27.77 ± 0.02 22.37 ± 0.07 51.89 ± 0.19 0.35 ± 0.00 0.63 ± 0.00 0.46 ± 0.00

90 34.98 ± 0.05 26.93 ± 0.08 21.91 ± 0.13 54.41 ± 0.12 0.39 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00
60

120 34.91 ± 0.07 27.12 ± 0.16 22.19 ± 0.25 54.60 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00

Note. Values in bold indicate the best evaluation outcome for each metric in each learning scenario, and grey
highlights denote the best model in each scenario based on the best-achieved evaluation metrics. Note. PID:
patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: standard
deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Table A2. The evaluation results for non-stacking models created by multilayer perceptron learners
using Ohio 2020 dataset.

PID PH LL

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ± SD
(%)

SE < 0.5 ± SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

540

30 23.48 ± 0.04 17.73 ± 0.03 12.88 ± 0.00 86.93 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

60 22.88 ± 0.13 17.45 ± 0.10 12.71 ± 0.04 87.60 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.00

90 23.41 ± 0.08 17.79 ± 0.04 12.84 ± 0.04 87.02 ± 0.09 0.68 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00
30

120 23.61 ± 0.13 17.92 ± 0.07 12.86 ± 0.02 86.79 ± 0.15 0.67 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

30 40.74 ± 0.16 31.20 ± 0.15 23.55 ± 0.12 60.76 ± 0.32 0.49 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.00

60 39.84 ± 0.14 30.49 ± 0.12 22.96 ± 0.13 62.48 ± 0.27 0.52 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

90 40.15 ± 0.16 30.68 ± 0.15 23.09 ± 0.14 61.90 ± 0.30 0.52 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00
60

120 40.38 ± 0.16 30.88 ± 0.14 23.16 ± 0.07 61.45 ± 0.31 0.52 ± 0.00 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

544

30 17.76 ± 0.06 12.45 ± 0.07 8.47 ± 0.07 87.73 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

60 17.37 ± 0.03 12.14 ± 0.03 8.21 ± 0.03 88.26 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00

90 17.61 ± 0.03 12.42 ± 0.04 8.35 ± 0.03 87.94 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.18 ± 0.00
30

120 17.78 ± 0.10 12.49 ± 0.04 8.39 ± 0.03 87.71 ± 0.13 0.77 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

30 29.25 ± 0.08 21.79 ± 0.08 15.29 ± 0.08 66.61 ± 0.19 0.59 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00

60 28.49 ± 0.03 20.74 ± 0.04 14.16 ± 0.05 68.32 ± 0.07 0.63 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00

90 28.92 ± 0.09 21.03 ± 0.02 14.29 ± 0.04 67.35 ± 0.20 0.63 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.00
60

120 29.14 ± 0.12 21.12 ± 0.09 14.32 ± 0.04 66.86 ± 0.27 0.62 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

552

30 14.06 ± 0.03 8.25 ± 0.11 6.48 ± 0.09 86.18 ± 0.05 0.75 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.14 ± 0.00

60 14.32 ± 0.08 8.91 ± 0.08 7.03 ± 0.06 85.67 ± 0.16 0.73 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.00

90 14.47 ± 0.10 9.25 ± 0.09 7.30 ± 0.09 85.36 ± 0.20 0.72 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.00
30

120 14.60 ± 0.08 9.42 ± 0.03 7.44 ± 0.03 85.09 ± 0.16 0.72 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.00

30 23.83 ± 0.03 14.57 ± 0.10 11.75 ± 0.12 60.36 ± 0.09 0.64 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 23.71 ± 0.06 14.94 ± 0.06 12.07 ± 0.06 60.78 ± 0.18 0.63 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

90 23.75 ± 0.08 15.44 ± 0.09 12.42 ± 0.06 60.66 ± 0.26 0.64 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00
60

120 23.87 ± 0.07 15.50 ± 0.09 12.47 ± 0.08 60.25 ± 0.22 0.64 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

567

30 22.72 ± 0.04 16.47 ± 0.04 12.48 ± 0.03 84.80 ± 0.05 0.64 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00

60 22.98 ± 0.07 16.63 ± 0.07 12.93 ± 0.07 84.44 ± 0.10 0.64 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.00

90 23.48 ± 0.18 17.24 ± 0.15 13.48 ± 0.12 83.77 ± 0.25 0.62 ± 0.00 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00
30

120 24.18 ± 0.20 17.98 ± 0.15 14.18 ± 0.12 82.78 ± 0.29 0.61 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00

30 38.38 ± 0.02 29.51 ± 0.04 23.24 ± 0.06 56.68 ± 0.04 0.46 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 0.00

60 39.00 ± 0.07 29.36 ± 0.01 23.95 ± 0.01 55.27 ± 0.15 0.48 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.00

90 39.46 ± 0.07 29.96 ± 0.01 24.71 ± 0.03 54.22 ± 0.17 0.46 ± 0.00 0.63 ± 0.00 0.49 ± 0.00
60

120 40.39 ± 0.15 30.91 ± 0.08 25.66 ± 0.09 52.01 ± 0.35 0.44 ± 0.00 0.62 ± 0.00 0.51 ± 0.00

584

30 23.25 ± 0.08 16.72 ± 0.06 11.00 ± 0.07 84.88 ± 0.10 0.76 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

60 22.78 ± 0.04 16.92 ± 0.04 11.34 ± 0.03 85.49 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

90 22.80 ± 0.02 17.17 ± 0.03 11.51 ± 0.02 85.47 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.00
30

120 23.30 ± 0.10 17.59 ± 0.10 11.79 ± 0.08 84.82 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00

30 37.53 ± 0.03 27.65 ± 0.22 18.33 ± 0.27 60.48 ± 0.07 0.59 ± 0.00 0.71 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.00

60 35.99 ± 0.05 27.29 ± 0.02 18.40 ± 0.03 63.67 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.00 0.72 ± 0.00 0.37 ± 0.00

90 36.04 ± 0.06 27.64 ± 0.06 18.72 ± 0.07 63.56 ± 0.12 0.59 ± 0.00 0.72 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00
60

120 36.39 ± 0.04 27.83 ± 0.09 18.84 ± 0.12 62.85 ± 0.08 0.58 ± 0.00 0.71 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00

596

30 18.66 ± 0.09 13.47 ± 0.11 10.09 ± 0.10 85.82 ± 0.14 0.71 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.00

60 17.87 ± 0.08 12.89 ± 0.06 9.67 ± 0.03 86.99 ± 0.12 0.74 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

90 17.87 ± 0.09 12.93 ± 0.06 9.71 ± 0.03 86.99 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00
30

120 17.95 ± 0.05 12.98 ± 0.03 9.76 ± 0.02 86.89 ± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00 0.20 ± 0.00

30 30.46 ± 0.10 22.78 ± 0.08 17.57 ± 0.08 62.29 ± 0.25 0.52 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

60 29.00 ± 0.13 21.43 ± 0.14 16.36 ± 0.13 65.83 ± 0.30 0.56 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

90 28.79 ± 0.05 21.35 ± 0.07 16.28 ± 0.07 66.32 ± 0.13 0.57 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00
60

120 28.83 ± 0.16 21.37 ± 0.16 16.34 ± 0.16 66.22 ± 0.37 0.57 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

Note. Values in bold indicate the best evaluation outcome for each metric in each learning scenario, and grey
highlights denote the best model in each scenario based on the best-achieved evaluation metrics. Note. PID:
patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: standard
deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Table A3. The evaluation results for non-stacking models created by long short-term memory learners
using Ohio 2018 dataset.

PID PH LL

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ± SD
(%)

SE < 0.5 ± SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

559

30 23.12 ± 0.43 16.60 ± 0.66 11.10 ± 0.63 87.19 ± 0.47 0.74 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

60 23.51 ± 0.36 16.79 ± 0.54 11.02 ± 0.64 86.76 ± 0.40 0.74 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01

90 25.50 ± 1.19 17.44 ± 0.64 10.71 ± 0.13 84.39 ± 1.44 0.72 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.00
30

120 32.86 ± 13.20 23.72 ± 10.60 15.55 ± 8.01 71.35 ± 23.13 0.63 ± 0.19 0.78 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.15

30 38.39 ± 0.82 27.05 ± 0.53 16.65 ± 0.21 64.46 ± 1.52 0.57 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.00

60 38.73 ± 4.41 27.75 ± 3.58 17.37 ± 1.50 63.53 ± 8.42 0.54 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.05

90 37.77 ± 3.27 26.72 ± 2.04 16.92 ± 0.47 65.46 ± 6.01 0.58 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.02
60

120 36.08 ± 1.47 25.38 ± 0.84 16.62 ± 0.25 68.60 ± 2.56 0.59 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01

563

30 21.59 ± 0.64 15.33 ± 0.45 9.69 ± 0.19 77.31 ± 1.34 0.72 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.00

60 21.73 ± 0.46 15.52 ± 0.33 9.82 ± 0.32 77.03 ± 0.96 0.73 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.00 0.22 ± 0.01

90 24.91 ± 1.84 17.49 ± 1.38 10.96 ± 1.02 69.71 ± 4.55 0.69 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02
30

120 24.04 ± 1.89 16.94 ± 1.15 10.65 ± 0.72 71.79 ± 4.43 0.69 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

30 33.02 ± 0.62 24.13 ± 0.61 15.07 ± 0.18 47.03 ± 2.01 0.51 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.01

60 34.44 ± 2.48 25.05 ± 2.24 15.80 ± 1.37 42.17 ± 8.46 0.48 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.03

90 34.32 ± 1.23 24.45 ± 1.04 15.16 ± 0.63 42.73 ± 4.13 0.52 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.01
60

120 34.13 ± 1.59 24.66 ± 1.10 15.27 ± 0.62 43.33 ± 5.27 0.50 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.01

570

30 24.78 ± 3.96 18.97 ± 3.76 8.84 ± 1.30 86.33 ± 4.12 0.82 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02

60 25.83 ± 5.11 19.99 ± 4.76 9.28 ± 1.87 85.02 ± 5.59 0.81 ± 0.03 0.93 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.03

90 23.09 ± 2.28 17.15 ± 2.09 8.26 ± 0.74 88.25 ± 2.30 0.82 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.00 0.15 ± 0.01
30

120 22.92 ± 1.49 16.16 ± 1.15 8.04 ± 0.65 88.47 ± 1.52 0.81 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01

30 38.34 ± 2.65 29.98 ± 2.52 13.56 ± 0.95 67.77 ± 4.48 0.75 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.02

60 35.80 ± 1.50 26.75 ± 1.85 12.68 ± 0.43 71.95 ± 2.31 0.75 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01

90 37.00 ± 2.48 27.94 ± 1.86 13.17 ± 0.99 69.98 ± 4.09 0.75 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02
60

120 35.80 ± 2.62 25.82 ± 2.70 12.58 ± 0.95 71.89 ± 4.09 0.75 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.02

575

30 27.20 ± 0.57 18.25 ± 0.45 13.14 ± 0.71 80.24 ± 0.82 0.69 ± 0.00 0.82 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.01

60 27.52 ± 0.76 18.26 ± 0.37 13.07 ± 0.32 79.77 ± 1.13 0.69 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.01

90 28.37 ± 0.99 18.89 ± 0.88 13.78 ± 0.69 78.51 ± 1.51 0.68 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01
30

120 29.33 ± 1.12 19.83 ± 1.63 13.69 ± 0.60 77.03 ± 1.74 0.65 ± 0.05 0.80 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.01

30 38.09 ± 0.03 27.47 ± 0.52 20.48 ± 1.20 61.36 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.01

60 39.96 ± 0.84 28.84 ± 0.27 21.39 ± 1.07 57.46 ± 1.78 0.55 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.01

90 38.15 ± 0.52 27.58 ± 0.22 20.56 ± 0.49 61.24 ± 1.06 0.52 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01
60

120 39.47 ± 1.28 28.64 ± 0.43 21.35 ± 0.44 58.48 ± 2.69 0.54 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01

588

30 19.23 ± 0.11 14.16 ± 0.11 8.53 ± 0.12 83.77 ± 0.19 0.74 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

60 19.60 ± 0.23 14.57 ± 0.15 8.83 ± 0.07 83.13 ± 0.39 0.74 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.00

90 20.33 ± 0.86 15.00 ± 0.73 8.87 ± 0.36 81.84 ± 1.54 0.73 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.00 0.19 ± 0.01
30

120 21.99 ± 1.74 16.39 ± 1.07 9.64 ± 0.77 78.69 ± 3.39 0.69 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.02

30 31.32 ± 0.53 23.12 ± 0.56 14.05 ± 0.68 57.00 ± 1.48 0.57 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02

60 30.46 ± 0.60 22.48 ± 0.39 14.04 ± 0.23 59.33 ± 1.61 0.60 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01

90 32.01 ± 0.53 23.06 ± 0.33 14.11 ± 0.47 55.07 ± 1.48 0.58 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01
60

120 35.57 ± 4.21 25.60 ± 2.74 15.65 ± 1.69 44.02 ± 13.55 0.50 ± 0.08 0.76 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.03

591

30 26.00 ± 0.54 19.63 ± 0.54 15.81 ± 0.75 74.78 ± 1.04 0.58 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.01

60 26.33 ± 0.42 19.55 ± 0.24 15.65 ± 0.40 74.16 ± 0.83 0.60 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01

90 27.44 ± 1.02 20.46 ± 0.58 15.63 ± 0.98 71.90 ± 2.10 0.55 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01
30

120 27.16 ± 0.88 20.13 ± 0.63 15.75 ± 0.85 72.48 ± 1.78 0.57 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.01

30 36.51 ± 0.20 28.36 ± 0.26 23.32 ± 0.27 50.32 ± 0.54 0.37 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.00 0.47 ± 0.00

60 37.52 ± 0.93 28.36 ± 0.32 22.47 ± 0.57 47.52 ± 2.58 0.36 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.01 0.47 ± 0.00

90 37.92 ± 1.44 29.32 ± 1.16 24.31 ± 1.51 46.38 ± 4.10 0.39 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.01
60

120 37.07 ± 1.67 28.38 ± 1.14 22.37 ± 0.89 48.73 ± 4.57 0.37 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02

Note. Values in bold indicate the best evaluation outcome for each metric in each learning scenario, and grey
highlights denote the best model in each scenario based on the best-achieved evaluation metrics. Note. PID:
patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: standard
deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Table A4. The evaluation results for non-stacking models created by long short-term memory learners
using Ohio 2020 dataset.

PID PH LL

Evaluation Metric

RMSE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAE ± SD
(mg/dL)

MAPE ± SD
(%)

r2 ± SD
(%)

MCC ± SD
(%)

SE < 0.5 ± SD
(%)

ASE ± SD

540

30 25.76 ± 1.26 19.38 ± 0.62 14.84 ± 0.24 84.25 ± 1.55 0.67 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.00

60 24.84 ± 0.42 18.48 ± 0.70 13.81 ± 1.24 85.37 ± 0.49 0.67 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.02

90 28.02 ± 3.64 21.40 ± 2.68 15.98 ± 2.30 81.18 ± 4.68 0.63 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.04
30

120 27.92 ± 1.82 21.00 ± 1.99 15.38 ± 2.29 81.48 ± 2.40 0.63 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.04

30 42.60 ± 1.15 31.84 ± 0.41 23.25 ± 0.53 57.07 ± 2.32 0.48 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.00

60 41.36 ± 0.58 30.69 ± 0.37 22.40 ± 0.20 59.56 ± 1.12 0.50 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00

90 43.78 ± 2.80 32.44 ± 2.02 23.51 ± 1.66 54.55 ± 5.78 0.50 ± 0.04 0.64 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.02
60

120 48.17 ± 1.39 34.62 ± 2.09 24.69 ± 2.33 45.10 ± 3.15 0.48 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.03 0.48 ± 0.03

544

30 21.23 ± 0.53 15.00 ± 0.49 9.93 ± 0.35 82.45 ± 0.87 0.76 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.21 ± 0.01

60 20.66 ± 0.31 14.71 ± 0.43 9.99 ± 0.53 83.40 ± 0.50 0.75 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.01

90 22.55 ± 0.45 15.56 ± 0.37 10.40 ± 0.27 80.21 ± 0.79 0.72 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.00
30

120 23.38 ± 2.94 16.49 ± 1.81 11.35 ± 1.30 78.51 ± 5.18 0.71 ± 0.04 0.84 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.03

30 31.43 ± 0.05 23.19 ± 0.08 15.59 ± 0.16 61.46 ± 0.12 0.58 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00

60 30.45 ± 0.12 22.09 ± 0.45 14.81 ± 0.52 63.83 ± 0.29 0.59 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01

90 32.39 ± 0.61 22.91 ± 0.32 15.40 ± 0.39 59.04 ± 1.55 0.57 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01
60

120 36.19 ± 1.38 25.61 ± 0.40 17.44 ± 0.10 48.85 ± 3.94 0.52 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01

552

30 16.72 ± 0.44 10.31 ± 0.24 8.04 ± 0.22 80.45 ± 1.01 0.71 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01

60 21.54 ± 3.51 14.67 ± 3.62 11.21 ± 2.37 66.99 ± 10.53 0.59 ± 0.14 0.85 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.04

90 18.81 ± 1.50 12.58 ± 1.52 9.73 ± 0.98 75.16 ± 3.97 0.69 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01
30

120 20.91 ± 5.44 14.00 ± 4.23 11.01 ± 3.87 68.05 ± 17.09 0.69 ± 0.08 0.85 ± 0.10 0.22 ± 0.08

30 25.47 ± 0.30 16.27 ± 0.24 13.02 ± 0.27 54.73 ± 1.05 0.61 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

60 27.15 ± 1.00 18.20 ± 0.92 15.02 ± 0.93 48.51 ± 3.76 0.58 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02

90 27.51 ± 2.98 17.70 ± 1.96 14.55 ± 1.73 46.78 ± 11.78 0.56 ± 0.06 0.80 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.04
60

120 40.75 ± 25.37 32.17 ± 26.99 26.17 ± 21.83 45.82 ± 170.04 0.33 ± 0.44 0.60 ± 0.38 0.53 ± 0.49

567

30 26.21 ± 1.00 18.74 ± 1.00 14.41 ± 1.01 79.74 ± 1.56 0.61 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.02

60 25.54 ± 0.32 18.38 ± 0.28 13.83 ± 0.55 80.78 ± 0.48 0.61 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.01

90 24.64 ± 0.97 17.85 ± 0.81 13.48 ± 0.66 82.10 ± 1.41 0.60 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01
30

120 27.89 ± 3.45 20.96 ± 3.26 16.17 ± 2.94 76.86 ± 5.47 0.57 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.06

30 43.16 ± 1.27 32.69 ± 1.21 27.34 ± 1.23 45.19 ± 3.24 0.44 ± 0.02 0.60 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02

60 40.13 ± 1.22 30.57 ± 1.14 25.05 ± 1.96 52.61 ± 2.86 0.45 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.03

90 42.89 ± 2.29 32.84 ± 2.03 26.97 ± 2.57 45.79 ± 5.74 0.41 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.03
60

120 45.08 ± 4.52 34.30 ± 3.01 26.78 ± 0.56 39.83 ± 12.30 0.40 ± 0.06 0.58 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.04

584

30 26.87 ± 0.77 19.56 ± 0.72 13.10 ± 0.55 79.81 ± 1.16 0.72 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01

60 25.31 ± 1.32 18.27 ± 0.95 11.49 ± 0.52 82.05 ± 1.89 0.75 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01

90 25.93 ± 1.03 19.25 ± 0.82 13.00 ± 0.65 81.19 ± 1.47 0.74 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.01
30

120 27.62 ± 0.80 20.65 ± 1.21 13.36 ± 0.35 78.66 ± 1.24 0.72 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.00

30 41.45 ± 1.58 31.50 ± 1.91 21.43 ± 2.17 51.75 ± 3.64 0.55 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04

60 42.14 ± 1.60 32.72 ± 1.78 23.12 ± 1.60 50.12 ± 3.74 0.55 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.04 0.45 ± 0.03

90 41.75 ± 0.90 32.60 ± 0.83 22.86 ± 1.00 51.08 ± 2.11 0.56 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.02
60

120 47.83 ± 3.54 37.15 ± 4.34 25.97 ± 4.37 35.58 ± 9.66 0.46 ± 0.05 0.59 ± 0.07 0.50 ± 0.08

596

30 19.96 ± 0.28 14.31 ± 0.03 10.83 ± 0.18 83.78 ± 0.45 0.70 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.00

60 21.15 ± 0.65 15.31 ± 0.40 11.64 ± 0.41 81.77 ± 1.12 0.69 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01

90 22.54 ± 0.82 16.38 ± 0.95 12.32 ± 0.90 79.29 ± 1.50 0.66 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01
30

120 33.46 ± 10.29 25.29 ± 8.45 19.64 ± 6.92 51.54 ± 25.67 0.50 ± 0.16 0.75 ± 0.10 0.36 ± 0.11

30 30.97 ± 0.19 22.79 ± 0.17 17.23 ± 0.22 61.02 ± 0.48 0.52 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00

60 30.28 ± 0.72 22.17 ± 0.71 16.97 ± 0.45 62.72 ± 1.77 0.56 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.01

90 31.70 ± 1.25 23.44 ± 1.22 17.94 ± 1.21 59.12 ± 3.24 0.52 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.02
60

120 36.31 ± 9.68 27.21 ± 8.48 21.03 ± 6.87 43.87 ± 30.66 0.43 ± 0.21 0.71 ± 0.13 0.40 ± 0.11

Note. Values in bold indicate the best evaluation outcome for each metric in each learning scenario, and grey
highlights denote the best model in each scenario based on the best-achieved evaluation metrics. Note. PID:
patient identification; PH: prediction horizon; LL: lag length; RMSE: root mean square error; SD: standard
deviation; MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; r2: coefficient of determination;
MCC: Matthew’s correlation coefficient; SE: surveillance error; ASE: average surveillance error.
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Abstract: Walking stability is considered a necessary physical performance for preserving inde-
pendence and preventing falls. The current study investigated the correlation between walking
stability and two clinical markers for falling risk. Principal component analysis (PCA) was ap-
plied to extract the three-dimensional (3D) lower-limb kinematic data of 43 healthy older adults
(69.8 ± 8.5 years, 36 females) into a set of principal movements (PMs), showing different movement
components/synergies working together to accomplish the walking task goal. Then, the largest
Lyapunov exponent (LyE) was applied to the first five PMs as a measure of stability, with the in-
terpretation that the higher the LyE, the lower the stability of individual movement components.
Next, the fall risk was determined using two functional motor tests—a Short Physical Performance
Battery (SPPB) and a Gait Subscale of Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA-G)—of
which the higher the test score, the better the performance. The main results show that SPPB and
POMA-G scores negatively correlate with the LyE seen in specific PMs (p ≤ 0.009), indicating that
increasing walking instability increases the fall risk. The current findings suggest that inherent
walking instability should be considered when assessing and training the lower limbs to reduce the
risk of falling.

Keywords: gait; neuromuscular control; movement synergy; overground walking; principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA); largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE)

1. Introduction

Falls have been linked to a loss of function and independence in older people, leading
to injury-related hospitalizations in the aging population worldwide [1]. They usually
occur according to degenerative changes of postural reflex impairment accompanied by
the inherent aging process [2]. Approximately one-third of older adults (>65 years) living
in the community fall yearly [3], leading to several types of injuries (e.g., pain, soft tissue
injuries, fractures, dislocations, and functional impairment [4]) and impacting the quality
of life [2]. As previously reported [5,6], several internal risk factors for falling have been
reported, e.g., previous history of falls, balance impairment, functional limitations, visual
impairment, gait impairment, decreased muscle strength, arthritis, diabetes, pain, using
polypharmacy or psychoactive drugs, depression, dizziness, age over 80 years, female
sex, and cognitive impairment. Analyzing the main fall risk factors, which is crucial for
prevention, has frequently been performed [1,2,4,5].

One of the physical performances necessary for preserving independence and min-
imizing the risk of falls is the ability to walk successfully and safely on both stable and
unstable surfaces [7]. Walking instability has been recognized as one of the leading con-
tributors [5,6] among the several risk factors for falls. Commonly, stability is described as
the intrinsic ability of a motor system to retain or recover to its initial condition in the face
of internal (e.g., neuromuscular) and external (e.g., environmental) perturbations [8,9]. In
this sense, stability measures yield relevant information on the intrinsic noise in motor task
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performance and directly quantify the performance of dynamic error correction [8,9]. Alter-
natively, variability measures have also been used to indirectly quantify how stable a person
performs locomotion tasks due to inherent noise in the motor tasks or the environment that
can bring an individual’s dynamic state closer to their stability limits [8–10]. Furthermore,
since human movement is believed to result from nonlinear interactions between multiple
neuromuscular elements and internal and external factors [11], the largest Lyapunov ex-
ponent (LyE), one of the nonlinear methods to assess local dynamic stability, is frequently
used to analyze the capacity to manage for small internal or external perturbations in order
to maintain functional locomotion (i.e., used to measure walking stability) [9,12–14].

In order to complete any given motor activity (e.g., walking), the cooperative con-
tribution of multi-body segments is needed, typically seen as different movement com-
ponents/synergies forming together to accomplish the task goal [10,15,16]. Principal
component analysis (PCA), one of the methods for reducing the number of dimensions, has
widely been used on kinematic marker data to extract movement components or synergies,
which have been called “principal movements” (PM), from the original, whole postural
movements [15,17]. This method helps by minimizing the number of features (i.e., redun-
dancy issues in motor apparatus) needed to finish the given task goal by forming fewer new
variables, which still contain the most information regarding how people move or generate
motions from the original feature set of postural movements [15,17–19]. Moreover, informa-
tion about the position and acceleration of individual PMs reveals their direct association
with system forces and myoelectric activity [20,21], confirming that PCA-based variables
have an adequate probability of assessing neuromuscular control of individual movement
components/strategies [15,20–22]. Regarding local dynamic stability as measured by the
LyE, walking stability can be referred to as the neuromuscular system’s ability to man-
age infinitesimal perturbations during locomotion [9,12–14]. Therefore, the LyE applied
to individual PM positions can aid in quantifying the stability of individual movement
components/strategies that come together to achieve locomotion tasks [10,16,23].

Several functional motor tests have been developed to assess physical performance,
since poor physical performance, balance impairment, and gait alterations are among the
leading causes of falls in older individuals [24]. When focusing on gait ability, functional
motor tests assessing gait ability are commonly used to determine the risk of falling. For
example, the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) is a well-established tool for
quantifiably assessing the lower extremity physical performance based on three tasks:
repeated chair stand, standing balance, and walking speed [25]. Unlike the SPPB, the Gait
Subscale of Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA-G) assesses the quality
of walking by considering gait initiation, step length, step height, step symmetry, step
continuity, path, trunk movement, and walking stance [26]. The results of these two
tests are represented as ordinal scores, ranging from 0 to 12, considered the worst-to-best
performance [25,26]. Both tests are reported to accurately discriminate between fallers
and non-fallers in a large group of frail older adults [27]. Practically, fall risks are usually
predicted using multi-item or functional motor assessment tools [28]. For example, it has
been reported that SPPB [29] and POMA-G [30] have the practical ability to predict falls. In
this sense, since the ability to maintain stability while walking is critical for avoiding falls,
particularly in older adults [31], studying the relationship between falling risk and walking
stability by considering movement patterns (i.e., movement strategies) can help to identify
individuals who are at higher risk of falling and develop effective interventions to improve
walking stability and reduce the falling risk.

In summary, the main purpose of the current study was to determine the correlation
between walking stability and the risk of falling. Walking stability was defined in terms of
individual PMs’ local dynamic stability (Lyapunov stability), and fall risk was determined
by two functional motor tests—SPPB and POMA-G. Since the stability of individual PMs
reflects the neuromuscular control of individual movement components or movement
synergies [10], it was hypothesized that the correlation between walking stability and the
risk of falling would appear in the specific relevant PMs to the gait cycle.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Secondary Data Analysis

The lower-limb kinematic marker data of 43 healthy older adults (36 females and 7 males)
used in the current study was derived from a peer-reviewed open-access dataset [32]. All
participants had no neurological or musculoskeletal problems concerned with the risk
of falling or affecting walking ability. The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was
utilized to assess the mental status (i.e., mental health) to confirm that all participants could
understand the experiment protocol and complete the tasks. In addition, two functional
motor tests—SPPB and POMA-G—were performed on each participant by an experienced
physiotherapist. The Ethics Committee of the Escuela Colombiana de Ingeniería and
Clínica Universidad de la Sabana, Colombia, approved the study protocol in accordance
with the ethical principles of the Helsinki Declaration, and all participants provided written
informed consent before participation, as reported in Caicedo et al. [32]. The participant
characteristics are represented in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of participants (n = 43).

Min Max Mean SD

Age (years) 54.0 87.0 69.8 8.5
Mass (kg) 41.8 104.4 67.6 11.2

Height (m) 1.4 1.7 1.6 0.1
Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 17.4 40.3 27.8 4.5

MMSE 22.0 30.0 26.6 2.5
SPPB 5.0 12.0 9.8 1.7

POMA-G 8.0 12.0 10.2 0.8
Walking speed (m/s) 0.6 1.2 0.8 0.2

Number of falls in the last
month (time) 0 1 0.1 0.3

Experimental measurement procedures were detailed and explained in Caicedo et al. [32].
In brief, each participant was equipped with 24 reflective markers, ten at each leg and
four around the hip, as shown in Caicedo et al. [32]. The optical motion capture system
comprised seven cameras (Vantage V5, Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd., Oxford, UK), with
the sample rate set at 100 Hz. Each camera was mounted on a tripod at 1.90 m above
the floor. For each walking trial, a C3D file is generated by Nexus movement analysis
software, version 2.9.3 (Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd., Oxford, UK), with an accuracy better
than 0.3 mm. Each participant was instructed to walk ten times at a self-preferred speed
between two points six meters apart, while one researcher walked beside them to ensure
their safety during walking. However, the data of the best five walking trials of each
participant were provided in the original data article. The current study selected only three
walking trials in which all participants walked in the same direction (e.g., walking from
point A to point B but not from point B to point A), as checked by running the C3D files for
further analysis.

2.2. Movement Synergy Extraction

All data processing for the current study was conducted in MATLAB version 2022a
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). For each dataset, 16 markers were placed on the
main anatomical landmarks (ASIS, PSIS, thigh, knee, tibia, lateral malleolus, heel, and toe)
of each leg. These markers gave 48 spatial coordinates (x, y, z), which were interpreted
as 48-dimensional posture vectors [15]. Each participant’s kinematic dataset of three
walking trials was pre-processed, centered by subtracting the mean posture vector [15],
and normalized to the mean Euclidean distance [15] before they were concatenated to form
one input matrix (3 trials × 43 participants) for further PCA. Supplementary Video S1,
an animated stick figure video, shows an example of the original overground walking
movement obtained from one female participant.
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PCA was carried out with a singular-value decomposition of the covariance matrix
through the PManalyzer software [15] to extract all lower-limb kinematic data into a set of
orthogonal eigenvectors, which has been called “principal components” (PCk; k indicates
the order of movement components). For each orthogonal eigenvector, an animated stick
figure called “principal movement” (PMk), can be created to characterize its movement
pattern [15]. The use of the term ”principal” in the variable names denotes that those
variables were derived from PCA, of which (t) indicates that these variables are functions
of time t [15]. Furthermore, the actual time evolution (i.e., time series) of each PM is
quantified by the PC scores (i.e., principal positions; PPk(t)), which represent the positions
in posture space or the vector space spanned by the PC-eigenvectors [15]. In analogy to
Newton’s mechanics, PMk-accelerations (i.e., principal accelerations; PAk(t)), a second-time
derivative, can be computed from the PPk(t) based on the conventional differentiation
rules [15]. As previously reported in a postural control study [20], PAk(t) have associations
with leg myoelectric activity, supporting the idea that PA-based variables could be used
to determine the neuromuscular control of individual PMk [21,33–35]. A Fourier analysis
was performed on the raw PPk(t) [35] to detect noise amplification that occurred in the
differentiation processes, showing that the highest power resided in a range of frequencies
between 2 and 5 Hz, but that the visible power was still seen in the frequency range between
5 and 10 Hz. Hence, the PCA-based time series were filtered with a 3rd-order zero-phase
10-Hz low-pass Butterworth filter before performing the differentiation step. In addition,
based on a previous study [15], leave-one-out cross-validation was performed to assess
the vulnerability of individual PMk and the PCA-based dependent variables that change
the input data matrix to address validity considerations. In this regard, the current study
selected the first five PCs that proved robust to test the hypotheses.

In order to describe the coordinative structure of PM1–5, the compositions of over-
ground walking movements were assessed based on their principal position (PPk(t)) and
acceleration (PAk(t)) [35]. First, the participant-specific relative explained variance of PPk(t)
(PPk_rVAR) was computed to investigate the percentage of the contribution of each PM
to the total variance in postural positions, quantifying how important each PMk is for the
overall coordinative movement structures of the overground walking movements [17,33].
Second, the relative explained variance of the PAk(t) (PAk_rVAR) was computed, which
quantifies the percentage of the contribution of each PM to the total variance in postural ac-
celerations [20,22,36]. A greater PAk_rVAR value reflects that a given movement component
is performed fast enough to impact accelerations and forces acting in the system [36].

2.3. Investigating Walking Stability

Each PPk(t) was normalized to an individual’s walking speed [23,37]. Then, the
participant-specific largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) of PP1–5(t) or PPk_LyE was used to
investigate walking stability by computing the rate of divergence of close trajectories in
state space (i.e., the ability of the motor system to attenuate small perturbations revealed
by the divergence of the trajectories in state space) [10,16,23,38].

PPk_LyE was computed by applying Wolf’s algorithm [39], with the time delay (τ = 10)
and embedding dimension (m = 4) determined using the average mutual information
(AMI) [10,38] and the false nearest neighbor algorithms [40], respectively. A greater
PPk_LyE value indicates the inability of the motor system to reduce infinitesimal per-
turbations [13], resulting in a greater divergence of state space trajectories. In other words,
a higher PPk_LyE value reflects a lower individual’s walking stability [16,23]. For statistical
analysis, the current study used the average of individual PPk_LyE values calculated from
three walking trials.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics software, version
26.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), with the alpha level set at a = 0.05. A Shapiro–Wilk
test was used to determine the data’s normality, suggesting using a Spearman’s rho test
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to determine the correlation between participants’ demographic data (age, BMI, MMSE,
walking speed (WS), SPPB, and POMA-G) and individual PP1–5_LyE. Pearson correlation
was used to examine the relationship between individual PP1–5_LyE. The correlation
coefficient (r), which varies between −1 and +1, represents the strength of the relationship
between the two variables in positive or negative directions, respectively. The absolute
correlation (|r|) in the range of 0 to 0.4 is interpreted as a weak correlation, 0.4 to 0.8 as a
moderate correlation, and 0.8 to 1 as a strong correlation [41].

3. Results

3.1. Movement Synergies

Table 2 shows the descriptive characteristics of the first five principal movements
(PM1–5), which together explained 99.9% of the total position variance (PPk_rVAR) and
70.9% of the acceleration variance (PAk_rVAR). In addition, the example visualizations of
PM2–5 are shown in Figure 1.

Table 2. The relative explained variances (mean ± SD) of the principal positions (PPk_rVAR) and the
principal accelerations (PAk_rVAR) of the first five principal movements (PM1–5), amended with a
qualitative description of the main features of each movement component. Note: k indicates the order
of principal movements, and animated stick figures of PM2−5 are represented in Supplementary
Video S2.

PMk Descriptive Characteristics PPk_rVAR PAk_rVAR

1 Movements of the lower extremities in the
direction of walking 98.91 ± 0.33 4.90 ± 1.12

2
Resemble swing phase movement of the

gait cycle: the anti-phase lower-limb
movements in the anteroposterior direction

0.90 ± 0.25 31.67 ± 2.94

3

Movements of the lower extremities in the
mediolateral direction (i.e., mediolateral
sway) combined with anti-phase knee

flexion and extension movements in the
vertical direction

0.07 ± 0.12 0.43 ± 0.17

4 Both ankle and knee flexion and extension
movements in the vertical direction 0.05 ± 0.01 24.65 ± 1.95

5
Resemble the mid-stance phase movement
of the gait cycle: the anti-phase lower-limb

movements in the vertical direction
0.04 ± 0.01 9.22 ± 1.95

As shown in Table 2, the highest value of PAk_rVAR is observed for PM2, resembling
the swing phase movement, followed by PM4, representing ankle and knee flexion and
extension movements in the vertical direction; and PM5, resembling the mid-stance phase
movement, respectively.

3.2. Relationship between Walking Stability and Risk of Falls

As shown in Table 3, the main results show that correlations appear in specific pairs
of two variables. Regarding the demographic data, the age of participants is negatively
correlated with MMSE (r = −0.449 (moderate correlation), p = 0.003), POMA-G (r = −0.450
(moderate correlation), p = 0.002), and PP3_LyE (r = −0.306 (weak correlation), p = 0.046).
The BMI of participants is negatively correlated with SPPB (r = −0.355 (weak correlation),
p = 0.020), but positively correlated with two walking stability variables: PP2_LyE (r = 0.343
(weak correlation), p = 0.024) and PP4_LyE (r = 0.506 (moderate correlation), p = 0.001). The
MMSE value is positively correlated with POMA-G (r = 0.379 (weak correlation), p = 0.012).
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Figure 1. Example visualizations of (A) PM2, (B) PM3, (C) PM4, and (D) PM5 extracted from the
overground walking movement and their corresponding space-time representation for computed
largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) of individual PPk. Note: LyE data are derived from the first trial of
one female participant. The dashed line indicates the left limb. Only PM3 is shown in the back view.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) between participants’ demographic data (age, BMI, MMSE, SPPB,
and POMA–G) and individual PP1–5_LyE. Note: p-values smaller than 0.05 are printed in bold (n = 43;
* p < 0.050; ** p < 0.01; and *** p ≤ 0.001 (two-tailed)).

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Age 1
2. BMI −0.063 1
3. MMSE −0.449 ** −0.290 1
4. WS 0.242 0.206 −0.122 1
5. SPPB −0.205 −0.355 * 0.142 −0.556 *** 1
6. POMA-G −0.450 ** −0.051 0.379 * −0.356 * 0.146 1
7. PP1_LyE 0.178 0.173 −0.086 −0.001 −0.100 0.043 1
8. PP2_LyE 0.102 0.343 * −0.145 0.516 *** −0.164 −0.249 0.032 1
9. PP3_LyE −0.306 * 0.145 0.030 0.099 −0.097 0.003 0.066 0.075 1
10. PP4_LyE 0.145 0.506 *** −0.186 0.635 *** −0.402 ** −0.417 ** 0.160 0.718 *** 0.050 1
11. PP5_LyE 0.266 0.091 −0.097 0.428 ** −0.046 −0.396 ** 0.021 0.443 ** −0.056 0.386 * 1

In addition, walking speed is negatively correlated with both two functional motor
tests: SPPB (r = −0.556 (moderate correlation), p < 0.001) and POMA-G (r = −0.356 (weak
correlation), p = 0.019), but is positively correlated with specific walking stability vari-
ables: PP2_LyE (r = 0.516 (moderate correlation), p < 0.001), PP4_LyE (r = 0.635 (moderate
correlation), p < 0.001), and PP5_LyE (r = 0.428 (moderate correlation), p = 0.004).

Regarding the functional motor tests, SPPB negatively correlates with the specific
walking stability variable, PP4_LyE (r = −0.402 (moderate correlation), p = 0.008). In
addition, POMA-G negatively correlates with the specific walking stability variables:
PP4_LyE (r = −0.417 (moderate correlation), p = 0.005) and PP5_LyE (r = −0.396 (weak
correlation), p = 0.009).

Moreover, correlations within the individual PPk_LyE are observed in the specific
pairs of PPk_LyE. Specifically, PP2_LyE is positively correlated with PP4_LyE (r = 0.718
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(moderate correlation), p < 0.001), and PP5_LyE (r = 0.443 (moderate correlation), p = 0.003).
PP4_LyE is positively correlated with PP5_LyE (r = 0.386 (weak correlation), p = 0.011).

4. Discussion

The current study determined the correlation between walking stability and fall risk
in healthy older adults. Walking stability defined in terms of local dynamic stability was as-
sessed through the largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) of individual movement components
or movement synergies (i.e., called “principal movements,” PMs) extracted by applying
principal component analysis (PCA) to overground walking movements. The fall risk
was determined by two functional motor tests—the Short Physical Performance Battery
(SPPB) and the Gait Subscale of Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment (POMA-G).
The main results show that negative, small-to-moderate correlations between PPk_LyE and
two functional motor tests (SPPB and POMA-G) appear in the specific PMs, suggesting that
the lower the PP4-Lyapunov stability, the greater the risk of falling. Based on the empirical
findings, two main points can be discussed.

First, the lower performance of the lower extremities possibly influences walking
instability, especially in movement components resembling the ground contact phases of
the gait cycle (PM4–5). Walking instability can be caused by a degenerative change in the
lower-limb muscle–tendon neuromechanics (e.g., a decline in muscle strength [42] and a
degenerative muscle [43] and tendon [44] property), which usually happens as a normal
part of the inherent aging process [45]. This degenerative physical decline could make
it harder to control body weight while walking [46]. For example, in the PM4, which
represents the ankle and knee flexion and extension movements, the declining calf muscle
strength (e.g., the gastrocnemius, as the two joint muscles associated with both ankle and
knee movements) may be involved in the instability of this movement component. A
previous review article reported age-related declines in the contribution of the Achilles
tendon in recoiling to ankle power output during walking, leading to an increase in the
metabolic cost of walking because of less economical calf muscle contractions and increased
work of the proximal joint (e.g., the hip joints) [44]. This point is of interest and may
need further analysis. In addition, in the PM5, which resembles the mid-stance phase,
the hamstring muscles are an essential group of muscles that play the main role in the
weight-bearing and takeoff phases of the gait cycle for three functions [46]: (I) decelerating
the knee extension through an eccentric contraction at the end of the swing phase to
stabilize the weight-bearing knee dynamically; (II) facilitating the hip extension through an
eccentric contraction at foot strike to stabilize the weight-bearing leg; and (III) supporting
the gastrocnemius muscles through an eccentric contraction in extending the knee during
the takeoff phase.

Second, since SPPB [29] and POMA-G [30] have the potential to predict the risk of falls
in terms of measuring lower-limb physical performance, walking instability should be con-
sidered a potential fall risk. Although SPPB and POMA-G assess lower limb performance,
they focus on different aspects. For example, the SPPS measures lower-limb performance in
terms of time spent performing standing balance, walking speed, and chair stand tests [47].
Unlike the SPPB, the POMA-G focuses on the quality of walking, e.g., the ability of gait
initiation, step length, step height, step symmetry, step continuity, walking path, trunk
movement, and walking stance [26]. In this sense, the SPPB is one of the functional tests
practically used to assess lower extremity strength [29] and used as a predictor of mortality
in older adults by all causes [47].

Regarding the characteristics of participants, age has negatively correlated with the
MMSE and POMA-G, indicating possible cognitive [48] and gait [26] impairments that may
occur with advancing age. The BMI negatively correlates with SPPB, indicating that individ-
uals with increasing body mass relative to height may have lower limb muscle strength [29]
and physical performance [25]. The MMSE positively correlates with the POMA-G, indi-
cating that individuals with possible cognitive impairment [48] may have been associated
with gait impairments [26]. In addition, walking speed negatively correlates with both
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SPPB and POMA-G, indicating that reduced walking speed reflects decreased physical
performance in individuals. Moreover, walking speed has a positive correlation with walk-
ing instability, reflecting that increased walking speed increases walking instability. Based
on these findings, it is suggested that individuals with an advancing age, an increasing
BMI, a decreasing MMSE, and a reduced walking speed are associated with lower physical
performance, possibly leading to an increased risk of falling.

When considering the correlation among the PPk_LyE, a positive interrelationship
between the walking stability variables is observed between PM2 (PP2_LyE) and PM4–5
(PP4–5_LyE), indicating that the higher the instability of the swing phase, the greater
the instability of the contact ground movements of the two legs. In addition, a positive
interrelationship between PM4 (PP4_LyE) and PM5 (PP5_LyE) indicates that the higher the
instability of the swing phase, the greater the instability of the mid-stance phase. Although
these three movement components (PM2,4–5) are movement components that are small in
positional amplitude (PP2,4–5_rVAR), they are performed fast enough (PA2,4–5_rVAR) to
influence accelerations considerably, and thus forces acting in the system [36]. In this sense,
fall prevention programs should take into account how unstable a person is during both
the swing and stance phases of a gait cycle.

In terms of practical application, the current study suggests that reducing walking Lya-
punov stability, specifically in the ground contact movement components (PP4–5), should
be considered for fall prevention and rehabilitation, for which task-specific gait training to
improve neuromuscular control of the lower extremities is recommended. For instance, the
three subtasks of the SPPB—chair stand, standing balance, and walking speed [25]—can be
applied as an exercise or training for fall prevention. Furthermore, exercising or training to
improve walking quality by considering the POMA-G components—gait initiation, step
length, step height, step symmetry, step continuity, walking path, trunk movement, and
walking stance [26]—is of interest and can be practical in clinical settings.

Limitations and Future Study

One limitation of the current study was that only the lower limb movements provided
by an open-access dataset were analyzed. Therefore, for future research, whole-body
movement analysis is suggested since the effective contribution of all the body segments is
required for achieving the given task goal [21], representing that the neuromuscular system
controls posture and movement through multiple muscles that produce relative movements
between multiple body segments [20]. Another limitation was that the characteristics of
participants enrolled in the current study were not generalized, but mostly female. In this
regard, considering the impact of the sexes [5,6] or investigating the age-related differences
in walking stability is suggested for future research.

Since, in the current study, only the correlation test was performed to study the rela-
tionship between walking stability and the risk of falling, applying the regression analysis
focused on modeling the relationship may be of interest. Moreover, the risk of falls is
considered highly correlated to lower extremity muscle strength and joint moments [49,50],
usually observed in frail, older adults [51] or individuals with neurological or musculoskele-
tal impairments [52]. Therefore, encouraging the collection of kinematics combined with
kinetic or electromyographic (EMG) data is suggested [20], since it is highly informative
and may offer insights into net muscle forces acting at the joints, especially during periods
of the single support phase of the gait cycle.

5. Conclusions

In healthy older adults, the negative small-to-moderate correlations are observed
between the Lyapunov instability of specific movement components (i.e., principal move-
ments, PMs) extracted from the lower limb movements during overground walking with
self-selected speed and the potential risk of falls assessed by two functional motor tests—the
Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) and the Gait Subscale of Performance-Oriented
Mobility Assessment (POMA-G), indicating the higher the LyE, the lower the physical
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performance with possibly increased risk of falling. Based on the current findings, it is,
therefore, suggested that the inherent impacts of walking (Lyapunov) stability should
be considered for fall investigation, prevention, and rehabilitation, not particularly in
healthy older adults but also in frail, older adults and individuals with neurological or
musculoskeletal impairments, possibly increasing the risk of falls.
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Abstract: Objective: To help improve radiologists’ efficacy of disease diagnosis in reading computed
tomography (CT) images, this study aims to investigate the feasibility of applying a modified deep
learning (DL) method as a new strategy to automatically segment disease-infected regions and predict
disease severity. Methods: We employed a public dataset acquired from 20 COVID-19 patients, which
includes manually annotated lung and infections masks, to train a new ensembled DL model that
combines five customized residual attention U-Net models to segment disease infected regions
followed by a Feature Pyramid Network model to predict disease severity stage. To test the potential
clinical utility of the new DL model, we conducted an observer comparison study. First, we collected
another set of CT images acquired from 80 COVID-19 patients and process images using the new
DL model. Second, we asked two chest radiologists to read images of each CT scan and report
the estimated percentage of the disease-infected lung volume and disease severity level. Third,
we also asked radiologists to rate acceptance of DL model-generated segmentation results using
a 5-scale rating method. Results: Data analysis results show that agreement of disease severity
classification between the DL model and radiologists is >90% in 45 testing cases. Furthermore,
>73% of cases received a high rating score (≥4) from two radiologists. Conclusion: This study
demonstrates the feasibility of developing a new DL model to automatically segment disease-infected
regions and quantitatively predict disease severity, which may help avoid tedious effort and inter-
reader variability in subjective assessment of disease severity in future clinical practice.

Keywords: infected lung segmentation; quantification of lung disease severity; comparison
between manual and automated image segmentation; deep neural network; COVID-19 detection;
COVID-19 severity assessment

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) is the most popular medical imaging modality used in
clinical practice to detect lung diseases (i.e., lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, interstitial lung diseases, pneumonia, and others). To more accurately assess
the severity of many lung diseases and predict patients’ prognosis, estimation of disease-
infected volume and/or its percentage to the total lung volume plays an important role.
However, subjective estimation of disease-infected regions or volume by radiologists is
quite difficult, tedious, and inaccurate (due to the large intra- and inter-reader variability),
which makes it often infeasible in busy clinical practice. Thus, to help solve this clinical
challenge, developing computer-aided detection (CAD) schemes or methods has been
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attracting broad research interest. For example, the CAD-generated lung density mask
has been well developed and tested to quantify percentages of emphysema-infected lung
volume [1] or degree of lung inflammation [2]. However, quantifying other lung diseases,
such as the pneumonia-infected lung volume, has not been well developed and evaluated.
Thus, we propose to investigate the feasibility of developing new CAD schemes that
can automatically segment pneumonia-infected regions depicted on CT image slices and
quantify the percentage of the diseased lung volume, which has the potential to assist
radiologists in more accurately and efficiently reading and interpreting chest CT images in
diagnosis of pneumonia-infected disease diagnosis and assessment of its severity.

In the last 3 years, SARS-CoV-2 virus named COVID-19 has infected millions of people
globally [3] and it produces pneumonia-type diseases. Chest X-ray radiography and CT
are two imaging modalities to assist diagnosis of COVID-19 induced pneumonia and/or
monitor its severity [4]. While chest X-ray images are easier and faster to take, with
lower cost, the CT scan is highly preferred mainly due to its three-dimensional nature and
additional information to improve diagnostic accuracy [5,6]. Due to the wide and rapid
spread of the COVID-19 virus, a large volume of chest X-ray images including CT images
have been acquired in clinical practice. Meanwhile, several research image datasets with
manual annotation masks have also become publicly available for researchers to develop
new CAD schemes aiming to assist radiologists in more accurately and efficiently reading
chest CT images to detect and diagnose COVID-19 induced pneumonia.

Recently, in developing CAD schemes of medical images, deep learning (DL) models
have been well recognized and widely used to perform the tasks of segmenting the
disease-infected regions of interest (ROIs) [7,8] and detecting or classifying diseases using
the automatically extracted image features [9,10]. In using COVID-19 image datasets to
develop CAD schemes, most of the previous studies focused on developing DL models
to detect COVID-19 cases or classify between the COVID-19 and normal or other types
of pneumonia cases [11–14]. Although many previous studies reported the extremely
high accuracy of using DL models to detect and/or classify the COVID-19 infected cases
(i.e., ranging from 90–100% accuracy [15]), no previous DL model is robust and clinically
acceptable due to training bias and a “black-box” type approach [16]. Thus, the motivation
of this study is to overcome disadvantages of previous DL models and investigate how
to optimally use DL models to assist radiologists through increasing their accuracy and
efficiency of disease diagnosis in future clinical practice. For these purposes, we propose a
hypothesis that, in the technology aspect, it is important to add an interactive graphic user
interface (GUI) to the DL model as a visual aid tool to increase the transparency of the DL
model and allow radiologists to visually inspect results of DL model-segmented infected
lesions or regions. In this application aspect, it is important to perform more observer
performance or preference studies using DL models, which can help researchers better
understand how to optimally develop and apply DL models to the future clinical practice to
assist radiologists.

The objective of this study is to test our hypothesis. The study includes three steps or
procedures. First, we build a novel ensembled DL model implemented with an interactive
GUI to segment pneumonia-infected disease regions. Second, we conduct an observer read-
ing and preference study that asks radiologists to estimate percentages of disease-infected
volumes, assess disease severity, and rate their acceptance level for DL-generated lesion
segmentation results. Third, we perform data analysis to compare agreement between the
DL model and radiologists in the disease-infected region segmentation and disease severity
assessment. The details of our study methods and results followed by discussions and
conclusions are reported in this article. Specifically, Section 2 describes study datasets and
the details of study methods to build a new DL model with a GUI tool and conduct the pro-
posed observer study and data comparison analysis. Section 3 reports and explains study
results. Section 4 discusses the unique characteristics or novelties and new observations or
contributions of this study, as well as the limitations. Second 5 concludes this study and
provides the take-home messages to the readers of this article.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Datasets

In this study, three chest CT image datasets were used, which include two public
datasets, namely, “COVID-19 CT scans” and “COVID-19 CT segmentation dataset “https:
//www.kaggle.com/andrewmvd/covid19-ct-scans (accessed on 17 May 2021)”. The first
public dataset includes 20 CT scans of patients diagnosed with COVID-19 from two sources,
Coronacases “https://coronacases.org/ (accessed on 17 May 2021)” and Radiopedia “https:
//radiopaedia.org/ (accessed on 17 May 2021)”. Although numerous COVID-19 image
datasets are publicly available, one unique characteristic of the datasets selected in this
study is that all CT images have been annotated by experts providing three separate masks
for the left lung, right lung, and infection regions. The second public dataset contains 100
axial CT images acquired from more than 40 COVID-19 patients. A mask with three labels
is provided by a radiologist for each CT image indicating ground-glass opacity (GGO),
pleural effusion and consolidation regions. These two datasets were used to build and/or
train the DL model of segmenting and qualifying the disease infected regions or volumes.
Additionally, another independent testing dataset including 80 CT scans of COVID-19
patients acquired from “Hospital Regional III Hanorio Delgado” Arequipa, Peru, was also
assembled. This dataset is used to test and evaluate the trained DL models and conduct the
proposed observer reading and preference study.

2.2. Image Preprocessing

To achieve higher reliability or robustness of the DL model, several image preprocess-
ing techniques were employed to initially remove clinically unrelated images and normalize
the remaining images. First, the “COVID-19 CT scans” dataset includes whole CT images
of COVID-19 patients. However, some slices of each CT scan (i.e., in the beginning, and
near the end of scan) usually contain very little lung area, thus not providing helpful
information. Including these CT slices in the training data leads to a more unbalanced
dataset. Thus, we removed up to 10% of CT images at the beginning and near the end
of each CT scan. Generally, all lung infection datasets are unbalanced since the number
of infection mask pixels is significantly less than the pixels of the healthy lung and other
normal tissues presented in the image. To create a more balanced training dataset, we
removed all healthy CT slices with no infection mask.

Second, since image normalization or standardization has been considered as an im-
portant preprocessing step when training deep neural networks to achieve high robustness
or scientific rigor [17], we normalized all CT images by clipping the intensities outside
the range [–1024, 600] HU. Specifically, if x > max, x’ = max, if x < min, x’ = min, and
the remaining values are scaled between zero and one using a linear mapping equation:
x’ = (x-xmin)/(xmax-xmin).

Third, we applied the data augmentation technique to generalize and enlarge the
dataset and mitigate overfitting. The main augmentation method adopted in this study
is Elastic Transform [18] which is commonly applied in biomedical image analysis. The
python library Albumentations [19] was used to perform the Elastic Transform and other
affine transformations. Along with the elastic Transform, we also applied other common
methods of horizontal and vertical flipping and random rotation to increase the size
of training images. Figure 1 demonstrates the changes in a CT slice after applying an
augmentation method in this study.

Last, we applied another image preprocessing technique using several filters to further
enhance image features detected on the CT image. In this step, several filters have been
tested with various channel arrangements to enhance different textures and structures
and consequently achieve better discrimination between healthy and infected regions. For
example, contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is one of the filters
that has been applied as a channel to the CT images. CLAHE is a variant of adaptive
histogram equalization that limits contrast amplification to reduce noise amplification. This
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filter performs histogram equalization in small patches with high accuracy and contrast
limiting. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of applying a CLAHE filter on a CT image.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. An example of applying an augmentation method. (a) The original image; (b) After
applying an augmentation method.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Before applying a CLAHE filter; (b) After applying a CLAHE filter.

2.3. Image Segmentation Models and Output

Several common deep neural network models were selected and used in this study,
including UNet [20], Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [21], and Attention Residual UNet
(AR-UNet) [22]. The Segmentation Models library [23] available on GitHub was also
used to test various segmentation models with different backbones and parameters more
conveniently. For each model, many parameters have been tested and modified, including
loss functions, fixed and variable learning rates, encoders and decoders, and dropout rates.

2.3.1. Lung Segmentation

The first step is to segment the lung area depicted on each CT slide. For this purpose,
a publicly available model for lung parenchyma segmentation was used to create lung
masks and segment the lung area [24]. In brief, this model used the UNet, with the only
adaption being batch normalization after each layer. Figure 3 demonstrates an example of
the created lung mask and the lung segmentation result using this mask.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. An example of the lung segmentation. (a) Raw CT image; (b) CT image and lung mask.

2.3.2. Infection Area Segmentation

The next step is to segment the disease infected lung regions (from fuzzy ground glass
to consolidation patterns). For this purpose, various object detection and segmentation
models with different hyper-parameters have been tested and employed to achieve the
highest accuracy. First, the AR-UNet is selected to build the ensembled model in this
step. AR-UNet model is an end-to-end infection segmentation network, which embeds an
attention mechanism and residual block simultaneously into the UNet architecture. Hence,
this model efficiently balances the limited training data. In this model, the attention path
employs the attention mechanism to capture spatial feature details. The residual block
involves the semantic information flow through a 1 × 1 convolution [25].

Based on the literature search and our experiments, we recognize that among many
tested loss functions, the Binary cross-entropy loss and the Tversky loss [24] led to the best
predictions. Binary cross-entropy is calculated as the following Formula (1) [26].

LBCE = −
2

∑
i=1

ti log(pi) (1)

where ti is the truth value (either 0 or 1), and pi is the SoftMax probability for the ith class.
To compute the Tversky loss function, a SoftMax along each voxel is applied [24]. Let

P and t be the predicted and truth binary labels, respectively. The Dice similarity coefficient
(D) between two binary volumes is identified and computed using Formula (2):

D (P, t) = 2|Pt|/(|P| + |t|) (2)

Since, in most cases, non-lesion voxels outnumber the lesion voxels, one of the main
challenges in medical imaging is imbalanced data, especially in lesion segmentation. There-
fore, using the unbalanced data in training lead to predictions that are severely biased
towards low sensitivity (recall) and high precision, which is not desired, particularly in
medical applications where false-positive (FP) detections are much more tolerable than
false negatives (FNs). To achieve an optimum balance between sensitivity and precision
(FPs vs. FNs), we used a loss layer based on the Tversky index. This index allows us to put
emphasis on FNs and leads to high sensitivity. Using the formula (2) in a training loss layer,
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it equally weighs recall and precision, FN and FP, respectively [24]. To weigh FNs more
than FPs in the training of a network with highly imbalanced data where small lesions’
detection is essential, a loss layer based on the Tversky index is efficient. The Tversky index
is computed as the Formula (3) [24]:

Ti(P,t,α,β) = |Pt|/(|Pt| + β|P⁄t| + α|t⁄P|) (3)

where α and β control the magnitude of penalties for FNs and FPs, respectively. Hence, the
finally used Tversky loss function is defined as follows using Formula (4) [24]:

LT(α, β) =
∑N

i=1 p0iv0i

∑N
i=1 p0iv0i + β ∑N

i=1 p0iv1i + α ∑N
i=1 p1iv0i

(4)

In the above equation, p0i and p1i are the probability of voxel i lesion and non-lesion,
respectively. Additionally, v0i is 1 for a lesion and 0 for a non-lesion voxel and vice versa
for the v1i.

Since image segmentation accuracy and robustness depend on choosing and use
of DL models along with optimal training parameters, to more accurately and robustly
segment disease infection areas or blobs depicting on chest CT images, we developed,
tested, and compared five models based on AR-UNet with different training parameters,
as summarized in Table 1. Additionally, based on the hypothesis that if the five models
contain complementary prediction scores of pixels belonging to a disease infected area, the
fusion of the predictions of all five selected models can further improve image segmentation
results (i.e., prevent under-segmentation as much as possible). While involving several
models comes with a longer processing time, the more reliable and precise prediction is
worth the extra time. For each of these models, we have used Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.01.

Table 1. The detail of the ensembled model for infection detection.

Loss Function Augmentation Dropout

Model 1 Binary Cross Entropy 5 times 0

Model 2 Tversky 10 times 0

Model 3 Tversky 10 times 0.10

Model 4 Binary Cross Entropy 10 times 0

Model 5 Binary Focal Loss 5 times 0.10

2.3.3. Segmentation of GGO and Consolidation Patches

Moreover, besides the overall infected region segmentation, it is of great importance
to distinguish between different stages of COVID-19-infected pneumonia developments
in the lung and provide better assistance to radiologists to assess disease severity levels.
The “COVID-19 CT segmentation dataset” provides manual annotations with 3 infection
types, the ground glass opacity (GGO), pleural effusion, and consolidation. Since the
pleural effusion type is not of great interest in this study, we only included the GGO and
consolidation labels in the training dataset.

Like the infection region segmentation model, we tested various neural network
architectures and hyperparameters aiming to achieve the best predictions. We applied a
FPN model to categorize different stages of the COVID-19 in the infected area. This model
has 23,915,590 trainable parameters. As depicted in Figure 4, the patch segmentation is
based on Residual-Network (ResNet) and FPN model. ResNet34 is the backbone, and FPN
is the feature extractor network. The loss function for this model is the categorical cross
entropy which computes the cross entropy between the labels and predictions. This loss
function is common when there are two or more label classes.
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Figure 4. Overview of deep learning architecture for the patch segmentation model.

Although the staging model tends to over-segment the GGO regions, the consolidation
segmentation is very accurate. To prevent the over-segmentation of the GGO area, the
infection segmentation model is used to constrain the staging model. This model classifies
each patch to three classes of normal tissue background, GGO, and consolidation.

2.3.4. Integrated Model and GUI

In summary, three common deep neural network architectures were trained and
employed in this study. For lung segmentation, we applied a publicly available model for
lung parenchyma segmentation based on the UNet model. Additionally, an ensembled
AR-UNet was developed for infection segmentation since the attention blocks have been
shown to be very beneficial in image segmentation [22]. Moreover, an FPN model was
applied to categorize the severity of the COVID-19 infected area. For each model, many
parameters were tested and modified, including loss functions, fixed and variable learning
rates, different encoders and decoders, and dropout rates. All models are written in Python,
and the TensorFlow library is used to train and test the models.

After extracting the lung and infected lesions by the two segmentation models, the
percentage of the infected lung volume is reported along with the average Hounsfield units
(HU) inside the infected region, which can indicate the density of the lesion of interest and
hence the severity of infection. This information is reported for the left and right lungs for
each CT slice as well as the whole CT.

Finally, to assist radiologists in the diagnosis of COVID-19 infected pneumonia using
the DL model generated quantitative results or predictive scores, we also designed a
stand-alone graphical user interface (GUI) as an interactive “visual-aid” tool, which can be
installed on any Windows-based computers without the need for any specific programing
language or library. Figure 5 illustrates the flow diagram of the developed DL model
method and GUI tool.
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Figure 5. The flowchart of the proposed method.

2.4. Image Postprocessing and Correction

After observing the output of the lung segmentation model, it was noted that in several
cases with severe disease infection, a small percentage of the lung may be missing from the
segmentation as shown in Figure 6a, which typically represents the disease infection area.
To recover the missed lung area if the lung segmentation error is visually observed from
our GUI, the user (i.e., radiologist) can call a specially-designed image post-processing
function that applies a unique conventional image processing algorithm inspired by the
rolling ball algorithm [27] to automatically correct segmentation error. This algorithm starts
with extracting the lung contours followed by several steps and morphological filters such
as disk drawing, filling holes, median, and erosion operations. As shown in Figure 6, it can
convert a jagged and rough lung boundary, as shown in Figure 6a, to a smooth one that
covers the previously missed lung area, as shown in Figure 6b. While it might lead to a
small over-segmentation in some cases, the previously missed area contains very important
infected lesions that can significantly affect the assessment of severe cases.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Lung segmentation mask; (b) Post-processing lung segmentation.
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2.5. Evaluation

To evaluate new DL model performance, the model was first tested “as is” using an
independent testing dataset of 80 CT scans. Next, we asked two expert chest radiologists
to retrospectively read and review these 80 sets of CT images. Each radiologist read and
examined half of the CT scans (40 patients) and reported the patient infection spread in
percentage based on their judgment of the percentage of infected lung volume. These
subjectively assessed values were then collected and compared to the values generated by
the DL model. It is important to note that in this new testing image dataset of 80 clinical
cases, there are no manually annotated lung and disease infection area segmentation marks.
Thus, no Dice coefficients can be computed, and we only compared the agreement between
the radiologists and the DL model in predicting the percentage of disease infected lung area
(or volume) based on the predicted result of infection area ratio or spread scores between
radiologists’ assessment and DL models.

Moreover, in order to test radiologists’ confidence level to accept DL-generated in-
fection area segmentation results, we showed radiologists the DL segmentation results
displayed on the developed GUI and asked them to rate their acceptance level of the
infection area segmentation of each CT slice with a score of 1 (poor segmentation) to
5 (excellent segmentation).

Last, we asked the radiologists to assign each patient to the group of mild infection
cases that are dominated by GGO or the group of severe infection cases that have a signifi-
cant fraction of consolidation areas or blobs. We then compared the agreement between
the DL model generated case classification results and the radiologists’ classification re-
sults. A corresponding confusion matrix was generated for the comparison and diagnostic
accuracy computation.

3. Results

Figure 7 shows several image examples of DL-model generated lung and infection
segmentation results. The left column illustrates the raw CT images, while the second
and third columns illustrate the masks of the segmented lung and disease infection areas,
respectively. In addition, Figure 8 shows the patch segmentation results of GGO and
consolidation areas (or blobs), respectively. By using the commonly used evaluation
index in image segmentation namely, the intersection over union (IOU), the quantitative
data analysis results show that IOUs are 0.78 and 0.88 for the disease-infection region
segmentation model and for the patch model, respectively.

Figure 9 shows a snapshot of the GUI window used in this study to obtain the
subjective ratings from the radiologists. Using this GUI tool, radiologists can observe the
raw CT image and the predicted segmentation side by side for better comparison. The
radiologists can also rate the accuracy or acceptance level of the DL-generated disease
infection area segmentation on each slice using a rating scale from 1 to 5, as well as provide
their overall assessment of lung infection spread. Additionally, the lung segmentation is
also visualized to make sure that the predicted spread scores are reliable. If a significant
portion of the lung is missing, the radiologist can call and run the function to correct the
segmentation errors as described in the Methods section of this paper.

Figure 10 shows two diagrams that illustrate the distribution of our data analysis
results to compare the agreement between the DL-model and radiologists in segmentation
or estimation of disease-infected volumes, and acceptance level by radiologists of DL model
generated disease region segmentation results. From these two summary or comparison
diagrams, we observe the following study results.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. (a) Raw CT image; (b) Lung mask; (c) Infection Segmentation.

 

Figure 8. Patch segmentation results. The green area represents the GGO and Crazy Paved pattern.
The yellow area shows the Consolidation area.
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Figure 9. Illustration of the developed GUI for lung and COVID-19 infection segmentation.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Part (a) illustrates the difference between the spread score of radiologists and the predicted
score by the model; part (b) presents the average ratings of radiologists on the test dataset.

(1) From Figure 10a, we observe that in 34% (27/80) of testing cases, the difference
between the DL model generated diseased region segmentation and radiologist’s
estimation is less than 5% (indicating the accuracy > 95%).

(2) In 55% (44/80) of testing cases, the difference between the DL model generated diseased
region segmentation and radiologist’s estimation is less than 10% (or accuracy > 90%).

(3) In 90% (72/80) of testing cases, the difference between the DL model generated diseased
region segmentation and radiologist’s estimation is less than 30% (or accuracy > 70%).
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(4) From Figure 10b, we observe that in 73% (58/80) of testing cases, radiologists rated
a score of 3 or higher indicating an acceptable lung and disease-infection region
segmentation results generated by the DL model.

Additionally, the ratings of the testing cases with high spread score accuracy have
been carefully analyzed to ensure that the high accuracy is not by chance. For example,
among the testing cases with more than 95% spread accuracy, the radiologists rated an
acceptance score higher than 3 in over 78% of cases, and among the testing cases with
>90% accuracy, 84% of cases received an acceptance rating higher than 3 indicating the DL
segmentation is acceptable, and the spread score is reliable.

Moreover, to evaluate the performance of our DL model in identifying different stages
of COVID-19, the radiologists also put a label on the infected regions. Then, the results
of our model and radiologists were compared together. Table 2 shows the confusion
matrix of the disease staging performance. When using radiologists’ rating or disease level
classification results as a reference (“ground-truth”), our DL model yields an 85% (68/80)
accuracy in predicting or classifying disease infection severity levels in this testing dataset.

Table 2. Confusion matrix illustrating the developed model’s stage detection. The cases dominated
with GGO and crazy paved pattern area are classified as “A” group, and “C” represents the cases
with significant consolidation area (blobs).

Radiologists\Model A C

A 61 2
C 10 7

4. Discussion

In the last three years, large number of studies have been reported in the literature to
develop DL-based models of detection and classification of COVID-19 infected pneumonia
using chest X-ray radiographs and/or CT images. However, as reported in a comprehensive
review study [16], no previous DL model was accepted in clinical practice to effectively
assist radiologists. To effectively address or solve this challenge and make the DL model
acceptable to radiologists, we conducted a unique model development and observer-
involved comparison study. This study has the following unique characteristics and/or
new observations.

First, we tested a new hypothesis to quantify percentages of COVID-19 infected
volume and demonstrated a potential application of a novel DL model in the segmentation
of the COVID-19 generated pneumonia infection in chest CT images. One of the innovations
of this study is that we developed a combined five AR-UNet models for the infected region
segmentation and a novel lung segmentation correcting algorithm based on conventional
image processing techniques to ensure all infected lesions are included in the prediction.
Furthermore, we applied an FPN model to identify different stages of the COVID-19
infected area.

Second, since physicians including radiologists have low confidence in accepting
results generated by current “black box” type artificial intelligence (AI) or DL models,
developing “explainable AI” tools [28] has been attracting broad research interest in the
medical imaging field. Thus, we designed and implemented a graphic user interface (GUI)
as an interactive “visual-aid” tool (Figure 9) that shows DL segmented disease infection
areas. This stand-alone GUI allows radiologists to easily navigate through all generated
outputs, rate each CT slice automatic segmentation, and submit their assessment of the
percentage of lung volume with COVID-19 infection. Additionally, the radiologist can also
call a supplementary image postprocessing algorithm to automatically correct the possibly
identified segmentation errors. Our experience and results of the observer reading and
preference study demonstrate that using this interactive GUI-based “visual-aid” supporting
tool can provide radiologists with the reasoning of DL model generated prediction results
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and thus increase their confidence to use the DL model in their decision-making process of
disease diagnosis.

Third, based on our interaction with the radiologists, we learned that radiologists
typically assign the patients into 3 classes of disease severity, namely, mild, moderate, and
severe diseases, based on the distribution or domination of GGO, pleural effusion, and
consolidation patterns. Thus, we believe that to increase its clinical utility, the DL model
should also have a function or capability to assign each testing case to one of these three
classes. Since in three image datasets used in this study, very few pleural effusion patterns
exist, we developed a patch segmentation-based model to identify GGO and consolidation
areas depicted on each CT image slice and then predict or classify the cases into either
mild/moderate (A) and severe (C) classes as shown in Table 2. In this way, we were able
to compare disease severity prediction results between the radiologists and DL model.
In future studies, we need to collect more study cases with more diversity. Thus, we
can apply the same DL concept to train the model that enables us to classify 3 classes of
disease severity.

Fourth, we conducted a unique observer reading and preference study involving
two chest radiologists and reported data comparison results. Thus, unlike many previous
studies in this field, which only reported Dice coefficients of agreement between DL model
generated image segmentation results and the manual segmentation results of one radiolo-
gist, which does not have a real clinical impact due to the large inter-reader variability in
manual image segmentation or annotation, we used a simple and more efficient or practi-
cal method to evaluate DL model segmentation results by asking radiologists to rate the
acceptance level of DL model segmentation using a 5 rating scale. This practical approach
has proved quite effective and higher clinically relevant in the medical imaging field [29].
Our study generates quite encouraging results or observations of the higher agreement be-
tween the DL-model generated segmentation and radiologists’ estimation of the COVID-19
infected region or volume, as well as the higher acceptance rate of radiologists to the DL
model-segmented results (Figure 10).

The above observations also demonstrate a new contribution of this study, which
provides the research community with new scientific data or evidence. (1) Our study
demonstrates a higher acceptance rate of radiologists to DL model generated results of
disease-infected region segmentation. This supports the feasibility of improving the efficacy
of radiologists in reading CT images to diagnose disease because the DL model can not only
replace the tedious and time-consuming process of subjectively estimating the percentages
of the pneumonia regions or volume, but also avoid or reduce the large inter-reader
variability. (2) Our study also supports the importance of future evaluation studies to better
investigate and find the optimal interaction between DL models and radiologists to reduce
the application gaps and facilitate the process to make DL models or technology clinically
useful or acceptable tools in future clinical practice. (3) Although this study only used
COVID-19 cases to segment and quantify pneumonia regions or volume, if successful, the
demonstrated new DL model and evaluation approach can be easily adapted to segment
and quantify other types of virus infection pneumonia or other interstitial lung diseases
(ILD) in future research studies.

Last, we also recognize the limitations of this study, including the small image datasets
and involving only two radiologists. Thus, this is a very preliminary study. The developed
DL model along with the GUI tool needs to be further optimized and validated using
large and diverse image cases. We also need to recruit more radiologists to evaluate model
performance and potential clinical utility in future studies. Despite the limitations, we
believe that this is a unique and valid study.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a new ensembled DL model to automatically segment and
quantify the COVID-19 infected pneumonia region or volume and predict disease severity
level. To increase the model transparency and radiologists’ confidence in considering or
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accepting DL model generated results, we designed and integrated an interactive GUI as a
“visual aid” tool to the DL model. The most important novelty or contribution of this study
is that we conducted a unique observer reading and preference study. The data analysis and
comparison results demonstrate the higher agreement between DL model and radiologists
in disease region segmentation or estimation and disease severity level prediction. However,
this is a preliminary and concept-approval type study. More evaluation studies involving
more radiologists and more diverse image cases are needed in future research. If successful,
such DL-based disease quantification models with interactive visual-aid tools will have
promising potential to provide radiologists with useful decision-making supporting tools
to improve the accuracy of lung disease diagnosis in future clinical practice.
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Abstract: The World Health Organization (WHO) highlights that cardiovascular diseases (CVDs)
are one of the leading causes of death globally, with an estimated rise to over 23.6 million deaths by
2030. This alarming trend can be attributed to our unhealthy lifestyles and lack of attention towards
early CVD diagnosis. Traditional cardiac auscultation, where a highly qualified cardiologist listens
to the heart sounds, is a crucial diagnostic method, but not always feasible or affordable. Therefore,
developing accessible and user-friendly CVD recognition solutions can encourage individuals to
integrate regular heart screenings into their routine. Although many automatic CVD screening
methods have been proposed, most of them rely on complex prepocessing steps and heart cycle
segmentation processes. In this work, we introduce a simple and efficient approach for recognizing
normal and abnormal PCG signals using Physionet data. We employ data selection techniques
such as kernel density estimation (KDE) for signal duration extraction, signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR),
and GMM clustering to improve the performance of 17 pretrained Keras CNN models. Our results
indicate that using KDE to select the appropriate signal duration and fine-tuning the VGG19 model
results in excellent classification performance with an overall accuracy of 0.97, sensitivity of 0.946,
precision of 0.944, and specificity of 0.946.

Keywords: CVD classification; data selection; convolutional neural network; pretrained model; deep
learning; transfer learning

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) report [1] states that cardiovascular diseases
(CVDs) are a leading cause of death, with 17.3 million deaths annually and an estimate
of over 23.6 million deaths by 2030. Early and accurate CVD diagnosis can save lives
by reducing the risk of heart failure [2]. One effective method for diagnosing CVDs is
acoustic or PhonoCardioGram (PCG) pattern classification. This method recognizes ab-
normal blood flow sounds from heart valve dysfunction using acoustic signals. However,
obtaining accurate results from classical CVD auscultation requires a highly skilled cardi-
ologist. Screenings performed by primary care physicians or medical students have only
40% accuracy [3,4] and even experienced cardiologists have a screening accuracy of only
80% [3,5].

The neglect of regular heart screenings, due to unhealthy lifestyle habits, exacerbates
the issue of CVDs. Making accessible and accurate CVD recognition solutions would
encourage individuals to integrate regular heart screenings into their daily routine. Many
studies have been conducted to diagnose CVDs using PCG signals, with a focus on improv-
ing classification results. However, these studies often rely on complex preprocessing steps,
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optimized heart cycle segmentation, and combined classifier techniques applied to private
or modified public PCG datasets. There is no objective comparative benchmark reference
for future PCG-based CVD classification.

This paper addresses these issues by presenting a new CVD classification benchmark
dedicated to the PCG Physionet dataset and a simple classification architecture based on
PCG signal selection with CNN fine-tuning and transfer learning techniques.

The prepocessing of the acoustic signal prior to feeding it into a convolutional neural
network (CNN) for classification can significantly impact the accuracy of the results. How-
ever, it is important to note that filtering may also remove essential information required
by the CNN for proper classification, leading to a reduction in the signal’s dynamic range
and obscuring critical spectral features necessary for class differentiation. Our approach
leverages strategies that avoid harmful filtering while still improving performance. By
carefully selecting the training samples based on sample length and/or signal-to-noise
ratio in the prepocessing phase, we have demonstrated the ability to significantly enhance
the accuracy of the classification results.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some related work. In
Section 3, we introduce the dataset setting and the different data selection methods. In
Section 4, we present our classification model. In Section 5, experimental results are pre-
sented. In Section 6, we conclude the paper and indicate future and related research directions.

Contributions

Our research focuses on the classification of normal and abnormal PhonoCardioGram
(PCG) signals from the Physionet dataset using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
technology. Our work presents two main contributions:

1. Development of a common benchmark for Physionet PCG dataset based on CNN
transfer learning and fine-tuning techniques. This includes the presentation of classi-
fication results such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and precision based on raw
Physionet data.

2. Proposal of a simple and effective classification architecture without any prepocessing
steps. Our approach is based on a simple PCG data selection technique to improve the
normal and abnormal Physionet signal classification results using CNN technology.

2. Related Works

Automatic classification of Cardiovascular Diseases (CVDs) is considered a challenging
task due to the difficulty in acquiring a large labeled PCG dataset that covers the majority
of CVDs. Despite these difficulties, numerous studies have been conducted in recent years.
One such study by Grzegorczyk et al. [6] used a hidden Markov model for automatic
PCG segmentation and neural networks for PCG signal training. The authors tested their
approach on the Physionet dataset [7] and applied pretreatment to eliminate abnormal
PCG records. They achieved a classification result with a specificity of 0.76 and a sensitivity
of 0.81.

The study by Nouraei et al. in [8] examined the effect of unsupervised clustering
strategies, including hierarchical clustering, K-prototype, and partitioning around medoids
(PAM), on identifying distinct clusters in patients with Heart failure with preserved ejection
(HFpEF) using a mixed dataset of patients. Through the examination of subsets of patients
with HFpEF with different long-term outcomes or mortality, they were able to obtain six
distinct results.

In [9], the authors conducted a comprehensive review of the relationship between
artificial intelligence and COVID-19, citing various COVID-19 detection methods, diag-
nostic technologies, and surveillance approaches such as fractional multichannel exponent
moments (FrMEMs) to extract features from X-ray images [10] and potential neutralizing
antibodies discovered for the COVID-19 virus [11]. They also discussed the use of multi-
layer perceptron, linear regression, and vector autoregression to understand the spread of
the virus across the country [12].
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Similarly, Chintalapudi et al. in [13] investigated the importance of utilizing machine
learning techniques such as cascaded neural network models, recurrent neural networks
(RNN), multilayer perception (MLP), and long short-term memory (LSTM) in the correct
diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease (PD).

We can also cite the work of [14] who proposed a public challenge based on the Phys-
ionet PCG dataset to improve the recognition score, which was initially 0.71
(sensitivity = 0.65, specificity = 0.76). During the competition, 48 teams submitted 348 open
source entries and the highest score achieved was 0.86
(sensitivity = 0.94, specificity = 0.78). In the work of [15], the authors proposed a CVD
classification technique using the Physionet dataset, which consisted of only 400 heart
sound recordings. They relied on the time and frequency domain transformation of the
phonocardiogram signal and used a logistic regression hidden semi-Markov model for
PCG segmentation. For the classification task, they used and compared three different
classifiers: support vector machines, convolutional neural network, and random forest.

In the study of [16], the authors proposed a classification method for cardiovascular
diseases (CVD) using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and time/frequency
representations of the signals. In the work of [17], the authors used AdaBoost and CNNs to
classify normal and abnormal PCG signals from the Physionet dataset. They achieved a
sensitivity, specificity, and overall score of 0.9424, 0.7781, and 0.8602 respectively. In [18],
the authors proposed a CVD classification based on preprocessing, feature extraction, and
training with the Physionet dataset. They used neural networks to classify normal and
abnormal signals and obtained a sensitivity of 0.812 and a specificity of 0.860 with an
overall accuracy of 0.836.

The study in [19] used the Physionet dataset to perform anomaly detection using
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 1D Convolutional Neural Networks. In [20], the researchers
presented a heart sound classification technique using multidomain features instead of
heartbeat segmentation. They achieved an accuracy of 92.47% with improved sensitivity of
94.08% and specificity of 91.95%. The researchers in [20] used a Butterworth bandpass filter
and a pretrained CNN model for CVD classification. In [21], the authors used deep neural
network architectures and one-dimensional convolutional neural networks (1D-CNN) with
a feed-forward neural network (F-NN) to classify normal and abnormal PCG signals from
the Physionet dataset.

In the work of [22], the authors used Logistic Regression-Hsmm for PCG segmentation
and feature extraction for CVD classification of normal and abnormal PCG signals from
the Physionet dataset. They obtained an accuracy of 79%. In the study of [23], the authors
used a pretrained CNN model (AlexNet) and achieved 87% recognition accuracy. The
study in [24] aimed to use a nonlinear autoregressive network of exogenous inputs (NARX)
for normal/abnormal classification of PCG signals from Physionet. In [25], the authors
proposed a deep CNNs framework for heart acoustic classification using short segments of
individual heartbeats. They used a 1D-CNN to learn features from raw heartbeats and a
2D-CNN to take inputs from two-dimensional time-frequency features.

3. Dataset

In this section, two different PCG datasets are presented. First, the raw Physionet
dataset without any data selection process is described. Then, three different data selection
methods applied on the original dataset are presented. The goal is to experiment with the
impact of selection on the classification results.

3.1. Raw Dataset

The publicly available Physionet dataset [14] is a not balanced PCG dataset which
contains 665 normal sample and 2575 abnormal sample in WAV format. As shown in
Figure 1, the majority of PCG samples are concentrated in the duration range between 8
and 40 s for normal and abnormal class.
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Figure 1. An overview of normal and abnormal sample distribution in function of duration in second.

If we look at Figure 2, we can deduce that for abnormal class, the highest density of
PCG samples is defined at duration 35 s. Concerning the normal class, we can also deduce
that the largest concentration of PCG samples are in signal duration 20 s.

Figure 2. An overview of the kernel density estimation function using Gaussian kernel for normal
and abnormal classes.

Concerning the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sample distribution in the function of
density (as seen in Figure 3), we can deduce that the highest KDE value of SNR for normal
and abnormal classes is zero. This means that the majority of Physionet PCG samples are
approximately clean with an acceptable noise signal.

Figure 3. Signal-to-noise ratio in function of density related to normal and abnormal classes.

In the same manner, if we look at the Figure 4, it is visually clear that the highest
concentration of PCG sample distribution related to normal and abnormal classes in
function of SNR is approximately zero.
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Figure 4. PCG sample distribution in function of signal-to-noise ratio of normal and abnormal classes.

3.2. PCG Data Selection

Based on the different results issued in the previous subsection, in this subsection, we
present three main data selection process: data selection based on KDE for optimal signal
duration determination, data selection based on optimal SNR, and data selection based on
clustering. Notice that we will experiment the impact of these three data selection process
on the classification results in the experimentation section.

3.2.1. Data Selection Based on Kernel Density Estimation for Optimal Signal
Duration Determination

Kernel density estimation (KDE) [26] is a non-parametric method for estimating the
probability density function of a random variable. Given a set of points Xi with i = 1...n
in a d dimension space Rd, the kernel multivariate density estimation is obtained with a
kernel K(x) and with window width h as following:

f̂ (x) =
1

nhd

n

∑
i=1

K
( |Xi − x|

h

)
(1)

With K(u): is a kernel function (using a Gaussian kernel (Formula (2)). The estimator
f̂ (x) determines the percentage of observations closest to a given x. If there are several
observations close to x then f̂ (x) widens. Conversely, if there are only a few Xi close to x
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then f̂ (x) remains weak. In other words, the h parameter of the Equation (1), determines
the degree of smoothing of the KDE function.

k(u) = e−
u2

2σ2 (2)

Based on the discovery issued from the KDE curve shown in Figure 2, the idea is to
select all the PCG samples for normal classes with signal duration equal to 20 s and 35 s
for abnormal class. As seen in Figure 5, after applying this simple selection process, we
obtain 238 PCG samples from abnormal class and 1291 PCG samples from normal class. If
we look at the Figures 6 and 7, the obtained PCG samples after the KDE duration selection
process for normal and abnormal classes have acceptable SNR values with a high SNR
concentration, very close to zero.

Figure 5. An overview of the PCG sample distribution in function of duration after selecting samples:
35 s from abnormal class and 20 s from normal class.

Figure 6. An overview of the SNR distribution in function of KDE density related to normal and
abnormal samples after applying the KDE duration selection process.

Figure 7. The PCG sample distribution in function of SNR of normal and abnormal classes after KDE
duration selection process.
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3.2.2. Data Selection Based on Optimal SNR

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of signal power to the background
noise power [27]. Based on the analysis of Figures 3 and 4, which show the highest
concentration of SNR related to PCG samples for both normal and abnormal classes, we
decided to select PCG samples with SNR greater than or equal to zero. As a result of
this selection process, we obtained 221 PCG samples for the abnormal class and 822 PCG
samples for the normal class, as shown in Figure 8. Additionally, Figures 9–11 provide
an overview of the PCG sample distribution in terms of duration after the data selection
process with SNR greater than or equal to 0, the KDE curve of PCG samples related to
normal and abnormal classes in terms of duration after the SNR greater than or equal to
zero in the data selection process, and the PCG sample distribution of normal and abnormal
classes in terms of SNR greater than or equal to zero.

Figure 8. PCG sample distribution in function of duration after SNR greater than or equal to 0 in data
selection process.

Figure 9. KDE curve of PCG samples related to normal and abnormal classes in function of duration
after SNR greater than or equal to 0 in data selection process.

Figure 10. KDE curve of PCG samples related to normal and abnormal classes in function of SNR
greater than or equal to 0.
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Figure 11. PCG samples distribution of normal and abnormal classes in function of SNR greater than
or equal to 0.

3.2.3. Data Selection Based on Clustering

In this part, we chose to use biclustering as our data selection process. The main idea
behind biclustering data selection is to suppose that the highest dense cluster constitutes
our useful PCG data. In other words, we discard the remaining noise cluster and we
preserve only the PCG samples belonging to the big cluster.

For this aim, we have chosen the mixture Gaussian model (GMM) [28] which is a
parametric unsupervised clustering model. This model is used for data partitioning into
several groups according to the probabilities of belonging and association to each Gaussian
characteristics. GMM is based on a mixture of Gaussian models relying on learning the
laws of probability that generated the observation data xn (see Equation (3)).

f (xn|θk) =
M

∑
k=1

πk N(xn|μk, σ2
k ) (3)

N(xn|μk, σ2
k ) =

1
(2π)d/2σ1/2 e

(− 1
2σ2

k
(xn−μk)

2)
, πk ∈ 1..M is the probability of belonging to

a Gaussian k; k ∈ 1..M ), μk ∈ 1..M is the set of the M Gaussian averages, σ2
k ∈ 1..M the

set of covariances matrices, and θk = πk, μk, σ2
k . Similarly, the multidimensional version

of the Gaussian is as follows: N(xn|μk, Σk) =
1

(2π)d/2Σ1/2 e(−
1
2 (xn−μk)

T−Σ−1
k (xn−μk)). The best-

known method for estimating the GMM parameters (πk, μk and σ2
k ), is the iterative method

of maximum likelihood calculation (expectation-maximization algorithm or EM [29]). The
EM algorithm could be defined through 3 steps:
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- Step 1: Parameter initialization θk : πk, μk, σ2
k

- Step 2: Repeat until convergence

• Estimation step: Calculation of conditional probabilities tik that the sample i comes

from the Gaussian k. t(i,k) =
πk N(xi |μk ,σ2

k )

∑m
j=1 πk N

(
xi |μj ,σ2

j

) with j ∈ 1, . . . , m: the set of Gaussians.

• Maximization step : Update settings θestim
k = argmaxθk

(
θk, θold

k

)
and

πestim
k = 1

n ∑N
i=1 ti,k , σ2estim

k =
∑N

i=1 ti,k(xi−μestim
k )

2

∑N
i=1 ti,k

, μestim
k = ∑N

i=1 ti,kxi

∑N
i=1 ti,k

The time complexity of EM algorithm for GMM parameters estimation [28–31] is as
following: If X : is the dataset size, M: the Gaussian number, and D: the dataset dimension.

EM estimation step O(XMD + XM).
EM maximization step O(2XMD).
As seen in Figure 12, the result of the selection process based on the highest dense

cluster issued from GMM biclustering gives us a 334 PCG sample for the abnormal
class and a 1626 PCG sample for the abnormal class. The KDE curve in the function of
duration and SNR related to normal and abnormal PCG samples is shown, respectively, in
Figures 13 and 14. Furthermore, Figure 15 gives us an overview of the KDE curve in
function of SNR for normal and abnormal PCG classes after the GMM data selection
process.

Figure 12. The PCG data distribution of normal and abnormal classes after selecting the highest
dense cluster issued from GMM biclustering.

Figure 13. An overview of KDE curve in function of duration for normal and abnormal PCG classes
after GMM data selection process.
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Figure 14. An overview of KDE curve in function of SNR for normal and abnormal PCG classes after
GMM data selection process.

Figure 15. PCG data distribution in function of SNR for normal and abnormal classes after GMM
data selection process.

4. The Process of Our CNN Benchmark

In this paper, we present a CNN classification system based on transfer learning and
fine-tuning. Our system starts with the Physionet dataset, which we use to train the model.
Figure 16 shows the architecture of our system, which is built on pretrained CNN models
from ImageNet dataset. The first step involves transforming the wav PCG signals into mel
spectrogram images using an FFT window of 1024 and a sample rate of 44,100. The second
step defines the CNN parameters, including a two-class recognition, an input image size of
width = 640 and height = 480, a batch size of 5, 30 epochs, and stochastic gradient descent
as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. In the third step, we fine-tune the layers by
using convolutional layers from the pretrained CNN models as feature extraction layers.
Additionally, we add six layers including a GlobalAveragePooling2D layer for averaging
and better representation of our training vector, three dense layers for the full connected
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network, a BatchNormalization layer to limit covariate shift, and a dense layer with a
sigmoid activation function to obtain a classification value between 0 and 1 (probability).

Figure 16. The architecture of our CNN system.

4.1. Mel Spectrogram Representation

The fast Fourier transform is a powerful method to decompose acoustic signal ampli-
tude over time into a multifrequency non periodic signal. However, if we need to represent
the spectrum of these frequencies in function of time, we need to perform FFT over several
windowed partitioned segments of the input signal. In fact, inspired by measured responses
from the human auditory system, studies [32–35] have shown that humans perception does
not perceive the frequencies on a linear scale. For this reason, a dedicated unit to transform
frequencies was proposed by Stevens, Volkmann, and Newmann in 1937. This is called
the mel scale, which performs mathematical operation on frequencies to convert them to
mel scale. In order to obtain the mel spectrogram, we perform the following steps (as seen
in Figure 17:

1. Specify the signal into short frames.
2. Windowing in order to reduce spectral leakage.
3. Work out the discrete Fourier transformation.
4. Applying filter banks.
5. Applying the log of the spectrogram values to obtain the log filter-bank energies.
6. Applying discrete cosine transform to decorrelate the filter bank coefficients.
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Figure 17. Mel spectrogram steps.

In this work, we have chosen MFCC signal by converting the output features into a
png image, which will be applied to the CNN classifier. Figure 18 gives an overview of a
normal and abnormal MFCC representation of the input PCG signal.

Figure 18. Overview of PCG spectrogram output (normal and abnormal, respectively).

4.2. CNN Models

Recently, deep learning and more especially convolutional neural network (CNN) has
trended as an image analysis and classification tool. In fact, many research has [36–39] have
been conducted using CNN to propose neural network models that enable powerful image
classification results. Moreover, it is known that CNNs can perform high-level feature
extraction while tolerating image distortion conditions and illumination changes, and can
provide invariance of image translation. For these reasons, we chose to adopt CNN as our
PCG image trainer and classifier.

In fact, in 1998 LeCun [40] introduced the first CNN architecture, designed to rec-
ognize handwritten characters. Since the last decade, due to their satisfactory results in
computer vision tasks such as face detection [41–43], handwritten recognition [44–46], and
image classification [47–49], CNNs are the most-used technology for classifying images.
However, in order to design new powerful CNN models, CNN requires large training
datasets. Thanks to the knowledge-transfer technique also known as transfer learning
appellation [50], it becomes possible to take the advantages of the already trained CNN
models on ImageNet by applying some modifications called fine-tuning. Therefore, we can
customize these pretrained CNN models in order to be trained on a small dataset without
a huge drop in the classification results.

In our work, we used several pretrained CNN models to classify normal/abnormal
PCG spectrogram images. Based on the small public dataset PhysioNet, we fine-tuned and
trained the 17 pretrained Keras CNN models (see Table 1). We preserved the convolutional
layers which will be used for feature extraction then the additional layers are added:

1. GlobalAveragePooling2D layer for averaging and better representation of our training
vector.

2. Three dense layers to define our full connected network.
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3. BatchNormalization layer to limit covariate shift by normalizing the activations of
each layer.

4. Dense layer with sigmoid activation function in order to obtain classification values
between 0 and 1 (probability).

Keras CNN models are trained on the following dataset using the Google Colab
plateform to allow the use of dedicated GPU facilities: 1×Tesla K80 , having 2496 CUDA
cores, compute 3.7, 12 GB (11.439 GB Usable) GDDR5 VRAM:

1. Raw PhysioNet dataset.
2. PhysioNet dataset with data selection using KDE for duration extraction.
3. PhysioNet dataset with data selection using optimal SNR.
4. PhysioNet dataset with data selection using GMM biclustering.

Table 1. Keras CNN models.

Model Citation Layers Size Parameters

Xception [51] 71 85 MB 44.6 million

VGG19 [52] 26 549 MB 143.6 million

VGG16 [52] 23 528 MB 138.3 million

ResNet152V2 [53] - 98 MB 25.6 million

ResNet152 [53] - 232 MB 60.4 million

ResNet101V2 [53] - 171 MB 44.6 million

ResNet101 [53] 101 167 MB 44.6 million

ResNet50V2 [53] 98 MB 25.6 million

ResNet50 [53] - 98 MB 25.6 million

NASNetMobile [54] - 20 MB 5.3 million

MobileNetV2 [55] 53 13 MB 3.5 million

MobileNet [56] 88 16 MB 4.25 million

InceptionV3 [57] 48 89 MB 23.9 million

InceptionResNetV2 [58] 164 209 MB 55.9 million

DenseNet201 [59] 201 77 MB 20 million

DenseNet169 [59] 169 57 MB 14.3 million

DenseNet121 [59] 121 33 MB 8.06 million

5. Experiments and Results

The effect of selecting data on the accuracy of the classification is being studied. First,
we concentrate on training and classifying CNN models using the raw dataset without any
data selection. Next, we train our CNN models on the data that has been selected based
on a 20 s duration for normal PCG signals and 35 s for abnormal PCG signals. Finally, we
examine the impact of selecting data based on SNR greater than 0 in the third section. It
is worth mentioning that all the classification results have been obtained by taking the
average of the results from the three-fold cross validation.

5.1. Classification Using Raw Dataset

After performing CNN training on the raw Physionet dataset, we can notice that
VGG19 gives the best classification results with accuracy = 0.854, sensitivity = 0.860,
precision = 0.794, and specificity = 0.860 (as seen in Table 2).
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Table 2. Average metric results related to the raw dataset.

Average Accuracy TPR (Sensitivity) Precision (PPV) TNR (Specificity)

VGG16 0.6 0.527 0.502 0.527

VGG19 0.854 0.860 0.794 0.860

Xception 0.783 0.797 0.714 0.797

ResNet152V2 0.659 0.679 0.665 0.679

ResNet152 0.580 0.689 0.634 0.689

ResNet101V2 0.282 0.537 0.575 0.537

ResNet101 0.404 0.585 0.596 0.585

ResNet50v2 0.792 0.702 0.702 0.702

ResNet50 0.538 0.624 0.638 0.624

NasNetMobile 0.619 0.496 0.347 0.496

MobileNetV2 0.435 0.476 0.460 0.476

MobileNet 0.558 0.595 0.653 0.595

Inceptionv3 0.676 0.758 0.673 0.758

InceptionResNetV2 0.825 0.807 0.748 0.807

DenseNet201 0.576 0.657 0.658 0.657

DenseNet169 0.704 0.771 0.715 0.771

DenseNet121 0.424 0.622 0.620 0.622

In addition, we can see that the classification results related to InceptionResNetV2
are close VGG19 with accuracy = 0.825, sensitivity = 0.807, precision = 0.748, and speci-
ficity = 0.807. Similarly, Figure 19 gives an overview of the validation and training curves
related to VGG19 and InceptionResNEtV2. If we look at Figure 20, we can see that, if we
consider the training step duration, mobileNet is the fastest CNN model and ResNet101
is the lowest CNN model. On the other hand, we can see that despite the number of
layer of VGG19 (best accuracy result) which is 26 (as seen in Table 1) compared to deeper
architecture (such as DenseNet201 with 201 layers) VGG19 is slower than DenseNet201
and is ranked as the fourth-slowest CNN model in term of training time.

Classification Using Kernel Density Estimation as Data Selection Method for Signal
Duration 20 s Normal and 35 s Abnormal

After performing data selection on Physionet through the use of signal duration
extraction with 20 s for normal PCG signals and 35 s for abnormal PCG signals, we trained
all the 17 pretrained CNN models (see Table 1 and we obtained the classification results
presented in Table 3. We can notice that through the use of this simple data selection, we
obtained an enhancement of all the classification results compared to those without any
data selection. As seen in Table 3, we obtained an improvement of VGG19 accuracy from
0.854 (raw dataset) to 0.970, for sensitivity from 0.860 to 0.946, for precision from 0.794
to 0.944, and for specificity from 0.860 to 0.946. Similarly, Figure 21 gives an overview
of the validation and training curves related to VGG19 and VGG16. In addition, as seen
in Figure 22, the training phase related to VGG19 becomes faster (fourth position after
mobilenet, inceptionV3 and resnet50) than the one without data selection. This means that
this data selection method allows us to speed up the training phase related to VGG19. On
the other hand, we performed an experimental test in order to argue the choice of 20 s and
35 s signal duration extraction, respectively, for normal and abnormal signals. In this test
we chose a random signal duration extraction value equal to 50 s for normal and abnormal
signals. The classification results related to this experiment is shown in Table 4. If we
compare the classification results presented in Tables 3 and 4, we can see that for VGG19
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(best model), the accuracy decreases from 0.970 to 0.870, sensitivity decreases from 0.946 to
0.851, precision decreases from 0.944 to 0.801, and specificity decreases from 0.946 to 0.851.
All these results support the idea behind our duration selection method (explained in data
selection based on kernel density estimation for optimal signal duration determination
subsection).

Figure 19. VGG19 and InceptionResNetV2 training and validation curves using raw dataset.

Figure 20. Training time vs. validation accuracy using raw dataset.
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Figure 21. VGG19 and VGG16 training and validation curves using data selection based on KDE.

Figure 22. Training time vs. validation accuracy using signal-duration selection based on KDE.
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Table 3. Average metric results related to KDE (duration = 20 s normal, duration = 35 s abnor-
mal) datasets.

Average Accuracy TPR (Sensitivity) Precision (PPV) TNR (Specificity)

VGG16 0.966 0.930 0.946 0.930

VGG19 0.970 0.946 0.944 0.946

Xception 0.828 0.877 0.732 0.877

ResNet152V2 0.824 0.873 0.730 0.873

ResNet152 0.490 0.667 0.640 0.667

ResNet101V2 0.438 0.665 0.422 0.665

ResNet101 0.690 0.592 0.812 0.592

ResNet50v2 0.698 0.736 0.728 0.736

ResNet50 0.620 0.763 0.685 0.763

NasNetMobile 0.203 0.489 0.350 0.489

MobileNetV2 0.228 0.497 0.526 0.497

MobileNet 0.671 0.679 0.673 0.679

Inceptionv3 0.659 0.791 0.686 0.791

InceptionResNetV2 0.863 0.908 0.765 0.908

DenseNet201 0.571 0.725 0.719 0.725

DenseNet169 0.493 0.675 0.606 0.675

DenseNet121 0.601 0.734 0.714 0.734

Table 4. Average metric results related to duration = 50 s dataset.

Average Accuracy TPR (Sensitivity) Precision (PPV) TNR (Specificity)

VGG16 0.668 0.747 0.703 0.747

VGG19 0.870 0.851 0.801 0.851

Xception 0.702 0.781 0.689 0.781

ResNet152V2 0.501 0.669 0.636 0.669

ResNet152 0.785 0.677 0.687 0.677

ResNet101V2 0.457 0.628 0.606 0.628

ResNet101 0.600 0.616 0.674 0.616

ResNet50v2 0.433 0.626 0.611 0.626

ResNet50 0.473 0.581 0.636 0.581

NasNetMobile 0.451 0.494 0.329 0.494

MobileNetV2 0.576 0.535 0.541 0.535

MobileNet 0.562 0.680 0.657 0.680

Inceptionv3 0.751 0.740 0.729 0.740

InceptionResNetV2 0.667 0.687 0.687 0.687

DenseNet201 0.694 0.744 0.713 0.744

DenseNet169 0.609 0.703 0.699 0.703

DenseNet121 0.495 0.637 0.621 0.637

5.2. Classification Using Data Selection Based on Optimal SNR

The idea behind this data selection method is to select all the PCG signals with a
signal-to-noise ratio greater than or equal to 0. In other words, we experiment the impact
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of selecting signals with SNR ≥ 0 on the classification result without performing any
prepocessing steps or denoising methods. After applying this data selection method, we
trained all the 17 pretrained CNN models (Figure 23 gives an overview of training and vali-
dation curves related to VGG19, VGG16, DenseNet169, and InceptionResNetV2). As seen
in Table 5, we obtained very good classification results with VGG19, VGG16, DenseNet169,
and InceptionResNetV2. The best result was obtained with VGG19 (accuracy = 0.96, sen-
sitivity = 0.943, precision = 0.94 and specificity = 0.943). This result is very close to the
classification result obtained after applying data selection based on signal duration.

In fact, if we look at Figure 24, we notice that the VGG19 training time is at the fifth
position compared to the fourth position obtained with VGG19, trained on 20 s and 35 s
normal and abnormal PCG signals. In other words, the best results in term of training time
and classification results was obtained using VGG19 trained on 20 s and 35 s normal and
abnormal PCG signals.

Figure 23. VGG19, VGG16, DenseNet169, and InceptionResNetV2 training and validation curves
using data selection based on SNR ≥ 0.

Figure 24. Training time vs. validation accuracy using data selection based on SNR ≥ 0.
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Table 5. Average metric results related to SNR ≥ 0 dataset.

Average Accuracy Sensitivity Precision Specificity

VGG16 0.960 0.938 0.944 0.938

VGG19 0.960 0.943 0.940 0.943

Xception 0.860 0.895 0.807 0.895

ResNet152V2 0.815 0.845 0.790 0.845

ResNet152 0.474 0.660 0.665 0.660

ResNet101V2 0.525 0.687 0.561 0.687

ResNet101 0.346 0.581 0.611 0.581

ResNet50v2 0.669 0.773 0.745 0.773

ResNet50 0.653 0.746 0.566 0.746

NasNetMobile 0.568 0.492 0.344 0.492

MobileNetV2 0.405 0.561 0.521 0.561

MobileNet 0.537 0.696 0.712 0.696

Inceptionv3 0.885 0.893 0.855 0.893

InceptionResNetV2 0.930 0.939 0.880 0.939

DenseNet201 0.703 0.789 0.612 0.789

DenseNet169 0.945 0.938 0.907 0.938

DenseNet121 0.709 0.800 0.810 0.800

5.2.1. Classification Using Clustering as Data Selection Method

In this subsection, we investigate the impact of selecting training data using unsuper-
vised biclustering. We used GMM biclustering with the hypothesis to consider the cluster
with the maximum number of sample as our training data. As shown in Table 6 and in
Figure 25, we obtained good classification results compared to results without using any
data selection method. However, if we compare with the previous results, we can conclude
that the best results are obtained using signal selection, based on duration 20 s for normal
and 35 s for abnormal PCG data. In this configuration, VGG16 gives the best classification
metrics compared to the remaining 16 CNN models with an acceptable training time (sixth
position) as seen in Figure 26.

Figure 25. VGG19 abd VGG16 training and validation curves using data selection based on clustering.
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Figure 26. Training time vs. validation accuracy using data selection based on clustering.

Table 6. Average metric results related to clustered dataset.

Average Accuracy TPR (Sensitivity) Precision (PPV) TNR (Specificity)

VGG16 0.915 0.873 0.860 0.873

VGG19 0.821 0.808 0.787 0.808

Xception 0.763 0.795 0.690 0.795

ResNet152V2 0.283 0.561 0.590 0.561

ResNet152 0.688 0.712 0.728 0.712

ResNet101V2 0.671 0.702 0.674 0.702

ResNet101 0.758 0.765 0.682 0.765

ResNet50v2 0.589 0.666 0.633 0.666

ResNet50 0.353 0.576 0.396 0.576

NasNetMobile 0.635 0.498 0.561 0.498

MobileNetV2 0.175 0.500 0.195 0.500

MobileNet 0.378 0.606 0.422 0.606

Inceptionv3 0.713 0.773 0.668 0.773

InceptionResNetV2 0.717 0.717 0.761 0.717

DenseNet201 0.674 0.746 0.672 0.746

DenseNet169 0.627 0.758 0.656 0.758

DenseNet121 0.739 0.683 0.762 0.683

5.2.2. Synthesis

We have undergone a general comparative study against the state-of-the-art methods,
as summarized in Table 7. As seen in this table, Dominguez et al. [60] achieved good
classification results (accuracy of 0.97, sensitivity of 0.93, specificity of 0.95) using a complex
recognition methodology based on heartbeat segmentation and a modified version of
the CNN AlexNet model. Philip et al. [61] obtained the worst classification results in
Table 7, and this is due to the elimination of the complex heart-cycle segmentation step.
The majority of the research work presented in this table employed complex segmentation
steps in their classification approach, and they obtained accuracy varying from 0.80 to
0.97, sensitivity from 0.76 to 0.96, and specificity from 0.72 to 0.95. In this work, our
main contribution is to obtain very good classification results using a simple classification
approach without any complex preprocessing steps, without any segmentation process,
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and without the use of any new CNN architecture. As seen in Table 7, compared to the
work of Dominguez et al. [60], we have achieved similar results with an accuracy equal
to 0.97, a slightly better sensitivity result of 0.946, and a slightly lower specificity result of
0.946.

Table 7. Comparative analysis of our method with state-of-the-art methods using whole datasets
from PhysioNet 2016.

Average Accuracy TPR (Sensitivity) Precision (PPV) TNR (Specificity)

our approach 0.970 0.946 0.944 0.946

[62] 0.8697 0.964 - 0.726

[17] - 0.942 - 0.778

[63] 0.824 - - -

[18] - 0.8095 - 0.839

[16] - 0.84 - 0.957

[64] 0.852 - - -

[65] - 0.885 - 0.921

[20] 0.879 0.885 - 0.878

[60] 0.97 0.932 - 0.951

[66] 0.915 0.983 0.846

[67] 0.892 0.90 - 0.884

[68] 0.88 0.88 - 0.87

[69] 0.85 0.89 - 0.816

[70] 0.826 0.769 - 0.883

[71] 0.801 0.796 - 0.806

[72] 0.9 0.93 - 0.9

[61] 0.79 0.77 - 0.8

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

In this work, we presented a simple classification architecture based on a data-selection
process designed to recognize normal and abnormal Physionet PCG signals. We compared
our work with the state-of-the-art approaches and concluded that using a data selection
process based on a signal duration of 20 s for normal and 35 s for abnormal PCG signals
obtained very good CNN classification results with an overall accuracy equal to 0.97, an
overall sensitivity equal to 0.946, an overall precision equal to 0.944, an overall specificity
equal to 0.946. This work was tested only on the most-used binary class dataset Physionet,
which can be considered as a limiting factor. We plan to test it on other public or private
multiclass datasets. In addition, the feature-selection process can be improved through the
exploitation of a large set of ML feature extraction/selection methods. Furthermore, we
plan to create our own multiclass PCG dataset which will be trained on a new CNN model
created especially for PCG spectrogram images.
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Abstract: This study aimed to develop a noninvasive, economical and effective subclinical renal
damage (SRD) risk assessment tool to identify high-risk asymptomatic people from a large-scale
population and improve current clinical SRD screening strategies. Based on the Hanzhong Adolescent
Hypertension Cohort, SRD-associated variables were identified and the SRD risk assessment score
model was established and further validated with machine learning algorithms. Longitudinal
follow-up data were used to identify child-to-adult SRD risk score trajectories and to investigate the
relationship between different trajectory groups and the incidence of SRD in middle age. Systolic
blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and body mass index were identified as SRD-associated
variables. Based on these three variables, an SRD risk assessment score was developed, with excellent
classification ability (AUC value of ROC curve: 0.778 for SRD estimation, 0.729 for 4-year SRD
risk prediction), calibration (Hosmer—Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test p = 0.62 for SRD estimation,
p = 0.34 for 4-year SRD risk prediction) and more potential clinical benefits. In addition, three child-to-
adult SRD risk assessment score trajectories were identified: increasing, increasing-stable and stable.
Further difference analysis and logistic regression analysis showed that these SRD risk assessment
score trajectories were highly associated with the incidence of SRD in middle age. In brief, we
constructed a novel and noninvasive SRD risk assessment tool with excellent performance to help
identify high-risk asymptomatic people from a large-scale population and assist in SRD screening.

Keywords: subclinical renal damage; machine learning; risk assessment tool; group-based trajectory
modeling; screening strategy

1. Introduction

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is defined as abnormalities in kidney structure or
function for at least 3 months with implications for health [1]. CKD has become a major
public health concern due to its high prevalence and all-cause mortality [2,3]. The Global
Burden of Disease Study reported that 697.5 million individuals suffered from CKD in 2017,
with an overall prevalence of 9.1% [4]. A systematic review on the regional prevalence
of CKD in Asia showed a substantial variation in CKD prevalence ranging from 7.0%
in South Korea to 34.3% in Singapore, while China and India had the highest absolute
number of people with CKD (159.8 million and 140.2 million, respectively) [5]. CKD is
associated with a high risk of hospitalization, cardiovascular events, cognitive dysfunction,
morbidity and all-cause mortality [6–8]. In addition, CKD may be accompanied by several
other complications, including anemia, secondary hyperparathyroidism and electrolyte
disturbances, creating substantial health care costs [9–11] and indicating the urgent need
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to prevent and manage renal damage progression at an early stage. Subclinical renal
damage (SRD) is an early, asymptomatic renal abnormality characterized by a moderate
increase in urinary albumin excretion or a moderate reduction in the glomerular filtration
rate [12]. SRD can be defined by an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) between
30 and 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 or an elevated urinary albumin-to-creatinine ratio (uACR)
more than 2.5 mg/mmol in men and 3.5 mg/mmol in women. The Hanzhong Adolescent
Hypertension Cohort showed that the incidence of SRD in northern China was 13.1% [13].
Individuals with SRD tend to also have hypertension and diabetes mellitus [14], which
further worsen renal function [1]. Early SRD detection and screening are essential to slow
disease progression and reduce the risk of complications, morbidity and mortality, because
the SRD condition can correspond to the stages of CKD (G3a stage, G3b stage in GFR
Category and A2 stage, A3 stage in persistent albuminuria category) according to the
2012 KDIGO Clinical Practice Guideline for the Evaluation and Management of CKD [1].
Patients in these stages are mainly assessed as having moderately increased risk or high
risk for concurrent complications and future outcomes; these are also the critical periods for
early diagnosis and intervention for CKD. Currently, the detection and screening of renal
function rely on biochemical assays with blood or urine samples. Serum creatinine can be
used to evaluate eGFR and urine microalbumin, and creatinine can be used to evaluate
uACR [15]. Biochemical analysis is the gold standard but is costly for long-term follow-up
or large-scale population screening [16,17]. In addition, SRD is clinically asymptomatic
and despite that renal function can be estimated by the measurement of serum creatinine
concentration, urine protein or albumin concentration, it is still difficult to apply routine
large-scale SRD screening, especially for asymptomatic adults, due to the lack of more
economical and effective noninvasive risk assessment tools for SRD [1,18]. Hence, a simple
and noninvasive risk assessment tool is urgently needed for SRD screening.

It has been reported that diabetes, hypertension, older age, obesity and smoking are
independent risk factors for the development and progression of renal dysfunction [6,19–21].
Some studies have established prediction models for CKD risk based on these factors [22–24].
However, little attention has been given to the establishment of SRD risk assessment tools
and the longitudinal observation of these tools. Recently, tracking trajectory patterns
over time has accounted for dynamic changes and provided an important dimension for
consideration. Group-based trajectory modeling is one of the approaches that considers
variations in time [25]. Previous studies have suggested that long-term BP trajectories and
long-term BMI trajectories are associated with the incidence of SRD [13,15,26]. However,
single-variable trajectory practices are generally far from making full use of multivariate
longitudinal data and the interrelationship of different variables.

In this study, we used data from Hanzhong Adolescent Hypertension Cohort to develop
a noninvasive, economical and effective SRD risk assessment tool to identify high-risk asymp-
tomatic people from a large-scale population and improve current clinical SRD screening strategies.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cohorts and Participants

This study included participants from the Hanzhong Adolescent Hypertension Cohort,
an ongoing prospective study initiated in 1987 that is focused on cardiovascular risk
factor development. The Hanzhong Adolescent Hypertension Cohort recruited a total of
4623 schoolchildren from 26 rural sites of three towns in Hanzhong, Shaanxi, China in 1987,
and several follow-ups were conducted in the following 30 years [27]. The inclusion criteria
of the present study were as follows: aged 6–15 years in 1987, able to speak Mandarin to
ensure effective communication, participated in the latest follow-up and had laboratory test
data in 2017. For further trajectory analysis, complete blood pressure and BMI data during
the 30-year follow-up were required. During the selection, individuals who had a history of
myocardial infarction, heart failure, stroke, renal failure, or peripheral artery disease were
excluded from the analysis. We conducted data collection in 1989, 1992, 1995, 2005, 2013
and 2017. In the 30 years of follow-up time, migration, death, mental illness and military
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service mainly contributed to the loss of follow-up. This study was clinically registered
(NCT02734472) and approved by the Ethics Committee of First Affiliated Hospital of
Xi’an Jiaotong University (Ethical Approval number: XJTU1AF2015LSL-047). All subjects
gave written informed consent in advance. In addition, we obtained the consent of a
parent/guardian for participants <18 years of age.

2.2. Anthropometric Measurements

Baseline clinical information, including demographic characteristics, histories of hy-
pertension, hyperlipidemia, stroke and diabetes, history of cigarette smoking and alcohol
consumption and cardiovascular complications, was collected using a standardized self-
questionnaire. Body weight, height, waist circumference and hip circumference were
measured by trained staff via standardized procedures. Body mass index (BMI) was cal-
culated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared (kilograms per meter
squared). The average values of replicate measurements were used for further analysis.

2.3. Blood Pressure Measurements

Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were measured three times by trained and certi-
fied staff via WHO recommended procedures (in a seated position in a quiet and comfort-
able environment, 5-min rest before measurement, 2-min interval between examinations).
Mean values of blood pressure were used for further analysis.

2.4. Biochemical Parameter Measurements

In this study, biochemical parameters, including total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride
(TG), LDL cholesterol (LDL-C), HDL cholesterol (HDL-C), total bilirubin, serum creatinine,
urinary uric acid (UA), creatinine and albumin levels, were measured according to stan-
dardized procedures. uACR (milligrams per millimole) was evaluated as urine albumin
(in milligrams) divided by urine creatinine (in millimoles). eGFR was estimated by the
Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) calculation formula for Chinese patients
with chronic kidney disease: eGFR = 175 × serum creatinine (in milligrams per deciliter)
−1.234 × age (in years) −0.179 (×0.79 for females) [28].

2.5. Definitions

In this study, subclinical renal damage was defined as an eGFR between 30 and
60 mL/min/1.73 m2 or a uACR more than 2.5 mg/mmol in men and 3.5 mg/mmol in
women [15]. Cigarette smokers were defined as subjects with >six months of smoking
history during their lifetime (continuous or cumulative) [29]. Participants who reported
that they drank alcohol (liquor, beer or wine) every day and that their alcohol consumption
lasted for more than 6 months were defined as drinkers [30].

2.6. Statistical Analysis

To identify effective and reliable clinical parameters with high screening or early diag-
nostic value for SRD, we analyzed the cross-sectional data in 2017 (n = 2303) and provided
a novel feature selection strategy by combining three machine learning methods (complete-
case analyses), including LASSO regression, random forest and the SVM-REF algorithm.
LASSO regression was performed via the R package “glmnet” [31], the random forest
method was carried out by the R package “randomForest” and the SVM-REF approach
was achieved by the R packages “sigFeature” and “e1071”. A logistic regression model
was constructed based on the R package “rms”. The 2303 participants were randomly
assigned to the training set (70%, n = 1611) and the internal validation set (30%, n = 692).
The R package “pROC” was used to calculate the area under the curve (AUC) value of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [32]. In addition, calibration curve analysis
and the Hosmer—Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test were performed using the R packages
“rms” and “ResourceSelection”. Decision curve analysis was conducted by the R package
“rmda” to evaluate the potential clinical application value and net benefit.
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Next, group-based trajectory modeling was achieved by the “traj” package [33] in R
software to identify the optimal number of subgroups with similar SRD risk score trajecto-
ries among those with complete blood pressure and BMI data during the 30-year follow-up
in this cohort (n = 1048, complete-case analysis). Categorical data are summarized as
frequencies and percentages. Continuous variables are reported as the mean ± standard
deviation (if normally distributed) or the median (25th and 75th percentile ranges). Inde-
pendent sample t-tests, one-way ANOVA, Mann—Whitney U tests and Kruskal—Wallis
tests were performed for the difference analysis of continuous variables according to their
group, distribution and variance. Logistic regression analysis was carried out by SPSS soft-
ware (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical significance was considered at a two-sided
p value <0.05 for all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Study Population

The flow chart of the present study was shown in Figure 1. Overall, the latest follow-up
data (the 7th follow-up, in 2017) of 2303 participants were included in the cross-sectional
analysis to perform the machine learning feature selection and identify variables highly
associated with SRD. Then, these 2303 participants were randomly assigned to the training
set (70%, n = 1611) and the internal validation set (30%, n = 692). The training set was
used to construct the SRD risk score model and the validation set was used to evaluate the
SRD estimation performance. The data in 2013 (the 6th follow-up) were also included to
evaluate the 4-year SRD risk prediction performance. The characteristics included in the
model construction and validation of the participants in the training and internal validation
sets are shown in Table 1. All variables have no significant differences between the training
and internal validation sets, which suggested the data consistency and reasonableness of
grouping. In addition, participants with complete blood pressure and BMI data during the
30-year follow-up were included in further group-based trajectory modeling analysis to
identify the SRD risk score trajectories (n = 1048).

Hanzhong Adolescent Hypertension Study Cohort established in 1987 (N = 4623)

Follow-up in 1989, 1992, 1995, 2005, 2013, 2017

Individuals lost to follow up, 
without complete data or not meet
criteria were excluded (N = 2320)

Participants included in model
construction and validation

(N = 2303, followed up in both
2013 and 2017)

Validation of
model

performance for
4-year SRD risk
prediction (based

on the 6th and
7th follow-up

data in 2013 and
2017 )

Training set
(N = 1611)

Validation set
(N = 692)

Machine learning feature selection
(based on data in 2017 follow-up)

SRD risk 
assessment 

model
construction

Model
performance

for SRD
estimation

Participants included in
longitudinal analysis (N = 1048,
based on all these 7 follow-ups)

Individuals without
complete BP and BMI

data during 30-year
follow-up were

excluded (N = 1255)

SRD risk
assessment score

group-based 
trajectory 

modeling analysis 

Figure 1. Flow chart of research design.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the participants in the training and internal validation sets.

Characteristics Total Training Set Internal Validation Set p Value

SBP (mmHg) 121.3 (112.7–131.3) 121.7 (113.0–131.3) 120.8 (112.0–131.3) 0.363
DBP (mmHg) 76.0 (69.3–84.3) 76.3 (70.0–84.3) 75.3 (68.3–84.7) 0.096
BMI (kg/cm2) 23.8 (21.9–26.0) 23.8 (21.9–26.2) 23.8 (21.9–25.6) 0.397
eGFR (mL/min per 1.73 m2) 96.9 (87.1–106.1) 96.5 (86.8–105.8) 98.2 (88.0–106.6) 0.096
uACR (mg/mmol) 0.95 (0.62–1.68) 0.95 (0.62–1.69) 0.96 (0.63–1.65) 0.939
SRD (n, %) 276 (13.2) 203 (13.9) 73 (11.7) 0.177

SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; eGFR, estimated glomerular
filtration rate; uACR, urinary albumin-to-creatinine ratio; SRD, subclinical renal damage.

3.2. Feature Selection

A heatmap (Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials) showed the correlation among
SRD and other 25 SRD-associated variables (anthropometric parameters, blood pressure
level, biochemical parameters, diabetes history, etc.). Considering the data multicollinearity,
it is necessary to conduct feature selection to identify the most important variables and then
construct SRD risk models. In this study, we combined three machine learning algorithms
to achieve accurate feature selection, including LASSO regression analysis, the random
forest algorithm and the SVM-RFE algorithm. In LASSO regression analysis, 10-fold
cross-validation was performed to detect the optimal AUC value and minimal parameters.
Finally, we selected six features among 25 variables: systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, BMI, triglyceride, heart rate and diabetes (Figure 2A). The SVM-RFE algorithm
was also used to achieve feature selection according to the optimal classification accuracy.
Four variables were identified as key features: diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pres-
sure, BMI and body weight (Figure 2B). In addition, the random forest algorithm suggested
six features (diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, BMI, triglyceride, serum
chloride and serum potassium) to reach the minimum cross-validation error (Figure 2C).
Meanwhile, based on the mean decrease in the Gini coefficient, the importance of variables
in the random forest model were calculated (Figure 2D). Finally, by combining these three
machine learning feature selection algorithms, we selected diastolic blood pressure, systolic
blood pressure and BMI as hub variables for further analysis and model construction.

Figure 2. Machine learning feature selection strategies in this study. (A) LASSO regression analysis. Six
features were identified including SBP, DBP, BMI, triglyceride, heart rate and diabetes. (B) SVM-RFE
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algorithm feature selection. Four features were identified: DBP, SBP, BMI and body weight. (C) Ran-
dom forest algorithm feature selection. Six features were selected: DBP, SBP, BMI, triglyceride, serum
chloride and serum potassium. (D) Importance of the parameters was assessed by a random forest
algorithm. AUC, area under the curve; RMSE, root mean square error; mDBP, mean diastolic blood
pressure; mSBP, mean systolic blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; TG, triglyceride; Cls, serum
chloride iion; Ks, serum potassium; Nas, serum sodium; WHR, weight-to-height ratio; TBil, total
bilirubin; UA, uric acid; HR, heart rate; TC, total cholesterol.

3.3. Construction and Validation of the SRD Risk Assessment Model

Logistic regression analysis was performed to establish an SRD risk assessment model
based on data from the training set: SRD index = 0.020143 × SBP + 0.039718 × DBP +
0.063076 × BMI − 9.211994, SRD risk score = 1/(1 + e−SRD index). Meanwhile, a correspond-
ing nomogram was constructed to achieve more efficient clinical application (Figure 3A).
In detail, according to SBP, DBP and BMI data, total points can be calculated to evaluate
the diagnostic possibility of SRD. High possibility indicates the need for further blood or
urine testing to determine renal function, while low possibility indicates little need to take
further tests, so as to achieve large-scale screening or self-monitoring. Next, we validated
the classification ability of the model, and the AUC value of the ROC curve reached 0.778
(for SRD real-time estimation) and 0.729 (for 4-year SRD risk prediction) in the internal
validation set (Figure 3B,C). The optimal cutoff value for SRD real-time estimation is 0.153,
which leads to a sensitivity of 0.685 and specificity of 0.779. Meanwhile, the optimal
cutoff value for 4-year SRD risk prediction is 0.117 which leads to a sensitivity of 0.767
and a specificity of 0.598. The calibration curve analysis and the Hosmer—Lemeshow
goodness-of-fit test (p = 0.62 for SRD real-time estimation, p = 0.34 for SRD 4-year risk
prediction) indicated that this model had good calibration in both SRD real-time estimation
and SRD 4-year risk prediction (Figure 3D,E). In addition, as the SRD estimation decision
curve analysis (DCA) showed, compared to the SRD screening decision strategies currently
used in clinical practice, which mainly focus on the specific higher-risk conditions, such as
hypertension, obesity and diabetes, more potential net benefit can be obtained in all ranges
of risk thresholds using this SRD assessment model to assist in SRD screening decision
making (Figure 3F,G). The results of the SRD 4-year risk prediction DCA also supported
this conclusion. In fact, SBP, DBP and BMI data are easy to collect in clinical practice by
noninvasive examination, which indicates that it is possible for our models to evaluate
or predict the SRD risk and identify high-risk asymptomatic people from a large-scale
population, which can improve existing SRD screening strategies.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. SRD risk assessment model construction and validation. (A) Nomogram for SRD risk.
Diagnostic possibility can be calculated based on SBP, DBP and BMI. (B,C) AUC value of the ROC
curve in the internal validation set. The SRD estimation AUC value can reach 0.778 and the 4-year SRD
risk prediction AUC value can reach 0.729. (D,E) Calibration analysis for this SRD risk assessment
model. (F,G) Decision curve analysis for hypertension, diabetes, BMI and this SRD risk assessment
model, which showed this model had greater potential clinical benefits than each individual variable
used to assess SRD risk in current clinical practice such as hypertension, diabetes and BMI. SRD,
subclinical renal damage; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; BMI, body mass
index; AUC, area under the curve; DCA, decision curve analysis.

3.4. SRD Risk Score Trajectory

SRD risk scores during the 30-year follow-up were calculated based on the diastolic
blood pressure, systolic blood pressure and BMI data. Then, we performed group-based
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trajectory modeling analysis and identified three SRD risk score trajectory groups: stable,
increasing-stable and increasing (Figure 4). The SRD risk scores of all three groups have
trends of increasing with age from childhood to middle age and have similar slope increases
before about 25 years old. After this age, the stable group (n = 376; 35.9%) endured relatively
lower SRD risk score levels and SRD risk scores compared to the other two group, which
continued to increase. The increasing-stable group (n = 404; 38.5%) was characterized by
SRD risk scores increasing to a relatively higher level and then holding steady after about
40 years old. Meanwhile, the increasing group (n = 268; 25.6%) was characterized by a
sustained increase from childhood to middle age and reached a higher level than both the
stable group and increasing-stable group.

Stable (376,35.9%)
Increasing-stable (404,38.5%)
Increasing (268,25.6%)

Figure 4. Three SRD risk score trajectory groups identified in this study using group-based trajectory
modeling analysis: stable group, increasing-stable group and increasing group. SRD, subclinical
renal damage.

3.5. Cardiovascular Risk Factors for SRD Risk Score Trajectory Groups

Table 2 shows the data of partial anthropometry and biochemical indicator tests in 1987
and 2017 according to these three SRD risk score groups. Among these 1048 participants,
583 (55.6%) were males and 465 (44.4%) were females. The median age in 2017 was
43 years old. Differences in the proportion of males, age, incidence of hyperlipidemia,
incidence of hypertension, current smoking, alcohol consumption, waist circumference, hip
circumference, TC, TG, LDL-C, HDL-C, serum uric acid, serum creatinine, urine albumin
and uACR were statistically significant (p <0.05). Occupation, education, marital status,
incidence of carotid atherosclerosis, heart rate (both in 1987 and in 2007), urine uric acid
(uUA) and eGFR were not significantly different. Individuals in the SRD risk score stable
group were more likely to be females, and more likely to have a lower waist circumference,
hip circumference, TC, TG, LDL-C and serum UA. In addition, the SRD risk score increasing
group a higher incidence of hyperlipidemia and hypertension, as well as higher rate of
current smoking and alcohol consumption.
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics and cardiovascular risk factors by the SRD risk score trajec-
tory groups.

Total Stable Increasing-Stable Increasing p Value

Male (%) 583 169 (45.1) 258 (63.7) 156 (58.2) <0.001

Age (years) 43.0 (41.0–46.0) 43.0 (41.0–46.0) 43.0 (40.0–45.0) 43.0 (41.0–45.0) 0.049

Occupation (%) 1011 0.383

Farmer 408 146 (40.1) 157 (40.3) 105 (40.9)

Worker 194 63 (17.3) 82 (21.0) 49 (19.1)

Business 81 35 (9.6) 30 (7.7) 16 (6.2)

Governor 21 5 (1.4) 13 (3.4) 3 (1.2)

Other 307 115 (31.6) 108 (27.7) 84 (32.7)

Marital status (%) 1041 0.064

Unmarried or other 15 4 (1.1) 8 (2.1) 3 (1.2)

Married 1015 365 (97.1) 387 (97.0) 263 (98.9)

Divorced 11 7 (1.9) 4 (1.0) 0 (0.0)

Education (%) 1016 0.553

Primary school or less 73 24 (6.6) 27 (6.9) 22 (18.7)

Middle school 628 221 (60.5) 240 (61.2) 167 (64.5)

High school 226 82 (22.5) 92 (23.5) 52 (20.1)

College or more 89 38 (10.4) 33 (8.4) 18 (6.9)

Current smoking (%) 450 126 (34.8) 200 (51.9) 124 (49.2) <0.001

Alcohol consumption (%) 321 96 (26.5) 141 (36.6) 84 (33.3) 0.011

SRD (%) 138 33 (8.8) 54 (13.4) 51 (19.0) 0.001

AS (%) 139 48 (12.9) 55 (13.9) 36 (13.7) 0.922

Hyperlipidemia 424 119 (31.6) 170 (42.1) 135 (50.4) <0.001

Hypertension 172 10 (2.7) 65 (16.1) 97 (36.2) <0.001

Heart rate 1987
(beats/min) 78.0 (72.0–84.0) 78.0 (72.0–84.0) 78.0 (72.0–84.0) 78.0 (72.0–84.0) 0.983

Heart rate 2017
(beats/min) 73.0 (66.0–80.0) 72.5 (66.0–79.0) 73.0 (66.0–80.0) 75.0 (69.0–82.0) 0.072

Waist (cm) 84.8 (78.2–92.2) 80.8 (75.5–87.2) 87.0 (79.7–94.3) 89.4 (82.4–95.5) <0.001

Hips (cm) 92.2 (88.8–95.9) 90.7 (87.7–93.4) 93.4 (89.5–97.0) 93.7 (90.4–97.0) <0.001

TC (mmol/L) 4.48 (4.03–5.00) 4.40 (3.92–4.87) 4.49 (4.02–5.08) 4.58 (4.17–5.18) 0.001

TG (mmol/L) 1.39 (1.01–2.01) 1.20 (0.89–1.66) 1.44 (1.08–2.03) 1.64 (1.13–2.44) <0.001

LDL–C (mmol/L) 2.49 (2.11–2.88) 2.44 (2.05–2.78) 2.48 (2.13–2.95) 2.55 (2.22–3.00) 0.006

HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.13 (0.99–1.33) 1.20 (1.02–1.42) 1.12 (0.98–1.29) 1.09 (0.95–1.29) <0.001

Serum uric acid (μmol/L) 283.2 (226.2–338.8) 264.9 (212.5–316.8) 300.7 (239.7–352.6) 293.8 (243.3–352.2) <0.001

Urine uric acid
(μmol/L)

1298.5
(914.8–1984.5)

1291.5
(897.5–1994.5)

1317.0
(981.5–1951.0)

1283.0
(889.0–2090.0) 0.268

Serum creatinine
(μmol/L) 76.3 (66.7–86.8) 73.7 (65.3–82.9) 78.8 (68.6–88.8) 77.0 (69.7–88.0) <0.001

Urine albumin
(mg/L) 8.0 (4.1–13.7) 6.4 (3.1–11.1) 9.0 (4.8–14.2) 9.2 (5.2–22.5) <0.001

eGFR (mL/min per
1.73 m2)

97.2 (87.0–106.3) 97.2 (86.2–107.0) 97.7 (87.1–106.3) 94.3 (85.9–106.0) 0.260

uACR (mg/mmol) 0.98 (0.64–1.72) 0.85 (0.57–1.33) 0.99 (0.64–1.96) 1.25 (0.74–2.34) <0.001

AS, atherosclerosis; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; LDL-C, low density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C,
high density lipoprotein cholesterol.

3.6. Association between Novel SRD Risk Score Trajectories and Subclinical Renal Damage

SRD incidence was significantly different among the three SRD risk score groups
(p < 0.05). Figure 5A shows that the SRD risk score increasing group had a higher SRD
incidence rate in middle age (19%) compared to stable group (8.8%) and stable-increasing
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group (13.4%). We found that the uACR was significantly different among the three SRD
risk score groups (p < 0.05), whereas the GFR was not significantly different (p = 0.26).
The increasing group had a significantly higher uACR level (1.25 (0.74–2.34)) than the
increasing-stable group (0.99 (0.64–1.96)) and the stable group (0.85 (0.57–1.33)). Addi-
tionally, the uACR levels between the stable, stable-increasing and increasing group were
also significantly different (p = 0.002 for stable group compared to stable-increasing group,
p < 0.001 for stable group compared to increasing group, p = 0.011 for stable-increasing
group compared to increasing group). Moreover, the increasing group had a lower eGFR
(94.3 (85.9–106.0)) compared to stable group (97.2 (86.2–107.0)) and stable-increasing group
(97.7 (87.1–106.3)). The scatter diagrams of uACR levels and eGFR levels among these three
groups are shown in Figure 5B,C. Next, logistic regression was performed to investigate
the association between the SRD risk score trajectory groups and SRD incidence. The
trajectory groups were defined as dummy independent variables, and the stable group was
the control group in the logistic regression. Our results showed that the increasing group
and increasing-stable group had significantly greater odds of SRD incidence in middle age
than the stable group. The increasing-stable group had an OR of 1.6 (95% CI, 1.01 to 2.54),
and the increasing group had an OR of 2.44 (95% CI, 1.53 to 3.91). The adjusted logistic
regression model showed that ORs were slightly attenuated after adjustment for gender
and age. The increasing-stable group had an OR of 1.53 (95% CI, 0.96 to 2.43), and the
increasing group had an OR of 2.39 (95% CI, 1.49 to 3.84). Additional adjustment for waist
circumference, hip circumference, TC, TG, LDL-C and HDL-C also attenuated the ORs. The
increasing-stable group had an OR of 1.25 (95% CI, 0.77 to 2.05), and the increasing group
had an OR of 1.75 (95% CI, 1.05 to 2.91). Finally, after further adjusting for the incidence of
current smoking and alcohol consumption, the ORs of the increasing-stable group were
1.24 (95% CI, 0.76 to 2.03) and the ORs of the increasing group were 1.73 (95% CI, 1.04 to
2.89). These results indicated that these SRD risk score trajectories can serve as a strong
predictor for the SRD incidence risk in middle age (Table 3). In addition, through long-term
trajectory analysis, we can also demonstrate the good performance and reliability of this
SRD risk assessment score in longitudinal observation.

Figure 5. Renal damage of different trajectories groups. (A) SRD incidence rate among the three SRD
risk score trajectory groups. (B,C) Scatter diagrams of eGFR levels and uACR levels among these
three SRD risk score trajectory groups. SRD, subclinical renal damage; eGFR, estimated glomerular
filtration rate; uACR, urinary albumin-to-creatinine ratio. # p < 0.05 vs. stable group and $ p < 0.05 vs.
increasing-stable group.
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Table 3. Adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals of the association of SRD risk score
trajectory groups with subclinical kidney damage.

Trajectory
Groups

No. of Subjects
with SRD in 2017

Unadjusted Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Stable 33 (8.8) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Increasing-

stable 54 (13.4) 1.60
(1.01–2.54)

1.53
(0.96–2.43)

1.25
(0.77–2.05)

1.24
(0.76–2.03)

Increasing 51 (19.0) 2.44
(1.53–3.91)

2.39
(1.49–3.84)

1.75
(1.05–2.91)

1.73
(1.04–2.89)

Model 1 = gender, age in 2017. Model 2 = Model 1 + waist circumference, hip circumference, TC, TG, LDL-C and
HDL-C in 2017. Model 3 = Model 2 + current smoking and alcohol consumption in 2017.

4. Discussion

4.1. Main Findings

Three predictive factors (SBP, DBP and BMI) for SRD in middle age were identified
using an integrated feature selection strategy. Based on these three predictive factors,
a novel noninvasive SRD risk assessment model was established that showed excellent
classification ability, calibration and potential clinical benefits for SRD estimation and
SRD 4-year risk prediction. These results indicated that it is possible for our models
to identify high-risk asymptomatic people from a large-scale population and help the
clinical SRD early screening decision in middle age. Additionally, through subsequent
cohort analysis, we identified three trajectory groups for this novel SRD risk assessment
score using 30-year follow-up data. We found that the incidence of SRD in middle age
and uACR levels were highly associated with these risk score trajectories. Further logistic
regression analysis indicated that these SRD risk score trajectories can serve as a strong
predictor for the SRD incidence risk in middle age. Therefore, longitudinal observation
further confirmed the value of this risk score to generate individualized risk estimates and
further participate in clinical screening decisions for SRD in middle age. In summary, we
constructed a novel, simple and low-cost risk assessment tool for SRD screening, which
presented good performance in predicting SRD risk in middle age. The convenience of this
model makes it possible to assess the SRD risk of asymptomatic people and then carry out
further SRD screening.

4.2. Prior Studies and the Focus of our Investigation

The detection and screening for SRD is critical because it can correspond to the
CKD stages (G3a stage, G3b stage in GFR Category and A2 stage, A3 stage in persistent
albuminuria category) which are associated with moderately increased risk (yellow risk)
or high risk (orange risk) for the concurrent complications and future outcomes; these are
also are the most critical periods for early diagnosis and intervention for CKD. However,
SRD is usually asymptomatic until an advanced disease stage, and estimation methods of
renal function, such as the measurement of serum creatinine concentration, urine protein
or albumin concentration are costly for long-term follow-up or large-scale screening [34,35].
In current clinical practice, only patients with specific higher-risk conditions, such as
hypertension, obesity and diabetes are recommended to be screened for renal function
conditions or SRD. It is still difficult to apply routine SRD screening in a large-scale general
population, especially for asymptomatic adults, due to the lack of a more economical
and effective noninvasive risk assessment tool for SRD [1,36]. Therefore, a simple and
noninvasive SRD risk assessment tool is urgently needed to assist in the SRD screening
decision and improve large-scale SRD screening strategies. SRD is attributed to several
risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, older age and obesity [37–39]. There have
been numerous efforts to construct prediction models for the risk of decreasing eGFR
in CKD [22,24]. However, the estimation or prediction of SRD can be more useful than
only predicting a decrease in eGFR from the perspective of identifying the prognostic
risk of CKD. In addition, too many variables and biochemical examination results were
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included in existing models, which complicated their translation to clinical practice for
large-scale screening. Hence, in this study, we provided a novel feature-selection strategy
by combining three machine learning methods, and first established an SRD risk assessment
model calculated only by SBP, DBP and BMI data, which may have greater utility in clinical
application. Additionally, our risk assessment model had better performance than those
in previous studies: excellent classification ability (AUC value of the ROC curve: 0.778
for SRD estimation, 0.729 for 4-year SRD risk prediction in the validation set), calibration
(Hosmer—Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test p = 0.62 for SRD estimation, p = 0.34 for 4-year
SRD risk prediction) and potential clinical benefits.

In addition, most existing prediction models lack a longitudinal cohort analysis, such
as group-based trajectory modeling analysis, which could reflect the relationship between
model trajectory and SRD incidence [40,41]. Therefore, in the current study, we combined
SBP, DBP and BMI data to calculate a novel SRD risk assessment score and then performed
a trajectory analysis. Ultimately, three trajectory groups (increasing, increasing-stable, and
stable) were identified based on 30-year follow-up data, and the incidence of SRD in middle
age and uACR levels were highly associated with these risk score trajectories. Compared
with the stable group, the increasing group and increasing-stable group had a significantly
higher uACR. In addition, the results of the logistic regression showed that these three
SRD risk assessment score trajectories could serve as ideal predictors of the incidence of
SRD in middle age. Several other studies and some of our previous works have tried to
investigate the relationship between SRD incidence and its risk-factor trajectories, such as
SBP trajectory, DBP trajectory, MAP trajectory and BMI trajectory [13,15]. However, single-
variable trajectory analyses have limitations because they ignore the interaction among
multiple factors [42]. Hence, the group-based trajectory analysis for the SRD risk assessment
score in the current work, which gives full consideration to the characteristics of SBP, DBP
and BMI, is also a breakthrough for SRD-associated trajectory modeling analysis strategies.

4.3. Limitations and Future Directions

The present study used a community-based cohort followed for 30 years, which
represents a large population. It is prospective in nature and consists of representative data
from the general population. However, it should be noted that this study has the following
limitations. First, our study used a racially-homogenous cohort from multiple rural areas
in northern China, which limited the generalizability of our results, and validation using
other cohorts with different backgrounds of ethnicities and populations will be performed
in our further studies. Second, this work was not externally validated, which may also
have limited the generalizability of our results. Notwithstanding this limitation, our
study provided a novel SRD risk assessment tool that has both good performance in
cross-sectional analysis and longitudinal analysis as well as the convenience of clinical
application. In addition, to our knowledge, this is the first study to perform a group-based
trajectory modeling longitudinal analysis for an SRD risk assessment tool, which revealed
that realistic SRD outcomes in middle age correspond to the development trend of the risk
score suggested by the SRD risk assessment model.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we used a large community-based cohort followed for 30 years to establish
a novel, simple and low-cost SRD risk assessment tool and performed longitudinal group-based
trajectory analysis for this tool. Internal validation suggested that our risk assessment model
has excellent classification ability (AUC value of the ROC curve: 0.778 for SRD estimation,
0.729 for 4-year SRD risk prediction), calibration (Hosmer—Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test
p = 0.62 for SRD estimation, p = 0.34 for 4-year SRD risk prediction) and potential clinical
benefits. Further longitudinal trajectory analysis also confirmed the reliability of this SRD
risk assessment score. Considering the good clinical utility, simplicity and convenience
as well as the excellent performance of our model, it can identify high-risk asymptomatic
people from a large-scale population and improve current clinical SRD screening strategies.
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Abstract: Since the beginning of 2020, Coronavirus Disease 19 (COVID-19) has attracted the attention
of the World Health Organization (WHO). This paper looks into the infection mechanism, patient
symptoms, and laboratory diagnosis, followed by an extensive assessment of different technologies
and computerized models (based on Electrocardiographic signals (ECG), Voice, and X-ray techniques)
proposed as a diagnostic tool for the accurate detection of COVID-19. The found papers showed high
accuracy rate results, ranging between 85.70% and 100%, and F1-Scores from 89.52% to 100%. With
this state-of-the-art, we concluded that the models proposed for the detection of COVID-19 already
have significant results, but the area still has room for improvement, given the vast symptomatology
and the better comprehension of individuals’ evolution of the disease.

Keywords: COVID-19; artificial intelligence; signal processing; image processing; computerized
diagnostic systems

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) has been on alert since early 2020 regarding
the Coronavirus Disease 19 (COVID-19). Nowadays, with well over 6 million deaths
worldwide [1], the scientific community is developing new ways to detect the disease.

1.1. Mechanism

COVID-19 is a disease caused by a Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-
2 (SARS-CoV-2) [2], which is a single, positive-strand Ribonucleic acid (RNA) virus
that causes severe respiratory syndrome in humans. SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the fam-
ily Coronaviridae and is divided into alpha (α-CoV), beta (β-CoV), gamma (γ-CoV), and
delta (δ-CoV) coronaviruses. It was initially detected in bats, and the first cases of the
disease were detected in a market in China. For this particular case, SARS-CoV-2 is a coron-
avirus genetically similar to β-CoV which, similar to α-CoV, can infect mammals [3–5].

SARS-CoV-2 uses Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is a receptor in
the cell surface, to start the infection. After the binding of the spike protein with the ACE2
receptor, the invasion process is triggered by host cell proteases. The virus releases the RNA
into the host cell, then the RNA is translated into viral replicase polyproteins. The negative
RNA copies of the viral genome are produced by the enzyme replicase using the positive
RNA genome. During transcription, RNA polymerase produces a series of subgenomic
mRNAs and translates them into viral proteins. The RNA genome is assembled into
virions in Golgi and Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), which bud into the ERGIC (ER–Golgi
intermediate compartment) and are released out of the cell [3–5].

SARS-CoV-2 uses ACE2 to initiate the infection process. This receptor is present
in the kidney, blood vessels, heart, and the lungs, which means it can cause respiratory,
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and central nervous system diseases [3–5].
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In the next section, the most frequent symptoms identified in COVID-19 patients, as
well as eventual complications, are briefly presented.

1.2. Symptoms

COVID-19 patients may present mild to severe symptoms, with a substantial portion
of the population not demonstrating any type of symptoms. The reported symptoms
include fever, cough, and shortness of breath. A small segment of the population presented
some gastrointestinal symptoms such as vomiting, diarrhea, and pain in the abdominal
area [4,5].

Cardiovascular complications have been reported in COVID-19 patients as well. The
reports have described acute cardiac injury, cardiogenic shock, electrocardiographic (ECG)
changes, right ventricular dysfunction, thromboembolic complications, and tachyarrhyth-
mias [6].

1.3. Laboratory Diagnostic

Diagnosing active cases of COVID-19 is one of the most important tasks for controlling
the pandemic. Laboratory testing techniques have been developed to obtain an accurate
diagnosis of COVID-19. The most common techniques are Nucleic Acid Amplification
Test (NAAT) and Antigen detection [4,7].

NAAT is a technology used to diagnose an active COVID-19 infection by the use of
Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) assay to detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA from
the upper respiratory tract [4,7].

Antigen detection tests are tests used to detect the presence of SARS-CoV-2 viral
proteins. Most of the available antigen kits require samples taken from the nasal cavity or
nasopharynx, with some kits allowing samples from saliva as well [7].

1.4. Rational for the Review

To determine the most suitable computerized resources to detect COVID-19, we
investigated the scientific literature available up to November 2022. A research study was
conducted in the Cochrane reviews database and in the PubMed/MEDLINE database to
find the most up to date pieces of evidence and guidelines. We have read and analyzed the
results based on the most popular indicators for evaluating classifiers algorithms, such as
Accuracy, F1-Score, Sensitivity, and Specificity. With these metrics, it is possible to compare
the proposed models in the literature and how they could possibly distinguish COVID-19
patients from other types of diseases or healthy control groups.

1.5. Objectives/Questions for the Review to Address

This review will analyze and compare a variety of computerized systems that detect
COVID-19, with the main goal of determining if it is possible to accurately detect COVID-19
without the need for an RT-PCR test, preferably considering noninvasive methods.

2. Methods

2.1. Document Search

The document search was done using Google Scholar as the electronic search engine
and was based on available literature from the databases Elsevier, Wiley, Knowledge E,
Frontiers Media, SBMU Journals, Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishing, Springer Science
and Business Media, MDPI, IEEE, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Tech Science Press, and
arXiv. The articles were accepted if they had at least two participant groups: COVID-19
patients and a Control group, and provided at least the metric Accuracy of their model.

The document search was performed between April 2022 and November 2022. The
search keywords used were “COVID-19 AI Detection”, “COVID-19”, “COVID-19 Detec-
tion”, “COVID-19 detection ECG”, “COVID-19 detection X-ray”, “COVID-19 detection
Voice”, “COVID-19 detection ECG Accuracy”, “COVID-19 detection X-ray Accuracy”,
“COVID-19 detection Voice Accuracy”, “COVID-19 WHO”, “COVID-19 Heart Variable
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Rate”, “COVID-19 Image processing”, “COVID-19 Voice analyzes”, “COVID-19 cough de-
tection”, “COVID-19 signal processing”, “COVID-19 Accuracy”, “COVID-19 computerized
system”, and “COVID-19 breathing detection”.

2.2. Search Strategy

The article search process was initialized by searching the Keyword “COVID-19” on
Google Scholar. Due to the recent appearance of COVID-19 we limited the search between
the years 2020 and 2022, resulting in 483,000 papers. Later, we searched for the keywords
“COVID-19 Detection”, resulting in 12,000 papers.

For the next step of our search, we took into consideration which parts of the body
are the most affected by the disease and searched for the most common biomedical sig-
nals/images. We selected X-ray, Voice, and ECG as the biomedical signal/image sources
and searched for the keywords “COVID-19 detection ECG” (950 papers), “COVID-19
detection Voice” (2100 papers), and “COVID-19 detection X-ray” (6300 papers).

As the inclusion criterion, we required that the articles must at least use Accuracy
as a classification metric. For that we added the keyword “Accuracy” to the previous
search, resulting in 855 papers with keywords “COVID-19 detection ECG Accuracy”,
1750 papers for the search “COVID-19 detection Voice Accuracy” and 6020 papers for the
search “COVID-19 detection X-ray Accuracy”.

The exclusion criteria used were to discard state-of-the-art, reviews, systematic re-
views, duplicate paper, and irrelevant abstracts, giving us a total of 550 papers.

Of the 550 papers for full-text analysis, 1 paper was removed because it was retracted
and 249 papers were rejected because they did not allow public access to the database,
did not give an exact number of samples present in the database, or did not indicate the
number of samples used for training/testing.

In the final step of our search, 280 papers were removed because they did not provide
a code or the applied process was not explained well enough for us to reproduce the
proposed methodology. In the end, 20 papers were included in this review.

2.3. Limitations

Our review presents some limitations on the methods applied to obtain the references.
For example, the use of Google Scholar as a search engine, although being capable of
indicating papers from a variety of different publishers or even being capably of analyzing
a full paper, its searching proprieties can present some limitations, e.g., the way we can
apply the exclusion criteria, if we ask the search engine to discard state-of-the-art, reviews,
and systematic reviews, it may exclude some original research articles because, e.g., "state-
of-art" is included in those papers and it is an exclusion keyword. This type of limitation
can remove several papers from the search that may present some interesting findings.

Due to the purpose of the present review being concerned with COVID-19 detection by
using computerized systems, the code used and classification model are the most important
information to provide. With that in mind, another limitation was the lack of documentation
or even the sharing of algorithms to make the proposed methodology reproducible, which
led to the exclusion of papers that did not provide any way for us to reproduce and fully
understand the methodology.

Figure 1 shows the number of papers per publisher obtained for this review.
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Figure 1. Pie chart with all the publishers used.

2.4. Year of Publication Present in the Review

The publication interval considered papers published between 2020 and 2022. Figure 2
shows the number of selected papers for each year.

Figure 2. Year of publication.

The papers used in this review investigated the use of three different computerized
systems: Voice processing, cardiovascular analysis based on Electrocardiogram (ECG)
signal, and pulmonary assessment based on X-ray images.
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3. Results

3.1. COVID-19 Detection Based on ECG Processing

Most of the impact of COVID-19 is focused on the respiratory system, but the virus
can also cause a variety of cardiac complications, including myocardial injury, heart failure,
cardiogenic shock, and cardiac arrhythmias, which shows the importance of ECG [8,9].

ECG is an exam that can monitor the electrical activity of the heart. In the early cases of
COVID-19, myocardial Injury was found in patients that were infected with the virus [10].

As one of the most used clinical examination methods, it is of great importance to
study the changes in the electrocardiographic activity, as well as to understand the ECG
features related to COVID-19 [11].

In a study done in 2020 by Bergamaschi et al. [10], 269 patients were admitted with
COVID-19. The ECGs were made at the admission date and after 1 week from hospital-
ization. The authors evaluated the correlation between ECGs findings and major adverse
events (MAE). The study concluded that abnormal ECG at hospitalization and elevated
baseline Troponin values were more common in patients who developed MAE. Other
studies [11–15] concluded that Troponin is a good indicator to access the severity of the
infection and the ECG might be an easy tool for risk stratification in such patients. In the
same year, another study done by Angeli et al. [16] concluded that the evolution of ECG
abnormalities is independent of the severity of pulmonary tract infection and reflects a
wide spectrum of cardiovascular complications.

Looking into the ECG abnormalities, several studies found that the S-T segment
alteration was the most frequent ECG finding and signs of left ventricular hypertrophy
were associated with a worse prognosis [2,11,14,15], concluding that abnormal T wave or
the presence of S-T segment elevation/depression can have a good prognostic in predicting
the mortality of COVID-19 patients [11,14,15].

A study carried out by Bassiouni et al. [17] created several deep learning models and
classifiers to distinguish COVID-19 from other cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) and Control,
having the best Accuracy result of 99.74% with the ECGConvnet being used as a classifier.
The ECGConvnet was the proposed system used in this study and it demonstrated that it is
possible to develop an automatic diagnosis system for COVID-19 based on deep learning
using ECG images.

A study [18] done in 2022 aimed to automatically utilize ECG signals to detect COVID-
19. The ECG signal was obtained from ECG paper records, then the electrocardiographic
signal was entered as input into a one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-
CNN), and the authors tried to correctly diagnose the pathologies present in the database.
The investigators separated the database into three different classes: COVID-19, Normal,
and Other. The Other class contained the diseases myocardial infarction (MI), abnormal
heartbeats, and recovered myocardial infarction (RMI). The investigation obtained an
Accuracy of 83.17%, an F1-score of 85.38%, a Sensitivity of 84.81%, and a Specificity of
86.28% when using the three classes at the same time as the target.

Another study [19] submitted in 2022 approached the automatic detection of COVID-
19 by utilizing models of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The investigators tested
the CNN pre-trained models ResNet50, DenseNet-201, VGG16, VGG19, Inceptionv3, and
Inceptionresnetv2. ECG pre-processing was performed to eliminate undesirable distortions.
Then, a data augmentation technique was implemented as a way to artificially inflate the
dataset before entering the CNN models, and from all the models tested in this study, the
VGG16 model had the best result of Accuracy with 81.39% for a target containing Normal
ECGs and COVID-19 patients.

Attallah [20] investigated the use of Bi-Layers of deep features integration to diagnose
COVID-19 based on ECG images. The paper used a methodology with four stages: prepro-
cessing, feature extraction and integration, feature selection, and classification. The features
were extracted from the last average pooling layer and the last fully connected layer from
some pre-trained CNNs, which were the ResNet-50, the DenseNet-201, the Inception-V3,
Xception, and the Inception-ResNet. The study concluded with 98.80% Accuracy, 98.8%
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Specificity, and a Sensitivity of 98.8% when doing a Binary classification between Normal
ECGs and COVID-19 ECGs. The Multi-class Classification, which was the same class as the
Binary plus Abnormal ECGs, had 91.73% Accuracy, 91.80% F1-Score, 95.9% Specificity, and
91.7% Sensitivity.

Sobahi et al. [21] published an article in 2022 that demonstrated an ECG-based COVID-
19 detection. The investigators approached the situation with the use of an attention-
based 3D CNN model with residual connections (RC). The database that was used con-
tained 12-lead ECG printouts and was distributed between three classes: normal subjects,
COVID-19 patients, and patients with abnormal heartbeat (AHB). The CNN model was
comprised of 19 layers: 1 image 3D input, 3 3D convolution layers, 3 batch normalization
layers, 3 rectified linear unit (ReLu) layers, 2 dropout layers, 2 additional layers, 1 Sig-
moid layer, 1 Elementwise Multiplication layer, a fully connected layer, a softmax and
classification layers. The study concluded with a Binary Classification (COVID-19 patients
vs. Normal subjects) Accuracy of 99% and a Multiclass Classification (Covid patients vs.
Normal subjects vs. Abnormal Heartbeat patients) Accuracy of 92%.

An investigation [22] published in 2022 considered a public dataset containing ECG
images to diagnose COVID-19. Inside the database, there were five distinct categories,
such as normal, COVID-19, MI, AHB, and RMI. They tested six different CNN models as a
way to distinguish COVID-19 from the other types of classes. The models were ResNet18,
ResNet50, ResNet101, InceptionV3, DenseNet201, and MobileNetv2. The investigators used
six different classes: normal, COVID-19, MI, AHB, RMI, and CVDs. They also visualized
three different classification schemes: a Binary classification between the normal class
and the COVID-19 class, a three-class classification between the normal class, the COVID-
19 class, and the CVDs class, and a five-class classification between the normal class, the
COVID-19 class, the MI class, the AHB class, and the RMI class. For the Binary classification,
the best result was 99.1% Accuracy, for the three-class classification the best Accuracy result
was 97.36%, and for the five-class classification the best Accuracy was 97.83%.

Even though COVID-19 is, for the most part, a respiratory or lung disease, the cardiac
system can also suffer significant damage. One common complaint of COVID-19 patients is
the appearance of palpitations or even the rise of symptoms similar to a heart attack, which
includes chest pain, shortness of breath, and Echocardiogram changes [23].

A non-invasive method such as the biomarker Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is a way
to assess the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) activity as an interaction between the res-
piratory, cardiovascular, and nervous systems, which means that it can be another possible
way of studying the difference between COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 patients [24].

A study done by Mishra et al. [25], in 2020 took advantage of the heart rate sensors
present on wearable devices. The authors found that elevated resting heart rates and
outlying HR/steps measurements were altered, usually in advance of the symptoms.

A study [26] published in 2021 used a methodology in which the data was collected
through a smartphone camera using photoplethysmography technology, wrist-worn smart-
watches, and wrist-worn bands synchronized with a smartphone app. The investigators
used three different classes: Before COVID-19, during COVID-19, and after COVID-19 for
patients that used the smartphone app and were positive for the disease. They concluded
that there was no statistically significant interaction between the HRV indicators before,
during, and after COVID-19 illness. However, they found statistical differences in the stan-
dard deviation of normal-to-normal intervals (SDNN) and root mean square of successive
normal-to-normal interval differences (RMSSD) for some patients.

Another study done by Hasty et al. [27] compared the levels of C-reactive pro-
tein (CRP), which is a marker of systemic inflammation, associated with severe disease in
bacterial or viral infections [28], with the SDNN. In this experiment, they used patients that
presented hypoxic respiratory failure requiring high-flow nasal cannula or mechanical ven-
tilation, and the experiment was done for seven days. The study concluded that there was a
drop of more than 40% in the standard deviation of the interval between heartbeats (SDNN)
followed by more than a tripling of CRP in the 72 h that followed.
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3.2. COVID-19 Detection Based on Voice Processing

Voice can be diagnosed and analyzed to determine the presence of a respiratory
disease [29].

Let us take a look at the use of speech for disease detection. Speech is a complex
process that requires the coordination of the brain, muscles, and respiratory system. The
smallest changes in a person’s speech may be the early signs of a disease, for example, a
disease such as Parkinson’s, which can be associated with tremors of the vocal cords [30].

One of the focal areas for COVID-19 is the lungs. The virus can cause lung complica-
tions such as pneumonia or even acute respiratory distress syndrome. For example, the use
of systems to detect the slight changes in our voices that we humans are unable to hear is
extremely important to detect a pathology that can provoke breathing difficulties [31].

Voice signal as a way to detect COVID-19 might be used not only with speech but also
with coughing. Cough detection can be used to differentiate coughing sounds, and the
coughing produced by COVID-19 is possibly one of the ways to go for the detection of the
pathology [32–34].

An article [35] published in 2022 demonstrated the possibility of detecting COVID-19
through coughing. In this study, the researchers used four different classes: COVID-
19 positive, COVID-19 negative, non-COVID-19 subjects, and non-COVID subjects with
pertussis cough. The study demonstrated the feasibility of the automatic diagnosis of
COVID-19 from coughs with an Accuracy, F1-Score, Specificity, and Sensitivity close to
90%, using Random Forest as the classifier.

Another study [36] from 2021 investigated the use of symbolic recurrence quantifi-
cation measures with MFCC features for the automatic detection of COVID-19 in cough
sounds of healthy and sick individuals. The investigators used the XGBoost as the classi-
fier and the results obtained by the created model achieved an Accuracy of 99% with an
F1-Score of 69%, for sustained vowels.

A study carried out by Dash et al. [37] developed a new feature that they called
COVID-19 Coefficient (C-19CC). In speech recognition, the normal frequency scale to the
perceptual frequency scale and the frequency range of the filter values are fixed. The
characteristics of speech signals vary from disease to disease. In the case of the detection of
COVID-19, mainly the coughing sounds, the bandwidth, and properties are quite different
from the complete speech signal. The Accuracy result for C-19CC was 85.70% while using
SVM to classify coughing sounds.

Atmaja et al. [38] submitted a paper in 2022 related to COVID-19 detection through
coughing. The investigators proposed a transfer learning approach as a way to improve the
performance of COVID-19 detection by incorporating cough detection, cough segmentation,
and data augmentation. Cough detection was used to remove non-cough signals. Cough
segmentation was used to segregate several coughs in a waveform into individual coughs
and data augmentation was used to increase the number of samples used for deep learning.
The investigators used three different datasets, Coswara, COUGHVID, and ComParE-CCS,
having a total of 2026 samples, after cough detection and cough segmentation. The study
used the Mel spectrogram to get the feature of the acoustic signal. The study concluded
with an Accuracy of 88.19% using the CNN14 as a classifier, which is a Convolutional
Neural Network that has 14 layers between the input layer and the output layer.

In 2020, a study done by Imran et al. [39] compared different types of cough and
used artificial intelligence to distinguish patients with COVID-19 and patients without
COVID-19. The study concluded that it is possible to create an app that can accurately
distinguish COVID-19 and non COVID-19 patients by using Deep Transfer Learning-based
Multi Class classifier, having an Accuracy of 92.64%.

Verde et al. [40] compared the performance of some machine learning techniques to
correctly detect COVID-19 by analyzing the voice. The study, published in 2021, used
a crowd-sourced database named Coswara, which is a database present on the GitHub
platform and contains samples of coughing, breathing, and voice sounds from each subject.
The investigators evaluated the sustained phonation of the vowels “a”, “e”, and “o”,
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because it avoided any linguistic artifacts due to the different languages present in the
database. The features that were extracted from the voice samples were Fundamental
Frequency (F0), Jitter and Shimmer, Harmonic to Noise Ratio (HNR), Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), First and second derivatives of cepstral coefficient, Spectral
Centroid (SC), and Spectral Roll-off (SR). The Machine Learning techniques used were
divided into several groups, which were Bayes, Functions, Lazy, Meta, Rules, and Trees.
The investigation concluded with the SVM Algorithm, present in the Machine Learning
Functions, having the best overall result, obtaining an Accuracy of 97.07%, an F1-score of
82.35%, and a Specificity of 97.37%.

Silva et al. [41] used the Coswara dataset to extract features, such as Energy, Entropies,
Correlation Dimension, Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, Lyapunov Exponent, and Fractal
Dimensions, in a multi-band analysis done by Wavelet Transform. After the extraction,
a feature selection was made and the selected features served as entries for an ensemble
machine learning model (XGBoost). The classification results presented accuracies higher
than 83%, obtained for all Binary pairs, with a special mention to the pair Healthy control
vs. all stages of COVID-19, which had been discriminated with an Accuracy of 98.46%.

3.3. COVID-19 Detection Based on Image Processing

Image processing is the process of obtaining visible images of the inner body structure.
The goal of this process is its use for scientific and medicinal purposes, as well as, tissue
visual representation [42].

The use of Image processing is an interesting way to approach the diagnosis of COVID-
19 because of the virus nature. The pathology can cause damage to the lungs and with
the use of equipment such as Computed Tomography (CT) Scanners that can create an
image of the affected organ, it can be used to complement the already existing diagnosis
exams [43].

A research done by Salman et al. [44] aimed to construct a model by using deep learn-
ing tools for detecting COVID-19 pneumonia on high-resolution X-rays. The investigators
used a CNN InceptionV3 as the classifier and obtained an Accuracy of 100%, which is a
comparable performance against expert radiologists.

In another study conducted by DeGrave et al. [45], the researchers used Artificial
intelligence (AI) to demonstrate that deep learning systems can detect COVID-19 from
chest radiographs. They concluded that the deep learning models rely on confounding
factors rather than medical pathology, which means that the systems appear accurate with
the used dataset but failed when tested with new data.

In 2021, an investigation was conducted using AI and X-rays images. Öztaş et al. [46]
compared the detection of COVID-19 between X-ray images and Blood test data. The study
used ResNet-18 and squeezenet as training models to classify the images and a multi-layer
neural network to diagnose the blood test. The researchers concluded that the ResNet-18
performs slightly better than squeezenet even though both have obtained almost 98%
Accuracy. When comparing the X-ray methodology to the blood test methodology, The
radio-graphic images performed better, having an Accuracy of almost 98%, compared to
the 72% Accuracy obtained using the multi-layer neural network for the blood test.

Wu et al. [47] published an article about the use of deep Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) to diagnose positive COVID-19 cases, using X-ray images as their input. The
proposed architectures for the CNN followed a simple LeNet-5, where the two structures
were in_6c_2p_12c_2p and in_8c_2p_16c_2p. Each structure had the number of input nodes
and c or p for the type of layers, which in this case were the convolution and pooling layers,
respectively. This article obtained a final Accuracy of 98.83%, demonstrating that this can
be another possible research direction.

Another study [48], also done with X-ray images, illustrated an automated diagnosis
model from a dataset of X-ray images of patients with severe bacterial pneumonia, reported
COVID-19 disease, and normal cases. The findings in this article indicate that deep learning
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with X-ray imagery could retrieve important biomarkers relevant for COVID-19 disease
detection, obtaining a 96.73% of Accuracy on a modified ResNet-18.

Using the same type of images as the previously referred articles related to Image
Processing, a paper [49] was done where the researchers used a methodology based on
the deep feature plus support vector machine (SVM). The dataset was separated into
three categories: COVID-19, pneumonia, and normal. The highest Accuracy was 98.66%,
achieved by a combination of ResNet50 plus SVM.

Fang et al. [50] investigated the use of classifiers to identify positive cases of COVID-
19. The article that was published in 2021, used chest x-ray images as input for the
classifiers and they proposed a multi-stage residual network, named MSRCovXNet, for
effective detection of the pathology. The investigators also used ResNet-18 as the feature
extractor. The proposed network was optimized by fusing two feature enhancement
modules, one containing local information and the other containing semantic information.
The network obtained a precision of 98.90% for the detection of COVID-19 and, when using
the COVIDGR dataset as the input, an average Accuracy of 82.20% was achieved.

An article [51] published in 2020 proposed an alternative method to determine the
COVID-19 cases from normal or abnormal cases by using X-ray images. The investiga-
tors proposed the use of an enhanced cuckoo search optimization algorithm (CS) using
fractional-order calculus (FO) and four different heavy-tailed distributions: the Mittag-
Leffler distribution, Cauchy distribution, Pareto distribution, and Weibull distribution.
The classification, done by using a KNN model, contained three classes: normal patients,
COVID-19-infected patients, and pneumonia patients. The experiment used 18 different
datasets and the best Accuracy result was 100%.

Table 1 indicates the strategy used in state-of-the-art methods to diagnose COVID-19
and Table 2 presents the discrimination rates of the previously presented methods.

Table 1. State-of-the-art methods of the present review.

Ref. Dataset
Data Aug-
mentation

Source Features Machine Learning
Classifier

Cross-
Validation

[17] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) Yes ECG Feature extraction from ECGCon-

vnet (transfer learning) ECGConvnet Yes

[18] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) No ECG Feature extraction from SERes-

Net18 (transfer learning) SEResNet18 Yes

[19] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) Yes ECG Feature extraction with VGG16 pre-

trained (transfer learning) CNN VGG16 Yes

[20] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) Yes ECG

ResNet-50, Inception V3, Xception,
InceptionResNet and DenseNet-201
pre-tained feature extraction (trans-
fer learning)

ECG-
BiCoNet (CNN) Yes

[21] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) Yes ECG Feature extraction from 3D

CNN (transfer learning) 3D CNN Yes

[22] ECG images dataset of cardiac and
COVID-19 patients (1937 records) Yes ECG Feature extraction from InceptionV3

pre-trained (transfer learning) CNN Yes

[35] UdL+UC+Coswara+Virufy+Pertussis
(813 samples) Yes Voice

Energy, instantaneous frequency, in-
stantaneous frequency peak, Shan-
non entropy, instantaneous entropy,
spectral information entropy, spec-
tral information, and kurtosis

Random Forest Yes

[36] Corona Voice Detect project with
Voca.ai (3415 samples) Yes Voice Mel frequency cepstral coefficients XGBoost Yes

[37] Crowd-sourced Respiratory Sound Data Yes Voice C-19CC SVM Yes

[38] Coswara + COUGHVID + ComPare-
CCS (2026 samples) Yes Voice Log Mel Spectrogram CNN14 No

[39] ESC-50 (5435 samples) No Voice Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
Deep Transfer
Learning-based
Multi Class classifier

Yes
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Dataset
Data Aug-
mentation

Source Features Machine Learning
Classifier

Cross-
Validation

[40] Coswara database (1027 samples) No Voice

Fundamental frequency, jitter and
shimmer, harmonic to noise ratio,
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients,
first and second derivatives of cep-
stral coefficient, spectral centroid
and spectral Roll-off

SVM No

[41] Coswara database (909 samples) No Voice

Energy, entropies, correlation di-
mension, detrended fluctuation
analysis, Lyapunov Exponent and
fractal dimensions

XGBoost Yes

[46] Covid chestxray dataset + Chex Pert
dataset (5370 samples) No X-ray Feature extraction from Resnet18

pre-trained (transfer learning) Resnet18 Yes

[47] Covid chestxray dataset + Chex Pert
dataset (5184 samples) Yes X-ray Feature extraction from LetNet-

5 (transfer learning)
Extreme Learning
Machine No

[44] Covid chestxray dataset + Kaggle reposi-
tory + Open-i repository (160 samples) Yes X-ray

Deep feature extraction based
on VGG16, ResNet50 and Incep-
tionV3 (transfer learning)

CNN Inceptionv3 No

[48]
Covid chestxray dataset + Labeled Optical
Coherence Tomography + Chest X-ray Im-
ages for Classification

Yes X-ray Feature extraction from CNN (trans-
fer learning)

Modified ResNet-
18 No

[49] Covid chestxray dataset + Kaggle reposi-
tory (50 samples) Yes X-ray Feature extracted by CNN

ResNet50 (transfer learning) SVM No

[50] Covidx Dataset (14,003 samples) Yes X-ray Feature extracted by ResNet-
18 (transfer learning)

MSRCovXNet
(multi-stage resid-
ual network)

Yes

[51]

COVID-19 CHEST X-RAY DATABASE+
COVID-19 Database + COVID-Chestxray
Database + ChestX-ray8 + chest-xray-
pneumonia (1560 samples)

No X-ray

Contrast, correlation, energy, en-
tropy, homogeneity, Mittag-Leffler
distribution, Pareto distribution,
and Cauchy distribution

KNN No

Table 2. State-of-the-art methods that fit on the present review - discrimination rates (N/A: not applicable).

Ref. Accuracy F1-Score Sensitivity Specificity

[17] 99.74% 99.70% 99.70% ≈100%

[18] 83.17% 85.38% 84.81% 86.28%

[19] 81.39% N/A N/A N/A

[20] 91.73% 91.80% 91.70% 95.90%

[21] 92.00% 92.03% 95.99% 92.00%

[22] 97.83% 97.82% 97.83% 98.86%

[35] 85.53% 85.58% 85.96% 85.09%

[36] 99.00% 69.00% 70.00% N/A

[37] 85.70% N/A N/A N/A

[38] 88.19% N/A N/A N/A

[39] 92.64% 92.66% 92.64% 97.55%

[40] 97.07% 82.35% 93.33% 97.37%

[41] 98.46% N/A N/A N/A

[46] ≈98% N/A N/A N/A

[47] 98.83% N/A N/A N/A

[44] 100% 100% 100% 100%

[48] 96.73% N/A N/A N/A

[49] 95.38% 95.52% 97.29% 93.47%

[50] 82.20% N/A N/A N/A

[51] 100% N/A N/A N/A
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4. Discussion

The main objective of this review was to answer the following research question: is it
possible to accurately detect COVID-19 without the need for an RT-PCR test, preferably
considering noninvasive methods?

4.1. ECG Processing

Looking into Table 2, in the articles related to the ECG [17–22], we can see high
Accuracy results on all articles, with the lowest percentage being 81.39% and the highest
percentage being 99.74%. The majority of the articles presented four discrimination metrics
and just one provided Accuracy as the only metric.

Refs. [17,18,20–22] presented the metric F1-score. In these articles, we saw values
ranging from 85.38% to 99.70%, which means that some models could correctly predict all
the classes or had slight difficulty detecting some classes.

Of all the articles that had four metrics, the article by Nguyen et al. had the least
favorable results, with Accuracy presenting 83.17% as the lowest percentage and Specificity
obtained 86.28% as the highest result. These results demonstrated that some classes were
not classified correctly.

4.2. Voice Processing

Looking into Table 2, in the articles related to the Voice signal [35–41], three articles
presented Accuracy as the only metric. In those articles, the results of Accuracy were 85.70%
and 98.46%, demonstrating that they have high Accuracy but are not able to correctly detect
all the predicted classes.

The other three articles presented the Accuracy and the F1-score. The first article
presented an Accuracy of 99.00% and an F1-score of 69.00%. The second article showed an
Accuracy of 92.64% and an F1-score of 92.66%. The third article presented an Accuracy of
97.07% and an F1-score of 82.35%. The three articles presented high Accuracy percentage
results but the first article demonstrated the lowest F1-Score result, indicating a low recall
and precision, which is confirmed by the Sensitivity of 70.00%.

Three articles presented the four metrics, 85.53% Accuracy, 85.58% F1-score, 85.96%
Sensitivity, 85.09% Specificity, 92.64% of Accuracy, 92.66% F1-score, 92.64% Sensitivity and
97.55% Specificity and 97.07% Accuracy, 82.35% F1-score, 93.33% Sensitivity and 97.37%
Specificity, respectively. By looking into the four metrics at the same time, we can see high
results for all the metrics but the articles done by Tena et al. had an overall higher difficulty
to classify some tests.

4.3. X-ray Processing

Regarding the articles related to X-ray [44,46–51] presented in Table 2, five articles
showed Accuracy as the only metric to evaluate the models. The Accuracy results ranged
between 82.2% and 100%, which shows, in some models, difficulty in correctly predicting
the classes.

The article by Sethy et al. showed three additional metrics apart from Accuracy. The
results showed 95.38% Accuracy, 95.52% F1-score, 97.29% Sensitivity, and 93.47% Specificity.
With this high percentage, we can see the false positive having a greater impact, making
the F1-Score and the Specificity have a lower percentage when compared to the Accuracy.

Salman et al. used a model that gave us four metrics: Accuracy, F1-Score, Sensitivity,
and Specificity. The results were 100% in all metrics, which shows that the model can predict
all classes without difficulties. However, by combining training, validation, and testing
there was a total of 160 X-ray images. Despite the nice methodology flow, conclusions
about the results (100% Accuracy) should be carefully done, as the relatively small dataset
is not good enough for being split it into testing, training, and validation groups for
drawing conclusions.
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4.4. Critical Analysis for the Selected Papers

The performance results presented in Table 2 show some interesting values. However,
we note that there is a good portion of the paper that needed to perform data augmentation
as a way to artificially increase the number of samples, especially for the COVID-19
classes. This type of process can lead to an overfitting set of results, meaning that the same
samples can be used for the training and testing stages, which leads to an increase in the
discrimination rates.

A direct comparison between papers was not possible, even though there are a couple
of articles that share the same database. This is due to the use of data augmentation,
which was referred to in the previous paragraph, the use of different features, as some
were extracted from the pre-trained classifier, and the use of a smaller sample size for
the training/testing, making it impossible to know if the same sample was used between
papers that used the same database.

5. Conclusions

Even though COVID-19 already has different types of vaccines, the quick and accurate
detection of the pathology is extremely important for the prevention of worst-case scenarios.

In this paper, we have reviewed a few articles related to three different types of
computerized diagnostic support systems: ECG (including Heart Rate Variability), Voice,
and X-ray.

We conclude that the computerized detection of COVID-19 already has promising
results in the literature, showing that it might be possible to detect the disease without
the need for an RT-PCR test. However, there is still room for improvement, given the vast
symptomatology and better comprehension of an individual’s evolution of the disease.

Future Directions

The goals defined for this review were accomplished, however for future directions,
it would be interesting to combine a variety of research engines and analyze the existing
methodologies for the COVID-19 prognosis.

Another contribution that we believe will bring a huge benefit is the increase of the
number of public databases available and that the sample size of those databases should be
enlarged, especially for the COVID-19 positive groups. This would make the algorithms
already developed more robust, paving the way for their implementation in clinical settings.
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Abstract: Measurement uncertainty is one of the widespread concepts applied in scientific works,
particularly to estimate the accuracy of measurement results and to evaluate the conformity of
products and processes. In this work, we propose a methodology to analyze the performance of mea-
surement systems existing in the design phases, based on a probabilistic approach, by applying the
Monte Carlo method (MCM). With this approach, it is feasible to identify the dominant contributing
factors of imprecision in the evaluated system. In the design phase, this information can be used to
identify where the most effective attention is required to improve the performance of equipment.
This methodology was applied over a simulated electrocardiogram (ECG), for which a measurement
uncertainty of the order of 3.54% of the measured value was estimated, with a confidence level of
95%. For this simulation, the ECG computational model was categorized into two modules: the
preamplifier and the final stage. The outcomes of the analysis show that the preamplifier module
had a greater influence on the measurement results over the final stage module, which indicates that
interventions in the first module would promote more significant performance improvements in the
system. Finally, it was identified that the main source of ECG measurement uncertainty is related to
the measurand, focused towards the objective of better characterization of the metrological behavior
of the measurements in the ECG.

Keywords: Measurement uncertainty; Monte Carlo method; ECG; Cardiac health

1. Introduction

The field of medicine has considerably evolved with the help of engineering and the
development of systems capable of monitoring patients and measuring their vital signs
so that decisions can be made by a specialist regarding the care of that patient. In this
context, the instruments used to measure and monitor a patient’s vital signs play a critical
role, which requires great reliability in their measurement results. Small variations or
ranges of uncertainties related to the measurement results of these instruments can lead to
catastrophic effects [1]. Thus, focusing on the bioengineering perspective, measurement
devices must be reliable and robust to manage such uncertainties [2].

With the current issues in the context of the analysis and development of measurement
systems, one of the ways to assess the quality of measurement results is through the evalu-
ation of the uncertainty related to the obtained results [3]. The analysis of measurement
uncertainty is a task that can be applied in research and development, with several domains
of knowledge acquired through theoretical, empirical, or hybrid studies [4].

Several recent works, such as [5–7], performed measurement uncertainty analyses to
validate measurement systems and/or methods. In these works, uncertainty was used
with the objective of evaluating the confidence level of the results or with the objective of
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comparing results obtained from different methods. In works such as [8,9], measurement
uncertainty was used as a basis for decision making and conformity assessment. It is
noteworthy that the work in [9] proposed a method for which the measurement uncertainty
analysis showed the need to improve the metrological performance of the method with a
target value for the measurement uncertainty, which is one of the recommendations in [4].

On the other hand, in many recent works such as [10,11], how the uncertainty analysis
was performed or even the uncertainty of the presented results was not indicated. These
works addressed various measurement methods in which, not necessarily, the measurement
system was the focus. However, much attention is drawn to the fact that many other recent
works, such as [12–14], proposed a new sensor or a new measurement system, none of
which showed how the measurement uncertainty was analyzed.

Approaching it in a more specific way, the state of the art of uncertainty analysis
of ECG measurement, which will be the object of study of this work, is highlighted in
works such as [15], which identifies the main sources of the uncertainty in the results
of ECG measurement and evaluates its influence on the QRS, SST, and QRST curves, as
well as on the interpretation of these results. The work by [16] evaluates the accuracy
of its results only by the repeatability and reproducibility of an algorithm implemented
to identify diseases from the digitized images of ECG curves such as the QRS, which
already bring with them the uncertainties identified in works such as that of [15]. It
can be stated that in these cases, repeatability and reproducibility characterize only the
uncertainty related to the process of scanning and classifying the ECG images, which must
be taken into account along with all other sources of uncertainty that are present during the
process of measurement and the generation of these images. In [17], the authors quantified
the sources of uncertainty, using statistical techniques based on Monte Carlo, to more
accurately classify cardiac arrhythmias with AI. It should be noted that in works where
the uncertainty was quantified, the classification method used data that already included
other uncertainties, inherited from the process of measuring the ECG signal. Several other
works such as [18–20] used uncertainty as a parameter to evaluate the performance of the
methods proposed in their respective works.

Measurement uncertainty is a parameter that makes it possible to confidently state
how good a measurement method or system is or how much better it is compared with
others. In works such as [21,22], the measurement uncertainty was experimentally analyzed,
after interfacing the sensors with the system. However, these analyses can be carried out
theoretically [3,4] and can be analyzed before designing or implementing a measurement
system. Measurement uncertainty analysis can be used to show how well the behavior of
a measurement system is known in the design phase and how much the performance of
this system can be improved. Few works were reported on using least-square analysis for
the measurement of observational uncertainties [23] and unequally spaced non-stationary
time series signals [24].

In this context, this work proposes a methodology that uses measurement uncertainty
as a parameter to evaluate performance and guide actions to improve projects and the de-
velopment of measurement systems. In this methodology, the Monte Carlo method (MCM)
is used, the essence of which is to perform numerical simulations from a large number of
repetitions and reach conclusions from the statistical analysis of the obtained responses.
The proposed methodology is based on the acquired knowledge, which has been developed
over time and published by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) in
their guides. Based on such standards, MCM strategies are widely used in the literature
for transmission line resistance computation [25], the assessment of truth uncertainties
based on error feeds [4], and the propagation of distribution uncertainty measurement [3]
applications. Furthermore, MCM was used for measuring compressive concrete strength
in [26], which facilitated the analysis of robustness and sensitivity factors. In [27], MCM
was used for invariance measurement for assessing the capabilities of conventional and
recent measurement strategies. Additionally, the authors in [28] used MCM simulation
for performing more realistic measurements in the modeling of additive manufacturing
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applications. It highlights the impact of the MCM approach for assessing the measurements
of the lattice structures manufactured through additive techniques.

This work differs from the previous ones precisely because it uses systematic nu-
merical simulations and uncertainty as a performance parameter during the analysis of
measurement system design. The articles cited in the characterization of the state-of-the-art
research on the evaluation of the uncertainties in the measurements performed with an
ECG, in general, used this parameter for the interpretation and/or classification of mea-
surement results and subsequent decision making related to the diagnosis of diseases. The
detailed description of the proposed methodology of this work is elaborated in Section 2.2,
which is then applied to evaluate the performance of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals.
Simply put, the contribution of this work is twofold:

• Contribute to filling a small gap in the state of the art of evaluating the uncertainty of
measurements performed with an ECG;

• Present a methodology capable of identifying opportunities for improvement in
measurement system projects, using measurement uncertainty as a parameter.

Very recently, in [16], the authors developed a conversion algorithm to transform
image-based ECGs into digital signals. Further, in [17], an uncertainty-aware deep-learning-
based predictive framework was developed for assessing the uncertainties of the model.
However, none of these studies focused on uncertainty measurement in ECG signals.

Earlier, more prominent works on ECG signals were performed by authors, particu-
larly to classify heart arrhythmia using deep learning [29], automated cardiac arrhythmia
detection [30], and arrhythmia classification [31]. Further, with the support of Internet of
Things (IoT) platforms, related works were reported on the classification optimization of
short ECG segments [32] and atrial fibrillation recognition and detection using Artificial
Intelligence of Things (AIoT).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Datasets

The ECG is an essential means of monitoring the cardiac activities of patients. Using
standardized electrodes, carefully placed at specific points on the patient’s body, it is possi-
ble to record the heart’s electrical signals. A standard ECG uses 3, 5, or 12 electrodes [33].
With more electrodes placed over the patient’s body, more information could be acquired
from the setup.

The ECG basically measures the electrical activities generated from the flow of blood
in the heart [34]. By monitoring the heart’s electrical signals, it is possible to assess the
conditions and health status of the patient. The response curves of the measured signals
shown in Figure 1 indicate the normal conditions of the patients, which are obtained after
the iterated processing of the signals captured from the electrodes.

In Figure 2, a sample is presented of the four classes of typical ECG signals, which
are postoperative telemetry data acquired from 418 patients who underwent various types
of cardiac surgery [35]. These data were used to train the classification algorithm, which
identifies cardiac problems based on the ECG waveform.
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Figure 1. A normal ECG waveform for one cardiac cycle representing positive and negative deflection
from baseline.

Figure 2. Typical ECG segments of the four different classes [35].

The noise/artifacts class, shown in Figure 2, represents those signals that cannot be
interpreted by a specialist due to noise or other associated factors, e.g., patient movements
or pacemaker activity [35]. There are certain crucial factors that must be taken into account
when designing and using an ECG, such as frequency distortion, saturation or clipping
distortion, ground loops, artifacts from large electrical transients, and interference from
other electrical devices [36]. These factors are important not only for biomedical engineers
but also for healthcare professionals who use this instrument in their decision making.

All sources of interference in the values indicated by an ECG generate uncertainties
that may affect the interpretation of these results and, consequently, the diagnosis of
diseases. Few recent works, such as [37–40], showed ways to ensure reliability when
analyzing the parameters acquired by considering the ECG signals, taking into account the
uncertainty of these values.

As ECG monitoring devices are widely used as a diagnostic tool, and there are several
manufacturers for this instrument, performance requirements have been established by
international standards over the years in order to guarantee the reliability of the values
indicated by these instruments. Table 1 provides a summary of the most recent performance
requirements established in the standard developed in [41].

In addition to the requirements shown in Table 1, the standard in [41] establishes
the requirements for evaluating the performance of such equipment, based on the overall
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system error and frequency response. Input signals should be limited in amplitude and
rate of slew to ±5 mV and 125 mV/s, respectively, and should be reproduced on the output
recording medium with a maximum instantaneous deviation of ±5% or ±40 microvolts
(μV), whichever is greater [41].

In addition to the standard [41], which establishes minimum safety and performance
requirements for ECG monitoring equipment, the International Organization of Legal
Metrology (OIML) has published the international recommendation [41], which establishes
requirements for the calibration and verification of the ECG monitoring system. These stan-
dards provide guidelines that can be used to identify and quantify sources of uncertainty
in the measurement of ECG signals.

Table 1. Requirement of ECG monitoring devices and their description [41].

Requirement Description Min/Max Units Value

Operating conditions:

Line voltage Range V RMS 104 to 1127
Frequency Range Hz 60 ± 1
Temperature Range ◦C 25 ± 10
Relative humidity Range % 50 ± 20
Atmospheric pressure Range kPa 70 to 106

Input Dynamic Range:

Range of linear operations of input signal Min mV ±5
Allowed variation of amplitude with dc offset Max % ±5

Gain control, accuracy, and stability:

Gain error Max % 5
Gain change rate/min Max %/min ±0.33
Total gain change/h Max % ±3

Time base selection and accuracy:

Time base error Max % ±5

Output display:

Error of rulings Max % ±2
Time marker error Max % ±2

Accuracy of input signal reproduction:

Overall error for signals Max % ±5
Error in lead weighting factors Max % 5
Hysteresis after 15 mm deflection from baseline Max mm 0.5

Standardizing voltage:

Amplitude error Max % ±5

System noise:

Multichannel crosstalk Max % 2

Baseline stability:

Baseline drift rate RTI Max μV/s 10
Total baseline drift RTI (2 min period) Max μV 500

2.2. Methods

The methodology proposed in this work involves the performance evaluation of a
measurement system and can be applied even in the design phase. The methodology
basically consists of a form of synthesis and analysis, taking into account the measurement
uncertainty of the system under development. The application of this methodology is
schematically presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The sequence of stages involved in the synthesis and analysis phases of the proposed
methodology.

For the performance evaluation of a measurement system, with its pre-project or
initial project already elaborated, this measurement system must initially be divided into
modules and, with the information gathered in the project synthesis, the input quantities
and primary sources of measurement uncertainty must be identified.

It is necessary to know how these modules are interconnected, and how they behave
individually and together. With this knowledge, it is possible to determine a mathematical
model for the system, capable of characterizing the metrological behavior of the com-
plete system, as well as the behavior of each module individually. Guidelines for the
mathematical modeling of a measurement system can be found in [4].

As the analysis is performed using statistical tools, it is necessary to assign each of the
sources of uncertainty a probability density function (PDF) that characterizes its random
behavior [25].

The analysis phase highlighted in Figure 3 presents the iterative process where the
various ranges and other necessary parameters are assigned to the input quantities. Follow-
ing this process, the MCM is applied through the numerical simulation of the previously
defined mathematical model, and the outputs are analyzed in comparison with the desired
performance of the system.

In addition to this methodology, proposing the use of measurement uncertainty as a
parameter to evaluate the performance of a measurement system, the application of the
MCM also stands out for numerical simulations using a probabilistic approach, which can
be implemented in software for mathematical computation, as shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 MCM implementation.

X[x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn]; U[u1, u2, u3, . . . , un]

M ← c1 //Initialize M (number of iterations)
A[n : M] // The array A is declared
A(1, 1 : M) ← f (M, x1, u1, pd f ) //Assigns random number with proper PDF
A(2, 1 : M) ← f (M, x2, u2, pd f )
A(3, 1 : M) ← f (M, x3, u3, pd f )
...
A(n, 1 : M) ← f (M, xn, un, pd f )
Y[n + 1 : M + 2] //The array Y is declared

Y(n + 1, 1 : M) ← g(A) //Function g defines the mathematical model
Y(n + 1, M + 1) ← average(Y(n + 1, 1 : M))
A(n + 1, M + 2) ← standardDeviation(Y(n + 1, 1 : M))
B[n : M] ← h(n, X) //The array B is declared with n lines constants

f or i = 1 to n

Z[1 : M] ← B(i : M)
B(i : M) ← A(i : M)
Y(i, 1 : M) ← g(B)
Y(i, M + 1) ← average(Y(i, 1 : M))
Y(i, M + 2) ← standardDeviation(Y(i, 1 : M))
B(i : M) ← Z

This algorithm requires coherent values as input variables for the quantities under
analysis and estimates the measurement uncertainties associated with each of the input
parameters. Its output is a data vector containing the values of the output quantity con-
sidering the influence of each measurement uncertainty source individually, as well as
considering the influence of all uncertainty sources acting concurrently.

The M parameter is the minimum number of simulations recommended for the
MCM application. This number depends on the desired confidence level p (or coverage
probability) for the application so the higher the desired confidence level, the greater the M
should be and, consequently, the greater the computational effort required for simulation.
M can be determined by Equation (1).

M =
1

(1 − p)
· 104 (1)

The number of input variables is represented by n, and function f , in Algorithm 1, is
used to generate random numbers according to the PDF suitable for the behavior of the
measurement uncertainty associated with the input variable. The measurement uncertainty
expression guide [25] provides valid recommendations for PDF assignments.

The looping statement in Algorithm 1 is implemented to evaluate the influence on
the output, based on the uncertainty source acting individually. However, these looping
statements can be modified to assess the influence of a group of uncertainty sources, which
would characterize the behavior of a system module.

It is worth noting that the mathematical model implemented through numerical
simulation helps to gain awareness of the metrological behavior of the system as a whole,
as well as of each module individually. Through this analysis, the relative performance
of each module against the performance of the complete system could be evaluated. This
analysis is very convenient to identify which action will promote a significant improvement
in the performance of the system, as well as to evaluate the costs for such improvement.
Thus, an optimized design can be achieved by considering the best cost–benefit ratio.
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The methodology proposed in this work was applied to evaluate the performance
of ECG signal measurement. In Section 2.1, the formation of the knowledge/information
base is presented, which basically comprises the description of the measurement process
through the parameters and metrological requirements that are necessary to characterize
and delimit the system under development. The synthesis and analysis phases of the
proposed methodology are presented in Section 3.

3. Results

The application of the proposed methodology began with the collection of information
and the clear definition of the measurement system, with the identification of modules
and other fundamental parts for its proper functioning. In this application, the high input
impedance electrical circuit module is presented in Figure 4, which was divided into two
modules. The first half was the preamplifier phase, where the first stage of amplification
of the input signal occurred. In the second half of the module, the signal was filtered and
passed through the second amplification stage.

Figure 4. A simplified ECG system with preamplification and filter stages.

3.1. Formulation of the Model

The ECG monitoring system design, shown in Figure 4, was modeled using the Xcos
tool from Scilab version 6.1.1, a free open-source cross-platform numerical computational
tool. Considering the few idealizations for the circuit represented in Figure 4, we have
R1 = R3; R4 = R6; R5 = R7, and R9 = R10, for which the transfer function can be
formulated as shown in Equation (2), for the preamplifier, and in Equation (3), for the
final stage:

v1 =

(
1 +

2R1

R2

)
R5

R4
(vin+ − vin−) (2)

vout =

(
1 +

R11

R8

)
(v1) (3)

From Equations (4) and (5), we could estimate the cut-off frequencies of the first and
second modules, respectively, which are responsible for attenuating the effect of noise in
the input signal.

f1 =
1

2πC1R9
(4)

f2 =
1

2πC2R11
(5)

With these equations, it is possible to evaluate the behavior of each module, in isolation
and of the system as a whole. It is also possible to evaluate the contribution of each element
of this circuit to estimate the accuracy of the system. Moreover, it guarantees the possibility
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to identify exactly where to act, substituting an element or improving the performance of a
specific module and, consequently, of the measurement system under development.

3.2. PDF Assignment

For each of the uncertainty sources, which were considered to be significant in the
previous analysis, quantities were assigned, their average value was determined (μ), and
their range of variation was characterized by the standard deviation (σ) or between an
interval of (a, b). In addition to the quantities, the assigned PDFs characterized their random
behavior. Table 2 presents the quantities and the PDF of the uncertainty sources considered
for analysis in this article.

The parameters presented in Table 2 were categorized into three groups of factors,
with the aim of better organizing the knowledge about the metrological behavior of ECG
signals. The first group gathered the factors related to the measurement, that is, the
electrical signals, which were the factors not completely under the control of whoever
develops the measurement system. The second group brought together the factors related
to the measurement system, which were factors internal to the system that could be
analyzed to identify opportunities for improvement in the system. Finally, the third group
gathered the external factors, which were the factors related to the environment, where the
measurements were carried out. The factors related to the environment were not the focus
of the application but must be treated with due attention.

Table 2. The input quantities and their PDFs assigned on the basis of available information.

Quantity PDF
Parameters

μ σ a b Unit

Measurand:

vin+ N(μ, σ) 0.30 0.04 mV
vin− N(μ, σ) 0.00 0.04 mV

Baseline N(μ, σ) 3.00 0.01 mV

Measuring system:

R1 R(a, b) 22.00 21.78 22.22 kΩ
R2 R(a, b) 10.00 9.90 10.10 kΩ
R4 R(a, b) 10.00 9.90 10.10 kΩ
R5 R(a, b) 47.00 46.53 47.47 kΩ
R8 R(a, b) 5.00 4.95 5.05 kΩ
R9 R(a, b) 3.30 2.27 3.33 MΩ
R11 R(a, b) 150.00 148.50 151.50 kΩ
C1 U(a, b) 1.00 0.99 1.01 μF
C2 U(a, b) 10.00 9.90 10.10 nF

Environment:

Noise N(μ, σ) 0.00 0.01 mV

In this work, all external interference was considered for analysis in the form of noise
inputs pertaining to the measurement signal. The analysis was carried out through the
Cardiovascular Wave Analysis module of the Scilab software. This module provides ECG
data files (open-access databases) that were used in the simulations performed in this work.
In Figure 5, the signal generated by this tool is depicted, from which the parameters related
to the baseline and noise of the signal were obtained.
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Figure 5. Detrended signal (Sd) and filtered signal (Sf).

In the proposed methodology, the MCM was used to analyze the sources of uncertainty,
for which inferences were estimated through numerical iterations. Moreover, the method is
also recommended for situations in which the linearization of the mathematical model of
measurement provides an inadequate representation, or the PDF of the output quantity
significantly deviates from a Gaussian distribution or a t-distribution [25].

The essence of MCM is to perform numerical simulations from a large number of
repetitions and to obtain conclusions about the phenomenon under study from the statistical
analysis of the responses obtained. The MCM in this work was carried out with Algorithm 1,
following the prescribed measurement guidelines [25].

For the implementation of the MCM, normal, rectangular, and U-shaped PDFs were
often used to achieve the desired characteristics of the system under test. The PDFs
used to generate the sample values were implemented in the Scilab software tool. For
this implementation, M = 2 × 105 samples were used in order to obtain results, with a
confidence level of 95%.

As an initial response, output data were obtained with a normal probability distribu-
tion, providing a mean of 2596 mV, and a standard deviation of 57 mV, as shown in Figure 6.
The measurement uncertainty, calculated for a coverage probability of 95%, was ±112 mV,
which corresponded to 4.32% of the mean value.

Figure 6. PDF for Vout obtained using the MCM for the approximate model (3) using the information
summarized in Table 2.

The previous results refer to the simulation in which all uncertainty sources acted
simultaneously. However, this simulation strategy can also be applied by varying only one
or a set of uncertainty sources at a time, to assess their level of influence on the results.
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Figure 7 shows the PDFs obtained with the application of the MCM for the two
modules of the measurement system under study, and they were analyzed separately. It is
noteworthy that the probability function of the first module followed a normal curve, and
the second module formed a triangular curve. This fact highlights the importance of using
MCM in this methodology since traditional analytical methods, as observed in [3], assume
that the outputs are characterized by a normal probability distribution curve.

Figure 7. PDF for preamplifier and final stage.

The use of MCM guarantees greater assurance in the results obtained with the applica-
tion of the methodology proposed in this work, since this method allows the propagation
of uncertainty in modules, in addition to the propagation of the PDFs [25].

In Table 3, the results of the simulation of the sources of uncertainty considered
significant in this work are tabulated based on the analysis performed individually as well
as in blocks.

Table 3. Individual or block simulation of uncertainty sources.

Source of Uncertainty
Vout (mV)

U95 (%)
μ σ U95

Measurand:

vin 2596 44 87 3.36
Baseline 2596 8 15 0.59

Measuring system:

Preamplifier 2596 27 54 2.07
Final stage 2596 20 39 1.55

Environment:

Noise 2596 8 15 0.59

In the initial analysis, the use of precision resistors of 1% was considered in the
electrical circuit of the setup (Table 2). By considering the use of high-precision resistors
of 0.1% of the nominal value only in the preamplifier module, an output with a mean of
2596 mV, a standard deviation of 50 mV, and an uncertainty of 99 mV was obtained, which
corresponded to 3.80% of the average value. It is evident from this observation that, in
terms of the average value, the contribution of the preamplifier module dropped from
2.07% to 0.21%.

Considering the use of resistors with an accuracy of 0.1% in the entire experimental
setup shown in Figure 4, an uncertainty of 90 mV was achieved, which corresponded to
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3.47% of the average value. This indicated a 0.85% improvement in the accuracy of the
ECG signal under analysis. In Table 4, the simulation results are presented considering the
implementation, with the suggested improvement actions.

Table 4. Individual or block simulation of uncertainty sources after design improvements.

Source of Uncertainty
Vout (mV)

U95 (%)
μ σ U95

Measurand:

vin 2596 45 87 3.36
Baseline 2596 8 15 0.59

Measuring system:

Preamplifier 2596 3 5 0.21
Final stage 2596 2 4 0.15

Environment:

Noise 2596 8 15 0.59

A comparison of the quantitative results of Table 4 with the results presented in Table 3
highlights the potential of the methodology proposed in this work to identify and direct
improvement actions in measurement system projects, which, in turn, can be analyzed
through computer simulations before their respective implementations.

3.3. Validation and Comparisons with the Literature

In terms of evaluating measurement uncertainty, the most widespread method in the
literature is the analytical method published in ISO-GUM, cited in works such as [3,4,25].
In these studies, basically, a combined standard uncertainty is calculated at approximately
68% confidence level, using the expression:

u(Y) =

√(
∂y

∂X1
u(X1)

)2
+

(
∂y

∂X2
u(X2)

)2
+ . . . +

(
∂y

∂Xn
u(Xn)

)2
(6)

where u(Y) is the combined standard uncertainty of the output quantity, and u(Xi) is the
standard uncertainty assigned to the i-th input quantity being combined. To calculate the
expanded uncertainty for a confidence level of 95%, Equation (7) is used:

U95 = k · u(Y) (7)

where k = 1.96 for a confidence level of 95%, considering the effective degrees of freedom
tending to infinity.

Applying this method to the problem in question and taking the data from Table 2
as inputs, an uncertainty of ±161 mV was found, which corresponded to 6.21% of the
measured value. It is noteworthy that, for the same parameters and input values, the value
found with the methodology proposed in this work was 4.32% of the measured value.

Comparing the result obtained by applying the methodology presented in this work
with the result of applying the methodology used in the literature on the evaluation of
measurement uncertainty, it is highlighted that the methodology proposed in this work
presented more precise results.

4. Discussion

As shown in Table 3, baseline variations and noise interference had a negligible
influence on the obtained results. From these results, it is evident that the most significant
uncertainty was associated with variations in the input signal.
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There are several causes for input signal variations as the most significant source of
uncertainty, such as the placement of sensors on the patient’s body, patient movements dur-
ing measurements, electromagnetic interference from other equipment, and other sources
of uncertainty that are not under the control of who designs the measurement system.

It is noteworthy that the second most significant source of uncertainty was associated
with the preamplifier module. From the estimated observations on the uncertainty infor-
mation, the designer can assess how much the measurement system uncertainty can be
reduced by acting on a specific module in the system.

As previously stated in the aforementioned discussion, the source with the greatest
contribution of uncertainty was related to the input signal, which in turn was related to the
measurand. However, it is noteworthy that the identified improvement actions promoted
significant reductions in the contributions of the analyzed modules. To promote further
improvements, it would be recommended to act smartly on system parameters to improve
the stability of the baseline or reduce the effect of noise on the measured signal.

In Figure 8, the power spectrum of the noisy signal is plotted centered at the zero
frequency before and after noise removal. The power amplitude is represented as the
squared magnitude of a signal’s Fourier transform, normalized by the number of frequency
samples. If the input signal noise, as well as the signal itself, is of low frequency (below
50 Hz before the filter), it would be challenging to remove the noise without significantly
affecting the signal of interest. With the chosen filter applied in this work, it was possible
to remove noise with a frequency above 30 Hz, as can be observed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. ECG signals power as a function of frequency before and after noise removal.

In the spectrogram of the filtered signal, shown in Figure 9, which covers the time
interval of 1 to 2 s, it is possible to notice that the remaining noise and a good part of
the signal of interest were of low power and practically constant over the measurement
period. The analysis of Figures 8 and 9 reveals that particular attention must be paid when
applying filters so that the significant data of the ECG signal of interest are not lost.
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Figure 9. Time–frequency spectrogram after noise removal.

In order to improve the performance of the ECG acting on the source of uncertainty
related to the input signal, in addition to the use of signal-processing techniques and noise
filtering, it is necessary to carry out investigations taking into account the measurement
procedure and the functioning mode of the used sensor. In future works, procedures that
can measure the electrical activity of the heart, or even other signals, can be investigated so
that the results are not so influenced by the positioning of the sensors and the movement of
the patients. Likewise, future investigations can be carried out with the aim of identifying
sensors that are not as susceptible to noise from the environment.

As regards the limitations of the methodology proposed in this work, it should be
noted that it was tested with problems in the time domain; therefore, for applications in the
frequency domain, adjustments in the proposed algorithm are necessary. It should also be
noted that the successful implementation of this methodology is strongly limited by the
ability of the mathematical model to describe the metrological behavior of the elements
and/or modules that constitute the measurement system under analysis.

5. Conclusions

The methodology presented in this work demonstrates the probabilistic uncertainty
from the measurement system, with the measurements and analysis performed on an ECG
monitoring system. The methodology uses a probabilistic approach for the evaluation of
measurement uncertainty, through the application of the MCM, to evaluate the performance
of signals measured from an ECG monitoring system. With the performed analysis, it
was possible to reach the desired situation, for which the ECG measurement uncertainty
would be 3.47% in relation to the measurement result, subjected to a confidence level of
95%. With this analysis, it was also possible to identify strategic points where actions can
be taken to further improve the accuracy of the measurement system, such as actions to
improve baseline stability or actions to reduce the effect of noise. It is noteworthy that
the application of this methodology revealed that the sources of uncertainty related to the
input signal, directly related to the measurand, was 3.36% of the measured value, which
was almost the measurement uncertainty of the ECG itself. Thus, studies can be carried
out with the objective of better investigating the behavior of the measurement system and,
consequently, improving the measurement process, as well as increasing the reliability of
the results. It is concluded that a more detailed and reliable understanding of the behavior
of a measurement system, as well as the individual behavior of an element or a module of
that system, makes it possible to act more efficiently to improve the method’s performance.
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Abstract: Background: Colony morphology (size, color, edge, elevation, and texture), as observed
on culture media, can be used to visually discriminate different microorganisms. Methods: This
work introduces a hybrid method that combines standard pre-trained CNN keras models and clas-
sical machine-learning models for supporting colonies discrimination, developed in Petri-plates.
In order to test and validate the system, images of three bacterial species (Escherichia coli, Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa, and Staphylococcus aureus) cultured in Petri plates were used. Results: The system
demonstrated the following Accuracy discrimination rates between pairs of study groups: 92% for
Pseudomonas aeruginosa vs. Staphylococcus aureus, 91% for Escherichia coli vs. Staphylococcus aureus and
84% Escherichia coli vs. Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Conclusions: These results show that combining deep-
learning models with classical machine-learning models can help to discriminate bacteria colonies
with good accuracy ratios.

Keywords: petri-plates; colonies; machine-learning models; discrimination

1. Introduction

Evaluation of the number of viable microorganisms in a sample is a commonly used
method in most microbiology laboratories. The method consists of counting visible colonies
on agar plates and calculating the number of colony-forming units per mL (or gram) of the
sample. For example, it is widely used for food, clinical, environmental, and drug safety
testing. The counting of bacteria is usually carried out manually, and is, therefore, subjective
and error-prone [1]. At present, automatic digital counters are common in laboratories
and some have highly efficient automatic counting methods, which have replaced manual
counting methods.

Although the counting of visible colonies on agar plates is the most commonly used
method to assess bacterial populations, with the advantage of only considering the counts
of viable cells [2], it is time-consuming, laborious and requires at least 24 h or more for
visible colonies to form. This can be a considerable limitation in some situations, such as
quality control of certain foods and in clinical settings, where fast results are required so
that actions can rapidly be implemented.

One important factor in cell counting is the analyst’s ability to see colonies distinctly.
Colony morphology is used to select bacteria as phenotypically different. This is normally
carried out by visual inspection, and the selected parameters are often colony size, color,
texture, edge, and elevation, according to the colony morphology protocol emitted by the
American Society for Microbiology [3].

In a previous work, a software capable of semi-automatically quantifying the num-
ber of colonies in Petri plates from a digital image was developed [4]. This method
did not, however, automatically distinguish different colony types. Thus, in the present
work, we attempted to include this distinguishing characteristic. Therefore, three bacterial
species (Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Staphylococcus aureus) that represent the
predominant pathogenic microorganisms in a variety of settings—food [5], clinical [6] and
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environmental [7]—were used to evaluate and develop our solution/software to support
colony discrimination. Table 1 shows the the current state-of-art on colony-distinguishing
methods based on machine-learning (ML) models.

Table 1. State-of-the-art papers.

Ref. Year ML Model Comparison Group Accuracy

[8] 2021 SVM
E. coli vs. S. aureus vs.

S. Typhimurium vs. E. faecium vs.
P. aeruginosa

93.3%

[9] 2017 CNN
33 bacteria comparison (all the

bacteria used in this study
are included)

97.24%

[10] 2019 CNN
33 bacteria comparison (all the

bacteria used in this study
are included)

98.22%

[11] 2022 Linear
Discriminant

E. coli vs. E. coli-β vs. S. aureus vs.
methicillin-resistant S. aureus vs.
P. aeruginosa vs. E. faecalis vs.
K. pneumoniae vs. C. albicans

92%

2. Methodology

In this section, all the procedures are described. The microbiological analysis and
the image database are presented and, after that, the deep and classical machine-learning
analysis of images is explained. Figure 1 presents a summary of the whole methodol-
ogy procedure.

Figure 1. Methodology workflow.

2.1. Microbiological Analysis and Image Database

Plates containing Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus
isolates from our center’s internal collection were cultivated aerobically at 37 °C, for
24 h, in Trypto-Casein Soy Agar™ (TSA, BIOKAR Diagnostics, Allonne, France) using the
spread-plate technique (0.1 mL of the diluted samples). All experiments were carried out
in triplicate. Colony enumeration was performed and the number of colonies was recorded
and posteriorly attributed to each image of the database.

The final dataset [12] consists of about 1252 labeled Petri images with 422 colonies of
Escherichia coli, 431 of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and 399 of Staphylococcus aureus. The color
images were acquired by a smartphone camera with 12 megapixels [3024 × 4032 × 3]. For
more details, consult the previous authors’ published paper [4].

2.2. The Deep and Classical Machine-Learning Analysis

To verify the suitability of the Image dataset for building deep-learning models that
can obtain a total of 50 features from each colony for image-based microorganism recogni-
tion, we evaluated the performance of the following standard, pre-trained 31 CNN keras
models [13]: Xception; VGG16; VGG19; ResNet50; ResNet50V2; ResNet101; ResNet101V2;
ResNet152; ResNet152V2; InceptionV3; InceptionResNetV2; MobileNet; MobileNetV2;
DenseNet121; DenseNet169; DenseNet201; EfficientNetB0; EfficientNetB1; EfficientNetB2;
EfficientNetB3; EfficientNetB4; EfficientNetB5; EfficientNetB6; EfficientNetB7; Efficient-
NetV2B0; EfficientNetV2B1; EfficientNetV2B2; EfficientNetV2B3; EfficientNetV2S; Effi-
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cientNetV2M; EfficientNetV2L. For more details please check the Keras default models at
https://keras.io/api/applications/, accessed on 20 November 2022.

Due to the relatively high resolution of all images, the samples were scaled down to
[303 × 404 × 3] to reduce the computation time and guarantee proper aspect ratios. Thus,
the patches of each neural network architecture were resized to match the default input
layer size. The output layer of each used standard CNN keras models [13], and was also
replaced by a dense layer with 50 units and softmax as the activation function to obtain, as
output, in a blinding feature extraction process, 50 features from each colony to serve as
vector inputs for several classical ML models: decision trees (DT), support-vector machines
(SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and three ensemble
classifiers (please check Table 2 for more details). The models’ performance was evaluated
within a leave-one-out-cross-validation procedure, a well-known process that allows for
the use of all datasets for testing, without leakage between train and test sets.

In this work, the feature extraction and the classification were carried out in a cloud-
based service, the Google Colaboratory. The software code was developed in Python-
Jupyter Notebook for machine-learning and deep-learning operations within a virtual
machine with two Intel Xeon CPUs both at 2.20 GHz, 100 GB of storing, and 13 GB of Ram.

Table 2. Used classical machine-learning classifiers and optimal parameters.

ML Model Optimal Parameters

DT Medium Tree Maximum number of splits = 150 & criterion = “gini”

SVM Radial Basis Cost = 1 & gamma = 2

KNN Balltree Number of neighbors = 3

MLP

1 input layer activation function = “relu”
training algorithm = “adam”

1 hidden layer L2 regulation term = 1
fullyConnectedLayer = 3

1 output layer hidden layer neurons = 100

Ensemble

Random Forest (RF) Maximum number of splits = 100 & criterion = “gini”

Bagged Trees (BagT) Maximum number of splits = 150 & criterion = “gini”

XGBoost

boosted trees to fit = 150
learning rate = 0.1

max depth of the tree = 6
L2 regulation term = 1

The evaluation metric for colony detection was based on the Accuracy and F1-score [14].
Accuracy shows how many cases were correctly labelled out of all the cases, and is
defined as,

Accuracy =
TruePositives + TrueNegatives

TruePositives + TrueNegatives + FalsePositives + FalseNegatives
× 100% (1)

where a TruePositive is an outcome in which the MP model correctly predicts a positive
class, a TrueNegative is an outcome where the model correctly predicts the negative class,
a FalsePositive is an outcome where the model incorrectly predicts the positive class and,
finally, FalseNegative is an outcome where the model incorrectly predicts the negative
class [14].

The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and can be defined as,

F1-score = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

× 100% (2)
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where precision and recall are, respectively,

precision =
TruePositives

TruePositives + FalsePositives
(3)

and
recall =

TruePositives
TruePositives + FalseNegatives

(4)

Thus, if the F1-score is high, both the precision and recall of the classifier indicate good
results [14].

3. Results and Discussion

By analyzing Table 3, some considerations regarding the classification results between
pairs of study groups are revealed. Accuracies higher than 84% were obtained for all
pairs, with at least one combination of deep and classical machine-learning methods. The
combination of classifiers MobileNet-XGBoost provided the best results for all study pair
classifications; in this way, it was shown to be a good candidate combination for differenti-
ating colonies. The XGBoost was shown to be the most effective classical machine-learning
classifier, as 81% (82 of 93) of the best combinations of deep and classical machine-learning
have XGBoost as a classifier. The group pairs comparisons that involved Staphylococcus
aureus achieved high Accuracy and F1-score rates, above 91%. One of the explanations for
these results is that Staphylococcus aureus produces yellow colonies [15] on a plate, which
are very typical and differentiated from the Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa that
produce beige colonies on a plate [16,17]. As Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
colonies are both beige on a plate, the problem of differentiating each becomes more difficult
for the classifiers. Even so, the proposed methods achieved good ratios of Accuracy and
F1-score ≈ 84% on Escherichia coli vs. Pseudomonas aeruginosa discrimination. The graphic
of Figure 2 shows the best discrimination results between the study groups. The results are
in line with those found in the state-of-art literature (please check Table 1) and provides us
with a good indication that, if we continue to improve and refine the algorithm, we can
build an even more helpful, powerful, and robust tool for this purpose.

Figure 2. Best discrimination results between study group pairs.
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4. Conclusions

This work introduced a preliminary method that combines standard CNN keras
models and classical machine-learning models to support colony discrimination, developed
in Petri-plates. In order to test and validate the system, images of three bacterial species
(Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Staphylococcus aureus) cultured in Petri plates
were presented to the CNN models’ entries to extract 50 image features to feed classical
machine-learning models within a leave-one-out-cross validation procedure. The system
demonstrated good accuracy discrimination rates between pairs of study groups: 92% for
Pseudomonas aeruginosa vs. Staphylococcus aureus, 91% for Escherichia coli vs. Staphylococcus
aureus and 84% Escherichia coli vs. Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The presented preliminary
results showed that a combination of deep-learning models and classical machine-learning
models can help to discriminate bacteria colonies in Petri-plates. Tools, such as the one
developed in the present work, are really valuable in ascertaining different colony types in
a single step, using a general, whole-purpose medium instead of several selective and/or
differential media, rendering the process time-consuming, expensive, and prone to errors
due to the increased manipulation steps required by the operator. Furthermore, differential
colony counting is quite useful, since most analyzed samples in a microbiology setting
are not pure-culture, but mixed cultures involving more than one bacterial species. In
future work, the dataset should be extended to more bacteria colony types to evaluate the
system’s ability to discriminate other species and should include a set of pictures containing
a mixture of colonies to evaluate the accuracy of the method in a mixed/complex sample.
Additionally, the deep and classical machine-learning models should be refined to improve
the system’s performance.
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to emphasize the importance of mental health and contribute
to the overall well-being of humankind by detecting stress. Stress is a state of strain, whether it be
mental or physical. It can result from anything that frustrates, incenses, or unnerves you in an event
or thinking. Your body’s response to a demand or challenge is stress. Stress affects people on a daily
basis. Stress can be regarded as a hidden pandemic. Long-term (chronic) stress results in ongoing
activation of the stress response, which wears down the body over time. Symptoms manifest as
behavioral, emotional, and physical effects. The most common method involves administering brief
self-report questionnaires such as the Perceived Stress Scale. However, self-report questionnaires
frequently lack item specificity and validity, and interview-based measures can be time- and money-
consuming. In this research, a novel method used to detect human mental stress by processing
audio-visual data is proposed. In this paper, the focus is on understanding the use of audio-visual
stress identification. Using the cascaded RNN-LSTM strategy, we achieved 91% accuracy on the
RAVDESS dataset, classifying eight emotions and eventually stressed and unstressed states.

Keywords: stress; emotion; action units; speech; audio visual; RNN-LSTM

1. Introduction

Today, 82 percent of Indians are stressed, as per the Cigna 360 Well-being study [1].
Rising stress levels even led to India being named the world’s most depressed country a
few years ago. In our society, the word “stress” has become overused. There are many
more people suffering from stress in India than in any Western nation, despite the fact
that the issue has long been dismissed as a “western” problem. More and more Indians
are experiencing stress, depression, anxiety, and other related conditions due to factors
such as work pressure, life’s challenges, relationships, financial stress, or mental overload.
The fact that stress is one of the main factors in cardiac arrests, blood pressure increases,
and an increased risk of chronic diseases at an early age is even more shocking. A recent
study by the World Health Organization and the Global Burden of Disease Study found
that since the COVID-19 pandemic hit, there has been an increase in stress and anxiety
among people [2]. Our problems have only gotten worse as a result of the global pandemic.
Experts are concerned about a recent development that suggests we may be on the verge
of a terrible mental illness pandemic—not to mention the emotional and financial toll the
COVID-19 crisis has taken on many. There is still a lack of mental health awareness and
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a continuing stigmatization of mental illnesses in our country. Despite the internet and
open conversations initiated by celebrities, there are many myths, taboos, and pieces of
misinformation surrounding mental health. It is important to remember that going to
therapy, seeing a psychiatrist, or being open about your feelings does not make you weak
or bad. Mental illnesses should not be stigmatized, and getting the right help at the right
time can prevent a lot of problems.

1.1. Causes of Mental Stress

Stress is a condition of mental pressure for individuals facing problems relating to
environmental and social well-being which leads to many diseases. It was discovered that
academic exams, human relationships, interpersonal difficulties, life transitions, and career
choices all contribute to stress. Such stress is commonly associated with psychological,
physical, and behavioral issues [3].

According to Lazarus and Folkman (1984), “stress is a mental or physical phenomenon
formed through one’s cognitive appraisal of the stimulation and is a result of one’s interac-
tion with the environment”. The existence of stress depends on the existence of the stressor.
Feng (1992) and Volpe (2000) defined a stressor as “anything that challenges an individual’s
adaptability or stimulates an individual’s body or mentality”. Stress can be caused by
environmental factors, psychological factors, biological factors, and social factors, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Major causes of stress.

Cause of Stress

Interpersonal conflict

Role conflict

Career concern

Occupational demands

Work overload

Poor working condition

Lack of social support

Lack of participation in decision making

1.2. Importance of Mental Stress Detection

Human stress represents an imbalanced state [4] of an individual and is triggered
when environmental demands exceed the regulatory capacity of the individual [5]. Because
of its unhealthy effects [6], stress detection is an ongoing research topic among both
psychologists and engineers, and has been applied to lie detection tests [7], emergency call
identification [8], and the development of better human–computer interfaces [9]. People
experience stress because of the requests and pressures put on them. The situation becomes
more difficult when they perceive the circumstances to be overpowering and believe that
it will be difficult to adapt [10]. Three levels of stress can be distinguished depending on
the time of exposure to stressors. Acute stress is the innate “flight-or-fight” response in the
face of short-lasting exposure to stressors, and it is not considered harmful. Episodic stress
appears when stressful situations occur more frequently, but they cease from time to time.
It is associated with a very stressful and chaotic life [11]. Finally, chronic stress, which is the
most harmful, takes place when stressors are persistent and long-standing, such as family
problems, job strain, or poverty [12]. To prevent stress reaching the highest level and help
diminish the risks [13], it is necessary to detect and treat it in its earlier stages, i.e., when it
is still acute or episodic stress. Stress identification has gained remarkably high attention
in various fields in the last two decades. These fields include the medical sector, forensics,
smart environments, teaching, learning and education, human–computer interactions, the
emergency services, and of course real-time situations, which are the most crucial [14]. The
identification of stress is a standout among the best research topic points for psychologists
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as well as engineers. Stress management should begin before stress starts to cause medical
problems. This is where stress monitoring can help. In recent years, interest in artificial
intelligence-aided health monitoring or psychological counseling systems has increased
due to the convenience and efficiency of machine learning-based algorithms. To provide
appropriate services in these areas, the mental state of the user must be detectable. Among
various emotional states, we focus on a methodology to detect the user’s stress status.

1.3. Role of Emotion in Stress Identification

Emotions are present in almost every decision and moment of our lives. Thus, recog-
nizing emotions awakens interest, since knowing what others feel helps us to interact with
them more effectively. Emotions are considered a psychological state [15]. In the process of
detecting stress using the audio-visual approach, it is important to detect the emotional
state of the person. Hence, emotion recognition should be performed to decide on the stress
level. The field of emotion recognition (ER) is a part of human–computer interaction, and
this field has evolved very rapidly in the last decade. Several works have been performed
on emotion recognition using audio and video; however, recent work has been completed
on the fusion of the different modalities. Expressing emotions while interacting with others
has always been a major part of communication among humans. Emotions are reflected
through voice, facial expressions, and hand gestures, and can easily transcend the boundary
of languages. A lot of work has been performed over the decades on automatic emotion
recognition as part of human–computer interaction.

It must be considered that emotions are subjective to an individual, i.e., each subject
may experience a different emotion in response to the same stimuli. Thus, emotions can
be classified into two different models—the discrete model and the dimensional model.
The discrete model includes basic emotions such as happiness, sadness, fear, disgust,
anger, surprise, and mixed emotions such as motivation (thirst, hanger, pain, mood), self-
awareness (shame, disgrace, guilt), etc. The dimensional model is expressed in terms of two
emotions, valence (disgust, pleasure) and arousal (calm, excitement). The various emotions
experienced by a human can be represented through the Plutchik wheel of emotion [16], as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Plutchik wheel of emotion.

Several researchers have analyzed human stress using basic emotions. It is possible to
map emotions with the stress level. Stress can be detected based on emotions obtained from
the audio-visual data. Human emotions are expressed in the voice as well as on the face.
The emotional state is extracted from the audio-visual data first. Positive emotions such as
happiness, joy, love, pride, and pleasure can have a positive effect, such as improving daily
work performance, and negative emotions such as anger, terrible, sad and, disgust can have
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a negative impact on the health of a person. Positive and negative emotions are represented
in Figure 2. Emotional signs such as depression, terrible, unhappiness, anxiety, agitation,
and anger are responsible for stress. Stress can be detected from the two emotional states of
anger and disgust.

Figure 2. Positive and negative emotions.

The valence–arousal space, as illustrated in Figure 3, can be subdivided into four
quadrants, namely low arousal/low valence (LALV), low arousal/high valence (LAHV),
high arousal/low valence (HALV), and high arousal/high valence (HAHV) [17].

Figure 3. Arousal–valence model for emotion representation.

Our model reached an accuracy of 91% on the ‘The Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of
Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS), outperforming some of the previous solutions
evaluated in similar conditions. As far as we know, our study also represents the first
attempt to combine speech and facial expressions to recognize the eight emotions in
RAVDESS and finally conclude on a stressed or relaxed state.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes preceding research
studies related to our proposal. Section 3 presents feature extraction, elaborating on the
facial action coding system (FACS) and OpenFace. Section 4 summarizes the dataset and
the proposed methodology. Section 5 describes the main results obtained and performance
analysis. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the main conclusions of our study and propose
future research lines.

2. Literature Review

By outlining some of the difficulties that these systems encountered, we present earlier
automatic stress detection techniques here. We describe the stress-inducing stimuli that
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were employed, how stress was measured, the signals that were gathered, and the machine
learning techniques that were applied in these studies.

2.1. Stress Detection Using Speech Signal

Stress detection from speech signals has many applications. It is used in psychology to
monitor the different stress levels of patients with different stress conditions and provide
necessary treatments. The safety and security of a system can be established by monitoring
the different stress levels of pilots, deep sea divers and military officials undertaking law
enforcement. Stress detection is also useful in speaker identification, deception detection
and identification of threatening calls in a few cases of crimes [18]. In order to effectively
express his or her message, a person must choose the words to use at each stage of speaking.
These choices, as well as the language, syntax, and timing of speech, can all be impacted
by stress [19,20]. These changes in wording, grammar, and timing can then be employed
as vocal cues to indicate stress. Other changes are also brought on by stress, though. For
instance, in order to create sound waves during speaking, the body modifies the tension of
many muscles to push air through the vocal folds and out of the vocal tract [21]. Stress raises
the breathing rate and muscle tension, which alters speech mechanics and, as a result, the
way speech sounds [22,23]. A voice-based stress detection system, named StressSense [24],
was implemented on Android phones to detect the stress levels from human voice. The
stress model was developed in several contexts, testing various speakers and events.

Kevin Tomba et al. [25] worked on the Berlin Emotional Database (EMO-DB), the
Keio University Japanese Emotional Speech Database (KeioESD) and the Ryerson Audio-
Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS). SVM and ANN algorithms
were used. It was found that mean energy, mean intensity, and Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients proved to be good features for speech analysis. However, only audio signals
were considered, and not audio-visual data. N.P. Dhole and S.N. Kale investigated RNN
classification and used it on the BERLIN and HUMAINE Datasets. They also used Audacity
software to build real datasets for recurrent neural network applications. Despite being
effective for audio signals, the efficiency percentage was not calculated [14]. Audio-visual
data were not considered. Mansouri et al. [26] used a wavelet and neural network to create
and implement an emotion identification system from speech signals. EMO-DB and SAVEE
were used. The accuracy was judged to be satisfactory. The procedure, however, was
time-consuming. The detection of stress was not taken into account.

2.2. Stress Detection Using Audio-Visual Data

Speech and facial expression are two natural and effective ways of expressing emotions
when human beings communicate with each other. During the last two decades, audio-visual
emotion recognition integrating speech and facial expression has attracted extensive atten-
tion owing to its promising potential applications in human–computer interaction [27,28].
However, recognizing human emotions with computers is still a challenging task because it
is difficult to extract the best audio and visual features characterizing human emotions.

G. Giannakakis et al. [29] recorded videos using a camera. The videos’ facial cues
were used to identify signs of anxiety and stress. This method achieved good classification
accuracy. However, a 1 min video duration could yield more reliable estimates. Kah Phooi
et al. [30] used the eNTERFACE and RML (RAVDESS) datasets. They used a combined
rule-based and machine learning approach for emotion recognition using audio-visual
data. Anupam Agrawal and Nayaneesh Kumar Mishra [31] used SAVEE and created their
own dataset. They worked on emotion classification based on the fusion of audio and
visual data. However, it was found that the results can be improved using deep learning
techniques. Noroozi, F et al. [32] worked on audio-visual emotion recognition in video
clips. The datasets used were SAVEE, eNTERFACE’05, and RML.

Audio-visual data were not considered for the stress detection, and only audio signals
were used. Moreover, the accuracy of the results can be improved. Although there is much
research discussing the recognition and analysis of the six basic emotions, i.e., anger, disgust,
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fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise, considerably less research has focused on stress and
anxiety detection from audio visuals, as these states are considered as complex emotions
that are linked to basic emotions (e.g., fear). The results of emotion state recognition from
audio-visual data can be improved using deep learning techniques, which can be further
used to detect stress.

2.3. Analysis

Overall, this seems to be an interesting area of research, and the analysis of the existing
work would help in carrying out future research. Table 2 provides an overview of numerous
studies reflecting the same area of interest, together with the datasets they employed, the
techniques used, the pros of these techniques, and the scope for advancement.

Table 2. Analysis of earlier work in the same field of study.

Title Datasets Used Technique Pros of Technique
Scope for

Improvement

Stress Detection Through
Speech Analysis

Kevin Tomba et al.
(ICETE 2018) [25]

Berlin Emotional
Database (EMO-DB),
the Keio University
Japanese Emotional

Speech Database
(KeioESD), and the

Ryerson Audio-Visual
Database of Emotional

Speech and Song
(RAVDESS)

SVMs and
ANNs were

chosen.

MFCCs, mean energy,
and the mean intensity
were all demonstrated
to be effective speech

analysis features.

Only audio input
was considered and

not audio-visual
data

Study of Recurrent Neural
Network Classification of Stress
Types in Speech Identification

N.P. Dhole, S.N. Kale
(IJCSE 2018) [14]

BERLIN and
HUMAINE Datasets RNN Real time dataset was

created

Efficiency
percentage not

calculated. Works
only on audio and
not audio-visual

data

Designing and Implementing of
Intelligent Emotional Speech

Recognition with Wavelet and
Neural Network

Mansouri et al. (IJACSA 2016) [26]

Datasets: EMO-DB and
SAVEE

Artificial neural
network Accuracy is good

Time-consuming
method. Stress

detection was not
considered

Stress and anxiety detection using
facial cues from videos

G. Giannakakis et al.
(Elsevier 2017) [29]

Recorded using camera
Using facial

cues from the
videos

Achieves good
classification accuracy

1 min video
duration could

yield more reliable
estimates

A Combined Rule-Based &
Machine Learning

Audio-Visual Emotion
Recognition Approach

Kah Phooi et al.
(IEEE 2016) [30]

eNTERFACE and
RML(RAVDESS)

Emotion
recognition

using
rule-based and

machine
learning

Fusion of audio and
visual data

Worked only on
emotion using

audio-visual data,
stress was not

detected

Fusion-based Emotion
Recognition System

Anupam Agrawal, Nayaneesh
Kumar Mishra

(IEEE 2016) [31]

SAVEE and also created
own dataset

SVM for
emotion

classification

Fusion of audio and
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Results can be
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Audio-Visual Emotion
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eNTERFACE’05 and

RML

Fusion at the
decision level

Comparison of results
based on all 3 datasets

Stress detection was
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To sum up, despite the fact that other works in the literature also performed multi-
modal emotion recognition on RAVDESS, such as Wang et al. [33], who used facial images
to generate spectrograms, which were then used for data augmentation to improve the SER
model performance in six emotions, our work is the first that, to our knowledge, detects
the stressed and relaxed state using the audio-visual information of RAVDESS by means of
aural and facial emotion recognition using the eight emotions.

2.4. Transition from Holistic Facial Recognition to Deep Learning Based Recognition

In the 1990s and 2000s, the face recognition community was dominated by holistic
techniques. Faces are represented using holistic approaches utilising the complete facial
region. Many of these approaches function by projecting facial photographs into a low-
dimensional space that eliminates unimportant features and variances. PCA is one of the
most prominent techniques in this field. Deep neural networks trained with extremely
huge datasets have lately supplanted older approaches based on hand-crafted features
and typical machine learning techniques. Deep face recognition algorithms, which employ
hierarchical design to learn discriminative face representation, have significantly enhanced
state-of-the-art performance and spawned a multitude of successful real-world applications.
Deep learning employs many processing layers to discover data representations with
numerous feature extraction levels [34,35].

3. Feature Extraction from Facial Expressions

3.1. Facial Action Coding System

Eckman and Friesen [36] created the FACS technique to analyze facial microexpressions
and identify the emotions of the persons being studied. It is predicated on the notion
that various facial muscle patterns can be linked to various emotions, and that the face
areas where these muscles are active can be used to identify an individual’s emotion.
The fundamental benefit of FACS over other face analysis techniques is that it can detect
concealed emotions, even when the person is attempting to imitate other emotions. People’s
emotions are frequently assessed using FACS.

FACS divides the face into 46 action units (AUs), as shown in Figure 4, which can be
either nonadditive (an AU’s activity is unrelated to the activity of other AUs) or additive
(when one AU is activated, it causes another AU or group of AUs to activate). The Action
units along with their pictorial representation is depicted in Table 3 below. The Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) is used to classify human facial movements according to
how they appear on the face. FACS encodes the movements of specific facial muscles from
slight instantaneous changes in facial appearance.

 
Figure 4. Action units.
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Table 3. Action units.

1 Inner Brow Raiser

 

2 Outer Brow Raiser

 

4 Brow Lowerer

 

5 Upper Lid Raiser

 

6 Cheek Raiser

 

7 Lid Tightener

 

9 Nose Wrinkler

 

10 Upper Lip Raiser

 

11 Nasolabial Deepener
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Table 3. Cont.

12 Lip Corner Puller

 

13 Cheek Puffer

 

14 Dimpler

 

15 Lip Corner Depressor

 

16 Lower Lip Depressor

 

17 Chin Raiser

 

18 Lip Puckerer

 

20 Lip stretcher
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Table 3. Cont.

22 Lip Funneler

 

23 Lip Tightener

 

24 Lip Pressor

 

25 Lips part

 

26 Jaw Drop

 

27 Mouth Stretch

 

28 Lip Suck

 

41 Lid droop
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Table 3. Cont.

42 Slit

 

43 Eyes Closed

 

44 Squint

 
45 Blink

Almost any anatomically conceivable facial expression can be coded using FACS,
which breaks it down into the specific action units (AUs) that give rise to the expression, as
shown in Table 4. FACS is a widely used method for accurately describing facial expressions.
Facial expressions are considered as the signal, and emotions as the message.

Table 4. List of AUs involved in basic expressions.

Basic Expressions Involved Action Units

Surprise AU 1, 2, 5, 15, 16, 20, 26
Fear AU 1, 2, 4, 5, 15, 20, 26

Disgust AU 2, 4, 9, 15, 17
Anger AU 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 20, 26

Happiness AU 1, 6, 12, 14
Sadness AU 1, 4, 15, 23

3.2. OpenFace

OpenFace is a tool intended for computer vision and machine learning researchers, the
affective computing community, and people interested in building interactive applications
based on facial behavior analysis. OpenFace is the first toolkit capable of facial landmark
detection, head pose estimation, facial action unit recognition, and eye-gaze estimation
with available source code for both running and training the models. Specifically, OpenFace
can identify AUs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 26, 28 and 45.

There are two ways to categorize AUs: intensity and presence. Presence (for instance,
AU01 c) indicates whether an AU is visible on the face. On a scale of 1 to 5, intensity
indicates the degree of AU intensity (min to max). Both of these scores are presented
by OpenFace.

These two scores are provided by OpenFace. The output file’s column AU01 c encodes
0 as not present and 1 as present for the presence of AU 1. The output file’s column AU01
r has continuous values in the range of 0 (not present), 1 (present at minimum intensity),
and 5 (present at maximum intensity) for the intensity of AU 1.

4. Proposed Method to Classify Mental Stress

Our proposed stress detection framework includes two systems: a speech emotion
recognizer and a face emotion recognizer. The outputs of these subsystems were integrated
to identify the dominant emotion and eventually result in a stressed or unstressed state. In
the current research, we made a point to highlight a novel method of implementing two
different algorithms to function better than any single algorithm working individually. The
proposed algorithm not only improves the overall accuracy in determining emotions but
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also is faster than each individual algorithm, as it uses the advantages of each algorithm
and eliminates the disadvantages or time-consuming processes of each of them. Further,
the work may seem complicated at the first glance; however, the accuracy improvement in
the field of mental stress determination is what we are looking for, and our set objectives
for the research work are met through the approach.

4.1. The RAVDESS Dataset

The Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) is
licensed under CC BY-NA-SC 4.0. The paper by Livingstone SR and Russo FA (2018)
described the construction and validation of the dataset.

There are 7356 files in the RAVDESS. Each file was rated ten times for emotional
validity, intensity, and authenticity. A group of 247 people who were typical untrained
adult research participants from North America provided ratings. The second group of
72 people provided test–retest data. Emotional validity, interrater reliability, and test–retest
intra-rater reliability were all reported to be high.

4.1.1. Description

The dataset included all 7356 RAVDESS files in their entirety (total size: 24.8 GB). The
three modality formats for each of the 24 actors were audio-only (16 bit, 48 kHz.wav), audio-
video (720p H.264, AAC 48 kHz,.mp4), and video-only (480p H.264, AAC 48 kHz,.mp4)
(no sound). Please take note that Actor 18 did not have any song files.

4.1.2. Data

A total of 4948 samples were used for this task. Audio files were extracted from video-
audio files using the “mp4 to wav” algorithm. The filenames for each of the 7356 RAVDESS
files were distinctive. A seven-part numerical identifier comprised the filename (e.g.,
02-01-06-01-02-01-12.mp4). These codes specified the properties of the stimulus:

The filename identifiers used are illustrated in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Identifiers of RAVDESS filenames.

Identifier Coding Description of Factor Levels

Modality 01 = Audio-video, 02 = Video-only, 03 = Audio-only
Channel 01 = Speech, 02 = Song

Emotion 01 = Neutral, 02 = Calm, 03 = Happy, 04 = Sad, 05 = Angry, 06 = Fearful,
07 = Disgust, 08 = Surprised

Intensity 01 = Normal, 02 = Strong
Statement 01 = “Kids are talking by the door”, 02 = “Dogs are sitting by the door”
Repetition 01 = First repetition, 02 = Second repetition

Actor 01 = First actor, . . . . . . 24 = Twenty-fourth actor

Taking the example of the RAVDESS filename 02-01-06-01-02-01-12.mp4:
Video-only (02)
Speech (01)
Fearful (06)
Normal intensity (01)
Statement “dogs” (02)
1st Repetition (01)
12th Actor (12)
Female, as the actor ID number is even.

4.2. Proposed System
4.2.1. Why RNN?

ANN and/or CNN have been presented before in the literature, and an accuracy of
around 80% has been reported for them. In our literature review, we did not find any
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individual algorithm which would improve the accuracy of prediction beyond 90%. So,
we needed a different approach wherein we combined two relatively less processor-heavy
algorithms to work on and improve the accuracy and simultaneously work at a faster rate.
However, as rightly pointed out by the reviewer, in our continued plan for our research
work, we will make a point to work on ANN- and CNN-based algorithms to either present
a comparative analysis or to cascade them as per our intended method to verify their
performance for the said cause. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been successfully
applied to sequence learning issues such as action identification, scene labeling, and
language processing. An RNN has a recurrent connection, unlike feed-forward networks
such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), where the previous hidden state is an
input to the subsequent state. An enhanced RNN, or sequential network, called a long
short-term memory network, allows information to endure. It is capable of resolving the
RNN’s vanishing gradient issue. Persistent memory is achieved via a recurrent neural
network or RNN. Let us imagine that when reading a book or viewing a movie, you are
aware of what happened in the preceding scene or chapter. RNNs function similarly; they
retain the knowledge from the past and apply it to process the data at hand. Due to their
inability to remember long-term dependencies, RNNs have this drawback. Long-term
dependency issues are specifically avoided when designing LSTMs.

In our case, RNN is used to classify data of facial landmark position with respect to
time for visual data analysis and to classify the pitch of different frequencies of the audio
signal with respect to time to determine the emotions.

Speech and facial expressions are used to detect users’ emotional states. These modali-
ties are combined by employing two independent models connected by a novel approach.
By merging the information from aural and visual modalities, audio-visual emotion iden-
tification is vital for the human–machine interaction system. We propose a cascaded
RNN-LSTM approach for audio-visual emotion recognition through correlation analysis.
The emotions will finally be categorized as a stressed mental state or a relaxed mental state.
We use the RAVDESS dataset for the verification of the proposed algorithm.

4.2.2. Speech-Based Stress Detection

The flowgraph for stress recognition using speech signals is shown in Figure 5. In the
proposed approach, two closely related ML algorithms viz. RNN and LSTM are cascaded
together, as shown in the flowchart (Figure 6). Cascading improves the convergence time
of the combined algorithm. The Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) is the most
well-known spectral feature, since it is used to model the human auditory perception
system. Here, speech signals are pre-processed and filtered using MFCC. The features of
the input signal are extracted at this stage. These features are sent to 4 neurons RNN and
10 neuron LSTM working in parallel with each other. The RNN module which does not
have a cell state generates the required labels for these features while the LSTM module
is used for emotion prediction only. The LSTM module receives labels from the RNN
module as its first input and the extracted features from MFCC as its second input. This
combined approach reduces the size of the LSTM module by reducing the number of
neurons required for emotion prediction, e.g., a 40-neuron LSTM module is replaced by
a 10-neuron LSTM module with a 4-neuron RNN module to achieve the same result at a
faster rate. Moreover, to prevent the model from overfitting, the LSTM module employs a
dropout layer by randomly setting other edges of the hidden layer to zero. This reduces
the convergence time to about 3/4 of the traditional approach.
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Figure 5. Flowgraph for stress recognition using speech signals.

 

Figure 6. Speech Signals based Human Stress detection.

4.2.3. Proposed Method for Audio-Visual Based Stress Detection

Our deep learning model contains two individual input streams, i.e., the audio network
processing audio signals with the cascaded RNN-LSTM model, and the visual network
processing visual data with the hybrid RNN-LSTM model. The flowchart for the algorithm
is in Figure 7 below.

In the proposed algorithm, audio files are extracted from the video files and processed
separately. Librosa is used to process audio files while OpenFace is used to process video
files. Overall, 66% of samples are used for training purposes, while the rest are used
for testing the algorithm. In the algorithm, RNN and LSTM work parallelly to improve
the speed of the feature extraction process. Audio signals need 20 neurons in the LSTM
network while video signals need 40 neurons due to their signal processing requirements.
MFCC is used as a filter for feature extraction. Dropout layers are used to prevent data
from overfitting. Max pooling with convolution creates the final 8 required labels from the
features. A dense sigmoid function is used for the final classification of the output with
10 neurons each. The separate outputs of both audio and video files are compared on a
common platform to improve the accuracy by matching the missing labels. The following
emotions are predicted in this model: “neutral”: “01”, “calm”: “02”, “happy”: “03”, “sad”:
“04”, “angry”: “05”, “fearful”: “06”, “disgust”: “07”, “surprised”: “08”. Finally, 8 emotions
are classified into 2 mental states—stressed and relaxed. First of all, we chose the method
of comparing both audio and video files to avoid any misrepresentation of emotions due
to the use of only one kind of file. In a scenario where the classification of both files is
different, the average sum of scores of each signal will determine the probability of the
inclination of the signals to a particular emotion. However, such a scenario has not yet
occurred in our work, and hence the algorithm has not yet been validated.
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Figure 7. Proposed system workflow.

4.3. Analysis

We used the Jupyter interface to run the program. LibROSA, a python package,
was used for music and audio analysis, while the OpenFace package was used for facial
motion tracking.

We plotted the signal from a random file with audio and facial recognition separated
as shown in Figure 8 below.

 

Figure 8. Audio signal.
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Two facial recognition examples are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 for frames 36 and
16 respectively.

 

Figure 9. Facial recognition example 1.

 

Figure 10. Facial recognition example 2.

5. Experimental Results

NumPy array was created for extracting Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs),
while the classes for prediction were extracted from the name of the file.

To apply the cascaded RNN-LSTM method effectively, we need to expand the dimen-
sions of our array, adding a third one using the NumPy “expand_dims” feature.

Layer (type) Output Shape Param #
======================================================
conv1d_1 (Conv1D) (None, 40, 128) 768
_________________________________________________________________
activation_1 (Activation) (None, 40, 128) 0
_________________________________________________________________
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dropout_1 (Dropout) (None, 40, 128) 0.1
_________________________________________________________________
max_pooling1d_1 (MaxPooling1 (None, 5, 128) 0
_________________________________________________________________
conv1d_2 (Conv1D) (None, 5, 128) 82,048
_________________________________________________________________
activation_2 (Activation) (None, 5, 128) 0
_______________________________________________________________
dropout_2 (Dropout) (None, 5, 128) 0.5
_________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten) (None, 640) 0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense) (None, 10) 6410
_________________________________________________________________
activation_3 (Activation) (None, 10) 0
======================================================
Total params: 89,226
Trainable params: 89,226
Non-trainable params: 0
The model loss of epochs based on training and test data is shown in the Figure 11

below. Figure 12 indicates the accuracy of the model.

Figure 11. Loss of epochs based on training and test data.

Figure 12. Accuracy of the Model.

To understand the errors of the top solution, we extracted the confusion matrix of
the SVM, LSTM, and RNN-LSTM approaches with an accuracy of 76%, 82%, and 91%,
respectively. The confusion matrix displayed in the Figures 13–15 below is the rounded
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average value of the errors and the correct predictions obtained from the folds of the 5-CV.
This matrix will display an average of 288 samples (1440/5).

Figure 13. Average confusion matrix for the SVM algorithm. Accuracy = 76%.

Figure 14. Average confusion matrix for the LSTM Algorithm. Accuracy = 82%.

Figure 15 reveals that the RNN-LSTM approach showed a good performance, except
for some samples. The ‘Sad’ class contained the highest number of errors, mistaking this
class in most cases for other emotions such as ‘Disgusted’ or ‘Fearful’, although it also
confused this emotion with ‘Calm’, which may be caused by the low arousal level of
both emotions.
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Figure 15. Average confusion matrix for RNN-LSTM approach. Accuracy = 91%.

The proposed algorithm is compared with the conventional ones and the performance
analysis is presented the Table 6.

Table 6. Performance analysis of the proposed system on RAVDESS.

Classification
Accuracy %

SVM RNN MFCC (LSTM)
MFCC(LSTM+RNN)
Proposed Algorithm

Neutral 100 70 90 100
Calm 66 85 86 98

Happy 86 83 84 93
Sad 81 75 78 86

Angry 89 84 91 98
Fearful 70 72 74 87
Disgust 73 70 75 82
Surprise 60 75 78 84

Overall Accuracy 76 78 82 91

Final Output:
1633/1633 [==============================]—0s 125s/step
Accuracy: 91.00%
The existing work was focused on either audio or facial images. In audio-visual data,

the separate output of audio and video files was compared on a common platform to
improve accuracy by matching the missing labels. In order to enhance the accuracy further,
we increased the dimensions of the dataset, as LSTM works better with more data. The
accuracy for prediction for the proposed algorithm for the RAVDESS dataset is 91%.

6. Our Contributions

Only image-based classification may give polarized results in cases where the image
under processing lacks the overall gesture being conveyed. Moreover, using audio and
visual signals will help to improve the emotion classification accuracy, which is needed
to determine whether the algorithm further needs to be fully developed for the medical
determination of mental stress. Although we used well-established packages for our work,
we made several changes to the algorithm to make it work and provide novelty. The
changes in the algorithm include cascading or the parallel operation of algorithms (which
usually runs sequentially), the addition of dropout layers to adjust the blank values and to
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avoid overfitting of the data, and processing of both audio and video files to compare and
improve classification accuracy. We would like to state that this method of implementing
the algorithm has never been reported in the literature before.

7. Conclusions and Future Scope

Detecting stress is essential before it turns chronic and leads to health issues. The
current paper suggests that audio-visual data have the potential to detect stress. In our
society, stress is becoming a major concern, and modern employment challenges such as
heavy workloads and the need to adjust to ongoing change only make the situation worse.
In addition to severe financial losses in businesses, people are experiencing health issues
related to excessive amounts of stress. Therefore, it is crucial to regularly check your stress
levels to detect stress in its preliminary stages and prevent harmful long-term consequences.
The necessity for individuals to handle chronic stress gave rise to the concept of stress
detection. The accuracy of the cascaded RNN-LSTM approach for the RAVDESS dataset is
91%. The obtained results are 15–20% better than those of other conventional algorithms.
The proposed method is an excellent starting point to work towards mental health by
detecting stress and improving one’s quality of life.

The evaluation of the test results showed that the successful detection of stress is
achieved, although further improvements and extensions can be made. The implementation
of this system can be improved by using more efficient data structures and software to
reduce delays and achieve real-time requirements.
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Abstract: Atherosclerotic intracranial internal carotid artery stenosis (IICAS) is a leading cause of
strokes. Due to the limitations of major cerebral imaging techniques, the early diagnosis of IICAS
remains challenging. Clinical studies have revealed that arterial stenosis may have complicated effects
on the blood flow’s velocity from a distance. Therefore, based on a patient-specific one-dimensional
hemodynamic model, we quantitatively investigated the effects of IICAS on extracranial internal
carotid artery (ICA) flow velocity waveforms to identify sensitive hemodynamic indices for IICAS
diagnoses. Classical hemodynamic indices, including the peak systolic velocity (PSV), end-diastolic
velocity (EDV), and resistive index (RI), were calculated on the basis of simulations with and without
IICAS. In addition, the first harmonic ratio (FHR), which is defined as the ratio between the first
harmonic amplitude and the sum of the amplitudes of the 1st–20th order harmonics, was proposed
to evaluate flow waveform patterns. To investigate the diagnostic performance of the indices, we
included 52 patients with mild-to-moderate IICAS (<70%) in a case–control study and considered
24 patients without stenosis as controls. The simulation analyses revealed that the existence of IICAS
dramatically increased the FHR and decreased the PSV and EDV in the same patient. Statistical
analyses showed that the average PSV, EDV, and RI were lower in the stenosis group than in the
control group; however, there were no significant differences (p > 0.05) between the two groups,
except for the PSV of the right ICA (p = 0.011). The FHR was significantly higher in the stenosis group
than in the control group (p < 0.001), with superior diagnostic performance. Taken together, the FHR
is a promising index for the early diagnosis of IICAS using carotid Doppler ultrasound methods.

Keywords: atherosclerosis; Doppler ultrasound; internal carotid artery; hemodynamic modeling; stroke

1. Introduction

Atherosclerotic intracranial internal carotid artery stenosis (IICAS) is a leading cause
of stroke across different races [1–3]. IICAS is normally diagnosed using cerebral digital
subtraction angiography (DSA), computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA), or transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasound. DSA is the gold
standard method for the quantitative evaluation of IICAS; however, this method is invasive
and expensive [4]. CTA and MRA are less invasive than DSA; however, contrast agents
are still needed, which may increase the risk of allergies and the deterioration of renal
function [5]. Ultrasound is safer and less expensive; nevertheless, TCD ultrasound may
have problems in locating arteries in some individuals [6]. Therefore, it is not widely applied
compared with CTA/MRA/DSA. The early diagnosis of IICAS is crucial in preventing
strokes and in reducing mortality. However, due to the disadvantages of these traditional
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methods, few asymptomatic patients in the early stage undergo these medical imaging
examinations. The early diagnosis of IICAS thus remains challenging.

Because arterial stenosis may have complicated effects on blood flow velocities from
a distance, correlations between invisible stenosis and hemodynamic indices measured
using Doppler ultrasound, such as the peak systolic velocity (PSV), end-diastolic velocity
(EDV), and resistive index (RI), have been widely investigated [7–11]. In addition, the
Doppler spectrum waveform pattern may contain information on stenosis in other arterial
locations [12]. Sakima et al. [13] divided left vertebral artery (VA) waveforms into five
subtypes and found a significant correlation between the waveforms and the degree of left
subclavian artery (SCA) stenosis. Chan et al. [14] proposed a new hemodynamic index
(i.e., stenosis index (SI)) to quantitatively study the Doppler waveform patterns of the renal
arteries. The index is calculated from the ratio between high- and low-frequency powers
after applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the waveforms. Their simulation results
indicated that the SI may be a more effective diagnostic index for stenosis. In a subsequent
study on the detection of significant transplant hepatic arterial stenosis, the SI outperformed
the traditional RI and pulsatile index [15]. These studies indicate the possibility of detecting
intracranial stenosis, which can only be imaged using CTA/MRA/DSA, from different
arterial locations, such as the extracranial carotid arteries, using hemodynamic indices
measured on ordinary Doppler ultrasound. Moreover, compared with CTA/MRA/DSA,
Doppler ultrasound is a safer, low-cost, and easy-to-operate method that can be widely
applied in physical examinations to facilitate the early diagnosis of IICAS.

Hemodynamic simulation is a powerful tool for quantitatively investigating the ef-
fects of stenosis on flow velocities and hemodynamic indices, which may facilitate the
identification of effective hemodynamic indices for IICAS diagnosis. One-dimensional (1D)
modeling of the arteries is a fast and effective modeling method for simulating pressure
and flow-wave propagation in the human cardiovascular system [16]; it can fit Doppler
ultrasound-measured flow waveforms well in actual patients [17]. Based on the 1D model-
ing of coronary arteries with stenosis, Yin et al. [18] developed a predictive probabilistic
model of fractional flow reserve for coronary artery disease assessment. Their simulation
analyses validated the efficiency of 1D models. Similar studies have validated the accuracy
of 1D models with stenosis [19–21].

In this study, we developed a 1D patient-specific hemodynamic model and simulated
extracranial internal carotid artery (ICA) waveforms with and without IICAS to quan-
titatively investigate the effects of IICAS on upstream ICA waveforms. Hemodynamic
indices in the time and frequency domains were analyzed to identify sensitive indices for
IICAS diagnoses. Two groups of patients with and without mild-to-moderate IICAS (<70%)
were recruited to measure the Doppler waveforms at the extracranial segment of the ICA.
Statistical analysis was performed to compare different hemodynamic indices, and their
diagnostic performance was evaluated.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. One-Dimensional Hemodynamic Model of the Human Cardiovascular System

In this study, we developed a patient-specific hemodynamic model of the cardiovascu-
lar system to simulate ICA blood flow velocity waveforms based on the validated modeling
method in our previous work [17]. The model could simulate personalized dynamic vari-
ations in the blood pressure, flow velocity, and vessel diameter at every arterial location.
As shown in Figure 1, the model consisted of a systemic artery tree (Figure 1A) combined
with a cerebral artery network (Figure 1B). The governing equations for each point in each
artery segment were the 1D incompressible viscous flow equations [17] coupled with the
thick-wall linear elastic circular tube equation [22].
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Figure 1. Hemodynamic simulation model of the human cardiovascular system: (A) 1D model
of the systemic artery tree; (B) 1D model of the Willis circle; (C) cross-section of the artery model;
(D) prescribed flow rate curve at the inlet of the ascending aorta; (E) peripheral vessel model at the
outlets of the artery networks; 1D, one-dimensional.

In the above equations, A is the artery cross-sectional luminal area; r is the inner radius
of the artery (2πr2 = A); P is the corresponding pressure; E is the elastic modulus; U is the
area-averaged flow velocity. R0 and r0 represent the inner and outer radii of the vessel
when the pressure is P0, respectively (Figure 1C). The blood density is denoted by ρ and
set at 1.06 g/cm3. KR is the friction force term and equals 8πν, assuming a parabolic flow
velocity profile on the cross-sections [23], where ν denotes the dynamic viscosity and is set
to 4.43 s−1cm2.

At the inlet of the ascending aorta (segment no. 1 in Figure 1A), a prescribed volumetric
flow rate curve was modeled as the boundary condition (Figure 1D), and the area under
the curve was equal to the stroke volume. At the distal ends of the arteries, widely used
three-element RCR Windkessel models were used to model peripheral vessels (Figure 1E).
More details regarding the modeling methods and numerical schemes can be found in the
article by Zhang et al. [17]. The default parameters of each artery segment, including the
diameter, wall thickness, and elastic modulus, were taken from the literature [24,25].

2.2. Patient-Specific Hemodynamic Modeling

The major parameters of the cardiovascular system model were the stroke volume,
heart rate, artery diameter, artery wall elasticity, peripheral resistance, and peripheral
compliance. To develop a patient-specific model, we recruited patients from the Second
People’s Hospital in Shenzhen, China. MRA showed that the patients had a single stenosis
(43%) in the left intracranial ICA and an intact Willis circle. The stroke volume and
heart rate were measured noninvasively using B-mode and M-mode ultrasound methods.
B-mode ultrasound was used to measure the diameters of the ICA (nos. 40 and 47 in
Figure 1A), common carotid artery (nos. 5 and 11), external carotid artery (nos. 39 and 48),
VA (nos. 6 and 16), brachiocephalic artery (no. 3), and SCA (nos. 4 and 15). We also
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measured the diameters at several locations of the aorta, including the ascending aorta
(no. 1), aortic arch (no. 10), thoracic aorta (no. 12), and abdominal aorta (no. 31), and
the remaining diameters were determined via linear scaling. The geometry of the left
IICAS, including the length and degree of stenosis, was estimated from MRA images. The
elastic modulus, peripheral resistance, and compliance of the relevant vessels were tuned
automatically to match the simulated ICA waveforms with the measured waveforms based
on the Levenberg–Marquardt optimization algorithm. The measured and tuned parameters
are shown in the Supplementary Data. The measurement procedures were approved by
the Institutional Review Board of the Second People’s Hospital of Shenzhen. The entire
procedure was explained to the patients, and written consent was obtained. More details
regarding the personalized modeling method can be found in the article by Zhang et al. [17].

To study the effects of IICAS on upstream hemodynamic indices, we compared the
simulation results of the patient-specific model in two different cases—with and without
a developed IICAS. In the normal case, we removed the geometrical narrowing in the
model and reduced the local vessel’s wall stiffness by 50% because increased local carotid
stiffness is believed to be associated with the presence of atherosclerosis [26], while the
other parameters of the cardiovascular system model remained unchanged. The PSV,
EDV, and RI of proximal ICA flows were calculated for each case based on the simulated
ICA blood-flow velocity waveforms. The RI was calculated using the following formula:
RI = (PSV-EDV)/PSV.

In addition to the typical hemodynamic indices in the time domain, features in the
frequency domain were also considered. The amplitudes of each harmonic frequency were
obtained by applying the FFT to a single-period digitalized flow waveform. According to
Chan et al. [14], high-frequency waves may be dampened in stenotic vessels. Therefore,
in this study, we propose a new index named the first harmonic ratio (FHR), which is the
ratio between the first harmonic amplitude and the sum of amplitudes from the 1st to the
20th order in order to investigate the possible high-frequency damping effect:

FHR =
AMP1

20
∑

i=1
AMPi

(2)

where AMPi denotes the amplitude of the ith order harmonic. We set the maximum order to
20 because most features of the frequency spectrum can be included in this frequency range,
and the amplitudes of the higher orders are close to zero. Theoretically, when high-order
harmonics are dampened, the FHR should be elevated.

2.3. Measurement of the Hemodynamic Indices in the Patient Groups

We identified patients who underwent both carotid ultrasound and cerebral CTA/MRA
or DSA at the Second People’s Hospital of Shenzhen (in 1 month) from 1 January 2019 to
31 December 2020. The cohort was divided into two groups: with and without mild-to-
moderate IICAS (<70%). The degree of stenosis was calculated using the North American
Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial criteria [27], in which 70% is the cutoff value be-
tween severe and moderate stenosis. The following patients were excluded from the study:
patients with severe stenosis, extracranial or intracranial stenosis at other locations, or heart
or kidney disease or those who had undergone cardiovascular surgery. Finally, 52 and
24 patients were included in the stenosis and control groups, respectively. In the stenosis
group, 14 patients had a single stenosis in the left ICA; 12 patients had a single stenosis in
the right ICA; 26 patients had stenosis on both sides. There were no significant differences
in the average age, sex ratio, hypertension rate, and hyperlipidemia rate between the two
groups. However, the difference in the diabetes rate was relatively significant (p < 0.05),
probably because diabetes is a major risk factor for atherosclerotic stenosis [28]. Detailed
information on the two groups is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Participant information.

Stenosis Normal p Value

Total Number 52 24 -
Male Gender 29 (56%) 14 (58%) 0.837
Hypertension 32 (62%) 11 (46%) 0.204

Diabetes 20 (38%) 3 (13%) 0.022
Hyperlipidemia 17 (33%) 5 (21%) 0.296

Age 65.4 ± 7.9 62.8 ± 8.7 0.210

Left and right ICA flow waveforms were measured using the linear array ultrasound
transducer L12-3 (3–9 MHz) of Philips EPiQ-7C. The measuring point was located at the
distal segment of the extracranial ICA within the detectable range (Figure 2A). IICAS
was identified from the CTA/MRA/DSA images (Figure 2B). The PSV, EDV, and RI were
recorded (Figure 2C). The original Doppler waveform images containing envelop curves
were saved to obtain digitalized waveform data (Figure 2D), and the amplitudes of the dif-
ferent orders in the frequency domain were acquired by applying the FFT to the digitalized
velocity waveforms (Figure 2E). Thereafter, the index FHR in the frequency domain was
calculated for each patient. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the Second People’s Hospital of Shenzhen.

 

Figure 2. Schematic images of the measurement procedure: (A) schematic diagram of a stenosis
location and the Doppler ultrasound measurement location; (B) magnetic resonance angiography
image of a patient with IICAS; (C) original image of ICA flow waveforms and measurements of the
PSV, EDV, and RI; (D) typical digitalized single-period flow velocity waveforms of a patient with
IICAS and a patient without IICAS; (E) normalized harmonic amplitudes of waveforms in (D). ICA,
internal carotid artery; IICAS, intracranial internal carotid artery stenosis; PSV, peak systolic velocity;
EDV, end-diastolic velocity; RI, resistive index.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

To determine the differences between the hemodynamic indices of the two groups, we
calculated the average value ± standard deviation of the PSV, EDV, RI, and FHR. Differ-
ences between the two groups were quantitatively evaluated using t-tests. Multivariate
regressions were performed to investigate multiple risk factors for IICAS diagnosis and
multiple contributing factors for hemodynamic index variations. Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curves of sensitive index were analyzed, and the area under the ROC
curve (AUC) value was calculated for each index to evaluate diagnostic performance. For
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an index with a high AUC value (AUC value of >0.8), the optimized critical value was
calculated on the basis of the maximum Youden index [29].

3. Results

3.1. Patient-Specific Simulation of the ICA Waveforms

The simulated left ICA waveforms of the personalized hemodynamic model were
compared to the measured waveforms in Figure 3B. The total converged mean squared
error between the measured and simulated waveforms was 3.5 (cm/s)2. Based on the
figure, the 1D artery network model fits the Doppler waveforms well with similar major
features, which indicates that the parameters are properly individualized. During the
diastolic period, the measured Doppler waveforms showed small fluctuations, which may
have been caused by turbulence, vortices, or measurement errors.

 
Figure 3. ICA flow waveforms of a patient: (A) original Doppler ultrasound data; (B) comparison
of the measured data and simulated results from the hemodynamic model; (C) comparison of the
simulated waveforms with and without stenoses; (D) comparison in the frequency domain. ICA,
internal carotid artery; FHR, first harmonic ratio. The patient ID is 18 in the Supplementary Data.

We compared the simulated ICA waveforms of patients with and without IICAS while
the other system parameters remained unchanged, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. Based
on the figure, the stenosis will decrease both the PSV (−12.6 cm/s) and EDV (−6.1 cm/s),
with a slightly lower amplitude (PSV-EDV) in the stenosis case. The RI remained unchanged
(0.53). When the stenosis was removed, the FHR decreased dramatically from 0.390 to
0.280. Meanwhile, the simulated ICA waveform without stenosis showed typical features
of ordinary individuals, with a steep upstroke and the following high platform. Therefore,
we infer that IICAS tends to decrease the PSV and EDV slightly while increasing the FHR
significantly. Thus, the FHR may be a promising index for IICAS diagnosis.
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Table 2. Hemodynamic indices of a patient.

PSV EDV RI FHR

Measured 75.9 33.0 0.57 0.373
Simulated (with stenosis) 69.6 32.6 0.53 0.390

Simulated (without stenosis) 82.2 38.7 0.53 0.280

The mechanism of FHR elevation in the presence of developed stenosis may result
from the characteristics of wave propagation in the arteries. In a fluid-filled elastic tube,
wave propagations occur not only in the fluid but also in the elastic wall [30]. Because of the
viscous effect, waves in the blood flow are dominated by low-frequency waves, whereas
elastic waves are dominated by high-frequency reflected waves. When the wall thickness
or stiffness increases, the amplitude of the elastic waves decays due to the reduced radius
changes, which may lead to FHR elevations.

3.2. Diagnostic Performance of the Hemodynamic Indices

The left and right ICA flow waveforms with and without IICAS were analyzed sep-
arately. As shown in Table 3, the average PSV, EDV, and RI were lower in the stenosis
group than in the control group; however, there was no significant difference between the
EDV and RI on both sides (p > 0.05). The average right PSV in the stenosis group was
significantly different from that in the control group (p < 0.05); however, the difference in
the left PSV between the two groups was lower (p = 0.067). All AUC values of the PSV,
EDV, and RI were below 0.8, indicating poor performance in stenosis diagnosis.

Table 3. Comparison of the hemodynamic indices between the patients with and without intracranial
internal carotid artery stenosis.

Stenosis Control p Value AUC 95%CI

N (left) 40 24
L. PSV 72.4 ± 19.9 82.7 ± 23.4 0.067 0.637 0.495–0.779
L. EDV 25.4 ± 8.1 28.5 ± 10.1 0.180 0.580 0.437–0.722

L. RI 0.642 ± 0.086 0.653 ± 0.087 0.598 0.566 0.420–0.711
L. FHR 0.380 ± 0.045 0.336 ± 0.033 <0.001 0.838 0.721–0.954

N (right) 38 24
R. PSV 67.9 ± 15.6 78.9 ± 16.8 0.011 0.696 0.556–0.837
R. EDV 26.2 ± 8.9 27.1 ± 9.3 0.712 0.521 0.375–0.668

R. RI 0.612 ± 0.102 0.653 ± 0.102 0.132 0.605 0.463–0.747
R. FHR 0.372 ± 0.038 0.323 ± 0.035 <0.001 0.836 0.729–0.942

In contrast to the classical indices, the FHR showed a superior diagnostic performance.
The t-test results showed a significant difference between the two groups on both sides
(p < 0.001). The AUC values of the left and right sides were 0.838 and 0.836, respectively.
The best cutoff value for the left FHR was 0.363, with a sensitivity of 70% and a specificity
of 91.7%. The best cutoff value for the right FHR was 0.351, with a sensitivity of 76.3% and
a specificity of 79.2%.

The FHR of both sides is plotted as a scatter plot in Figure 4A, where the labeled IDs
correspond to the IDs in the Supplementary Data. Based on the figure, most negative cases
are located in the lower left quarter, separated from the positive cases. A relatively high
maximum FHR on both sides usually indicates stenosis in the left or right intracranial
ICA. Therefore, a more accurate diagnosis with higher sensitivity and specificity may be
realized by considering measurements from both sides, regardless of the stenosis location.
Therefore, we conducted a statistical analysis to determine whether the maximum FHR
can distinguish patients with and without IICAS on either or both sides. The results
demonstrated a significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.001). The AUC value
was 0.888, which was higher than that of the single-side diagnosis. The best cutoff value
was 0.360, with a sensitivity of 88.5% and a specificity of 83.3%, as shown by the ROC curve
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in Figure 4B. Multivariate logistic regression was further performed to investigate possible
confounding effects of age, gender, and basic diseases. As shown in Table 4, diabetes is a
significant risk factor (p < 0.05) for IICAS, and the FHR remains significant after considering
multiple factors.

 

Figure 4. Diagnosis of the patients with and without IICAS: (A) FHR data of both sides; (B) receiver
operating characteristic curve of IICAS diagnosis using the maximum FHR of both sides. FHR, first
harmonic ratio; IICAS, intracranial internal carotid artery stenosis; AUC, area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval.

Table 4. Results of the logistic regression (N = 76).

Coefficient Standard Error p Value Odds Ratio

intercept −28.052 7.810 <0.001 -
age 0.012 0.040 0.763 1.012

100× max FHR 0.726 0.197 <0.001 2.066
male gender 1.128 0.802 0.160 3.088
hypertension 0.345 0.748 0.644 1.413

diabetes 1.948 0.947 0.040 7.016
hyperlipidemia 0.668 0.840 0.426 1.951

3.3. Multiple Contributing Factors for Hemodynamic Index Variations

The simulation results indicated that the existence of IICAS will lead to significant FHR
elevations, and we inferred that the mechanism of FHR elevations is caused by increased
artery wall stiffness. In addition to the development of stenosis, other factors may also
contribute to FHR variations and have some effects on IICAS diagnosis. Multivariate linear
regression was performed to investigate the relations between the FHR and multiple factors.
As shown in Table 5, stenosis remains the leading cause of FHR elevations. Moreover,
gender also has significant effects on the FHR, with females tending to have higher FHR
than males. Therefore, we inferred that females tend to have higher arterial stiffness and
more severe atherosclerotic stenosis, which is consistent with recent studies [31–33].
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Table 5. Relations between the maximum First Harmonic Ratio and multiple factors (N = 76).

Coefficient Standard Error p Value

Intercept 0.3285 0.0302 <0.001
Age 0.0004 0.0005 0.371

Male Gender −0.0204 0.0078 0.011
Hypertension 0.0002 0.0081 0.980

Diabetes −0.0017 0.0088 0.852
Hyperlipidemia 0.0033 0.0087 0.704

Stenosis 0.0487 0.0086 <0.001

In addition to the above factors, medications may also lead to hemodynamic index
variations. We collected information on drug use in 50 subjects in this study and performed
multivariate regressions to investigate the impact of medications. The drugs were classified
into five categories: (1) calcium channel blockers (CCBs, e.g., Amlodipine); (2) cerebral
vasodilators (e.g., Betahistine mesylate); (3) angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs, e.g., Val-
sartan) and other vasodilators; (4) hypoglycemic drugs (e.g., Metformin); (5) hypolipidemic
drugs (e.g., Atorvastatin). The vasodilators were classified into three sub-categories based
on different hemodynamic effects: CCBs may decrease the arterial stiffness of large arter-
ies by blocking calcium ions into smooth muscle cells; cerebral vasodilators may reduce
cerebral vascular resistance; ARBs and other vasodilators may decrease system vascular
resistance. Table 6 demonstrates that the maximum FHR is insensitive to medications.

Table 6. Relations between the maximum First Harmonic Ratio and medications (N = 50).

Coefficient Standard Error p Value

Intercept 0.3435 0.0145 <0.001
CCBs 0.0142 0.0113 0.214

Cerebral Vasodilators 0.0032 0.0132 0.811
ARBs et al. 0.0118 0.0118 0.321

Hypoglycemic Drugs −0.0040 0.0143 0.781
Hypolipidemic Drugs 0.0081 0.0107 0.454

Stenosis 0.0528 0.0123 <0.001
Male Gender −0.0210 0.0105 0.053

Regressions about other hemodynamic indices reveal that the left PSV is significantly
affected by the usage of cerebral vasodilators, the EDV is affected by age and hyperlipi-
demia, and the RI is affected by age. Details of the regression results can be found in the
Supplementary Data.

4. Discussion

In this study, we quantitatively investigated the effects of mild-to-moderate IICAS on
proximal ICA flow waveforms using hemodynamic simulations and statistical analyses
in a group of patients. The pattern of the entire waveform was quantitatively evaluated
using the FHR proposed in this study, which is the ratio between the amplitudes of the low-
and high-frequency waves. A 1D patient-specific hemodynamic model was developed to
simulate ICA waveforms with and without stenoses. Based on the results, the removal
of the stenosis will lead to an increase in the PSV and EDV and a dramatic decrease in
the FHR. Statistical analysis was performed on actual patient groups to test the diagnostic
performance of these indices. We found that the patients with IICAS tended to have a lower
PSV, lower EDV, and significantly higher FHR than those without IICAS. Moreover, the
FHR showed a good performance in IICAS diagnosis, with a sensitivity of 88.8% and a
specificity of 83.3%, during dual-side carotid ultrasounds.

The diagnostic performances of the classical hemodynamic indices (PSV, EDV, and
RI) in this study are poor compared with those reported in previous studies [8–10] in
which severe stenosis is usually considered, and the distance between the stenosis and
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probe location is close despite some of the indices, such as the PSV, showing differences
between the two groups to some extent. The probable cause of this phenomenon is that
the classical indices may not be sensitive to mild-to-moderate stenosis from a relatively
long distance, which was considered in this study. In addition, the simulated results with
stenosis had a lower EDV (−6.1 cm/s) than the difference between the averaged group
values (−3.1 cm/s). Hence, we infer that the compensatory vasodilation of the peripheral
vessels [34,35] may also occur in narrowing the differences, because the parameters of the
peripheral vessels remain unchanged in the simulation, while compensatory peripheral
resistance reduction may occur in actual patients as stenosis develops.

In contrast to the classical indices, which usually use one or two single values in
the Doppler waveforms, the FHR proposed in this study use information on the entire
waveform, potentially making the index more sensitive to small variations induced by
mild-to-moderate stenosis. The diagnosis of mild-to-moderate stenosis is more clinically
significant than that of severe stenosis because severe stenosis is usually accompanied by
symptoms, whereas early diagnosis and therapy of IICAS can effectively prevent severe
diseases, such as strokes. Moreover, multivariate regressions reveal that the classical indices
may be easily influenced by age, hyperlipidemia, and cerebral vasodilators, while the FHR
is insensitive to age, basic diseases, and drug usage.

The AUC value of the single-sided FHR was 0.838 for the left ICA and 0.836 for the
right ICA, while the AUC value for the maximum FHR obtained from both sides was 0.888;
this finding indicates that FHR-based diagnosis is more accurate in distinguishing patients
with or without IICAS than in identifying the stenosis location. Accordingly, the FHR is a
promising diagnostic index for the early diagnosis of IICAS. This diagnostic method can
be applied in ordinary physical examinations to identify possible patients with IICAS in
the early stages, and cerebral CTA/MRA can be further applied to locate the stenosis. In
addition, FHR-based diagnosis may be effective in other arteries where it is difficult to
locate the stenosis directly using ultrasound images.

A personalized hemodynamic model was used to investigate the effects of IICAS on
the complicated cardiovascular system. The simulation analyses demonstrated that the 1D
artery network model was capable of simulating Doppler ultrasound waveforms precisely,
making it a potentially useful tool in other Doppler ultrasound-related studies. In addition,
personalized cardiovascular function assessment is possible by solving the inverse problem
of identifying parameters from the measured Doppler waveforms. For example, the risk
of atherosclerotic stenosis may be evaluated using the quantitative analysis of vascular
stiffness at different arterial sites.

5. Limitations

In addition to age, gender, basic diseases and medications collected in this study,
other contributing factors may also affect the results. The abnormal bending of ICA (or
“Dolichocarotids”) is a significant risk factor for cardiovascular events [36], and artery
curvatures may have complicated effects on blood flow. However, because cerebral images
usually focus on intracranial regions, parts of ICA segments are missing in many images.
Scopes of the cerebral images should be adjusted to obtain complete ICA segments in future
studies, and the effects of Dolichocarotids should be investigated.

A total of 76 participants were included in this study; however, the sample size was
not large enough to test the diagnostic efficacy of the FHR, and the sizes of the two groups
were not well balanced because the positive cases outnumbered the negative cases in the
hospital. Multi-center studies should be conducted in the future to expand the sample’s
size. Another limitation of the statistical study is the lack of gold standard cerebral images;
only two patients were diagnosed using DSA in this study because CTA/MRA is less
invasive and expensive. One of the cases had different diagnostic conclusions from CTA
and DSA, as shown in Figure 5. Due to a locally insufficient contrast agent, IICAS was
misdiagnosed in the CTA scan. In contrast, the gold standard DSA showed no stenosis
in that region. Interestingly, the FHR of the patient was within the normal range (below
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0.360 on both sides), which was in accordance with the DSA diagnosis. If there are more
similar cases in the positive group, the actual diagnostic performance of the FHR may be
of higher quality. Therefore, more data labeled with DSA images should be collected in
the future.

 

Figure 5. Incorrectly labeled case in the CTA scan due to an insufficient contrast agent, with the FHR
in the normal range: (A) CTA image of the intracranial arteries of the patient, with the misdiagnosed
intracranial internal carotid artery stenosis indicated in the red circle; (B) gold standard intracranial
digital subtraction angiography image of the same patient showing no stenosis in the arteries, which
is consistent with the FHR-based diagnosis. CTA, computed tomography angiography; FHR, first
harmonic ratio.

6. Conclusions

The effects of IICAS on the extracranial hemodynamic indices were quantitatively
investigated using a 1D patient-specific hemodynamic model of the human cardiovascular
system. A significant dampening of high-order harmonics was found in the extracranial
ICA flow waveforms in the presence of IICAS. Therefore, we proposed a new index
called the FHR to quantitatively evaluate this effect. Using carotid Doppler ultrasound
measurements, we further conducted a case–control study including 76 patients; we found
that the FHR had a superior diagnostic performance for mild-to-moderate IICAS (<70%)
and that the classical indices showed no significant differences between the stenosis and
control groups. Multivariate regressions revealed that the classical indices were susceptible
to age, hyperlipidemia, and cerebral vasodilators, while IICAS remained the dominant
factor for FHR elevations. FHR measurements using carotid Doppler ultrasound may
facilitate the early diagnosis of IICAS.

Supplementary Materials: All data involved in this study can be found at: https://www.mdpi.com/
article/10.3390/bioengineering9090422/s1.
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Abstract: Background: The progressive aging of populations, primarily in the industrialized western
world, is accompanied by the increased incidence of several non-transmittable diseases, including
neurodegenerative diseases and adult-onset dementia disorders. To stimulate adequate interventions,
including treatment and preventive measures, an early, accurate diagnosis is necessary. Conven-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) represents a technique quite common for the diagnosis
of neurological disorders. Increasing evidence indicates that the association of artificial intelligence
(AI) approaches with MRI is particularly useful for improving the diagnostic accuracy of different
dementia types. Objectives: In this work, we have systematically reviewed the characteristics of AI
algorithms in the early detection of adult-onset dementia disorders, and also discussed its perfor-
mance metrics. Methods: A document search was conducted with three databases, namely PubMed
(Medline), Web of Science, and Scopus. The search was limited to the articles published after 2006
and in English only. The screening of the articles was performed using quality criteria based on
the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) rating. Only papers with an NOS score ≥ 7 were considered
for further review. Results: The document search produced a count of 1876 articles and, because of
duplication, 1195 papers were not considered. Multiple screenings were performed to assess quality
criteria, which yielded 29 studies. All the selected articles were further grouped based on different
attributes, including study type, type of AI model used in the identification of dementia, performance
metrics, and data type. Conclusions: The most common adult-onset dementia disorders occurring
were Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia. AI techniques associated with MRI resulted in
increased diagnostic accuracy ranging from 73.3% to 99%. These findings suggest that AI should be
associated with conventional MRI techniques to obtain a precise and early diagnosis of dementia
disorders occurring in old age.

Keywords: adult-onset dementia; Alzheimer’s disease; magnetic resonance imaging; artificial
intelligence; machine learning; neural networks

1. Introduction

Adult-onset cognitive disorders (AOCD) are characterized by a clinically significant,
acquired impairment of cognitive functions [1,2]. Around 50 million people were affected
by AOCD (dementia) worldwide in 2018, with a cost of approximately one trillion dollars
for their care every year [3]. There is an impairment in daily functioning caused by multiple
cognitive deficits. The main symptoms of AOCD are dementia, delirium, and mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). A person with dementia has severe impairments in memory, language,
problem solving, and other thinking abilities [4]. In most cases, delirium is defined as a
state of acute disturbance of consciousness accompanied by a change in cognition during
the day [5,6], whereas MCI is characterized by loss of memory and other cognitive abilities
in individuals [7].
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The impairment of neurocognitive function is associated with several neurological
conditions, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), frontotemporal dementia, Lewy body dis-
ease, Parkinson’s disease (PD), Huntington’s disease, Prion disease, traumatic brain injury,
and others [8–11]. A pathophysiological correlation has been demonstrated between the
progression of AD and nerve cell loss, neuro-fibrillary tangles, and senile plaques [12–14].
However, amyloid levels do not correlate directly with the progression of AD, affecting
primarily the hippocampal, entorhinal cortex, neocortex, and other brain regions [12].
Neurofibrillary degeneration has been observed hierarchically among brain regions, and a
pattern of progression of lesions is generally accepted [15].

Neurocognitive tests, brain imaging, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tests are currently
used to diagnose AD [16]. By improving diagnostics, biomarkers can facilitate early AD de-
tection and treatment [17]. Studies have demonstrated the importance of early diagnostics,
pharmacological interventions, lifestyle changes, and decreasing cardiovascular risk factors
in suppressing the progression of the disease [18–20]. Therefore, it is imperative to diagnose
clinical conditions that can potentially progress into dementia as early as possible [21,22].

In this 21st century, artificial intelligence (AI) composed of both machine learning
(ML) and deep learning (DL) is rapidly revolutionizing the field of medicine [23]. ML
involves an AI algorithm that selects the most suitable model based on a set of alternatives.
For complex applications, ML algorithms have several advantages, including nonlinearity,
fault tolerance, and real-time operation. Although the ML models incorporate information
not ordinarily available to clinicians, such as advanced neuroimaging, genetic testing, and
cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers, they can be applied to specialist and research settings [24].

Recent studies demonstrated the effectiveness of ML algorithms in neuroimaging and
cognitive testing for the early detection of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD [25,26].
Patients with dementia will benefit from high-quality care when these diverse and strategic
resources are utilized effectively. Therefore, ML is a crucial component in achieving this
goal, and there is evidence that ML knowledge from clinical data can be used to plan
care for people at risk of different dementia forms [27–31]. Review articles on the use
of AI in the brain sciences analyze the opportunities and challenges associated with its
implementation [32,33]. Neurogenerative disorders are poorly understood due to a lack of
systematic analysis of AI technologies.

This systematic review examines the involvement of AI applications in AOCDs. In this
study, all performance metrics of the AI model for the early diagnosis of neurogenerative
disorders such as dementia are presented. It provides a comprehensive overview of the
state-of-the-art for machine learning about health informatics in dementia care. As we deal
with big health data, we compile and review existing scientific methodologies. It has been
demonstrated that ML can contribute to the analysis of neuroimaging data in dementia
care. However, a relatively small effort has been made to apply advanced ML approaches
to integrated heterogeneous data, which demonstrates the future potential and directions
in dementia informatics.

2. Methods

2.1. Document Search

The review was conducted based on the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2020. The document search was
performed based on available literature from the databases PubMed, Web of Science
(WoS), and Scopus. The document search was performed between the years 2006 and
2022. Articles before 2006 were excluded because of the limited literature on the topic
of AI techniques in the diagnosis of neurogenerative diseases. Search keywords used
were “artificial intelligence, “machine learning, “deep learning, “dementia”, “Alzheimer”s
disease”, and “MRI”. The search queries were carefully framed using Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) for different databases, which are further listed in Table 1. The document
distribution of each database can be found in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Search queries for three adopted databases.

Database Query

PubMed

English AND (“Artificial Intelligence” [Title/Abstract/MeSH] OR “Machine
Learning”[Title/Abstract/MeSH]) OR “Deep learning” AND

(“diagnosis”[Title/Abstract] OR “detection”[Title/Abstract] OR
“identification”[Title/Abstract] OR “recognition”[Title/Abstract]) OR
“interpretation”[Title/Abstract]) AND (“dementia”[All Fields] AND

“MRI”[All Fields]) AND “PET” [All Fields]) AND “image data”[All Fields])
NOT “classification” [Title/Abstract/MeSH] NOT

“ranking”[Title/Abstract/MeSH] NOT “grouping”[Title/Abstract/MeSH]
NOT Review[ptyp] NOT books and Documents [ptyp] NOT conference [ptyp]

WoS

(“AI” AND “Artificial Intelligence” AND “Machine Learning” AND “Deep
Learning”) AND (“Diagnosis” OR “Identification” OR “recognition”) AND
(“dementia” OR “Alzheimer’s disease” OR “MRI” OR “PET” OR “medical

imaging” OR “neuro”) NOT “segmentation” NOT “functional” NOT
“connectivity”) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND DOCUMENT TYPES:

(Review OR Proceedings Paper)

Scopus

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Artificial Intelligence” AND “Machine Learning” AND
“Deep Learning”) AND (“Diagnosis” OR “Identification” OR “recognition” OR
“interpretation) AND (“neurological diseases” OR “neurogenerative disorders”

OR “dementia” OR “MRI” OR “PET”) AND LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE,
“English”) AND (LIMIT-TO (EXACT KEYWORD, “dementia”)

Figure 1. Document distribution of each database.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We included all articles focused on AI use in dementia diagnosis or early-stage identifi-
cation. The articles handling the data of patients with different types of dementia and those
in the English language met the basic requirements of the inclusion criteria. The adoption
of AI-related ML and DL model outcomes with 2 × 2 confusion matrix outcomes was
considered. Papers published before 2006 and works not reporting the training and testing
data split or not providing information on validation approaches were excluded. Papers
published in languages other than English and dealing with animals were not considered
either. Conference papers or proceedings with insufficient data on patients’ information,
lack of information on the used model type, and validation approaches were excluded.

2.3. Quality Assessment

Once the literature search was carried out, the four authors independently assessed
each article in two phases. In the first phase, similar or duplicate documents extracted from
the three databases were eliminated by reading the abstracts. This analysis was conducted
with the conventional approach of reading the article title and abstract. The inclusion and
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exclusion criteria of the filters were applied, and the evolution of the quality of each selected
element was carried out based on the Newcastle–Ottawa scale (NOS), which varied from 0
to 9 [34]. The NOS defines each study in three ways: Poor (0–4), Moderate (5–6), and Good
(7–9). These scores are based on some filters, such as study selection, comparability, and
outcome. Various quality parameters, such as demonstration, coherence, risk factors, and
others, are considered. The quality scores of selected articles depend on these parameters.
These scores were recorded in an Excel sheet to calculate whether the selected study was
suitable for final consideration or not.

3. Results

3.1. Search Outcomes

With a literature search, 1876 documents were identified in the period mentioned.
Overall, 1195 documents were excluded due to duplication, ineligibility, and other reasons.
This resulted in 681 documents being screened. Based on the title and abstract, 424 papers
were excluded from further analysis as they were not consistent with the study objectives.
At the end of the preliminary assessment, 257 works were considered for further review.
For quality assessment, 76 documents were selected after applying inclusion and exclusion
criteria. To perform multiple screenings, authors were given the selected documents and
asked to note down quality scores anonymously for each work. In the absence of a high-
quality score, items outside the review objectives were not further analyzed. We included
29 studies and summarized their findings in tabular form (Figure 2).

Figure 2. PRISMA 2020 flow chart for new systematic reviews with databases and registry search
(*records extracted from only mentioned databases).
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In terms of AI classifiers, 28.6% of the reported number of studies developed models
using support vector machines (SVMs), and the models achieved accuracy ranging between
77.17% and 95.0%. In addition, two studies used Random Forest (RF) whereas the remaining
eight studies used multiple AI classifiers [34,35]. In this review, we have found that AI
models were used in five studies to diagnose AD, and six studies to diagnose other sorts
of dementia.

In most of the studies, AD detection is considered the highest priority. All these works
are associated with neuroimage data such as MRI data with dual modes (demographic
or image), positron emission tomography (PET), and other cognitive datasets. Studies
with deep learning neural networks produced a maximum accuracy of 98.3% [35–37]. As
shown in [38], the authors used neural network modeling to verify performance, and their
results showed that DenseNet-121 generated accuracy of 90.22%, which is higher than
Inception-V1, V2, and Residual Networks [39]. A simple classification model based on a
decision tree with hyperparameter tuning produced 99% accuracy [40].

Two studies developed an AI model for diagnosing Parkinson’s disease. In one of
these works, a CNN was trained and validated to detect PD from whole slide images
(WSI). Model results show high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 99%. Another paper
developed an ML model for predicting Parkinson’s disease using the MRI method [41].
The model achieved 88% accuracy. The use of AI to diagnose and determine the prognosis
of dementia was explored in three studies [42–44].

3.2. Study Characteristics

The main characteristics of the selected papers (investigated country, study type,
dementia category, AI models and validation approaches, and performance metrics such
as accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity) are summarized in Table 2. Among 29 selected
works, a major part (22) of the studies are retrospective types, and the remaining seven
are prospective cohort studies. Moreover, 17 works combine the involvement of MRI data
coupling with AI modeling as a means of facilitating dementia and AD diagnosis [45–51].
Furthermore, electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors and clinical data can predict the risk
of other dementia types, such as MCI, PD, and frontotemporal [52–58]. On other hand, it
has been observed that nine studies appeared from the USA, which was followed by the
UK (3), India (3), and Canada (2).

Various AI algorithms are used to assist in identifying different forms of dementia.
Results mention that the common cause of neurocognitive disorders is AD, whose main
features are progressive memory loss and multidomain cognitive decline. AD represents
60% of all neurocognitive disorders [59]. AOCDs are a major cause of disability in the
general population. Current data and prospects make dementia treatment a pivotal topic in
the planning of national health systems, recognizing it as a major challenge for proposing
sustainable choices for health and social assistance [60].

In terms of AI classifiers, 28.6% of studies applied SVM models and achieved accu-
racy in between 77.17% and 95.0% [49,50,56,58]. In addition, two studies used RF algo-
rithms [45,51], whereas the remaining eight used multiple AI classifiers [46–48,52–55,57].
The present review found that five studies used AI models in AD diagnosis [45–47,52,56],
and six studies to diagnose other dementia types [48–50,53,57].

Two studies developed an AI model for PD diagnosis [41,61]. A Boutet et al. developed
an ML model for PD prediction using the MRI method [41], and M Signaevsky et al. trained
and validated a CNN to detect PD from whole slide images (WSI) [61]. Results show high
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. CI and MCI were classified with 81% and 96.6% of
accuracy with recurrent neural networks (RNN) and artificial neural networks (ANN),
respectively [43,62]. A study using multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) with cognitive data
showed that 92.98% of AD cases were accurately diagnosed [63]. The mini-mental state
examination (MMSE) and clinical dementia ratio (CDR) tests were also used to further
classify AD stages with ResNet and DenseNet, which resulted in 99% accuracy [64,65].
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4. Discussion

Our study reviewed the research literature on the application of AI models in the
early detection of dementia in adults. A review of outcome data has shown that AI or ML
models can greatly influence any subspecialty within AOCD at every treatment stage. To
predict dementia types in advance, ANN, MRI data, and labeling segments have been most
frequently used.

4.1. AI for Diagnostic Purposes

Currently, the treatment of AOCDs is limited to symptomatic therapies available,
and drugs used in the treatment of dementias have very limited therapeutic value. For
this reason, advanced computing techniques such as AI, ML, and deep learning have
been directed toward the search for non-pharmacological approaches and support for
caregivers [18]. It is now widely accepted that the phase of overt dementia in AD is
preceded by a long preclinical phase, sometimes lasting several decades, that evolves
through a continuum, from the initial preclinical stages to MCI up to the overt clinical
stage of dementia [66,67]. People with advanced dementia have similar outcomes with
psychosocial interventions as with pharmacological interventions. It has been demonstrated
that cognitive stimulation improves cognition as well as the self-reported quality of life
(QOL) and wellbeing. Computer-assisted exercise has been linked to better QOL for people
with disabilities; however, not much research has been conducted. A pilot study examined
whether computer-assisted exergaming interventions, utilizing exergaming technology
(Able-X), could improve QOL, including cognitive and physical functioning, in 10 dementia
patients, in addition to existing therapies and activities [68]. The role of AI algorithms in
effectively detecting the different AOCD types was explained further.

A. MCI detection

MCI is considered a transitional phase between normal aging and dementia [7]. When
compared with nondepressed patients with MCI, individuals with MCI and depression
perform less well on immediate and delayed memory tasks. MCI patients who experience
sub-syndromic symptoms of depression have been found to have poorer function and
quality of life, as well as a higher risk of dementia progression. Therefore, those who
are cognitively impaired must undergo appropriate screening strategies for depression
and depressive symptoms. This will enable clinicians to identify the causes of cognitive,
functional, and behavioral impairments. It is thought that, in this phase, it is possible
to intervene and slow the progression versus overt dementia during this stage. In this
systematic review, four studies employed ML models to detect MCI [42,43,58]. An SVM
model was the most incorporated algorithm in the detection of MCI and produced accuracy
ranging from 73% to 91% [56,58]. Advanced ML models such as ANN can have the ability
to detect MCI with 96.66% accuracy [43].

B. AD diagnosis

AD is a brain neurodegenerative disorder occurring mainly in diseases commonly
affecting elderly people, although it is not a normal part of aging. As AD progresses, memory
loss, personality changes, and changes in brain function gradually worsen. AD is the most
common adult-onset dementia. In this review, we found that 16 studies out of 29 (55%)
used AI models to diagnose AD. According to these studies, AI models performed well
in detecting AD, with an accuracy range of 73.33–99%, a sensitivity range of 70.8–90.10%,
and a specificity range of 70–90%. A total of 11 studies (70%) utilized AI in conjunction
with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to diagnose AD. Two studies analyzed clinical data,
one along with MRI. One study used positron emission tomography (PET) and MRI. The
remaining research used EEG and cognitive data to diagnose AD with AI models.

C. Frontotemporal (FTD) and Lewy bodies (LBD) dementia

To target interventions and treatments for frontotemporal dementia (FTD), an accu-
rate differential diagnosis is vital [69]. There are studies suggesting that deep learning
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techniques can be used to solve the differential diagnosis problem for FTD, AD, and nor-
mal controls (NCs), but their performance is still unknown. A third issue is that existing
DL-assisted diagnostic studies are still reliant on expert-level preprocessing based on
hypotheses. Some ML tools help to distinguish the AD and FTD symptoms with genetic al-
gorithms [70]. It has been demonstrated that a data-centric perspective helps to understand
AD and FTD disorders by allowing the results to be interpreted.

While LBD is a dementia-type syndrome with many clinical similarities, it can be
difficult to diagnose clinically, especially in the advanced stages. To identify these disorders
with a high prognosis, researchers proposed an ML algorithm based solely on non-invasive
and easily collectable predictors [71]. The ImageNet dataset and ADNI database were used
to reduce model complexity based on two-stage transfer learning technology [72,73]. Using
the medical experience as a concatenation layer in the deep learning model, the AI model
can automatically extract features corresponding to regulation and domain knowledge.
Using this approach, the deep learning model gains better training efficiency and identifies
more significant features in differentiating AD and LBD.

D. PD diagnosis

PD is a neurological disease characterized by shaking, stiffness, and difficulties in
walking, balance, and coordination. Symptoms usually develop gradually. People may
have trouble walking and talking as the disease progresses. In addition, they may have
psychological changes, sleeping problems, depression, and memory issues. In this system-
atic review, five studies associated PD detection with AI algorithms with MRI, clinical data,
and WSI. They reported an accuracy range of 74–99%, a sensitivity range of 68.4–99%, and
a specificity range of 70–99% for their developed AI models in PD diagnosis.

4.2. Model Assessment

Various AI algorithms are used to assist in identifying different forms of dementia in
this section. There were two groups of AI algorithms, including ML and DL, reviewed in
this work. Eighteen studies employed traditional ML classifiers, among which four utilized
SVM, with accuracy ranging from 77.17% to 95.0% [49,50,56,58]. In addition, two studies
applied RF [45,51], and one study employed Random Under-Sampling RF (RUSRF) [39],
with an accuracy range of 73.3% to 94.4%. ML models were employed by G. Lee et al. [62],
without mentioning any particular algorithm’s name, and showed 88% accuracy. Using
multilayer perceptron (MLP) modeling, AD classification with 92.98% of accuracy was
achieved [63]. In [40], the authors developed a model using the decision tree classifier with
hyperparameter tuning (DTC-HPT) and observed high accuracy of 99% for identifying AD.
On the other hand, the remaining eight studies applied multiple ML classifiers [46–48], and
they performed extremely well, with an accuracy range of 68% to 99.1% [52–55,57].

DL classifiers were used in nine (31%) of the 29 studies reviewed. Four of the selected
studies employed conventional neural networks (CNNs) [35–37,61], reaching the highest
accuracy of 99% and the lowest accuracy of 84%. ANN [43] and RNN [62] were used in
two studies, with results of 96.66% and 81%, respectively. Three of the remaining studies
compared multiple DL models [38,44,65], with accuracy ranging from 59.8% to 98.86%.
Two studies were associated with both ML and DL classifiers [38,64]. A model using SVM
and a second using a combination of MobileNet and Block 11 addition and SVM were
noted [42]. In terms of accuracy, the combined model had the highest accuracy of 88.7%,
while the SVM model had the lowest accuracy of 73.3%. A gradient-boosting model (GBM)
as well as a Residual Neural Network (ResNet-50) have been designed by authors [64] and
showed 91.3% and 98.99% accuracy.

4.3. Research Implications

Dementia is not a specific disease—it is a group of symptoms severely affecting
memory loss, thinking, decision making, and social abilities so as to interfere with daily
life. Several diseases can cause dementia. The prevalence of dementia increases with age,
but it is not a normal part of aging. Symptoms vary according to the type of dementia. In
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this analysis, there were ten studies (33%) that developed different types of AI models to
detect dementia by analyzing MRI data (40%), EEG facial expressions, NPT, and clinical
and voice records. The performance of the AI model was evaluated in terms of accuracy
(range of 74–99.1%), sensitivity (range of 66.3–99%), and specificity (58–99%). It is now
widely accepted that the phase of overt dementia in AD is preceded by a long preclinical
phase, sometimes lasting several decades, that evolves through a continuum, from the
initial preclinical stages to MCI up to the overt clinical stage of dementia [66,67].

Current AI algorithms are recognized with measurable consistencies in large datasets
and are routinely utilized across a scope of different domains, including disease diagnosis,
but these models lack the power and generalizability related to human learning. If AI
procedures could empower computers to self-learn from fewer examples, the experimental
outcomes could have comprehensive logical and cultural effects. With increased memory
and increased processing power, large models can provide more sophisticated outcomes
and more adaptable learning. It is becoming increasingly clear that substantially more
prominent figuring assets will not suffice to produce calculations suitable for learning
from a few prototypes and summing up past preparation sets. Shortly, we may be able to
distinguish dementia from normal aging by using movement tests and smart environments.
Future directions to improve dementia detection in its earliest stages could include AI-based
smart environments and multimodal examinations.

4.4. Limitations

The current work has a few important limitations that need to be addressed. First,
the database search did not capture all the related papers; thus, it could not obtain all the
eligible articles as a whole. The search terms mentioned in this work could be insufficient to
identify the whole literature on AI combined with dementia. We highlighted the detection
of adult-onset dementia disorders and ML and DL algorithms associated with it. This led
to missing studies on working life dementia. On the other hand, in this review, we adopted
only three major databases. This limited the coverage of other journals that are in line with
the research topic.

5. Conclusions

Medicine is undergoing a revolution because of AI and ML, which help in the di-
agnosis of any disease, making it easier in recent years. With a more precise diagnosis,
this technology could transform healthcare. A computerized system helps doctors to di-
agnose patients more accurately, predict what patients’ future health will look like, and
recommends better treatments. In this review, we have investigated current approaches
of AI in the diagnosis and early prediction of adult-onset dementia disorders. In the past,
dementia diagnosis was performed solely based on correlations between symptoms and
the most likely cause. The newly developed methods with AI overcome several conven-
tional limitations by utilizing causal reasoning in their machine learning. As a result of AI,
dementia screening can now be automated to an even higher degree. This is particularly
appealing to epidemiology studies and public health organizations that aim to target early
risk reduction interventions. In contrast to clinicians’ judgment alone, AI can analyze and
respond quickly to large population screenings.
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